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ABSTRACT 
Alveolar w velar assimilation in stop place 
of articulation was studied in German ut- 
terances by spectmgraphic analysis and by 
recording tongue movements with an elec- 
tromagnetic articulogmph. Spectral and 
position! dificrcnces between the stop 
consonants and between different speak- 
ing rates were analyzed. Increased speak- 
ing rate for the alveolar stops clearly re- 
sulted in positional changes of the tongue 
towaxds a position appropriate for velax 
stops but still significantly diffcmnt from 
the latter. This seems to be in accordance 
with the view that assimilation is a contin- 
uous coarticulanory process. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1988 Nolan [2] rcported an EPG study 
on English alveolar to velar assimilation of 
stop place of articulation in utterances of 
the fonn ”... bed girls ...” (vs all velar ”... bag girls ...”). Asgimilation resulted in 
EPG patterns with reduced as well as with 
a total loss of alveolar contact. This finding 
seemed to be in accordance with the view 
W fi m  is rather a continuous 

process than a css of fcafural change (cf. also [1]). proc 
Smcc despite the lack of alveolar contact even those ‘totally’ assimilated items could be discriminant! from the all velar uaqanccs better than chance with the fol- lowmg pilot. experiments we wanted to .311d the difl'crenccs in tongue movement 1n alveolar to velar assimilation. 

2. PROCEDURE 
Two male German speakers read ten utter-- 
anccs of the type ”Wu' oIen zu Bange- 
hen” (vs all velar "Wu' wollcn zu Bcgkge- 
hcn") ten times at two different speaking 
rates (nonnal/fast) in randomized order. 
Besides the audio signal tongue move- 
ments werc recorded with the help of an 
electromagnetic articulograph (A6100, 
Carstens Mcdizinelcktronik; cf. [3]) via 
three coils placed on the midsaggital line 
of the tongue: (1) as far back as possible 
(back coil), (2) ca. 0.5 cm behind the the tip 
of the tongue (front coil), and (3) midway 
between the others (mid coil). 

Besides Spectrographic analysis of for- 
mant frequencies in the middle of the pre- 
ceeding vowel and at implosion of the al- 
veolar/velar stop, and of acoustic segment 
duration, the position of the three coils (as 
their x/y—coordinates on the midsaggital 
plane) were determined at the following 
pomfs in time: (1) in the middle of the pre- 
ccedmg vowel, (2) at the beginning of stop 
closure, (3) at the first stop release (if presentl), and (4) at the second stop 
release. 

3. RESULTS 
In contrast to the English study the audito- ry analysis of our data revealed that there Is Pnly a weak tendency for assimilation in thls German material constructed in paral- lel. One of the speakers almost never pro- duced _perccivable assimilations. For the numcncal analysis we therefore chose the 
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Figure 1 : Mean ‘tongue contours' at four different points in time for alveolar/velar stop pro- 
duction for both subjects (xly coil positions in mm). 

item with the most occurcnccs of assimila- 
tion, i.c. “Er wird es balnricgcn” (vs all- 
vclar ”Er wird das Balg_kricgcn”).The 
mean coil position at the four points in time 
for both subjects and both places of articu- 
lation are seen in Figure 1. The differences 
in coil placement for the two subjects are 
clearly seen besides the differences in stop 
place of articulation. 

For the statistical analysis the positional 
data as well as the measured frequencies 
for the second and third formants at implo- 
sion were subjected to separate two—facto- 
rial analyses of variance (with the factors 
speech rate and place of articulation). 
There was no influence of speech rate on 
the formant frequencies at imPlosion for 
either speaker. The only significant effects 
were a higherF2 (p < .001) and a lowerF3 
(p < .001) for velars. The positional data 
showed significant effects only for one 
speaker (S 1). His mean coil positions and 
standard deviations are shown in inTablc I 

and II. The differences in tongue contour 
are also shown in Figure 2. 

The analyses of variance showed signifi- 
cant interactions between thc factors 
Speech rate and place of articulation only 
for the y—position of the mid and back coil 
at the first stop release: while for alveolar] 
velar utterances at fast rate of speech coil 
2 is on the average 4.7 mm higher (p < 
.001) than in the case of normal rate of 
speech, no such rate effects are seen for the 
all velar utterances. A parallel effect is 
seen for the y—position of the back coil at 
the first stop release: the value for the fast 
alveolar utterance is on the average 3.9 mm 
hi ghcr than for the utterance at normal rate. 
At the same time the differences between 
fast alveolar/velar and all velar utterances 
always remain significant (p < .01; .001).2 

4. DISCUSSION 
These results (cf. Figure 2) can be summa- 
rized as follows: Whereas tongue position 
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Figure 2: Mean 'tongue contours' at Implosion and first burst for alveolarlvelar stop produé- 
tlon at normal vs fast rate of speech for subject 1 (xly coil positions In mm). 

Table I: 
Mean coil postion at implosion (a) and at 

stop release (b) in cm 
(lst line: x, 3rd line: y, 2nd/4th line: stan- 

dard deviations) at slow rate for SI  
(3.: alveolar, v: velar) 

(a) 
coil 

1 2 3 
a v a v a v 

7.36 7.34 9.84 93710341090 
.13 .13 .10 .15 .08 .15 

18.23 17.87 18.99 19.30 18.17 18.57 
.21 .26 .15 .10 .10 .16 

(b) 
coil 

1 2 3 
a v a v a v 

7.24 7.24 9.67 9.6010.6110.76 
.13 .10 .08 .15 .01 .11 

11.9117.4718.8ll9.3718.2619.00 
.16 .22 .13 .10 .13 .12 

Table II: 
Mean coil postion at implosion (a) and at 

stop release (b) m cm 
(lst line: x, 3nd line: y. 2nd/4th line: osmi- 

dard deviations) at fast rate for S l " 
(a: alveolar, v: velar) 

(a) 
coil 

1 2 3 
a v a v a v 

7.36 7.40 9.81 9.76 10.71 10.84 
.05 .16 .11 .13 .12 .11 

18.29 17.87 19.10 19.46 18.23 18.83 
.13 .24 .12 .10 . l l  .11 

(b) . . . . . . . . .  n...— 

1 .2 3 
I V a V I V 7.17 7.37 9.53 9.64 10.59103? .08 .16 .05 .13 .01 .16 18.0617.49 192919.49 18.64 19.06 .19 .26 .12 .07 .05 .u 

at implosion and the first stop release does 
not change dramatically with speaking ra- 
tcfor the all velar utterances, the back of 
the tongue clearly adopts a higher position 
in the fast alveolar/velar utterances. But on 
the other hand this higher position does not 
reach the configuration of the all velar 
utterances. This clearly seems to be in 
accordance with thc View that assimilation 
rather is due to a continuous coarticulatory 
process than a process of featural change. 

5. FURTHER EXPERIMENTS 
In a second pilot experiment these effects 
were studied in more detail with another 
male German subject. Herc, additionally, 
we wanted to study the influence of con- 
text on alveolar/velar assimilation: 
Besides preceding /_aldlg/ as in the 
experiments above (“bald/Balg") simple 
/_adlg/—endings (‘Tat‘ag”) were used 
with following accented vs unacccnted 
[gel C‘gebcn” vs “gestandcn” or “gehal- 
ten”; accented syllables bold). ' 

6. NOTES 
* The experiments reported here were con- 

ducted in the course of an experimental 
workshop. I am indcptcd to my students 
S. Burger, P. Jankcr, L. Kufi'er, C. Moo- 
shammer. D. Stein and A. Zimmcr for 
help In carrying out the experiments and 
part of the analyses. 

- 1 This was almost always the case. For the 
statistical analyses only items showing 
two stop releases were used. 

2 Besides these interactions there IS a fur- 
ther for the x—posilion of the mid coil at 
the first Stop release, only showing a 
marginal (p < .05) fronting effect (.5 
mm) for fast alveolats (all other simple 
effects being not significant). Another 
interaction - not of relevance here — is 
seen for the y—position of the back coil at 
implosion: Here the simple effect of 
speaking rate for alveolars is not signifi- 
cant. the one for velars showing on aver- 
age a 2.5 mm higher position for the fast 
rate (p < 001). 

K 

The other main cffccts - not of rele- 
vance here - are: mid coil, y-position at 
implosion, 1.4 mm higher at fast rate (p 
< .01) and 3.3 mm higher vor velars ( p  
< .001); front coil, y—position at the first 
stop release, 5.1 mm higher for alveolars 
(p < .001); back coil, x—position at the 
first burst, 1.9 mm more back for vclam 
(p < .001). 
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ABSTRACT 
This report describes an automated, 
microcomputer-based procedure for 
comparing laryngographic (Lx) wave- 
forms. The program enables researchers 
to analyze the cycle-by-cycle changes in 
vocal fold vibratory characteristics that 
may signal linguistic contrasts or dif- 
ferences in long-term voice quality. The 
first differential of the original Lx signal, 
captured digitally, is marked to indicate 
beginning, ending, upper and lower 
limits. A set of ratios is then obtained 
relating increasing voltage to decreasing 
voltage for each period of the signal. 
Considerations such as the inherent 
variability of the Lx signal, techniques of 
Lx recording, and applications of the 
algorithm are discussed. 

1. LARYNGOGRAPHIC 
ANALYSIS 
Electrical impedance laryngography has bgen used in phonetic research to quantify dlffcrcqces between contrasting types of 
Rhongupn [4]. Such contrasts appear 
lmgulstlcally in languages like Korean at the syllac level in conjunction with phonologlcally distinct manners of 
consonantal articulation [1] [6] [7] [8] [9]. Phonatory contrasts also appear as long-temp pos§urcs in voice quality with largely Indeigical significance [3, 10]. One problem 1n the analysis of the larynx wayeform (Lx) has been the highly vanqble data that it yields. The signal is obtamed by means of superficial throat Plectrodes which measure decreasing unpcdance as the vocal fold mass comes together, and increasing impedance as these structures separate [5]. 

Different models of laryngo . . . gra h and dxffenng recordmg procedures rgsult in 

Lx signals with varying phase char- 
acteristics. This makes it difficult to ana- 
lyze characteristics of individual wave- 
form pcriods to distinguish, for example, 
a breathy voice from a harsh voice. 
Another problem is the DC float that 
characterizes many Lx signals and which 
makes establishing a baseline for reliable 
measurement of individual period char- 
acten'stics particularly difficult. Aspects 
of obtaining an initial, workable Lx signal 
are dealt with in section 2. A solution to 
the .baseline problem is presented in 
secuon 3. The method of segmenting the 
waveform to obtain a ratio is presented in 
section 4. 

2. RECORDING Lx 
Recordings of Lx signals made on a 
sgandard AM tape recorder tend to be 
511§toned by phase shift. For this reason, 
It. 18 val_uablc to develop procedures for 
d1rect dlgitization of the Lx signal, using an adequate (16-bit) data acquisition 
systexp. However, if this is not possible, the s1gnal may be recorded using a 
system; that does not introduce phase dlstpmon, such as a Sony PCM digital 
audlo processor and recorder, as has been used for these experiments. 
Attempt? at controlling DC float in the Lx Slgna! Include assuring that proper cpuphng with the input preamplifier or Slmxlar analog conditioner is maintained. However, lowofrequency oscillations can be expected as a result of laryngeal movement around the axis of the electfodes. This is more apparent during contmuous speech than during examples taken from sustained vowels, owing to the natpral raising and lowering of the nx 1n the less controlled situations. 

The polarity of the Lx signal must also be 
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FIGURE 1. Original Lx waveform (top) and difference waveform (bottoql) 
of a sample of whispcry voice. Data marked (cursors), ready for mac analysm. 

considered. When the signal is taken 
directly from the laryngograph, the high 
impedance component of the signal is 
converted to the maximum positive 
voltage in the waveform, while the low 
impedancc component results in a 
negative voltage. As the low impedance 
component is a result of maximum 
current flow across the electrodes, this 
will occur when the glottis is in its 
maximally closed phase of the voicing 
cycle. Because it is more representative 
of laryngeal behaviour to display the 
closed phase on the positive side of the 
wavefoxm, we prefer to invert the polarity 
of a signal that has been taken directly 
from the laryngograph. However, if the 
signal is passed through a preamplifier at 
any stage, this will result in the polarity 
being reversed. 

3. DATA ACQUISITION 
Data acquisition is carried out using the 
CSL digital signal processing system [2], 
operating on an IBM-AT workalike. Data 

acquisition is performed at a rate of 
between 10K and 40K samples/second 
and the resulting sampled data files are 
passed to the EDIT320 software package. 
In that package, the waveform is 
displayed graphically and manipulated to 
enhance the laryngeal characteristics of 
interest (see FIG. 1). 
The first differential of the waveform 
emphasizes the change in voltage over 
time, thus providing a representation of 
the Lx signal that closely models 
significant changes in current (as the 
impedance changes from, e.g., high 
impedance during the open phase of the 
laryngeal cycle to low impedance during 
the closed phase) as in equation (1). 
(1) di = Yi - Yi-l 
where i = {1. 2. 3 n) sampled data points 
A side effect of taking the first difi'ereptlal 
is that low frequency oscillauons 
attributed to larynx movement, as well as 
DC float. are eliminated. 
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FIGURE 2.; Lx waveforms of a sample of modal voice. 
Cursors markmg mmunum positive value and minimum negative value. 

4. PROCESSING ALGORITHM 
To dcnve the ratios for each Lx period of 
attange pf voiced speech, the original Lx 
sngnal {s loaded using EDIT320 and 
fhppcd If necessary (the sign is changed 
on each amplitude value) depending on 
rccoeg conditions, and the first dif— 
{qrcnnal is computed. A minimum pos- 
mvc threshold and a minimum negative 
ghreshold are then selected, using hor- 
129a cursors as illustrated in FIG. 2, to 
cllmlpatc the effect of arbitrary zero 
crossmgs. For each period in the marked 
range, the greatest negative excursion (i1) 
that 15 less than the negative threshold and 
the. grcgtest positive excursion of the 
penod (12) that is greater than the positive 
glueshold an: identified. A third value (i3) 
18 defined as the subsequent greatest 
ncggnyc excursion below threshold, 
pegmmng the following period. A ratio 
15 then calculated for each Lx period as 
shown in equation (2). 

(2) ( i z - i 1 ) / ( i 3 - i 2 )  
where i = the selected sampled data point 

for each succeeding period, the previous 
13 becqmes the new i1, until the end of the 
range 18 reached. The resulting ratios are 
stored in a file; as shown in FIG. 3, 
cpmputcd for a portion of the differenced 
Slgnal for harsh voice. 

5. APPLICATIONS 
Apphcations of this analysis algorithm 
fgcus on the identification of phonatory 
dlfferences at the segmental, CV, or long- 
tqrn} lgvcl. The hypothesis that a 
dlsnnpuvc 'brcathy' phonatory quality is 
assgcxatcd prosodically with the lenis (vs. 
asplratcd or fortis) consonant series in 
Koregn a§ a principal one in identifying 
meamng 1n CV sequences, for example, 
qan now: be tested. Lx rise-time to fall- 
ume ranos of sets of controlled phonetic 
modpls can also be compared with 
speclfic [anguage data or with examples 
of phonauon in pathological speech. 
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FIGURE 3. EDIT320 display showing pan of the result file (ratio; 
start, peak and end point times for each period) for harsh (ventricular) vmce. 

Initial examination of phonation types 
using this procedure illustrates that 
harshness and creakincss, which have 
low Lx ratios, differ from modal voice, 
and from whisperincss and breathincss, 
which increase progmssivcly in Lx ratio 
range, as predicted in prior research [3]. 
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ABSTRACT 
Electropalatography was used to 
sample natural conversational English. 
A tabulation was made of cases where 
alveolar obstruents could occur and of 
how these underlying consonants were 
mfised. The results reflect large scale 
reduction of alveolars in conversational 
speech, some of which (e.g. reduced 
lateral contact) seem to be common to 
all members of the set and some of 
which are more particular to the class 
of speech sounds involved (laterals, 
nasals, stops, frimtives). 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Until recently, little or no research 
using electropalatography has focused 
on tongue-palate contact during 
relaxed, unselfconscious speech such as 
tlgat which we use in everyday 
ascourse. The reason for this is 
presumably the unease which besets 
phoneticians when they think about 
doing reswch on non-laboratory 
speech: in collecting free conversation, 
one cannot control for any of the 
variables known to influence 
articulation, among them segmental 
environment, stress, place in utterance, 
and word class. In addition, one never 
knows how many tokens of a given 
type _will appear on any particular 
occasxon, thereby making it hard to 
apply standard statistical mmsures to 
the results; Yet, surely if our goal as 
linguists is to model speech as it is 

1 0  

used by ordinary people in daily life, it 
is vital to develop techniques . for 
collecting and analysing data about this 
type of speech. Electropalatography 
provides an indirect but dynamic 
picture of articulator movement and as 
such is an invaluable adjunct to 
auditory and acoustic analysis of 
natural spwch. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 
In this study, acoustic and EPG data 
were collected from two subjects 
involved in conversation. The subjects 
were both longterm EPG users, having 
been on the team which developed the 
system currently in use at Reading 
University. They reported feeling very 
comfortable wearing the palate and 
experiencing no interference with 
articulation. Each of the subjects was 
seated comfortably in a small room 
and asked to talk to another member 
of the research team whose speech was 
not being monitored. The 
qxperimenter was in an adjoining room, 
ystening to the conversation. After an 
mitial period during which the 
conversants seemed to have become 
involved in discussion and to be 
producing unselfconscious output, the 
experimenter collected thee-second 
samples of acoustic and EPG data. 
The acoustic signal was ' samPled at 
mm and the EPG output at 100Hz. 
One minute of speech was collected 
from subject W], a West Midlands 

speaker with considerable Standard 
Southern overlay and 1.5 minutes 
collected from subject FG, a 
Standard Southern British speaker. 

An impressionist ic  phonet ic  
transcription of the collected corpus 
was done as well as a phonemic 
transcription. A tabulation was then 
made of cases of lt,d,s,z,n,l/ (the 
alveolar consonants involving contact in 
English), and each phonemic form 
related to both its phonetic 
transcription and the span of 10- 
millisecond EPG patterns which 
corresponded to it. The phonemic 
category provided a list of places where 
it would in theory be possible to find a 
maximally-articulated alveolar 
consonant; the phonetic realisations 
were divided into three categories: 
complete closure, incomplete closure, 
and deletion. These are very crude 
divisions. Complete closure was 
defined as the case in which every 
column of the palatogram indicated 
contact in at least one of the first four 
rows. Many kinds of complete closure 
were noted. For example, several 
degrees of lateral contact could be 
seen for everything except [1]: some 
showed a great deal of lateral contact, 
presumably indicating a high tongue 
position. Less side contact was visible 
in others, suggesting a laxer closure. 
The tokens with weak lateral contact 
were very common: this may prove to 
be a predictable feature of English 
conversational speech. 

TABLE 

WJ 
a l l  alveolars 

complete 113 
incomplete 13 
deleted 31 
glottalled 3 
total 160 

Complete closure m cannot be said 
to apply to fricatives at all, since they 
require an incomplete closure in their 
production. For the same reason, the 
notion of incompleteness is not well- 
specified for fricatives: some with a 
very wide central channel were found, 
but as they were heard to produce 
friction, they could not be judged as 
incomplete. 

Deletion in this case was defined as 
”showing no palatal contact": clearly 
inadequate, since a gesture of 
considerable proportions can be made 
without actually making contact with 
the palate. 

While these categories will, therefore, 
have to be amended in a more detailed 
report, they allow us to shed some light 
on the behaviour of the elements 
investigated and so have been 
preserved here. 

3. RESULTS 

Not all underlying alveolars were fully 
realised, and in a pattern which was 
relatively similar from speaker to 
speaker. Table I shows summary data 
averaged over all consonants. for each 
speaker and for both Speakers 
combined. 

FG % Both % 

182 6 9  2 9 5  6 9  
3 9  15 52  12 
2 4  9 55 13 
2 0  8 2 3  ' 5  

265  

11 



Characteristic realisation patterns 
emerged for each manner of 
articulation: 

1. ln/ -- Reduction of In/ can be 
attributed to two main factors, a) a 
Vn sequence is often reduced to a 
nasalised vowel before another alveolar 
consonant, and b) [n] often shows 
incomplete closure intervocalically. 

In addition, [n] shows, in common with 
most of the other consonants 
investigated, a tendency to be 
articulated with a central groove before 
a fricative. It is a well-established 
tenet of phonetics that the production 
of the nan-closure for a fricative 
involves finer motor control than the 
(theoretically) complete closures found 
f o r  s t o p s  a n d  n a s a l s .  
Electropalatograms show that 
preparation for the groove 
configuration begins in preceding 
alveolar consonants and can sometimes 
be detected in vowels preceding such 
clusters. 

2. III - I n  these subjects, there were 
two distinct realisations of Ill. One 
involved contact with the palate and 
was found synable-ilfitially, at the 
trailing end of a cluster, and 
intervocalically. The other involved no 
contact and was found at the leading 
end of a cluster and finally. The light 
or 'semivocalised" closure which was 
noted by Hardcastle and Barry [1] in 
some environments was not found to 
be characteristic of these subjects: 
subject FG showed four anomalous 
cases, but these were a very small 
proportion of the total. 

3. Isl and [z] - These sounds tend 
to be preserved in some form, but (as 
mentioned above) often get a very 
wide channel in these data, implying 
(in agreement with the lateral contact 
discussed above) less raising of the 
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tongue toward the palate than is found 
in citation forms. 

4. Id! - A fully closed [d] is normally 
found after another non-nasal alveolax, 
especially word-finally when the next 
word begins with a vowel. The closure 
tends to weaken intervocalically, even 
if the [d] is word-final. (The resulting 
segment does not sound like a fricative 
or look like one on an acoustic display. 
This is presumably because there is 
little or no airflow through the 
constriction). [d] is especially prone to 
deletion in the environment n___C. 

5 It! - Fully-articulated tokens tend 
to be found syUable-ixfifially, especially 
word~initially and especially in stressed 
syllables. After the alveolar nasal or 
fricative and intervocalimlly, [t] can be 
either fully closed or incomplete. No 
closure is normally found in the 
environment C_#C. 

For both speakers, It! was usually 
realised as a glottal step 
in the environment V IC and in 
absolute final position. 

4. DISCUSSION 
Let us return briefly to the notion of a 
normal or target articulation. While it 
is clearly desirable for all spam to 
be able to produce a maximally- 
differentiated set of alveolar: in 
citation-form words in a laboratory 
situation, it seems obvious from the 
above that less fully realised tokms are 
very much a part of conversational 
speech and are in memselvu normal. 
The implication for those using EPG 
didactically is obvious: it would be 
excessively demanding and in some 
sense even incorrect to expect 
maximally differentiated tom of most 
alveolar consonants (in some 
environments) in unsdfconscimu 
spwch. Variation in production which 
comes about not only thtwgh 

coarticulation with surrounding 
segments but also through position 1n 
the linguistic unit (syllable, word) and 
position with respect to stress must be 
taken into account. There might also 
be a generally lower longterm 
jaw/tongue setting in conyersational 
speech, which leads to less sxde contact 
and bigger fricativc grooves, and may 
be one of the reasons for the observed 
incomplete closures. (See [2] for 
further discussion of this question). 

The latter point must be reiterates! 
with respect to general phoneuc 
theory: these data provide further 
evidence for the assertion that the 
physical properties of the vocal tract 
alone cannot account for the patterns 
of reduction we find in conversational 
speech. An Int/i sequence behaves 
very differently from an lql#/U_ 
sequence with respect to reduchon: It 
is the higher-level linguistic construct 
which determines the mug of 
phonetic variation, though the 
construction of the vocal tract is one of 
several factors which determine the 
mum of the variation. 
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PHONOLOGICAL DISRUPTION IN WORD PRODUCTION 
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ABSTRACT 
In naturally occurring speech, people 
occasionally find that they have a word 
"on the tip of the tongue". In this state, 
they may produce other words related 
in either sound or meaning to the 
targets. Are these other 'words 
instrumental in causing the TOT states, 
or are they merely by-products of the 
TOT states? 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In spontaneous utterances, most 

people occasionally experience 
difficulty in producing an intended 
word. In this state, a person may be 
confident that the word he or she 
wishes to generate is within his or her 
mental lexicon. The word nevertheless 
remains temporarily unavailable, 
seemingly "on the tip of the tongue" 
While people are in this tip-of-the— 
tongue (TOT) state, they often do not 
remain mute but instead produce words 
other than the target-word at which they 
are aiming. Such words have been 
termed "interlopcrs" [5,6]. An early 
example was reported by the writer 
George Lewes, partner of the novelist 
Mary Ann Evans (George Eliot), as 
follows. 

I was one day relating a visit to 
the Epileptic Hospital, and intending to 
name the friend, Dr. Bastian, who 
accompanied me, I said. ”Dr. Brinton;" 
then immediately corrected this with, 
"Dr. Bridges," - this also was rejected, 
and "Dr. Bastian“ was pronounced. I 
was under no confusion whatever as to 
the persons, but having imperfectly 
adjusted the group of muscles 
necessary for the articulation of the one 
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name, the one element which was 
common to that group and to the 
others, namely B, served to recall all 
three [7, p. 128]. 

Lcwcs's observation was' 
discussed widely, for example in 
France by Ribot [11, p. 19] and by 
Binet [1. pp. 113-114]. However, 
greater generality was clearly to be 
obtained by the collection of a corpus 
of such observations. Early corpora 
were assembled by Woodworth [14] 
and c z l  [12.13]. More recent 
corpora have been described by 
Reason and his colleagues [9,10], 
Cohen and Faulkner [4] and Burke, 
MacKay, Worthley, and Wade [3]. 
In all of these studies, a considerable 
number of TOT states were found to 
be characterised by the occurrence of 
interlopcrs that were related to their 
respective targets in either their sound 
or their meaning. The nature of the 
empirical stochastic contingency 
between relatedness in sound and 
relatedness in meaning of an 
interlopcr to its target is still, 
however, unclear. For this reason I 
have in a recent unpublished study 
collected a small corpus of naturally 
occurring TOT states. 

2. TOT CORPUS 
TOT experiences were collected 

from undergraduates at the University 
of Warwick over a period of several 
weeks. In this sample, the number of 
interlopcrs generated by the 
participants themselves (as opposed 
to those generated by bystanders) was 
100. The interlopcrs were classified 
as being related both phonologically 
and semantically (PS), phonologiw 



alone (Ps), semantically alone (p3). or 
neither phonologically nor semantically 
(ps). The observed incidences were PS 
=29, Ps=3 ,  pS= 67. andps=1. 

A striking and unexpected 
t of the preceding results was that 

almost all (96%) of the interlopcrs were 
semantically related to their targets. At 
first sight, this nesult appears to conflict 
with the previous observation of many 
interlopers categorised a s  
phonologically related to their targets 
[10, p. 124]. However, closer 
examination of the examples provided 
by Reason and Myciclska indicates that 
in each case their’ 'mostlc phonological 
pathways" display semantic relatedness 
also (e. g. . ,  t a r g e t  =pomandcr, 
intertoper = pot-poun'i). 

3. INTERLOPER ORIGINS 
What are the origins of the 

filtcrlopcrs that commonly occur in TOT 
states? Two logical possibilities may be 
distinguished. The interlopers may 
arise either before or after the disruption 
in target word genuation. In particular, 
the interlopcrs may either be 
instrumental in causing the disruption 
or be merely a consequence of the 
disruption. To use medical 
terminology, the interlopcr could be 
considered either as a pathogen (i. c. ., 
cause of disruption) or as a scquela 
(i.e.. consequence of disruption). 

In the case of words related in 
meaning, the Sequcla hypothesis seems 
a priori plausible. Words produced in 
normal utterances are presumably 
selected largely on the basis of their 
meaning. Thus after a target word 
becomes unavailable, it might be 
expected that a person’s attempts at 
word generation will yield other words 
which are related in meaning no the 
target. In contrast, the Pathogen 
hypothesis (that the interlopcrs 
themselves cause the disruption) seems 
imwausible. It is obvious that other 
words related in meaning to intended 
target words are routinely generated in 
many normal meaningful utterances 
(e.g., consider the target word "water" 
in the sentence "The swimming pool 
water was chlorinated"). Since we 
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generally have no difficulty in 
speaking such sentences, we may 
infer that target generation is not 
likely to be prevented by the 
activation of words rclated 1:: meaning 
that act in a pathogenic unmet. 

In the case of interlopcr words 
related m sound to the target, it is in 
contrast difficult to establish their role 
by a priori reasoning. 0n the 
Sequels hypothesis, such interlopers 
might arise if it is the case that, for 
some unrelated reason, only a partial 
phonological specification of the 
target word becomes activated. 
Subsequently, other words sharing 
this partial specification might be 
generated as sequelae. Most would 
be expected to be also related in 
meaning to the target, since semantic 
factors would presumably remain 
important in guiding word 
production. On the Pathogen 
hypothesis, it might be possible for 
Ehonological interlopcrs to act as 

lockers. Perhaps a word which is 
similar in sound to the target word 
receives activation by chance shortly 
before generation of the target is 
completed, and acts as a phonological 
decoy receiving in sum more 
activation than the target itself. 
Again, this is clearly more likely to 
occur if the interloper and target are 
related in meaning as well as in 
sound. 

4 SOME INTERLOPER 
EXPERIMENTS 

How can one distinguish 
between the Pathogen and Sequel: 
hypotheses for the origins of 
phonological interlopcrs in TOT 
states? Two recent studies 5, 6; _s_e_e 
also 8] developed fur or an 
experimental method of investigating 
the TOT state introduced by Brown 
and McNeil [2]. Brown and McNeil] 
showed that reading 11mph. 
definitions of moda'atelyrare 
induces TOT states on the order of 
10% of occasions. 

In the new studies, people was: 
again presented with d e w  
moderately rare words, such as 



"Something out of keeping with the 
times in which it exists". But now the 
definition was followed immediaw by 
an interloper word also presented by the 
experimenter. Equal numbers of the 
four types of interlopers distinguished 
earlier (PS, Ps, p8, and ps) were used - 
that is, the interlopcr was either related 
both phonologically and semantically to 
the target, phonologically alone, 
semantically alone, or neither 
phonologically nor semantically, 
respectively. For the present example 
definition, the interlopcr was 
"abnormality“. This was of the PS type 
since it was related in both sound 
(initial phoneme and number of 
syllables) and meaning to the target 
"anachronism". 

It was found that interlopcrs 
which were related in sound to their 
targets were more likely to lead to TOT 
states, irrespective of whether they 
were related in meaning. This result is 
consistent with the Pathogen hypothesis 
since that hypothesis asserts that 
phonological similarity between 
interloper and target is instrumental in 
cngcndering TOT states, in contrast to 
the cucla Hypothesis's assertion that 
the intcr10pcr is merely a by-product of 
naturally occurring TOT states. 
Nevertheless, considerable empirical 
work remains to be done to examine 
further the effects of artificially supplied 
interlopers, and in particular more 
extensive work with a wider range of 
experimental materials is needed. 
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ABSTRACT 
This work is aimed at exploring the rela- 
tionships between a set of articulatory 
parameters, and the acoustic output, in the 
production of French fricatives ls, S]. More 
precisely, we attempt to find out whether 
the dimensions of maximal contrast among 
the fricative spectra, are correlated with 
movements of lingual transducers moni- 
tored by means of an electromagnetic 
(EMA) system. Our results show that the 
EMA measurements can be considered to 
be very reliable. It appears that the spectra 
can be regenerated with a good accuracy 
from these measurements, with the help of 
a statistiœl method the advantages of which 
are pointed out. In conclusion, implica- 
tions of this work in the domain of articu- 
latory modelling are discussed. 

]. INTRODUCTION 
In a recent work [3], Hoole et al. have 
shown that the EPG tongue-contact pat— 
terns in the production of the fricatives ls/ 
and [S] in English, were strongly correla— 
ted with a set of acoustic parameters extra— 
cted from the corresponding spectra by 
means of a factorial analysis. It has appea— 
red that this relationship was close enough 
to allow a prediction of the acoustic data 
from the EPG data, with the help of a 
multiple linear regression. The results 
supported the conclusion that an empirical 
investigation of this kind, was suitable for 
providing information on the artic ulatory- 
acoustic correlations, which could be fruit— 
fully incorporated into a model of frica— 
tive production [2,5]. The present experi- 
ment was based on the same methodolo- 
gical principles, and was aimed at investi- 
gating in a more extensive way two spe- 
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cific points. First, the question could be 
raised to know whether it is possible to 
relate the articulatory parameters with the 
spectra themselves by regenerating these 
spectra from the acoustic factors. Second, 
it seemed important to compare the results 
of the multiple linear regression, with 
those of a method giving the possibility to 
detect non linear articulatory—acoustic re- 
lationships similar to the ones which are 
described in Stevens' quantal theory [6]. 

2. MATERIAL 
Thc experiment has been carried out at the 
Institute of Phonetics of Munich Univer- 
sity. It consisted of an audio recording 
synchronized with a parallel EMA trac- 
king. The electromagnetic system used is 
& commercially available device (Articu— 
lograph AG 100, Carstens, Gôttingen, FRG) 
which has been recently assessed in [4,7], 
and which allows monitoring of articulay 
tory movements with the help of five elec— 
tromagnetic transducers (coils). In the pre— 
sent experiment, three coils were attached 
to the mid—line of the tongue, one was at- 
tached to the lower incisors, and one refe— 
rence coil to the upper incisors. The ton— 
gue rearmost coil was placed as far back as 
possible, the frontmost coil about 1 cm 
back from the tip, and the third coil in 
between these two. The output of the 
EMA system was digitized (sampling rate 
250 Hz) and transferred online to a PC 
AT—386 computer where software com— 
pensation for the effects of possible tilt of 
the receiver coils was applied. The digital 
signal, which represented the displace- 
ments of each of the five coils in the x—y 
plane, was finally stored on a hard disk. 
The audio signal was recorded by means 

of a B&K microphone on a DAT recorder, 
digitized on a LSI 11/73 computer (sam— 
pling rate 16000 Hz, LP filtered at 7500 
Hz), and aligned with the. EMA signal 
thanks to a set of synchrontzatton pulses 
recorded on the second track of the D_AT 
tape. The estimated accuracy of the ahgn— 
ment was +l-3 ms. The Speech _matenal 
consisted of the following combmauons: 

laS#/. laSal. flSal. /#sa/. [#stl, las#/, lasal. 
lasil. [Isa/. fisi! embedded m 9 sentences 
which have been pronounced from 8 to 9 
times by two male native Speakers of 
French (AM, NN). In this paper, results 
will be presented for Speaker AM. 

3. ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES 
3.1. EMA measurements _ . 
To minimize the variations m the articula— 
tory signal which could have been genera- 
ted by any head movements, the coordina- 
tes of the coi affixed to the upper mcrsors 
has been subtracted from those of _the 
other coils. Moreover, for each repetition, 
the whole cloud of data has been rotated 
around the origin in the x-y plane, so as to 
achieve a vertical orientatmn of the first 
principal axis of the jaw movement. F1- 
gure 1 displays the positions, averaged 
over all the repetitions, of the ton gue- 
back, tongue-mid, tongue-tip and Jaw corls, 
at the mid—point of the fricattve (Wth has 
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a coordinate on the time axis determined 
with the help of the acoustic Signal) for 
each item. 

3.1. Acoustic analysis _ _ 
The acoustic analysis consrsted m calcula— 

- ting an FFT spectrum within a 32 ms 
Hamming window centered at the faca- 
tive mid—point. This spectrum was next 
reduced to 21 components by averagmg 
the spectral energy over 1 Bark tntervals 
from 0 to 8 kHz. Moreover, the informa- 
tion below 8 Barks has been ignored, m 
such a way that the acoustic datawere 
finally made up in the present expenment 
of a set of iii-dimensional vectors. For 
reasons that are given below, we have 
chosen to proceed to a new data reduction 
by means of a principal-components ana- 
lysis, which proved that 4 linear combina- 
tions of the 13 original parameters could 
account for more than 90% of the vanance 
among the spectra. It has appearedthat the 
2 first factors were sufficient to differen- 
tiate the fricatives ls/ and [S] from each 
other. Factor 1 is interpretable as a dimen- 
sion of average energy; factor 2 canbe 
considered as underlying an opposmon 
between the spectra which show a local 
maximum within the 12-15 Barks range, 
and those in which the energy ts relauvely 
higher above 15 Barks. 
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4. RESULTS 
4.1. empirical regression of the acoustic 
factors from the EMA data 
One approach to exploring EMA-acoustic 
relation ships consists of analyzing separa- 
tely the way in which the data are distribu— 
ted in the EMA space, and in the acoustic 
space, to examine whether the sources of 
variation can be considered as being the 
same in the two cases (pronounced conso— 
nant, immediate context, carrier sentence, 
etc.). But it is also possible to check the 
existence of such relationships, by attemp— 
ting to predict the acoustic parameters 
from the articulatory ones. At the present 
time, the information obtained with EMA 
on the midsagittal section of the vocal 
tract, doesn’t allow calculation of the area 
function required by a standard acoustic 
model to resynthesize the output signal. In 
this experiment, the predictions have been 
based on the so—called statistical regres- 
sion, which has been performed in two 
different ways, since we have compared 
the results of a classical, multiple linear 
regression, with those of an empirical, non 
linear variant [l]. In the second case, the 
predicted value of a given acoustic 
parameter y for a given articulatory input 
(a tongue «profile» composed of 3 points) 
was simply defined as the y mean value 

TABLE 1: correlation coefficients between 
measured and predicted values l'or the first 4 
acoustic factors (results given for two different 
regression techniques). 

R E G . 1  R E G . 2  

fac.1 0.765 0 . 8 8 2  
fac.2 0.851 0.925 
f a c . 3  0.722 0 . 8 7 7  

f a c . 4  0 . 3 8 4  0.536 

associated with the input k-ncarest neigh- 
bours in the articulatory space (k being de— 
termined by the user). It can be easily 
shown that the regression achieved by 
means of such a local approximation, is 
suitable for modelling non linear rela— 
tionships, between any number of inde- 
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pendent variables and the to-be-pre- 
dicted one. _ 
The calculations have involved the ar- 
ticulatory and acoustic data relative to 
all the (V)C(V) sequences recorded by 
speaker AM. The prediction quality 
has then been assessed on a test set 
which was composed of the tongue 
«profiles» averaged over all the repe— 
titions for each of the two consonants, 
in each possible context. In table 1 are 
given the r 's corresponding to the 
correlation between the measured and 
the predicted values for factors 1, 2, 3 
and 4. It appears clearly that the r 's are 
high whatever regression technique is 
used, and reflect a close relationship 
between the EMA parameters and the 
dimensions of maximal variance among 
the spectra, while the empirical re— 
gression (referred to as REG.2 in table 
1) produces results which are systema— 
tically superior to those of the multiple 
linear regression (REGJ). The num- 
ber of neighbours, on the basis of which 
a value has been given to each tongue 
profile for each of the 4 factors in 
REG.2, was fixed to 5. 

4.2. Regeneration of the original spec— 
tra from the acoustic factors 
The fricative spectra have been finally 
regenerated from the output parame- 
ters of the empirical regression, through 
the usual Operation based in the pre- 
sent case on the eigenvectors of the 
covariance matrix relative to the 14 
original acoustic variables [8]. Figure 
2 proves that the accuracy of this re ge— 
neration is quite good (average r bet— 
ween the measured and predicted com- 
ponents for each of the spectra in the 
test set >O.9). It“ is especially encoura— 
ging to note that the shape shown by a 
spectrum is restored in a very satis- 
fying way. 

6. CONCLUSION 
Our results could be explained in part 
by the fact that speaker AM has pro- 
nounced ls/ and /S/ in a rather stable 
way across repetitions and across 
contexts. Consequently, the variabili- 
ty among the spectra was likely to be 
accounted for by a relatively small 
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FIGURE 2: average spectra for ls/ and ISI displayed together Wlfll the output of the emp 

regression from the corresponding EMA profiles. 

number of factors which in return allowed 
to regenerate these Spectra Without any 
major distortion. It remains that the fac- 
tors themselves (which can be consrdered 
as dimensions of maximal contrast among 

the acoustic data) have proven to be accu- 
rately predictable from the EMA measu- 
rements. Therefore, it can be said that 
under the conditions adopted rn this expe— 
riment, the articulatory parameters extra— 
cted by EMA are closely correlated With 
the acoustic output. _ _ _ 
The empirical regressron 1s very interes— 
ting in that it is gives the possrbrhty to 
make predictions Wth have an accuracy 
calculated for each point m the aruculatq- 
ry space (while this calculation wouldn t 
have much sense in the case_of _the linear 

regression, in which the cntenon to be 

optimized concems an average accuracy). 
From our point of vue, this issue should 
give rise to a more systematic investiga— 

tion. An experiment carried outaccording 
to the same methodologrcal pnncrples as 
those of the present work, on a more 

extensive material, would probably allow 

to determine whether a given aruculatory 
neighborhood is stable (wrth respect to the 

acoustic output), or unstable. lt seems to 

us that this kind of empirical exploration 

of the articulatory space, could consume 
an quite interesting way to verify hypOthe— 

ses on the mechanisms of speech produc- 
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tion, such as the ones which are supported 
in the quantal theory [6]. 
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INITIALISATION, ARRET ET VARIATION 
DB FREQUENCE FONDAHENTALE DE LA VIBRATION LARYNGEE : 

ETUDE ELECTROHYOGRAPHIQUE 

B .  Roubeau, G.  Dassau, J .  Lacau at C .  Chevrie-Huller 

INSERH, Laboratoire de Recherche sur la Langage 
Paris, France. 

ABSTRACT 
In order to analyze the mechanisms 
of fundamental frequency controls, 
the electromyogram (ENG) of four 
laryngeal muscles (Cricothyroid and 
three strap muscles) was recorded, 
as well as the acoustic signal, in 
two subjects (one male, one female) 
producing ascending and descending 
tones (glissandi). The relationship 
between EMG activity patterns and 
frequency variations were des- 
cribed ; in addition, the specific 
patterns related to the glissando's 
beginning and terminal part were 
analyzed. According to the diffe-  
rent vocal events taken into consi- 
deration the ENG patterns of the 
four muscles were compared. 

Les études électromyographiques 
des muscles laryngés corrélées avec 
la fréquence vibratoire sont non- 
breuses ( 2 ,  3 ,  6 ,  1 ) .  Celles con- 
sacrées aux "mouvements" de fré- 
quence sont déjé plus rates de Inéne 
que celles qui considérent parallé- 
lament l'activité de muscles 
intrinséques du larynx et de muscles 
sous-hyoidiens (5) .  

l .  PROEOCOLE EXPERIMENTAL 
Le protocole vocal conporte des va- 
riations de fréquences au cours de 
la réalisation sur la voyelle "O", 
d'une part, de glissandos ascen- 
dant puis descendant, et d'autre 
part descendant puis ascendant 
sans contrainte de hauteur linite 
n1 d '  intensité. La seule contrainte 
inposée aux sujets est le naintien 
de la téte dans une position aussi 
fixe que possible. An cours de nos 
gxpériences, l'activité de A 
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muscles a été enregistrée : 
- 1e cricothyroidien (CT), 1e thy- rd 
rohyoidien (TH), 1e sternothyroi- 
dien (ST) et le Sterno-cleido- 
hyoidien (SCH). 
La technique ENG employée est celle 
décrite par Hirose ( 5 )  utilisant 
des électrodes bipolaires implan- 
tées é l ' a ide  d'aiguilles intra- 
musculaires. Des tests non vocaux 
tels que la déglutition, l'ouver- 
ture de la bouche et l'inclinaison 
de la téte, permettent de vérifier 
l'emplacement des électrodes. Ces 
tests sont répétés plusieurs fois 
au cours de l'enregistrement, afin 
de vérifier 1e maintien en place des 
électrodes. 
Les résultats provenant de deux 
sujets (une fame et unhome) par 
m1 les 6 qui ont participé é l'expé- 
rience ont été retenus pour la 
stabilité des tracés fournis par les 
4 muscles explorés et seront pré- 
sentés i c i .  

2 .  RESULTATS ET DISCUSSION 
SON 1 sec.  

g.c.c. 

Fo ' -  Fig. 1b 
Figure 1 : Tracés m6 redressés des 

4 muscles explorés ainsi que le 

signal acoustique, 1e signal élec- 

troglottographique (EGG) et la 
courbe mélodique a )  Glissando 
ascendant et descendant, b)  Glis- 

sando descendant puis ascendant. 

Sujet masculin CT, TH, ST et S C H .  

La courbe mélodique (en has) repré- 

sente 1'évolution de la fréquence 
caractéristique d'un glissando. 

L'activité me semble corrélée é 
plusieurs événements que nous ana- 

lyserons séparément : 1a variation 

de fréquence, 1'1nitialisation at 
l'artét de la vibration. 
Les mesures d'activité ont été 
effectuées sur les signaux redres- 

sés puis intégrés et lissés. 

”T— — V» —. 7 ‘ I 
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R I ' W K  . “ M k .  
“'7. ~ ...- “ F ‘ u  " w‘ ~ _ ’  

8:6: lsec. Mw' 

'T” “PPF“’VF ‘ r 
Figure 2 : Glissando ascendant puis 
descendant, sujet masculin, signal 

intégré. 

0n note une activité importante des 
sous-hyoidiens lors de la réali- 
sation dos fréquences les plus 

basses nu déhut at a 1n fin de la 
production, de name qu'une acti- 
vité importance du CT précédant 
1n réalisation des fréquences les 
plus élevées. Les pics d'activité 
nusculaire précédant les points 

d'inféxion de la courbe mélodique 
ont été relevés et moyennés. Pour 

le sujet masculin (DA),  les acti- 

Mités ENG sont moyennées pour des 

Galeurs de F0 inférieures et supé- 
rieures a 200 Hz ,  at inférieures 

et supérieures h 300 Hz pour le 
sujet féminin (AH). 
:==IRNHE 

I - - , m .  

SUJET D . A .  

Figure 3 : Activités musculaires 

moyennes aux points (1‘ inflexion de 
la courbe mélodique. 

Ces résultats montrent 1' importance 

de 1'activité du CT lors de la réa- 

lisation des fréquences élevées et 

des sous-hyoidiens lors de la réa- 

lisation des fréquences basses. 

Les courbes d'activité des muscles 

en fonction de l'évolution dyna- 
mique de la fréquence ont été 

réalisées a partir de moyennes e f -  

fectuées sur 34 productions pour 

le sujet féminin AH et 28 pour le 

sujet masculin DA. 
Ces valeurs sont relevées aprés 

élimination des phénoménes d' ini-  
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tialisation et d'arrét de l'énis- 
sion. 

GLISSANDO ASCENDANT SUJET A.H. 
m UIVUE 

b 
l m :- - Lu. 

5 «-tr. ' f "  a) - ~-s.c.u X ——cn 3" 

«n no : n ' : n a  an I n  namam 
. GLISSANDO DESCENDANT SUJET A.H.  Figure 4 : Glissandos ascendant et 
descendant, activités moyennes des muscles. 

1 - L'activité du CT est corrélée avec l'évolution de la fréquence. 2 - Au fur et a mesure que la fré 
quence fondamentale adgnenta, l'activité des sous-hyoidiens d1- minue puis s'accroit a nouveau 
lors de la réalisation des fré- 
quences les plus élevées. ‘ 3 - De néme, les glissandos descen- dants mettent en évidence au cours de la réalisation des fréquences élevées une activité non négligea- ble des sous-hyoidiens. Celle-ci s'accroit considérablement lors de la réalisation des fréquences les plus basses. I l  faut évidemment considérer 1e fait que l'antici- pation de l'activité pour la réa- lisation d'une fréquence donnée est 1ci di f f ic i le  a évaluer. 

L'activité du CT apparait corrélée de naniére relativenent stable avec la fréquence fondanentale (glis- sandos ascendant at descendant sont asses bien sy-étriques). Il n'en 
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p'est pas de name pour les sous- hodiens dont l'activité senblo non seulement 1163 a la valeur de la fréquence vibratoire, mic and au sens d'évolution de cells-c1 (la niveau général de l'activité est plus important au cours d'un glissando descendant qu'au cours d'un glissando ascendant). 
Ces deux catégories de muscles as semblent pas agir ic i  suivant des processus dynamiques simplement 
antagonistes. Les sous-hyoidiens 
seraient activés de facon plus 
massive dans les phénoménes descen- dants tandis que l'activité du CT présente un caractére plus toniqu. fidélement corrélé avec l'évolu- 
tion de la fréquence. 
Les pics d'activité musculaire précédant l'attaque ont été anyon- 
nés at regroupés en fonction de 
la hauteur du son an moment de cells-c1 ( c f .  Fig. 1 ) .  

m {'71l 

(200112 

Figure 5 : Activité EHG moyennée 
lors de l 'initialisation de la 
vibration. 

Lora des attaques dans la gravn. l'activité du CT est plus important. 
qua lors de la réalisation de ces némes fréquences en cours d'énis- sion ( c f .  Fig. 4 ) .  De name, lors des attaques aigiies, l'activité doc 
sous-hyoidiens est plus important. 
que lors de la réalisation dc can 
fréquences en cours de production. 
Bien que la fréquence é laquollo u 
produit l'initialisation nit uno influence sur l'anplitude du trac‘ D46 (CT plus actif dens 1n attiquu 
supérieures 5 200 Hz at TB plus 
actif pour den attuu inférim i 200 Hz). 10 puma-tn. d'inituliq sation 101‘“ provoqu. m 3101:.- 
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lisation de l'activité musculaire 
suivant un processus p1ut6t pha- 
sique. 

mfiTIVITE 

>'zoo uz 
-E.‘l. 
summits 

a“ g; ;; 

Activités EMG moyennées 
lors de l'arrét de l'émission. 
Figure 6 : 

On note i c i  une différence de com- 
portement des deux sujets. Chez AH, 
l'activité lors de l'arrét de 
l'émission demeure liée principa- 
lement a la fréquence vibratoire 
telle qu'on l'observe en cours 
d'émission. Par contre, chez DA, 
les arréts dans l ' a igfi  indiquent 
une forte activité des sous- 
hyoidiens supérieure 5 cells que 
l'on observe en cours de production 
( c f .  Fig .  la) . Ce phénoméne délicat 
é interpréter é partir de deux 
sujets pent étre considéré comma 
une régulation de la fréquence ou 
des mouvements liés a son évolution 
grace a un systéme d'"antagonisme" 
agissant sur les mobilisations 
générales du larynx. 
Ces différentes observations sur 
l'initialisation et l'arrét de 
l'émission mettent en évidence 1e 
caractére phasique de l'activité 
musculaire tandis que la régulation 
de la fréquence en cours d'émission 
est liée A une activité tonique, 
cette distinction est particuliére- 
ment nette au niveau du CT. Les 
différences entre les deux sujets 
semblent liées soit aux durées de 
réalisations des glissandos qui 
sont considérablement pour courtes 
chez le sujet masculin 3011: E l'uti- 
lisation de différents mécanismes 
vibratoires ou registres. 
Dans tous les cas observés, les 
sous-hyoidiens semblent fonctionner 
en synergie. I l  ne faut pas négli- 
ger dans cette interprétation, 1a 

possibilité d 'un  "parasitage" des 
signaux EMG entre eux du fa i t  de la 
proximité des muscles. 
Cette étude confirme l'importance 
de la considération simultanée des 
muscles intrinséques et extrin- 
séques du larynx lors de l'étude 
des variations mélodiques et de la 
distinction des événements mettant 
en jeu des activités musculaires 
de caractére tonique ou phasique. 
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PHASE MODIFICATIONS IN TONGUE MOVEMENTS 
ACROSS SPEECH RATE VARIATIONS: 

INFLUENCE OF CONSONANTAL ARTICULATION. 

C. Delattre & P. Perrier 

Institut de la Communication Parlée - URA CNRS n° 368 
Université Stendhal,Grenoble, France. 

ABSTRACT 
A corpus of CV1CV2 sequences is 
analysedinordertoemphasizcmeconccpt 
of synergy among gestures in speech 
production. The vertical movements of 
tongue dorsum were measured for V1=[a] 
and V2=[u], and for two consonants [d] 
and [g] which prqduction recruit 
respectively this articulator at two quite 
different levels. Results are intczprcted in 
terms of changes of (1) the consonant- 
vocalic and (2) the peak velocity phasing, 
for raising and lowering gestures. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Speech production implies a spatial and 
temporal coordination of different 
articulatory gestures. The concept of 
synergy, introduced by Haken [3] in the 
field of motor control, could be 
appropriate to characterize and predict 
some articulatory patterns of speech 
production. In their work, Kelso ct a1. [5] 
explained the jump from the production 
[ipip] to the production [pipi] as the speech 
rate strongly increases, within this 
theoretical framework. They introduced 
the concept of intergcstural phasing, and 
identified this jump as an obvious phasing 
restmcturation between lip and glottal 
gestures. 
In the present study, we propose to 
analyse this synergy phenomenon in a 
quite different paradigm. The behaviour 
of the consonant-vowel phasing in 
CV1CV2 sequences is observed for 
consonants involving different articulators. 
This paper presents preliminary results for 
two consonants [d] and [g]. 

2. METHOD 
2.1 Experimental procedure 
The corpus studied is designed for the 
observation of the vertical movements of 
tongue dorsum. It consists in the 
repetitions of isolated productions [an], 
[dadu], [gagu], for which we assume that 
tongue dorsum movement is pertinent to 
describe the [a] to [u] articulation. The 
consonants [d] and [g] are chosen, 
because of their two extreme behaviours 
towards this articulator: [d] production 
does not recruit the tongue, whereas the 
[g] articulation recruit mainly the tongue 
dbrsum. Thus, in a [gagu] sequence, the 
vocalic and consonantal gestures are 
produced with the same articulator. 
The task consisted in 10 repetitions of each 
sequence, produced at normal and fast 
speaking rates by a French male speaker. - 
Tongue dorsum displacement was 
monitored at an 1 kHz rate with a 
computerized ultrasound transducer 
system (see [4]). Simultaneously the 
acoustic speech signal was recorded at the 
same rate. 
2.2 Data collection 
As data are available for one articulator 
only, namely the tongue dor'sum, the 
choice of temporal events defining the 
vocalic and consonantal phases was not 
obvious: the events related to consonantal 
gestures were detected on the speech 
wave. In all cases the reference is the 
underlying vowel-to-vowcl movement, 
divided into two components, the raising 
gesture ([a]-[u]) and the lowering gesture 
([u]-[a]). For the first component, the 
consonantal movement towards the 
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occlusion is in the same raising direction 
as the vocalic movement; the release 
movement is in the opposite direction. In 
the second component ([uJ-[a] transition), 
the relations are reversed. It is thus 
interesting to detect these two consonantal 
events (closion and release) inside the 
vocalic phase. For each vocalic transition 
([al-[u] and [u]-[a]) the boundaries of the 
vocalic phase correspond to the points of 
zero velocity of the tongue dorsum raising 
gesture (See Fig. 1). We define so for 
each movement (raising and lowering) one 
vocalic phase and two oonsonantnl phases, 
the “occlusion phase” and the “release 
phase". 
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Fig.1 shows uluifimd [waded movement's-ad 
velocityprofileoflmgucdorsummdthem- 
pending acousfic speech signal. during the pro- 
duction of lgagul. at normal speaking rate. 
Duration A detannim the raising gesture for the 
transition [ad-[u], in which a l  (“the occlusion 
phase") andbz C‘Ihereleasephasc’jareplonedin 
percmmge. Dun-mien B dowel-mines the lowering 
gem for the transition [ul-[a]. in which the 
same phases ("the occluion phme”=bl) and (“the 
mleagplme”=b2) are plotted. 
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Fig.2 showsuluamflmdedmwmm 
velocitymfileoftonguedusumandmem- 
pending acoustic speech signal. during the pro- 
duction of ldadul. at fast speaking raw. Duration 
Aandmmeasuredamsingfllatpo’mtsof 
m velocity wen-nine the initiation and tenni- 
nation of the gesture. The acceleration phases. 
dilationaMbaleplonedinpaoamge. 

The second point of our study focuses on 
the kinematic changes of the raising and 
lowering gestures depending on the 
consonant and on the speech rate. In this 
aim and according to different studies that 
advocate the importance of velocity 
profiles in motor control analysis (see [1], 
[2] and [6]), the occurcncc of the velocity 
peak between two successive points of 
zero velocity is measured (see Fig. 2). 
3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND 
DISCUSSIONS 
3.1. ConsonantaI-vocalic phasing 
The data obtained for the raising gesture 
are presented in Fig. 3 and 4. The 
examination of the time proportion of the 
release phase for [dadu] (Fig.3), reflects 
obviously no significant modification with 
changes in speech rate (mean values: 74.9 
vs 74.2); on the contrary, for [gagu], we 
observe an obvious increase of this time 
proportion for the fast rate. Such a 
behaviour can easily be explained by a 
time constraint on the consonantal hold: 
this durational value must be sufficient for 
a good perception of the consonant; hence 
the vocalic durations are more affected by 
the change in speech rate than the 
consonantal one. This phenomenon 
becomes indeed more obvious, when 
vowel and consonant are produced with 
the same articulator. At the same time the 
proportion of the occlusion phasc 
decreases in fast rate for both consonants 
(Fig. 4). Moreover, whereas the 
differences between [(1] and [g] are not 
significant (a.>0.10) at: normal rate, they 
become highly significant at fast rate 
(a<0.01), which means that the 
articulation of the consonant induces 
different behaviours when specch rate 
increases. As the raising vocalic gesture 
([a]-[u]) and the consonantal raising 
occlusion gesture occur simultaneously, 
the delay between the onsets of these two 
gestures tends to decrease significantly, 
especially when the same articulator is 
recruited These results attest, in the case 
of a monoarticulator production, a 
tendency towards synchronization of the 
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two raising swam when the speech ran: 
constraints an strong. Hence. it supports 
thc idea of a synagctic ptodnction. 
The same kind of observations can be 
mdcformcmlcascphaseinthclowcdng 
vocalic transition. For both consonants, 
the proportion of the release phase 
WGg.5),asthcpmponionofthc 
occlusion phase decreases (Fig. 6). But 
these behaviours are hardly significantly 
different for the occlusion phase (00.05) 
and highly significantly different for the 
release phase (a<0.01). The delay 
betweenthconsetsofthclomringvocalic 
g m  and the consonantaI one remains 
important, due to the constraints on the 
oonsonantal hold duration; but a tendency 
towuds synchronization of these two 
gestures could well furnish a reliable 
explanation for the more important 
reduction of the oonsonantal hold, in the 
case of a monoarticulm pmduction. This 
phenomenon supports the hypothuis of 
synergy among consonantal and vocalic 
gm. 
3.2. Kinematic changes 
This investigation is asentially based on 
the dilution of the lowering and raising 
g m  in which the occurcnoc of peak 
velocity is observed (see Fig. 2). In both 
games. these acceleration phases are 
plouedinFigJ & 8 .  Atnormalramc,and 
for both sutures, our results show an 
important dispersion of the data for [an] 
and [dadu]; the constraints seem obviomly 
stronger for the [gagu] production. For 
fast speech mm, the data converge towards 
dwamcvalucinallcasazmcvelocity 
profile tends to become symmetric as in 
optimized movements minimizing the jerk 
(sec [7]). This variation is however less 
impatant in [gagu]. An increase in speech 
we seam thus mo pmduce an optiminfion 
of the coordination between vocalic and 
momma] mm. This optiminnou is 
“ready perceptible for [gagu] at norm! 
me. 
3.3. First conclusions 
'I‘Imctwokindsofdmseunmmme 
admofsynugyhamwl 

and vocalic gestures when the same: 
aniculator is recruited: (1) the consonm. 
vowel phasing is specific for this kindof 
production; (2) in this last case, the 
kinematic properties reflect a tendency if 
towards optimization. These results and 
conclusions are preliminary. A further g: 
study will be made with other consonants 55;. 

to confirm the 
assumptions resulting from the 
as [R]. [b]. [k]. 

observation of [d] and [g]. 
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ABSTRACT 
Recent studies on "Rheini- 
ache Scharfung" , an accen- 
tuation feature in Ripuari- 
an dialects, rely mainly on 
perceptual or acoustic ana- 
lysis. Here an attempt is 
discussed to model this 
predominantly phonatory 
phenomenon by coupling a 
two-mass-model of the glot- 
tis to the Cologne articu- 
latory speech synthesis 
system. 

1. IIIIODUCIIOI 
The characteristic accen- 
tuation phenomenon of .R1- 
puarian dialects, "Schiz- 
fung" ("sharpening"), is 
investigated by means of 
resynthesis. Hypotheses 
about the "sharpening" fea- 
ture in the syllable [ a z s ]  
("carrion") were tested by 
synthesis in two ways: by‘ 
glottal abduction and by 
glottal adduction. 

2. acousrxc CUES AID A 
PRODUCTION HYPOTHISIS 

"sharpening" is an accen- 
tuation phenomenon whose 
phonetic features characte- 
rize, additionally the nu- 
cleus of stressed sylla- bles. It occurs either in 
long vowels or in (11- 
phthongs or in short vowels 
followed by a sonorant ([hy:] "height", [2:1]. "sieve", [3 :3 ]  "carrion", 
[vo:t]  "rage", [a1] "all", '[hyn]"dogs", [tant]"aunt"). 

The major acoustic cues of 5‘ 
"sharpened" vs. "unsharpen- 
ed" long vowels before voi- 
celess consonants are [ 1 ] :  
a) shortening of vowel du- 
ration; 
b) a zero-intensity inter- 
val between vowel and fol- 
lowing fricative; 
c) a marked intensity de- 
crease in the vowel seg- 
ment; 
d) a marked decrease in 
fundamental frequency in 
the vowel segment. 
In terms of speech produc- 
tion "sharpening" is re- 

than to supraglottal arti- 
culatory activity [2]. 
There are in principle two 
maneuvers which lead to the 
acoustic features in que- 
stion: a glottal abduction 
gesture and a glottal ad- 
duction gesture. They both 
begin in the middle of the 
vowel and last to its end. 

3. In! SYNTHESIS NOBEL 
The articulatory speech 
synthesis model used was 
developed at the Institute 
of Phonetics, University of 
Cologne [3,4,5]. 
On the segmental level pho- 
netic segments are put in. 
The model generates a set 
of articulatory control pa- 
rameters . (e.g. tongue 
height, tongue position, 
Jaw opening) and three pho- 
natory 
(lung prnssure, cord tensi- 
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riguto 1: The control and production parameters for the 
"sharpening" for glottal abduction and glottal adduction. 

on, abduction area) which 
are continuous in time. 
The vocal tract is modelled 
with the Kelly-Lochbaum re- 
flection-type line model; 
it simulates the wave pro- 
pagation in the vocal tract 
by scattering partial waves 
at impedance discontinui- 
ties. 
The self-oscillating glot- 
tis model is of major im- 
portance in this context. 
It comprises a static (non— 
oscillating) part or bypass 
and an oscillating part, 
the two-mass model [6]. 
While the two masses of the 
latter differentiate bet- 
ween the motion in the 
lower and the upper glottal 
region, the combination of 
the static plus the oscil- 
lating' part differentiates 
between the motion in the 
posterior and anterior 
part. The bypass models the 
posterior portion, the less 
flexible part of the vocal 
folds. The control parame- 
ter abduction area repre- 
sents the vocal fold 
position and changes the 
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opening area of the bypass 
and the phonation neutral 
area of the two-mass model. 
Negative abduction area 
produces a glottal state in 
which the vocal folds are 
compressed medially. 

4. ”SHARPIIIIG" II III 
PRODUCTION MODEL 

Fig. 1 shows the pattern of 
the most important control 
parameters for [ 0 : 8 ]  for 
glottal abduction and glot- 
tal adduction. The vocal 
tract constriction VTC is 
given by the control para- 
meter tongue tip height. 
The other control parame- 
ters are:  abduction area 
a. u a , cord tension q , lung 
pressure (alveolar pres- 
sure) p . 1 v .  
In the case of adduction 
the abduction area becomes 
negative at the end of the 
vowel, and medial compres- 
sion is produced. At the 
same time, cord tension and 
lung pressure decrease, re- 
sulting in the decrease of 
F0 and signal intensity. 
In the other case "sharpe- 



ning" can be modelled by a 
slow glottal abduction ge- 
sture while the vocal tract 
remains unconstricted. In 
addition q must be varied, 
while a remains con- stant. 
Pig. 2 shows a naturally 
spoken syllable and. two synthesized ones. The lat- 
ter' were produced by the 
control. parameter patterns 
in Fig. 1; they both show 
the typical decrease in in- 
tensity and fundamental frequency. 
In the last. part of this study we investigated the 
influence of the most im- portant production parame- 
ters on the acoustic cues of "sharpening". 
In the case of glottal ad- 
duction these are the ab- duction area a0, the cord tension go and the lung pressure p0 at instant to (see Fig. 1). The time to is defined as the instant at which the adduction/ab- duction gesture ends. 

3' . 
. :8 

figure 2: Resyntheais of "ghzipfning" in [3:3]  by g o a adduction an - tal abduction. d_glot 

We measured the relative 
decrease in fundamental 
frequency dFO and the rela- 
tive decrease in intensity 
dInt. Fig. 3 shows the 
effect of the variation of 
the production parameters 
:10, go and p0 on the 
acoustic parameters dFO and 
dInt. (1) When the ad- 
duction becomes stronger 
(a0 higher negative values) 
dInt decreases but dFO 
increases. (2) Lowering of 
qo leads to a decrease in 
dPO but to an increase in 
dInt. (3) Lowering of po 
leads to a decrease in dInt 
while dFO remains relative— 
ly unchanged. 
80 during strong adduction 
it is necessary to lower 
the cord tension and the 
lung pressure to get the 
acoustic features of the 
"sharpening". 

5. DISCUSSION 
Resynthesis of "sharpenend" 
syllables by glottal abduc- 
tion or adduction was done. 
In the latter case, mecha- 
nical compression ( a . b d  < 
0), low cord tension and a 
decrease in lung pressure 
are necessary. Similar phy— 
siological features were 
found for the Danish "st¢d" 
[ 7 ] .  The production mecha- 
nisms are those of "creaky 
voice" phonation. Modelling 
"sharpening" by glottal ab- 
duction seems to be the 
less promising way since at 
the end of the vowel there 
is a relatively high air 
flow through glottis and 
vocal tract which may pro- 
duce aspiration. But both 
production mechanisms gene- 
rate the main acoustic cues 

characteristic of "sharpe- 
ning". 
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ABSTRACT 
In this present study we propose, through 
cmerediographic data, to extract by close 
evaluation the dynamics of the lingual 
articulator for French oral vowels in two 
sorts of actions : reinforced and unaccen- 
tuated.Wc intend to apply a statistical 
approach to lingua] movements, at the 
place of articulation, using dispersion 
coefficients and confidence intervals. The degree of lingua] articulator stabilization 
on the axe where maximum vocal tract 
constriction occurs is more important in 
the instances of reinforcement ; this is 
even more distinct if the length of vocal phonem is considered. 
l-INTRODUCTION. LES TERME DE LA PROBLEMATIQUE. S 1 . 1  Le renforcement, qui peut affecter une _partie de la chaîne parlée, tend à modifier de façon plus ou moins sensible 

e e ' lato' et là les modalités acoustiques des réaljiïations phonematiques. Sur un plan spécifique— ment articulatoire, les mouvements vé- larres lors de la production des voyelles nasales renforcées sont notamment bien individualisés, l’abaissement du voile etant_]imité au maximum à la durée phonematique (certains cas de relèvement anticipe sont d’ailleurs relevés). En realisation non—renforcée, des phéno- menes d’extension ont lieu : le passage vélo—pharynga] non seulement présente un diametre plus important, mais il peut se produire d’une manière à la fois récurrente et subsequente (B.FLAMENT 141, 151) introduisant bien entendu des modifica- tions acoustiques des phonèmes contigus. Le positionnement vélaire y est en outre plus fluctuant, plus mobile alors qu’en realisation renforcée, la stabilisation est plus marquee, le voile se maintenant en 
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position plus proche de la paroi 
pharyngale sous l’influence d’une tension musculaire plus grande. 
1 .2  L’articulateur lingual semble bien 
soumis à ce même type de phénomène 
comportemental: dans un précédent travail 
(B.FLAMENT et A.-H.SOUBRA 161), a 
été mise en évidence la plus grande 
stabilité des valeurs du diamètre de la 
constriction pour les voyelles nasales 
renforcées sur l’axe où se produit le 
rétrécissement maximal du conduit vocal. 
La tension neuro-musculaire qui se 
concentre dans la zone linguale participant 
à la définition du lieu d’articulation 
maintient la langue en position plus 
proche du palais, du voile ou de la paroi 
pharyngale suivant l’articulation et ce, dc 
façon beaucoup plus stable que lors de la 
realisation non—renforcée des mêmes 
phonemes. Comme pour ce travail, nous 
evaluerons ici la dynamique de l’arti- 
culateur lingua], relative cette fois aux 
voyelles orales du français, en appliquant 
une approche statistique permettant de 
quantifier 1 m m  de cet articulateur lors des deux types de 
réalisations phonématiques : renforcées et 
non-renforcées. 
2— LES MODALITES D’EXPERI- 

' MEN TATION . 
2 . 1  Elles sont similaires à celles du 
travail déjà mentionné (161) : les voyelles, 
ici orales, du français dans leur quasi 
totalité, soit IaI Isl IeI lol lol le] fil IyI 
IuI sont insérées dans des monosyllabes de type CV, eux-mêmes placés dans de courts énoncés (5-7 syllabes) de manière à cc. quc les phénomènes d’accentuation sorent limités numériquement. Ces mono- syllabes sont tantôt soumis à une valorisation au sein d’une structuration du type cest qui / qu(e)” placée en 

position forte en début d’énonciation, 
tantôt ils sont inaccentués dans des 
énoncés qualifiables de neutres, sans 
procédé d’insistance. 
2 . 2 Les prises de vues cinéradio- 
graphiques ont été effectuées au Centre 
Médico-chirurgical de STRASBOURG— 
SCHILTIGHEIM à la vitesse de 50 im! 
sec., ce qui permet une appréhension très 
fine des faits artiarlatoires. Le locuteur est 
un francophone -langue maternelle ; son 
français est dénué de toute trace de nuance 
régionale. 
2.3 L’ensemble du contour lingua] a été 
envisagé pour une juste définition du lieu 
d’articulation de la voyelle considérée. 
Des mesures précises quant au diamètre 
du passage buccal aussi bien dans la zone 
alvéolaire que dans les zones palatale, 
vélaire ou pharyngale ont été relevées. Le 
dynamisme de l’articulateur est étudié sur 
l’axe où se produit le rétrécissement 
maximal et ce, image par image, pour 
l’ensemble de la durée articulatoire. 
3- TRAITEMENT STATISTIQUE 
DES DONNEES. 
3.1 A partir des valeurs du diamètre du 
tractus relevées sur l’axe du lieu 
d’articulation, nous proposons un trai- 
tement statistique. Prenons le cas en effet 
de deux réalisations phonématiques bien 
contrastées sur le plan des données 
concernant la durée articulatoire : ]e le], le 
101 et le Iul. En énonciation valorisée 
(E.V.), la durée phonématique est 
beaucoup plus accusée qu’en énoncé 
neutre (E.N.) dans lequel la voyelle est en 
position inaccentuée. A titre d’exemples, 
voici, pour ces 3 voyelles et dans les 2 
types de réalisations, les valeurs (en cm) 
du diamètre du passage vocal sur l’axe 
retenu: 

E.N. 0,7 /0,9/ l / 1,25 
E.V. 0,7 /0,75 /0,75 /0,75/0,75 

0,8 / 0,85/ 0,85/ 0,9 
E.N. 1 /  1,15/ 1,25/ 1,3 

E.V. 0,8/ 0, 5 /  0,9 / 0,9/ 0,75/ 
0,75 l 0,75 / 0,75 

IuI E. . 0,4/0,4/0,7/0,9/1 
E.V. 0,5/ 0,5/ 0,5 / 0,5/ 0,6/ 0,8 

Nous observons non seulement une 
grande disparité sur le plan de la durée 
phonématique (chaque valeur correspond 
à la durée d’une image radiologique), 
mais aussi une variance positionnelle plus 
importante dans le cas des réalisations en 

E.N. La langue se maintient peu dans la 
position-cible : une mouvance de cet arti- 
culateur intervient de façon plus marquée 
qu’en réalisation renforcée (E.V.) où une 
sam… se produit- 
3.2 Evaluation des écarts-types. 
3.2.1 L’écart-type d’une série de me- 
sures comportant N nombres xl,  x2, 

xN est notépar s etsedéfmit par la 
formule suivante : 

où î représente la valeur moyenne des 
nombres de la succession désignée par x. 
3 .2 .2  Voici les valeurs de s pour les 
différentes voyelles orales considérées, en 
prenant en compte la totalité de la durée 
de l’articulation : 

N s 

IaIE.N.7 0,0639+ 
E.V.8 0,0415 - N s 

IeIE.N.5 0,0374+ IeIE.N.4 o,19so+ 
E.V.8 0,0348 - E.V.9 0,0614 - 

15m…“ 0,1871+ IoIE.N.7 0,2279; 
E.V.9 0,0774. E.V.8 0,1225 - 

IeIE.N.4 0,1146+ 
E.V.8 0,0634 - 

1iIE.N.5 o,oz45+ IyIE.N.3 0,0471+ 
E.V.5 o - E.V.3 o - 

IuIE.N5 o,24s:+ 
E. Is 0,1105 - 

La dispersion des valeurs en E.V. par 
rapport à E.N. présente un défiQiLdans la 
totalité des cas : la stabilité articulatoire 
-_]ingua]e- y est plus importante, au lieu 
d’articulation, dans ce type de réalisation. 
Là où les valeurs de s sont déjà très 
faibles en E.N. (c’est le cas essentiel- 
lement des voyelles antérieures, de lieu 
d’articulation alvéolaire), celles-ci s’abais- 
sent encore en E.V. Dans les autres cas, 
les écarts entre E.N. et EN. sont parfois 
très sensibles avec des rapports (bilan 
E.N./EV.) pouvant atteindre 1 à 2 et 
même quasiment ] à 3. L’incidence des 
… n’est pas négligeable 
dans ce processus, notamment pour les 
réalisations postérieures :les muscles qua- 
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lifiés d’extrinsèques, en l’occurrence le 
palatoglosse, le styloglosse et l’hyoglosse 
modifient la position et la configuration 
de la langue dans la cavité buccale, de la 
zone palatale à la région pharyngale 
inférieure ( sur l’activité linguo-mus- 
eulaire, v. entre autres les travaux de 
W.-J.1-1ARDCASTLE 171, S.WOOD 191, 
J.-P.ZERLING 1101, M.ROSSI 181, 
pp.97-99 ).Les articulations postérieures 
1u1, 101 se caractérisent toutefois par une 
dispersion des valeurs plus accusée, 
imputable sans doute au fait que la masse 
linguale d’arrière est plus importante, et 
rend plus lent, plus aléatoire, le 
positionnement lingual au lieu d’articula— 
tion ; ceci est tout particulièrement sen- 
sible en EN. où les phénomènes de 
coarticulation sont conséquents et où la 
stabilité y est donc moindre. En E.V., le 
diamètre du tractus diminue et la 
position-cible est davantage maintenue 
sous l’influence de la tension neuro- 
musculaire. 
3.2.3 Lesvaleurs de s sont encore bien 
plus réduites pour les réalisations 
renforcées si l’on prend comme base 
temporelle la durée articulatoire des 
mêmes phonèmes , observée en E.N. : 

W (N'7) s ' 0,0416 
Isl (N-S) 5 -  0,02 1e1(N-4) s -O 
101 (N-8) s = 0,0415 Iol (N°7) 
{3 git-451; s - g  s-0,0942 

- s -  I I N-3 -0 
1uI (N-S) s-0,04 y ( ) s 

' b ' 't ' est observable ppur les realisations renforcées. La 
regulation du paramètre de la durée 
diminue le taux des éventualités de 
dispersion concernant les valeurs de xj-î , 
ce qui reduit encore la valeur de s . Il n’y 
a guere que pour lui où celle-ci est 
quasiment la même, du fait d’une très 
faible augmentation de durée en E.V. (lil—8) par rapport à E.N. (NI?) ct pour- 111 ou savaleur (nulle) reste inchangée. 
3.3 Intervalles de confiance. 
Afin de nous assurer de la validité des resultats, nous avons calculé l’intervalle de confiance ur chacun des phonèmes vocaliques avec ' " ' L e …  de la durée articulatoire E.V. / E.N .). Cet intervalle de confiance a été calculé en considérant un … 
çgqfiangg égal à 95% pour les différentes 
serres. 
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IaIE.N. N-7 0,0445 < 0‘ < 0,152 
EV. N=7 0,0290 < O < 0,099] 

161 EN. N'5 0,025] < 0 <0,1202 
EV. Na? 0,0134 < 0 < 0,0643 

IeI EN. N-4 0,1295 < a <0,8526 
EV. N-4 0 < 0 < 0 

191 EN. N-8 0,1322 < o <0,4071 
E.V. N-8 0,0293 < o <0,0902 

IoI E.N. N-7 0,1586 < a <0,5421 
E.V. N—‘I 0,0656 < a <0,224l 

101 EN. N-4 0,0749 < o <0,4932- 
E.V. N-4 0 < 0 < 0 

HI EN. N-S 0,0164 < a <0,0787 
E.V.N-5 0 < o  < 0 

Iyl EN. N-3 0,1663 < o <0,7974 
E . V . N - 3  0 < < :  < 0 

Iul EN. N-5 0,030] < o <0,3628 
E.V. N-5 0,0268 < o <0,1285 

Les intervalles de confiance sont toujours 
compris entre 2 valeurs plus faibles —parfois de façon très nette - lorsque 
l’articulation considérée est en EV. On 
observe même dans un certain nombre de 
cas des valeurs nulles, traduisant une 
constante stabilité articulatoire dans la 
zone d’articulation et ce, pour la durée 
concernée, dans ce type de réalisation. 

4- RESULTATS. 
] )  _Les valeurs de s en E.N. s’avèrent 
toujours supérieures en E.V. Ceci marque 

_ ' e t entre renforcement 
articulatoire et stabilité -ou accroissement de la stabilité— de l’articulateur lingua] au 
lieu d’articulation. La tension neuro- 
musculaire plus importante qui accom— 
pagne la réalisation de phonèmes 
vocaques renforcés permet d’une part un 
positionnement lingual plus rapide dans la 
position-cible caractéristique de l’articula- 
non : d’autre part, elle favorise le maintien 
de cet articulateur dans cette position, 
provoquant ainsi une stabilisation linguale 
a l’endroit où s’effectue le rétrécissement 
maximal du conduit vocal. 
2) W W W  
Mum telles IiI Iy1 IeI présentent des 
valeurs de s faibles en EN . et encore 
plus réduites en E.V. (voire nulles). Ceci 
peut être imputable essentiellement sans 

aucun doute à la durée plus faible pour ce 
type de voyelles, donc à de moindres 
possibilités de dispersion des valeurs ; 
une autre raison découle de l’action du 
marüllaire inférieur : bien qu’il existe une 
complexité certaine des rapports entre les 
mouvements linguaux et ceux de la 
mandibule (A.BOTHOREL111, pp. 1 19-- 
120), l’influence stabilisatrice de cet 
articulateur apparaît le plus opérant 
s’agissant d’articulations vocaliques ”réa- 
lisées par un mouvement de la partie 
antérieure de la langue” (A.BOTHOREL 
121, p.70). Pour ce qui est des voyelles de 
… lol 101 1111. le 
renforcement entraîne des réductions très 
marquées des valeurs de s (v. notre essai 
d’explication, §3.2.2). A l’instar de la 
postériorisation des articulations, la 
labialité intervient W m  dela  
stabilité linguale, 101 et IuI présentant des 
valeurs de s plus élévées en EN. par 
rapport à 101, et restant supérieures en 
E.V. pour lol. L’adjonetion, au plan 
distinctif, du trait de la labialité, perturbe 
le degré de stabilisation articulatoire (ceci 
va tout à fait dans le sens des observations 
d’A.BOTHOREL 121, p.68). 
3)  … m a i s :  n’est pas à 
considérer d’une façon absolue. Dans les 
cas de renforcement, la stabilisation 
linguale est en effet plus marquée alors 
que la durée articulatoire augmente très 
généralement ; encore convient—il de 
confronter les mêmes phonèmes dans les 
2 types de réalisations -renforcées et 
non-renforcées. Ceci est à mettre en 
relation avec M m  plus 
rapide dans les énonciationsneutres. En 
raison de l’accroissement de ce débit, la 
précision des gestes articulatoires est 
moins grande et la ”cible” moins souvent 
atteinte (LCAELEN 131, p.129). Néan- 
moins, une brièveté phonématique n’im- 
plique pas nécessairement une plus grande 
instabilité articulatoire : les cas du lil et du 
Iy1 sont plus que probants ; leur brièveté 
de réalisation -par nature— est largement 
compensée par l’augmentation de l’in- 
fluçnce stabilisatrice du maxillaire in- 
férieur. En fait, l’anŒse des faits 
articulatoires est complexe : l’explication 
de ces faits passe bien souvent -sinon de 
façon inéluctable ' 
m m  d’articulateurs et de 
comportements musculaires. 
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ABSTRACT 
An articulatory model was used to analyze 
cincradiographic and labiofilm data. The 
variation in "target" values of two model 
parameters, the jaw and tongue-dorsam 
positions, during the production of the 
vowels, [if and la], was examined. The 
"target" values of these two parameters for 
the same vowel vary much more than the 
corresponding acoustic ones. The scat— 
tergram of each vowel exhibited a linear 
relationships which can be regarded as an 
indication of the coordination between the 
jaw and tongue. When the coordination 
effects are subtracted, the articulatory 
variability becomes comparable to that of 
the acoustic (F 1/F2) one. Calculations 
with the model indicated that the coordi- 
nation is used by speakers to achieve an 
acoustic compensation. These findings 
suggest that vowel production is com- 
pensatory and that compensation can be 
modelled effectively by a fecdforward 
strategy. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Bite-block vowel experiments have dem- 
onstrated a speaker’s ability to compen- 
sate for the effects of blocked jaw position 
by rcadjusting the other articulators to 
produce specified vowels. Observing a 
speaker’s ability to compensate immedi- 
ately, Lindblom, Lubkcr and Gay have 
guggcsted that normal speech production 
1tself is compensatory [3]. If this is the 
case, we should observe in normal speech 
a.high degree of variability in the indi- 
wdual articulatory positions and a lower 
degree in the corresponding acoustic 
patterns, for example, in the formant pat- 
gcrns. Mpmovcr, if compensation occurs 
m an 81:l manner, it is not effective 
to spcafy vowel targets in terms of arti- 
culatory parameters. This appears to be 
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one of reasons why the targets are often 
described by the vocal tract area function 
[2]. If compensation occurs in a lawful 
manner however, the vowel targets can be 
specified directly by the individual para- 
meters with some calculations reflecting 
the laws. We shall investigate these 
questions by analyzing X-ray and labia- 
film data with an articulatory model. 

2. ARTICULATORY DATA AND 
MODEL 
The data consist of more than 1000 
digitized tracings of vocal tract shapes 
conesponding to 10 French sentences 
uttered by two female Speakers, PB and 
DF [1]. Each of the data frames describing 
the vocal tract profiles from the glottis to 
the lip opening and the frontal lip shapes 
was obtained by manually tracing radio- 
films and labiofilms shot simultaneously 
at a rate of 50 frames per second. The 
digitized version of the data has been 
kindly provided by the Phonetic Institute 
of Strasbourg, France. 

The measured vocal tract shapes were 
analyzed statistically. A factor analysis 
has resulted in a linear articulatory model 
with seven parameters. In this study, we 
shall focus our attention on two para- 
meters, the jaw and tongue-domum posi- 
tions for two reasons: these two 
parameters are most important for 
specifying the ton guc profiles and they can 
acousfically compensate for each other. 
specifically in the production of 
unroundcd vowels, such as N. Id. and la/ 
[4]- 
3. ARTICULATORY VARIABILITY 
With the linear model. the value of each 
parameter is calculated directly from thc 
measured vocal tract shape. The articu- 
lation along a sentence can be described. 
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therefore, by the frame—by-frame variation 
of the calculated articulatory parameter 
values. The resultant data have in_d_1cated 
a considerable articulatory variablhty f9:- 
the same vowel from different phoneme 
contexts. In order to assess the range of 
variability, trajectories of the two para~ 
meters, jaw and tongue dorsum, had been 
plotted on the jaw-tongue amet'z'latory 
space. Then an articulatory "target pog- 
tion was detennincd as the m g  poqlt 
on each trajectory. The result 1s shown 1n 
Fi .1. 

3The straight lines plotted on Fig.1 were 
determined by means of a princ1pal com- 
ponent analysis of the scattcrgrams asso- 
ciated with each of the two vovycls: thgy 
corrcsPond to the first pringlgal ans. 
Although the scattcrgrams exhlpn a great 
degree of variations, the data pomts for N 
and [51/ are distributed without overlap. 
Furthermore, each cluster is distributed 
roughly along the straight line. These 
straight lines can be regarded gs lmcar 
approximations of the inter-articulatory 
coordination between jaw and tongue- 
dorsum. The observed variability, there- 
fore, can be separated into a controlled 
context-determined variation and a}: 
unexplained residual, say, "true" var;- 
ability. Since the proportion of (hp yan- 
ance extracted by the first pnnc1pal 

component varies between 65% (in the 
case of [a] uttered by speaker PB) pnd 88% 
([i] by Speaker DF), the true aruculatory 
variability for jaw and tongue ranges from 
35% to as small as 12% of the observed 
variance. 

4. ACOUSTIC VARIABILITIES 
The articulatory variability can be exam- 
ined more meaningfully, if it is comparqd 
with the corresponding acousnc 
variability. In this study, the fir§t (Fl) and 
second formant (F2) frequencws, as the 
acoustic characteristics of the twg vowels, 
were calculated using the aruculatory 
model. The F1-F2 calculations were done 
only for Speaker PB, since the data for DF 
lacks the lip section and thus F1 and F2 
cannot be calculated. All seven parameter 
values wcrc derived from the coqespon- 
ding data frame. The area funcuon and 
then formant frequencies were computed 
from model Specified vocal tract shapqs. 
The resultant Fl/F2 plots are shown 1n 
Fig.2. The data points for the vowel [u] 
are added to indicate the vowel space of 
Speaker PB. . 

Comparing the amculatory target scat- 
tcrgrams in Fig.1 (for speaker 13B) gnd th_e 
corresponding acoustic ones 1n F1g.2, 1t 
appears that the acoustic spattergram 
points are distributed more ughtly than 
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Fig.2 The first (F1) and second (F2) 
formant scattergrams corresponding to 
the articulatory target scattergrams 
shown in Fig.] (for speaker PB). The 
scattergram for the vowel IW is also 
plotted to indicate the speaker's vowel 
space. 

articulatory ones, i.e., acoustic variability 
seems to be less than articulatory one. For 
a quantitative comparison, let us propose 
a variability index, v (an averaged nor-
malized variance), for two articulatory or 
two acoustic variables as follows: 

v = 100 x 
5 aL aL  
1(a �cri 

where ce is the variance of variable i (= 1 

or 2 in our case), and at,,,,  is the possible 

maximum variance of variable i. Since a 
sufficient amount of data to determine the 
possible maximum variance is not avail-
able, we have assumed, as a gross 
approximation, that a", of articulatory 

and acoustic data can be substituted by the 
values of half of the range of the individual 
variables. In the calculation of the arti- 
culatory variability index, �= 3 is used 

for both jaw and tongue-dorsum data, 
corresponding to half the range, since 
parameter values rarely exceed the range 
from -3.0 to 3.0. The acoustic variability 
index is computed assuming that a1  (for 

Fl) equals to 300 Hz, and �(for F2) to 

1250 Hz. The calculated index values are 
listed in Table 1. 

The index values span around 20% for 
the articulation and less than 10% for the 
acoustics. The residual articulatory vari-
ability indices are listed at the rows 
marked "t),.,u„,,i" in Table 1, which are 

calculated from the proportion of variance 
corresponding to the residual. These index 
values are less than 10%, a value which is 
less than half of the corresponding total 
raw variability, and which compares well 
with the index calculated for the F 1/F2 
scattergrams of PB shown in Fig.2. For 
speaker DF, the true articulatory vari-
ability is four times less than the observed 
raw variability. The calculation have 
indicated that although the variability of 
the individual articulators is relatively 
great, if the coordination term is sub-
tracted, the articulatory variability com-
pares well with the acoustic one. 

5. COMPENSATORY ARTICULA-
TION 
What mechanism lies behind this signifi-
cant reduction of the variability from 
articulatory to acoustic by means of 
coordination? In our previous studies [4], 
we have already shown that in case of 
unrounded vowels such as Al and /a/, jaw 
and tongue-dorsum positions can 
acoustically compensate for each other, as 
mentioned earlier. The compensation 
means that a deviation in the position of 
one articulator can be compensated by a 
readjustment of other articulator(s) to keep 
the deviation in the acoustic pattern to a 
minimum. It is reasonable, then, to 
hypothesize that the inter-articulatory 
coordination, in fact, results in the acoustic 
compensation of the type just described 
above. If this is the case, the principal axis 
representing the coordination in Fig.1, is 
also an acoustical "equi-line", i.e., changes 
in the values of the two parameters along 

these lines result in relatively invariant 
acoustic patterns that depend only on the 
vowel identity. 

In order to demonstrate the acoustic 
equivalence for the two vowels, Fl and F2 
values were calculated at different jaw 
positions from -2.0 (low) to 1.0 (high) for 
/i/ and from -3.0 to 0.0 for /a/, with 1.0 step 
size. The corresponding tongue positions 
were determined by their linear relation-
ships. Note that a change in jaw position 
influences not only the tongue shape, but 
also the lip aperture and, to some extent, 
the larynx position. The values of the 
remaining five parameters were kept fixed 
at those originally determined from the 
corresponding vocal tract data frame. The 
results are listed in Table 2. The index 
related to the equi-line of /a/ is 3.2%, 
which is much smaller than observed 
acoustic variability. As far as the vowel 
Ii/ is concerned, the index becomes 
extremely small, about 1%, indicating that 
the equi-line produces an almost invariant 
F1-F2 pattern. 

Table 2 F 11F2 variability indices 
calculated along the equi-lines of PB in 
Fig.l. 

range �index 

IV �-2.0 <=> 1.0 1.1% 

/a/ �-3.0 �0.0 3.2 % 

Although the acoustic compensation 
along the equi-lines is not perfect, it is safe 
to state that articulatory manoeuvres along 
an equi-line tend to result in fairly 
invariant acoustic patterns around the 
target vowel. It should be emphasized here 
that the equi-lines are derived from the 
observation of data. It is tempting to 
speculate then that the speakers have 
integrated these equi-lines in their mental 
process and exploit them to place indi-
vidual articulator positions differently but 
appropriately for particular phonetic 
contexts, yet producing relatively invari-
ant acoustic targets. 

It may be noteworthy to mention that 
the coordination does not necessarily 
always means compensation. In the case 
of /u/ for example, the raw variabilities of 
the jaw and lip parameters (height and 
protrusion) were relatively small, less than 
10%. In detail however, scattergrams  

indicated that closing the jaw, and nar-
rowing and protruding of the lip opening 
occur concomitantly, enhancing together 
a narrow and long lip tube. The acoustic 
consequences of this kind of coordination 
would be exactly in the opposite of com-
pensation. 

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
It has become clear that the apparently 
large variability of the individual articu-
lator positions during the same vowel but 
from different contexts can be explained, 
at least in part, by the inter-articulator 
coordination. Moreover, the coordination 
is such as to achieve an acoustic com-
pensation which results in the realization 
of a relatively invariant acoustic target, 
thus supporting the idea of speech pro-
duction as a compensatory process [3]. 
Surprisingly, the coordination and thus the 
compensation can be specified directly in 
terms of articulatory parameters. The 
implication of this is important. If the 
relationship is well defined in such a 
simple fashion, it is not unreasonable to 
assume that speakers know exactly how to 
coordinate in advance. Then a feedfor-
ward control mechanism can be assumed 
for the compensatory articulation, without 
resorting to acoustic or to sensory feed-
back. 
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ABSTRACT 
Articulatory data and the all-pole 
tyansfer functions for sustained frica- 
pve consonants [3, f ,  g] were used to 
1dentify the cavity affiliation of peaks 
and troughs in the far-field spectra. 
This identification then allowed an 
agalysis of the differences between 
fncatives, and across subjects within 
fn'catives, necessary steps towards the 
e§tablishment of distinguishing acous- 
t1c cues. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
It has: long been established that [fie] 
a_re dlstinguished chiefly by the transi- 
tlops of the vowels on either side, 
t l e  [5, ] are distinguished by their 
spegtral cgen'stics [3]. But estab- 
11.5t the pamcular spectral cues that 
dlstmgmsh [5, J‘] from each other, or 
from other fricatives, is more difficult. 
Many authors report consistency with- 
m a speaker, but high variability 
across sgeakers [4,7]. Perhaps as a 
resulf, e arts to phrase distinguishing cues 1.11 terms of the frequency range of 
the Inghest intensity levels, or in terms 
of relative intensity levels, seem to 
work well within a speaker but poorly across speakers (e.g. the frequency ranges overlap so much as to be use- 
less.) [7]. 

In this study we explore variability in 
the spectra of sustained fricatives. first, we need to establish which aspegts of the spectrum are consistent , wnhm a speaker-ficative combination. Them where possible we identify the amculatory parameters that control these consistent features of the spec- 
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trum. .Finally we use this articulatory- 
acousnc mappmg to explain some of 
the across-subject differences. This 
sequence should lead to a set of paired 
aruculatory-acoustic cues that can then 
be tested for their perceptual import- 
ance. 

2. METHOD 
2.1 Corpus and Speakers 
The co us used in this paper is the 
result 0 a larger study (Leeds, Gren- 
ob!e, Southampton). It includes 
aruculatory, aerodynamic and acoustic 

‘ measurements made of two speakers. 
The corpus includes 13 fricatives [f,v,- 
6,6,s,z, ,3,§,j,x)',h] produced in several 
ways 5 study refers only to the sus- 
ta.med corpus, in which the set of 13 
fncatives was said six times; in each 
set, the order of the 13 fricatives was ' 
randomized. Two different recordings 
of.the sustained fricatives were used in 
tlus study, as detailed below. 

The two speakers used for the corpus 
are the first two authors of this paper, 
and will be referred to as CS, a woman 
speaker of General American English, 
and PB, a man speaker of French. 
{Although the list of fricatives recorded 
1qcludes several that are not native to 
e1tl_1er speaker, these were included 
dehberately to obtain further examples 
of place variation for the same vocal 
tracts. 

[9 addition to measurements made 
yvhfle Speaking, X-ray data and dental 
ImQressions were available for each 
subject. Together with EPG data and 
external photographs, these were used 

to construct an area function for each 
unvoiced fi'icadve for each speaker [6]. 

2.2 Acoustic Analysis 
Data shown in this ape: were record- 
ed under high-fidelity conditions: the 
subject was seated in a chamber 
anechoic above 170 Hz, with a B&K 
4165 %" microphone located 1m in 
front of the subject’s mouth. Record- 
ings were made with a Sony PCM 
system at 16 bits with a sampling 
frequency of 44.1 kHz. A calibration 
signal was recorded to allow absolute 
sound pressure level to be retained. 

An average power spectral density 
function was computed by averaging 
25 spectra in the center of the 35 frica- 
tive. Each spectrum was computed 
using a 20m Banning-window. 
2.3 Detamination of Transfer Function 
In this experiment, the subject 
assumed the position for a fricative, 
but without actual speech production 
(glottis held closed). The vocal tract 
was excited by a small loudspeaker fed 
with white noise and pressed against 
the neck just above the thyroid carti- 
lage. A microphone located 2cm from 
the mouth detected the (very weak) 
noise signal after filtering by the vocal 
tract. This signal was essentially the 
all-pole transfer function of the tract, 
up to about 5 kHz. 

The area functions derived from 
articulatory data were then used to 
predict the all-pole transfer function 
for each fricative. Comparison of pre- 
dicted and measured all-pole functions 
then enabled identification of the cav- 
ity' affiliation of each pole. Further 
details are given in [2]. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Figure 1 shows three of the fricatives 
analyzed, with all six tokens shown on 
each graph. Note first the consistency 
apparent within each graph, i.e. within 
each fricative-subject combination. 
This consistency makes it easier to 
evaluate the variability across 
speakers, and _acmss fricanves. For 
[s,¢;] the overall spectral shapes are 
similar but the frequencies at which 
particular peaks occur differ between 
thetwo. speakers. For [I], even the 
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overall shape differs: both speakers 
have a region of high energy, between 
1.5 and 6 kHz for PB, and 2.5 to 7 
kHz for CS. However; for PB there is 
an abrupt drop in amplitude of some 
10 dB at 6 kHz and the spectrum is 
approximately level above that fre- 
quency; for CS, there is no abrupt 
drop. Instead the level falls off stead- 
ily, decreasing 20 dB between 7 and 
12 kHz. Can we make sense of these 
differences? 

Badin’s results [2] indicate that for 
CS’s ], F1 is a Helmholtz resonance 
of bac cavity and constriction; F2 and 
F3 are back cavity resonances; and F4 
is a front cavity resonance. A series 
pressure source in the front cavity 
would result in zeros cancelling the 
back cavity resonances, plus two free 
zeros: one corresponds to a Helmholtz 
resonance of the constriction and the 
part of the front cavity between the 
constriction exit and the source. The 
other  corresponds t o  the  ha l f -  
wavelength resonance of the same part 
of the front cavity. 

Since CS has smaller vocal tract dim- 
ensions, her formant frequencies are 
predicted to be higher, and in fact they 
are. However, a much more obvious 
difference is that for CS the first four 
formants are approximately evenly 
spaced, while PB has F2, F3 and F4 
clustered together. With the zeros 
interspersed, these small differences in 
formant frequency make .a big differ- 
ence in formant amplitude: for PB, the 
second formant is boosted and becomes 
the lowest high-amplitude peak, while 
for CS, F3 takes on that role. This 
means that the lower edge of the high- 
amplirude region differs by 1 kHz, even 
though F2 differs by only 100-200 Hz. 

Above 5 kHz we have less informa- 
tion to work with. However; the dif- 

' ferences in spectral amplitude and 
slope could be explained if the free 
zero were at a significantly lower fre- 
quency for PB than for CS, e.g. 7 and 
12 kHz respectively. This zero fre- 
quency should be inversely proportion- 
al to lo, the teeth-consu'iction distance, 
and in fact ’0 is siglfificantly longer for 
PB, as evidenced from X-ray and direct 
palatography. This is surprising since 



the vocal tract dimensions in the anter- 
ior part of the mouth cavity, obtained 
from measurements of the two sub- 
jects’ dental impressions, are quite 
similar. Since the phoneme is native 
to each subject, and the spectral differ- 
ences noted are consistent within each 
subject, more subjects are needed to 
establish why the articulatory differ- 
ences eldst. 

The fricative [s] is more similar for 
the two subjects. Since the front cav- 
ity is smaller than for [I], the corre- 
sponding resonances are higher. For 
CS, it appears from transfer function 
simulations that the lowest ffont cavity 
resonance is F6 (see Fig. 1); F2, F3, 
F4 and F5 are the lowest resonances of 
the back cavity (harmonics of the half- 
wavelength mode), and are accom- 

anied by bound zeros. For PB the 
owest front cavity resonance is F5, 

and F2, F3, and F4 are the back cavity 
resonances [ 1 ] .  The differences 
between these resonances are consist- 
ent with the articulatory data. The 
amplitude of the plateau above the 
front cavity resonance relative to the 
spectral level of this resonance varies 
noticeably between the two subjects, 
and again the free zero may be lower 
for PB (approximately 11.5 kHz) than 
for CS (well above 12 kHz). 

The fricative [g] is not native to 
either speaker, and so might be 
expected to be more variable. In fact, 
it looks consistent for each speaker, 
and the overall spectral shape 15 simi- 
lar. For both speakers, the lowest 
front-cavity resonance is the lowest 
high-amplitude formant. This corre- 
sponds t o  F4 for  CS, F3 for PB. 
Although the front cavity is longer for 
[g] than for [I], this front-cavity res- 
onance is not significantly lower. A 
possible explanation is that for ex- 

' tremely short from cavities, the reson- 
ance frequency is related to the vol- 
ume or possibly vertical dimension. 
Thus the exact shape of the sublingual 
cavity becomes important for [8,I]. As 
for [I], the spectral shape at high fre- 
quencies dif fers ,  and could be 
explained in part by a difference in 
source-constriction distance. The like- 
lihood that the source is distributed 

[5] complicates the issue by blurnng‘ A 
the free zero, but inanycase alowen} 
frequency free zero would reduce the 
overall amplitude relative to [I]. 

5. CONCLUSION 
The search for acoustic cues distmg . . 
uishing fricative consonants must begm 4. 
with a study of the variability present ‘L‘ 
in fricative production. By using sub. 
jects for whom much articulatory data 
is available, it has been possible to 
locate low-amplitude but consistent 
spectral peaks, and to discover their 
cavity affiliation and controlling para- 
meters. Although vocal tract dimen- ‘ 
sions influence peak frequencies, the 
added complications introduced b 
zeros mean that sim le measures $11 
as frequency range or high-amplitude 
regions are likely to be highly variable. 
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LABIALITE VOCALIQUE: ETUDE COMPAREE DES TYPES, DEGRES 
ET STRATEGIES ARTICULATOIRES DE PLUSIEURS LANGUES 
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ABSTRACT 

_ This study is based on both personal and 
pubhshed data for about 2500 vocaüc reaüsaüons. 
Frontal shape of the lip opening was analysed for 
several languages: French, English, Thai, Cantonese, Finnish, Polish and Swedish. 

. _ Starting from & description of labial act1wty for French vowels, we show through a few 
examples in what way arficulatory activity may vary from one language to the other, even if pho- nological features are the same. In other words, vowels usually described by the same IPA Sym- bo! may appear to differ not only by labial articu— laüon, 1.e., degree of lip opening and labîal area, but algo by the type of activity involved, i.e., 3pre3_dmg, p_rotrusîon, flaœning, etc. Vocalic ca— tçgones wh1ch ane appaœntly similar for two par— t1cular languages may actually refer to labial sl_mpes and arüculatory strategies involving very different intervocaüc relations. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
On sait le rôle important joué par les' lçvres en phonation. Les études phoné- t1qucs por_tant sur le français concernent des_ domagncs très variés: la phonétique a_rt1cu!a_tquc [2,22], l'accustique [15], lacqmsmon automatique des données [12], etc. 

_ Ces recherches trouvent leur appli— caüon en phonétique et en phonologie [5], :næædîäsafion et en synthèse de la pa— 0 e , , en crc ' ' [8,11,12,18],cæ. p cpt10n wsuelle 
_ La présente étude vient se greffer à d1yerses autres que nous avons nous megnç menées, toujours à propos de la lçb1ah_té, mms concernant en plus la coar— t1culaüon [19], les stratégies arficulatofies [2_0,22],_ la variabilité [21] et les compa- raxsons mtcrlangues [22,23]. 
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2. METHODE 
_‘ Nous avons déjà décrit à plusieurs rcpnscs la méthode retenue. Elle consiste à observer essentiellement les paramètres frontaux de l‘orifice labial, notamment !'écaflerpent horizontal A, l‘espace vertical 1ntcrlaba B, l'aire S et éventuellement le facteur de forme K2 = NB. 
Les mesures ont été obtenues. selon _lcs corpus, à partir de labio—photo- graph1es ou d'images de Iabiofilms. Ces 

documents ont été réalisés soit par nous pour le français et le thaï [22], soit em— pruntés à des bases de données exis- tantes mais pas forcément destinées di— rectement à l'étude des lèvres, pour le françms, l'anglais, le suédois, le cantonais, le finlandais, le polonais [3,4,7,9,13}. 
Pour les besoins de la présente étude, nous avons exploité essentiellement 

deux sogtcs de graphiques: la répartition dçs réa_hsatîons dans le plan (AB) et la dlspcrsmn des valeurs de S pour chaque voyelle. Ces documents permettent de comparer à la fois les positions relatives 
des voyelles d‘une même langue et celles 
de langues différentes. 
3. LABIALITE VOCALIQUE 
COMPAREE POUR PLUSIEURS 
LANGUES 
3.1. Caractéristiques du français 

Une étude approfondie sur le 
françags [22], nous a permis de conclure, 
au moms pour notre langue, que les deux 
degrés de labialité phonologique ne cor— 
respondaient pas de manière biunivoqucà 
deux degrés de labialité arficulatoim. De 
plus,_ à l‘abaissement relativement pro- 
g_re351f de la langue lors de la prononcia— 
non des voyelles d‘une même série ne cm:— 
rcspond pas nécessairement une ouveml{c 
progress1ve de l‘orifice labial. Statisn— 
quement parlant, et aussi bien pour les 

réalisations tenues que pour celles en 
contexte, il apparaît que les voyelles se 
regroupent selon trois classes de labialité 
distinctes que nous avons nommées pour 
le français: [-labl, [+lab] et [++—lab] 
Œig.l). Il est à_ remarquer que toutes les 
voyelles d'une même classe peuvent 
adopter la même forme frontale d‘orifice 
labial, indépendamment de l‘articulation 
linguale. On note encore que deux 
voyelles labiales peuvent s‘opposer par la 
labialité: [6.5], ce qui contredit l‘habituelle 
opposition +/-rond. 
3.2. Comparaison à d‘autres langues 

Les langues étudiées sont généra— 
lement caractérîsécs par une opposition 
phonologique binaire de labialité voca— 
lique. C'est-à-dire qu‘elles possèdent des 
voyelles de même nature arüculatoirc 
s'opposant essentiellement par leur degré 
de labialité. Dans la mesure du possible, 
les systèmes choisis component des 
voyelles antérieures à la fois labialisécs et 
non—labialisées. 

Partant d‘une classification articu- 
lat0ire générale de la labialité vocalique 
que nous avons définie par ailleurs [22], 
nous passerons en revue les caractéris— 
tiques labiales proposées en illustrant par 
des exemples précis leur bien—fondé ou 
leur variation d‘une langue à une autre. 
3.2.1. Mode de labialisation 

Cette caractéristique est générale— 
ment binaire: labialisé vs non-labialisé. 
Elle est valable pour toutes les langues 
observées et son choix relève de la des— 
cription phonologique. 

L’observation révèle que pour un 
même mode de labialité, divers types de 
labialîsatîon peuvent être utilisés, qui 
génèrent néanmoins une même aire 
labialc, et permettent donc d‘aboutir à un 
même résultat acoustique. 
3.2.2. Type de labialisation 

Pour le moment, nous en rctcnons 
cinq. Ils sont le reflet direct de l'activité 
musculaire: 
- labialisé arrondi protrus 
- labialisé écrasé non—protrus 
— non—labialisé écrasé 
- écarté, avec recul latéral des commis—- 
sures 
— neutre, contrôlé par les mouvements du 
maxillaire. 
Un même mode peut donc être obtenu de 
diverses manières, selon son type: 
M o d e l a b i a l : 
- le plus fréquemment réalisé par une pro- 
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trusion et un arrondissement des lèvres; 
c‘est le cas pour la plupart des langues 
observées, 
- mais parfois une forte diminution de 
l‘aire labiale est obtenue simplement par 
un écrascmcnt vertical de l'orifice, comme 
pour certaines prononciaüons de l‘anglais 
(Fig.2). 
Mode non—labial: 
- il est généralement caractérisé par une 
forme assez variable et surtout une aire 
relativement importante; 
- en revanche, on rencontre parfois dans 
une même langue, à côté du premier type 
de non—labialcs, des voyelles caractérisées 
par un orifice très écrasé verticalema Il 
s‘en suit une réduction importante de l‘aire 
mais qui reste néanmoins nettement su— 
périeure à celle subie par les voyelles la- 
bialisées: [i, &] polonais [4], [ax] anglais 
[3], [i,o] thaï (Fig.3), anglais (Fig.2). 

Certaines langues possèdent des 
voyelles labialisécs très ouvertes qu'il est 
difficile de classer avec les types précé- 
dents, par exemple: [a:] suédois [13] et en 
thaï (Fig.3). 11 nous paraît judicieux de les 
appeler "neutres" et de les considérer plu— 
tôt comme non-labîalisées. 

Bien que notre étude ne traite pas 
directement de l'activité musculaire, nous 
avançons l’hypothèse que chacun de ces 
types de labialisaüon pourrait constituer 
un "axe labial naturel" [16], caractérisé 
par un ensemble de voyelles impli- 
quant l'activité progressive non contradic- 
toire d'un muscle ou d'un groupe de 
muscles ; par opposition à un axe non—na— 
turel impliquant une réorganisation com— 
plète de l'activité musculaire entre les 
voyelles. 
3.2.3. Degré de labialisation 

Il reflète globalement l‘ouverture la- 
biale, c'est—à—dire à la fois l‘espace vertical 
inter—labial B et l‘aire aux lèvres S. Il peut 
être contrôlé par les mouvements du 
maxillaire inférieur ou par ceux des 
lèvres. 

On peut rencontrer, selon les 
langues, un même degré de labialisafion 
pour plusieurs voyelles appartenant à une 
même série, par exemple en français pour 
[u,o] ou [y, a], ou au contraire des degrés 
différents variant parallèlement à 
l'abaissement de la langue, comme en 
thaï. 
3.2.4. Stratégie de labialisati0n 

Elle gère les degrés respectifs de 
labialisation des différentes voyelles d‘une 



même catégorie en les rendant, par 
exemple: 
- dépendants de l'apcrture intra—buccale de 
la voyelle, et donc en général soumis à 
une variation graduelle, comme en sué- 
dois, en finlandais [13] et en thaï (Fig. 3). 
- indépendants de la voyelle, qui adopte 
alors un degré soit relativement constant: 
voyelles françaises [y,9,u,ol (Fig.l), soit 
au commire aléatoire: voyelles [i,e,e,a] du 
français (Fig.l) ou [i,e,a] du cantonais 
(Fig.4). 
3.2.5. Catégorie labiale 

Partant de là, nous appelons caté- 
gorie labiale un regroupement de voyelles 
ou de réalisations vocaliques de même 
mgglg et de même DCD—Q gouvemécs par 
une même mfigi_g celle—ci indiquant 
comment est géré le dgg1;fi de labialisatîon 
au sein dela catégorie. Une catégorie est 
donc obtenue moyennant le respect d‘un 
ensemble de contraintes arüculatoires et 
bio—mécaniques, et de stratégies motrices. 

Le nombre de catégories peut diffé— 
rer pour deux langues même si, pour des 
séries apparemment identiques, celles—ci 
component les mêmes voyelles ou du 
moins utilisent les mêmes symboles voca— 
liques. Par exemple, nous dirons que le 
français possède deux catégories, ou deux 
degrés différents de labialité pour les 
voyelles labiales (moyennement et forte— 
ment labialisées : [+lab] et [++labl), 
alors que l'anglais et le thaï n‘en possèdent 
qu‘une (Fig.l,2,3). En revanche, le thaï 
possède deux catégories de non labiali— 
sées: des écartées et des écrasées, à 
l'opposé du français, qui ne possède 
qu'une catégorie d‘écartées. 
3.2.6. Enfin, à ces différentes caractéris— 
tiques relevant directement de la langue 
parlée, et donc de sa “base ardeulatoire” 
labiale [17], s'ajoutent évidemment des 
comportements individuels qui relèvent 
à la fois des habitudes arüculatoircs et 
coarüculatoires de chacun. 
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ABSTRACT 

This investigation attempts to charactefize 
cçæuwlæiæ resistance to speech rate for 
ample [I] and double [11], through [i—>a] 
and [a—>i] vowcl-to—ärowel transitions, in 
M_ox_*occan Arabic. Results show that the rmsmg gcsturc for [i] has basically more 
coart1culatory influence on the 
consonantal gesture than the lowerîng ge_sturc for [a]. a trend which is especially cv1dent for geminates at normal rate. These findings are discussed in the frame of _spce_ch motor control theories of anucwauon. 

]. INTRODUCTION 
Le_ but de ce travail est de tester la résstance à la coarficulation mandibulaire des consonnes [1] vs. [11], dans un système_pbonologîque spécifique : l’arabe ' maroçam; et ceci selon le contexte vçcahquc et face à la variation de la v1tc_ssc_ d’élocution. Une attention pamcqhère sera donnée au paradigme cxp{r1mepta1 de l a  résistance cocn_uczdmæ, proposé par [S] pour une va_n_antc de l’anglais britannique. Nous unlgsçrons les concepts et les outils stanst1qucs liés au contrôle moteur [7, 1412 L’apprpche relative de la durée (tumng relan_f) sera un moyen efficace pour _appréc1cr les changements qui mtcmcnncnt lorsqu’on fait varier le débit [6, 11]. Nous suivrons les principes méthodologiques sur la recherche en parole proposés par [2] qui se sont avérés rçnçablcs pour la mise en évidence du …g des oppositions phonologiqucs. 
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Enfin, nous cssayerons de confronter nos résultats, sur la coarficulation anficipanœ, 
aux modèles look«ahead [9] et time— locked [ 3]. L’arficulaœur choisi dans cette Çtudc est la mandibule : en effet, celle-ci Joue un rôle important dans l’organisation temporelle, en régulant l’ouverture et la fcnncü1re du tractus vocal. 

2. METHODE 
2.1.C or pus 
Le corpus établi est tiré de la langue marocame de la région de Fès, où le contrôle de la quantité consonantîque [1] vs. [11] est phonologique. Cela nous 
permet d’examiner la manière dont les 
çonsonnes simple [1] et double [11] 
régulçnt le timing d’une trajectoire 
q1and1bulaire haut—bas dans une transition 
[Ha] et bas—haut dans une transition 
[aÿ i]. Les oppositions choisies sont les 
su_uvantçs : [ala] “unité de mesure”, [alla] 
“xl ? faut mijoter”, [ali] “il faisait frire”, 
[çll_1] “fais mijoterl”, [ili] “médisance”, 
[fill] l_ogatomc, [ila] “si”, [illa] “sauf”. 
Ces 1tems, insérés, dans une phrase 
porteqsc asserfive, ont été réalisés par une 
locutnœ marocaine de Fès. Chaque item a 
été répét_é 12 fois dans un ordre aléatoire. 
La prennèæ série a été enregistrée en débit 
normal (conversafionncl); la seconde série 
avec une exigence de débit rapide. 
2.2.Mesures 
Le signal acoustique, numérisé à 8kHz, & 
été énqucté manuellement en événements 
[3] à l’aide d’un éditeur de signal [4]. Les 
31gnapx de déplacement vertical de la 
ngandgbulc ont été recueillis à l’aide d’un 
kmés19graphc mandibulaire (KSAR) et 
échanullonnés à 160 Hz. Les événements 
a_rnculatoires ont été repérés sur les 
mgnz_mx de vitesse et d’accélération. Ces 
d_emœrs ont été obtenus par dérivation du 
sxgnal de position lissé par des fonctions 

spüncs cubiques. . 
Les événements acoustiques : VVO ou 
début du voiscmcnt vœaüquc 
(cmspondant ici à la détente des [l]) et 
VVT ou fin du voiscmcnt vocalique 
(closion des [l]), nous fournissent la base 
temporelle VVT—VVO (tenue des …) 
comme domaine d‘étude de la géminafion 
consonantique et de la résistance 

Sur le plan arficulatoiœ nous avons repéré 
les événements : 
- ACC : défini comme l'accélération 
maximale du gcste d’abaissement 
mandibulaire pour la réalisation de la 
voyelle subséqucnæ [a]. 
- DEC : défini comme la décélération 
maximale du geste d’élévation 
mmdibulairc pour réaliser les consonnes 
[l] simple ou [11] double. 

Nous avons retenu, à partir de ces 
événements arficulatofi-acoustiqnes, les 
deux bases temporelles suivantes : 
- L8N (ACC-VVO) ou Lowen‘ng 
Acceleration re :la] Vowel Onset, qui va 
du geste de l’accélération maximale de 
l’abaissement mandib1flaîæ à 
l'établissement vocaliqne du [a] 
subséqucnt. Expfimée en pourcentage de 
la base VVT—WO, elle nous donne le 
degré de coarticulation ou de 
Métrafion") du [a] dans les consonnes. 
- RON (DEC—VVO) ou Raising 
Decelerafion re : [il Vowel Onset, qui a 
pour homes, la décélérafion maximale du 
geste de l’élévation mmdibulaiæ pour [l] 
simple ou [11] double et l’établissement de 
la structure formantique de la voyelle 
suivante [i]. Expfiméc en pourcentage de 
VVT—VVO, elle nous donne le degré de 
coarficulaüon ou (“pénétration”) du [il 
dans les consonnes. 
Pour les réalisations [ili] et [illi] le degré 
de coarficulafion est à 100% (par défaut), 
étant donné que le geste d'élévation 
mandibulaüt se réalise bien en amont de 
notre base temporelle. 

3. RESULTATS 
3.1.0ppositions 
L‘opposition entre [ala] et [alla] (fig. 1), 
se fait en débit normal aussi bien par la 
phase que par la base temporelle avec une 
différence de 22% en moyenne pour la 
phase LON et 83 ms en moyenne pour la 
base (respectivement, t = 16.23 
c t t  : 30.15, significatifs à p $ 0,05; 
même” seuil pour les suivants). Lorsqu’on 
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augmente le débit, cette opposition de 
phase et de base se maintient avec une 
différence de 24% en moyenne pour la 
phase et de 67 ms pour la base temporelle 
(respectivement, t = 6.57 et t = 23.80). 
Quand on oppose [ila] à [illa] (fig. 2) en 
débit normal, on remarque une différence 
sur la phase de 47% en moyenne 
(t = 8.12). La différence, en moyenne de 
82 ms, entre les deux bases temporelles 
est, bien entendu, significative 
(t = 20.59). En débit rapide, cette 
opposition des classes phonédqucs ne se 
fait plus que Sur la base temporelle, avec 
une différence en moyenne de 55 ms 
(: = 21.80). 
En débit normal, l'opposition entre les 
classes [ali] et [alli] (fig. 3) se produit sur 
la phase RON et sur la base temporelle : la 
différence est, en moyenne, de l’ordre de 
29% sur la phase et de 82 ms sur la base 
(respectivement = 6.51 et t = 18.75). 
L‘opposition n’est maintenue en débit ' 
rapide que grâce à la base temporelle, 
avec une différence de 55 ms en moyenne 
entre les deux classes (t = 17.89). 
L‘opposition entre les classes [ili] et [illi] 
(fig. 4) se réalise seulement sur la base 
temporelle. En débit normal, on constate 
une différence de 70 ms en moyenne entre 
les deux classes phonétiqucs (t = 17.73). 
Cette différence est réduite en débit 
rapide : elle n’est plus en moyenne que de 
40% (t = 12.38). 
Une tendance générale est que les classes 
des géminées dérivent vers les simples 
lorsque la tâche devient plus complexe 
(voir fig. 1,23). Il est bien connu - dans 
le cadre des transitions de phase ou du 
paradigme de la Synergétîquc réactualisé 
par [8] —, que les structures complexes 
tendent vers des structures simples 
lorsque la tâche devient plus difficile (ici 
l’augmentation de la .vitessc d‘élocufion). 
C’est un processus de simplification, 
démontré par les changements historiques 
(CC—> C, CVC—>CC, VCV—*VV), que 
nous avions pu déjà -— pour d’autres 
géminées de l’arabe marocain [13] — 
mettre en évidence sur le plan acoustique. 
3.2.Coarticulation 
L‘analyse des résultats nous montre qu’on 
ne peut pas systématiscr une seule 
stratégie de coarticulation pour la 
réalisation de l'opposition simple vs. 
double face à la variation du débit. 
Lorsqu’on oppose [ala] à [alla] (fig. 1) en 
débit normal, on constate que les doubles 



sont plus œarficuléœ que les simples 
(- 50% vs. -30%), ce qui signifie que 
[Il] double est moins résistant en débit 
normal. En débit rapide, la tendance mœ 
structurellement la même (- 30% vs. 
- 50%). 
Pour l’opposition [ila] — [illa] (fig. 2), 
nous constatons le phénomène inverse. 
En débit normal, les simples sont plus 
cœrüculées, donc moins résistants, que 
la doublæ (-60% vs. —20%). En débit 
rapide, les deux classes ont des 
pourcentages comparables de 
coarficulafion : elles se confondent à 
environ 70%, ce qui est un taux assez 
inporœnt de œarficulatÿon. 
Mais l’examen des classes [ali] — [alli] 
(fig. 3) nous révèle, qu’en débit normal. 
ce sont les doubles qui sont le plus 
œurficuléæ (à cnvimn 65%). Ici, comme 
pour les classes [ala] et [alla] (fig. 1), la 
doubles sont moins résistantes à la 
œmfiaflafion en débit normal. Cependant 
en débit mpide, le degré de œarficulafion 
œt semblable pour simples et doubles, 
avec un taux de résistance moindre 
(-45% vs. -35%). 
Enfin, on peut dire de manière générale 
que les classes lili] et [illi] (fig. 4) sont de 
loin les plus coarficulécs, avec un 
minimum de 100% de œarficulafion (par 
(Efiut, cf. supra). 
D’auès 015 données nous pouvons posa 
qœk[ilaüufinsèqæmentmpü… 
de ' ”plusflevéeqœlela},œ 
que révèle particulièrement le 
comportement des géminéæ en débit 
nornul. Nous pensons donc, comme [10] 
u[lZ].qœh…fllœæüaufim 
épousa la hauteur mmdibulnire de la 
voyelle [il, ce qui expliquerait son taux 
&véde œmfiwlafion. 

4. CONCLUSION 
En conclusion, nous pouvons souligner 
que le phénomène de résistance à la 
…mficipæœ du [Il en arabe 
… peut comporter aussi bien une 
composante largement partagée par 
d’autres langues qu’une autre plus ou 
Cmns‘ spéc1fiq_ ' uc. 

’es_t msi, en commençant par l’aspect 
spémficité, que l’on peut valider, d’une 
part, le modèle dnœ—locked; mais 
seulement en timing relan‘f, avec ceux de 
nos qui montrent une stabüiné 
des phases malgré ln variation de la 
… d’élœufiœ. C’æt le cas pour la 
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classe [alla], où l’aœcxéraüon maxi… } 
intervalle se produi t  à 

proporüomællenænt fixe par rapport au 
début acoustique de la voyelle suivante. 
Mais d’autre part, nous pouvons évoquer 
le comportement “orthodoxe” — par 
rapport au modèle look—ahead — de 1. 
classe phonétique [fifi] : elle n’invaüdaxit 
pas un tel modèle, car la coarüculafiœ 
anficipanœ est maximale, que la consonne 
soit simple ou géminée. 
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THE EFFECT OF VOWEL HEIGHT 0N PATTERNS OF 
ASSIMILATION NASALITY IN FRENCH & ENGLISH 
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ABSTRACT 
Assimilation nasality patterns for French 
and English vowels were studied as 
subjects (15F;15E) spoke them in CV C, 
NVN, NVC, and CVN contexts. Cor- 
rgsponding oral and nasal acoustical 
Slgnals were transduced by a Nasometcr, 
stored separately on FM tape, low-pass 
filtered and digitized. The vowel portion 
of each digitized signal was isolated, 
converted to rms values, and the degree 
of nasalancc established by comparing 
rms amplitudes of concsponding oral 
and _nasal data across the vowcl‘s 
durauon. High vowels in both languages 
cxhibjtcd a higher degree of assimilation 
nasgthty than lower vowels, although for 
a gwen vowel height, French exhibited 
less assimilation nasality than English. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The assimilation of nasality onto vowels 
spoken in the context of nasal 
consonants has been documented by 
research using various methods 
(agromcchanical, acoustical, biomech- 
amcal, perceptual). Furthermore, it has 
been sqggested that differences in degree 
of asmmilation nasality exist among 
vowels as a function of tongue height. 
The research reported here used 
acoustical analog recording and digital 
analysxs teghniqucs to quantify and 

assunilation nasality patterns in 
French and English as a function of 
vowel height . 

2. PROCEDURES 
2.1.. Subjects/Speech Sample 
Sulgjccts were 30 young adults, 15 
nauve speakers of Standard French and 
15 of Canadian English, with nonnal 
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hearing, voice qualities and articulation 
patterns. They read aloud words in 
which English vowels Ii, 1, e, a, u/ and 
French Ii, 8, a, u, y/ were embedded in 
the contexts CVC. NVC, CVN and 
N VN , where V: one of the target 
vowels, C= a non-nasal obstruent and 
N= [ml or In]. Each word was produced 
as the terminal item in a carrier phrase, 
e.g.,"A half km"; or "Ncuf gum." 
2.2. Data Collection/Analysis 
The o_ral and nasal acoustical signals 
correSponding to subjects' productions 
of the test words were transduced 
separately by means of a Kay Elcmetrics 
N asomctcr 6200. The Nasometer micro- 
phone signals were recorded simulv 
tancously on separate channels of an FM 
tape recorder, low-pass filtered at 4.8 
kHzanddigitizcdat lOksiaCSpeech 
[5]. The vowel portion of the oral and 
nasal. component of each digitized signal 
was Isolated, converted to an rms value, 
and the glegrec of nasalance computed by 
companng rms amplitudes of ‘cor- 
rcspopding oral and nasal data across the 
durauqn of the vowel in 5 ms steps. 
accordmg to the formula: % nasalance = 
nasal fins/(nasal + oral rms) x 100. Data 
analysis focusscd on three dependent 
mgasures: 1) degree of nasal resonance, 
:18n 0.5, or 50% nasalance as an 
arbm'ary threshold, 2) percentage (96) of 
the vowel with nasalancc values above 
0.5. and 3) absolute duration (msec) of 
the vowel with nasalancc above 0.5. 

3. RESULTS 
3:1. CVC data, French & English 
Flgurc 1 depicts the percentage of CVC 
cases without significant nasalancc (i.c.. 
<0.5). In the majority of cases. 

nasalancc levels did not exceed the 
arbitrary threshold of 0.5, although the 
number of cases in which this was true 
was smaller for/i] in both languages. 
3.2. NVN data, French nglish 
Figure 2a graphs the percentage of NVN 
cases where nasalancc was above the 
criterion of 0.5 at both ends ofthc vowel 
(including cases where it dipped below 
0.5 in the middle). Figure 2b displays 
only those cases whcrc the entire 
duration of the vowel exhibited nasa- 
lance levels above 0.5. Both languages 
show a noticeable difference between [i] 
and lal. with /i/ exhibiting a higher 
sustained nasalance level throughout the 
vowcl's duration. In French, more 
clearly than in English, lu/ occupies an 
intermediate position between ['1/ and [a] 
with respect to this phenomenon. 
3.3. NVC data, French 8: English 
Figures 3a and b illustrate the patterns of 
carry-over nasalization in the NVC 
context for Ii, u, e and a/ in French and 
English. A larger percentage of the 
vowel exhibits the carry-over effects of 
the preceding nasal consonant when the 
vowel is high than when it is low, and 
the percentage of the vowel exhibiting 
the nasal consonant's influence is 
roughly the same in French and in 
English (3a). The absolute durations of 
the nasalized portions are shorter, 
however, in French (3b). 
3.4. CVN data, French 8: English 
Figures 4a & b illustrate the percentages 
and absolute durations of the French and 
English target vowels that are nasalized 
in anticipation of the final nasal in the 
CVN context. High vowels /i/ and [11/ 
tend to exhibit anticipatory nasalance 
levels greater than 0.5 across a larger 
percentage of their durations compared 
to mid or low vowels in both languages, 
though French always reveals less 
anticipatory nasalization than English for 
the vowels considcrcd. 
3.5. NVC data, English 
Figm'es Sa & b compare carry-over nasa- 
lization patterns among English vowels 
Ii, 11, I, a, a]. The carry-over effects of 
the initial nasal consonant influence a 
larger portion of the high vowels than of 
the others, and the effect is consistent 
whether one considers the percentage of 
vowel nasalizcd (5a), or the absolute 
duration of the nasalized segment (5b). 
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3.6. CVN data, English 
Figures 6|: & I) compare anticipato 
nasalintion patterns among the Englis 
vowels. As in the NVC context, the high 
vowels exhibit more influence of the 
nasal consonant than the other vowels. A 
comparison of the proportional carry- 
ovctandan" dataforttnglish 
vowels (5a & 6a) reveals that, except in 
the case of [i] where the proportions of 
the vowel nasalizcd are comparable in 
bodlttVCandCVNcmtcxtsJorflw 
other vowels the amount of nasalization 
is greater in the anficipatoxy situation. 
3.7. NVC data, French 
Figures 7a & b compare carry-over 
nasalization patterns among French 
vowels Ii, y, u, t ,  al. The patterns for 
these vowels are similar to those for 
English with respect to vowel height: 
The initial nasal consonant influences a 
larger portion of the high vowels than of 
the others, and the effect is consistent for 
the percentage of the vowel nasalizcd 
(7a) and the absolute duration of the 
nasalized segment (7b). 
3.8. CVN data, French 
Figures 8a & b compare anticipatory 
nasalization patterns among the French 
vowels. As in the NVC context, the high 
vowels exhibit more influence of the 
nasal consonant than the other vowels. 
When the French carry-over and anti- 
cipatory patterns for percentage of the 
vowel nasalized are compared (7a & 83), 
the low vowels exhibit about the same 
amounts of carryover and anticipatory 
nasalization. The high vowels, on the 
other hand, exhibit more carry-over than 
anticipatory nasalization effects. 

4. SUMMARY/DISCUSSION 
4.1. For these 30 subjects in the 
contexts examined, French always 
exhibited less assimilation nasality than 
English. This was true for all vowels 
considered and for the NV C and CVN 
contexts. These results support the 
validity of Dclattre’s pedagogical recom- 
mendation to English speakem of French 
that they prevent premature anticipation 
of the nasal consonant in the CVN 
context in order not to nasalize the vowel 
[3]. These data do not, however, sup- 
port Dclattre's assertion that French 
vowels followed by a nasal consonant 
remain oral throughout their duration. 



4.2. The degree of vowel nasalization 
in a nasal consonant context varied with 
the height of the vowel. High vowels 
exhibited more assimilation nasality than 
low vowels. This correlation is vc 
systematic in the French vowel data; It 
also applies to the English vowel data, 
although less systematically. The 
apparent contradiction between these 
results and those of Clumk [1] may be 
related to his use of the term "nasalimd" 
to describe articulatory gestures of the 
velum, and the fact that the biomcch— 
anical behavior of the velopharynx 
cannot be assumed to be monotonically 
related either to the perception of nasal 
resonance or to the acoustical conse- 
quences of nasal coupling during speech 

. production. The perception or measure- 
ment of nasal resonance is ultimately a 
function of the relative acoustical 
impedan‘ccs of the oral and nasal cavi- 
ties. as well as the formant frequency 
values of the vowel in question. The 
spectral envelopes of /i/ and [u] are 
markedly affected by small nasal coup-' 
ling, whereas vowels with a more Open 
tract configuration are much less affected 
by small degrees of coupling [2]. This is 
consistent with listeners' judgements that 
the amount of nasal coupling necessary 
for the perceptual identification of nasar 
lization was almost three times as much. 
for low vowels as for high ones [4]. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
5.1. The difference .in the degree of 
nasalancc between French and English 
may be related to the fact that English 
does not have phonemic nasal vowels 
and therefore can "tolerate" higher levels 
of assimilation nasality. ' 
5.2. The higher levels and longer dura- 
tions of assimilation nasality observed 
for the high vowels in both French and 
English are related to the acoustical 
1mpedancc of the vocal tract for the 
proQuction of these vowels. There is no 
obvmus articulatory or physiological 
reason for the earlier lowering of the 
velum observed by Clumcck [1] for low 
vels in the CVN context. It may 
snnply be that such lowering does not 
have an undesirable acoustical effect, 
apd does not lead to excessive percep- 
nble nasalization of these vowels. Later 
lowering of the vclum for high vowels, 
however, may ensure that their spectral 
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enveIOpcs an: not too drastically affected 
by extraneous nasal resonance. 
5.3. Further research on assimilation 
nasality is recommended by means of 
simultaneous multidimensional sampling 
methods that could consider biomcch. 
anical, perceptual and acoustical pm. 
meters of vowel production without 
losing sight of the phonemic charm; 
ten'stics of the languages sampled. 
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FRICATIVE CONSONANTS AND THEIR ARTICULATORY 
TRAJECTORIES 

Celia Scully", Esther Georges", Eric Castelll' 

University of Leeds, UK' . 
ICP,INPG, Grenoble, France 

ABSTRACT 
Articulatory paths relevant to the 
production of some fricatives are 
related to the changing acoustic 
patterns as seen on spectrograms. 
Two techniques are used: 
aerodynamically derived area (A) 
traces and electropalatography (EPG) 
contacts. [pVCV] sequences are 
analysed. ' 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Better descriptions are needed for the 
production of fricative consonants: 
Fricatives in speech-like sequences 
are characterised not only by their 
quasi-static spectra but also by 
rapidly changing acoustic patterns. 
The latter seem to be essential for 
the identification of /f versus /6/ 
and /v/ versus / / [2],. [3]. 
Phonemically, fricative consonants 
and adjacent vowels are considered 
as separate entities but in the 
processes of speech production 
there is no clear boundary between 
them. Between segments clearly 
associated with either consonants or 
vowels there are regions of rapid 
change: in these, there are changing 
combinations of the acoustic sources 
- voice. aspiration noise (generated 
just above the glottis) and frication 
noise (generated downstream from a 
vocal tract constriction) - as well as 
rapidly changing formant frequencies. 
Inter-articular coordination and the 

form of transitions for individual 
articulators are both important in 
determining how sources and filters 
covary across this boundary region. 
The study reported here is an 

exemplification of part of a larger 
study (Grenoble, Southampton, 
Leeds), based on multiple analyses 
for two speakers. A studio recording 
made by the speaker provides 
cueing, so as to match the speaking 
style and rate across data gathered 
on different occasions and in different 
laboratories. Articulatory paths in the 
natural speech are to be copied in 
models of speech production [4], [1], 
[6]. Analysis-by-synthesis will be used 
to obtain good aerodynamic and 
acoustic matches between the natural 
and the simulated speech. The aim is 
to characterise, as general rules, the 
production and acoustics of the 
speakers’ fricatives. 

2. APPROACH OF THE STUDY 
This paper focusses on [5] 

produced in phonetically controlled 
[V-V] contexts by'  one of the 
speakers, a woman speaker of 
General  American English. 
Sequences such as [pi’sipi'sipi§i...] 
produced on a single expiratory 
breath allowed subglottal pressure 
(PSG) to be estimated. 

Two techniques for the estimation of 
vocal tract articulation relevant to the 
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production of alveolar fricatives are 
included here. First. aerodynamic 
parameters are used to give an Area 
(A) trace, indicating the cross-section 
area of the alveolar constriction of the 
v o c a l  t r a c t :  secondly ,  
eloctropalatography (EPG) is used to 
show the regions of contact between 
the tongue and the hard palate. 
Articulatory paths estimated by each 
method in turn are time matched to 
Spectrograms from simultaneously 
undo recordings. In this way. part of 
the detailed aniculatory-to-acoustic 
mapping is studied. An additional aim 
is to demonstrate that the two 
methods are consistent and 
complementary. 

3. AREA (A) TRACE 
3.1. Method 
This is a parameter for one of the two 
major constrictions of the respiratory 
tract, the other one being the glottal 
ataa. Volume flowrate of air through 
the mouth, U 0n cma/s) and oral air 
pressure, P On cmHzo) are 
combined. using the orifice equation 
with an empirical constant k =0.00076 
t6 gm: 
A = k.U/P°'5 ' 

The methods have been described 
elsewhere [5], [7]. The A trace is not 
the true value of the minimum cross- 
section area for the alveolar ridge 
portion of the vocal tract, and may be 
expected to depend on the taper 
angle into and out of the constriction 
énd its length. Total airflow through 
riosaas well as mouth is recorded, 
Qut checks showed that all the airflow 
was through the mouth for the 
'equences analysed. Oral air 

a is taken as pressure drop 
cross the constriction but actually 

includes any pressure drop across 
a teeth and lips also. The method 

ce advantage ' that it links 
'culation and aerodynamics in a 

way that is internally consistent and 
consistent with the descriptive 
framework of one of the composite 
models [7] in which it is to be used. 

3.2. Results 
Figure 1 shows an example of the 
aerodynamic traces, with some of the 
simuttaneousty obtained acoustic 
traces. 
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Figure 1. Articulatory, aerodynamic 
and acoustic traces as functions of 
time, for the third in a series of 
[(p)i'si(p)]. from top to bottom: Area 
A, with a line at 0.2 cm2; I.L. H.P. 
filtered at 3.9 kHz, I.L. H.P. filtered at 
500 Hz; Oral (total) volume flowrate of 
air U; oral air pressure P. 

An auditory check confirmed that this 
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mmacceptableexampleoffi’si]. 
Fiwe 2 shows the relationship 
betweenthearticulatorytraoeandthe 
acoustics. 
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figure 2. Area (A) traoe'from Figure 
1, inverted, combined with 
spectrogram (frequency versus time) 
pattern features of the identical 
utterance. Time scales are matched 
with voice offset and onset aligned. 

ltmaybeseenthattheo.2cm2 
threshold for the A trace goes 
beyond the domain of frication noise 
to include the boundary regions. The 
inverted form of the A trace may 
match the changing spectral pattern 
for the frication noise, but the 
evidence is not conclusive. 
The peaks of airflow seen in Figure 

1 and shown by the dotted lines in 
Figure 2 almost coincide with voice 
offset and voice onset shown by the 
dashed lines. The airflow peaks are 
locatedatthebomdaryregion, 

betweentrtefricaflonnoisesegmm - 
andthevocoid, wheretheacousuo“ 
sources including voice and.- aspiration noise are changing rapidly, 
4. EPG DATA 
4.1. Method 
EPGdataforthe fricativesinmj. 

context are 
analysed as follows: the number of 
contacts is determined for: the first; 

same [.. .pV'-Vp.. .] 

second and third lines of contact 
(front, shown by a solid line) and the 
fourth to the eighth line (back, shown 
by a dotted line). The results are 
plotted on a grid which shows time vs 
number of contacts. The two resulting 
traces represent changes in the 
amount of contact between tongUe ‘2 
and palate for the front and the back : 
of the mouth; transitions from and to ' 
vowels are investigated. 

4.2 Results 
Figure 3 shows the relationship 1: 
between the articulatory traces and ' 
the acoustics for a representative 
example of [i’si]. 
A threshold Gndicated by the arrow 

in figure 3) was chosen to define the if : 
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quasi-static segment observed for all 
ofthefricativesanalysedsofanlt " 
was found that this threshold 
corresponds rather closely with the 
frication noise segment. The match is 5' 
excellent in this example. 
The contact for the back portion 0! 

the tongue, however, decreases 
during the frication noise segment. 59 
This may perhaps indicate a lowering 
of the tongue dorsum similar to that 
observed by Wood [8] on X-ray ' 
traces. As Wood suggests, this may 7; 
enhance the acoustic separation of 
front and back cavities. Referring 1 
back to the noticeable change in 
SPGCFUm during this portion of a 
different production of the same 
fricative. seen in Figure 2. W9 
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explanationseemsaplausiblgone. 
The speaker appears to be tuning the 
front cavity resonance. 
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Figure 3. EPG contact traces 
combined with spectrogram pattern 
features (solid line for front contacts, 
dotted line for back contacts). 

5.CONCLUSION 
The area trace seems to define a 
wider domain than does the front- 
oontact shown by the EPG data. The 
area trace may reflect changes in the 
overall tongue configuration such as 
that discussed above, and possibly 
mouth outlet shape also. This 
interpretation of the two kinds of 
articulatory data will be tried out in 
the modelling. 
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BREATHINES IN MALE AND FEMALE SPEAKERS 

D. Gfinzburger 

Institute of Phonetics, Utrecht, the Netherlands 

ABSTRACT 
The present study provides data on 
degree of breathiness produced by 
Dutch male and female speakers in 
a neutral and an emotive context. 
The acoustically defined parameter 
DH indicates significant differences 
between male and female Speakers 
in both contexts. There is~ an 
increase in breathiness for either 
population from neutral to emotive 
context. Analysis of average F0 and 
average intensity levels show 
decreased values for both male and 
female speakers in the emotive 
condition as opposed to the neutral 
condition. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Breathiness can be defined in 

various domains. In articulatory 
terms breathy phonation arises from 
an incomplete adductlon of the 
vibrating vocal folds and can lead 
to an increase of the average 
airflow of up to 60% in comparison 
to non-breathy (vowel) production. 
Extreme breathiness can be 
indicative of pathological speech 
and function as a perceptual marker 
of various laryngeal disorders. On a 
less extreme note breathiness can 
impair the general perceptlbility 
and understandibllity of speech and 
convey the impression of increased 
monotony. Various acoustic 
correlates can account for 
breathlness I 11,131. Due to the 
incomplete vocal fold closure during 
phonatlon of a breathy vowel there 
is considerable leakage of air 
through the glottls which causes 
Interspersed noise at  higher 
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frequencies of the acoustic 
spectrum. Presumably in connection 
with a slackening of the folds a 
slight lowering of F0 has been 
observed for breathy vowels and, 
probably most notable, there Is a 
fairly consistent Increase of the 
amplitude of the first harmonic in 
relation to the second as opposed 
to an opposite amplitude 
relationship between the first two 
harmdnics of a non-breathily 
phonated vowel, see Fig.1. 
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Fig.1: Spectra of non breathy vowel 
(top) and breathy vowel (bottom): 
Figure from Bickley (1982). 

Since our investigation of 
breathiness of male and female 
Speakers partly follows the one by 
Henton and Bladon 121, we take the 
amplitude relationship between the 
two lowest harmonics as an  
operational means to define 
breathiness: H1 - H2 or DH (delta 
H). In addition, this acoustic cue 
seems to  correlate fairly well with 
listeners' judgements about the 
breathiness of perceived vowels. 

2. OCCURRENCE OF BREATHE 
NE‘SS A N D ‘  EXPERIMENTAL 
OUTLINE 

In numerous languages 
breathiness is used to form 
phonemic contrasts (for references 
see 121). These languages, however, 
are not our present area of 
interest, nor is breathiness as a 
marker of pathological speech. 
Evidence has been adduced (ibid) 
that female speakers of two British 
accents consistently used a more 
breathy voice quality than men in 
ordinary speech. Although 
breathlness may be considered an 
inefficient way of voice; production 
with a number of communicative 
limitations, the claim has been put 
forward that, consciously or 
unconsciously, women ' use 
breathiness as a means of 
communicating arousal, intimacy, 
or, in  other words, to sound more 
"sexy". 

Our present experiment was 
set up to a) compare Dutch 
breathiness data of male and 
female speakers in an ordinary 
speaking mode those of English and 
b) to Investigate whether in an 
emotive context there would be an 
increase in  breathiness by either 
speaker sex. 

As corollary variables to DH, 
average F0 and average intensity of 
the vowels under investigation will 
be considered as well. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
13 male and 13 female 

speakers participated in the 
experiment. Their ages varied 
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between 19 and 38 years. They 
belonged - either as s ta f f  or 
students — to the University of 
Utrecht and were speakers of the 
Dutch equivalent of RP. 

The vowel to be analysed 
was decided to be an /a/ since this 
open vowel's first formant is high 
enough to be of no influence on the 
first harmonic. Monosyllabic words 
containing the vowel [8/ were 
embedded in unpretentious sentences 
which, on their part, were combined 
to form an unpretentious piece of 
running prose. Due to their 
monosyllabicity all stimulus words 
carried lexical stress. In addition a 
semantically intimate passage 
containing numerous ' /a/'s was 
selected from a sultry-romantic 
piece of fiction in order to 
simulate an emotive context. 

Speakers were instructed to 
read the first text in an ordinary 
and the second text in a sexually 
charged way. 

Recordings were made 
individually in a sound-proof room 
using a Revox B77 mkII tape 
recorder and a Sennheiser 
micr0phone. A mouth-to—micrOphone 
distance of 30 cm was used. The 
input volume control was held 
constant and subjects were given 
some practice time. 

Data were further processed 
digitally. Per reading mode and 
subject 12 35 ms steady state 
portions of the la/ vowels were 
excised and relative amplitudes of 
the first two harmonics, and F0 and 
amplitude of the steady states were 
established. 

4. RESULTS 
4.1. RELATIVE AMPLITUDE 0F 
HARMONICS 

Table I shows the average 
values and corresponding SD's of 
DH produced by male and female 
speakers in  the two reading modes. 
A negative DH value indicates that 
the amplitude of the first harmonic 
is lower than that of the second 
harmonic and v.v. According to 
Bickley (1982) a negative DH value 
is the consequence of breathy 
phonation. 



Figure 2 represents per 
speaker the DH values i n  the 
ordinary and the emotive reading 
mode. 

From table I and figure 2 i t  
can easily be seen that female DH 
values are higher than male values 
and that DH values of both sexes 
are higher In the emotive context 
than in the ordinary context. 
Statistical analysis shows the 
between-sexes difference to be 
significant in either reading mode 
(p<.05 and p<.01 resp.) and the 
between-reading mode difference to 
be not more than a strong 
tendency. Moreover It  was shown 
that there is no significant 

difference in breathlness between . t h e  female-ordinary condition and the male—emotive condition which means that female Speakers used the same degree of breathiness In 
reading the ordinary text as dld male speakers In reading the 
emotive text. 
4.2. FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY 

Results of the F0 analysls of 
the measured /a/ steady states are 
shown i n  table II. 
As can be seen there is a decrease 
in fundamental frequency for the 
emotive reading text for either sex; 
differences, however, do not reach 
the level of significance. 

Interindividually, however, a 
significant positive correlation 
exists between F0 and DH. 

Table I: Average DH in dB for ordinary and emotive reading mode. 
female  speakers (n= l3 )  
ordinary emotive 

x +3.9 +5.4 
SD 5.2 4.6 
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male sgeakers (n=l3) 
ordinary emotive 

-0.6 + 1.1 
3.0 2.6 

Figufe 2: DH in dB for ordinary reading mode (11 ht bars and emotive 
reading mode (dark bars) for female speakers (abgve) and)male speakers (bottom). 
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Table II: F0 in Hz for ordinary and emotive reading mode 
female sgeakers (n=l3)  
ordinary emotive 

x 213 204 
SD 25 25 

4.3. AMPLITUDE 
For either sex there is a 

slight decrease of amplitude values 
for the emotive context In  
comparison with the 
context (female: 2.9 dB; maIe: 
dB). Differences are insignificant. 

ordinary 
1.9 

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
Female Speakers produce 

significantly more breathiness in 
comparison with male speakers in 
the ordinary reading mode as well 
as in the  emotive reading mode. 
The degree of breathlness produced 
by female speakers in the ordinary 
context turns out to be even 
equivalent to that of male speakers 
1n the emotive context. We found a 
decrease of both F0 values and 
amplitude values for the emotive 
context for male as well as female 
speakers, but these differences fail 
to reach the level of significance. 

As stated in our introductory 
section, a breathy spectrum 
contributes to perceptual 
limitations. Why, Henton and Bladon 
[2! ask themselves, should women 
adopt articulatory postures that 
render their own speech less 
efficient in communicative terms? 
The answer to this question lies, 
according. to these authors, In the 
ethological-sociolinguistic domain: 
"...Iwomenl imitate the voice 
quality associated with arousal. ...A 
breathy woman can be regarded as 
using her paralinguistlc tools to  
maximize the chances of her 
achieving her goals, linguistic or 
otherwise" 

With  all  due respect we 
would like to regard this 
explanation with some caution. First 
of all perceptlbility of speech is 
affected only in extreme cases of 
breathiness. Secondly, not only was 
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male sgeakers (11-13) 
ordinary emotive 

l 3 I 122 
20 18_ 

DH in  the afore-mentioned 
experiment the only acoustic 
correlate considered to indicate 
breathlness, whereas other 
parameters probably deserve 
consideration as we”, but 
breathlness In its turn Is certainly 
not the only characteristic of a 
"sexy” voice. 

As to voice source 
characteristics, i t  is generally 
assumed that female speakers have 
a greater open quotient which 
implies that they produce more 
breathlness for physiological 
reasons. 

In  connection with our 
tentative F0 - DH correlation data 
we suggest that more research 
should be addressed to the question 
of whether a systematic relationship 
can be found between pitch and 
breathy phonatlon on " an 
lnterindividual level. 
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ARTICULA'IORY GENERALIZATIONS IN ACOUSTIC PHONETIC 
RESEARCH: A COMPARISON OF DATA FROM FRENCH AND 

ENGLISH 

Sarah N. Dart 

Department of Linguistics, UCLA, Los Angeles, U.S.A. 

ABSTRACT 
Simultaneous articulatory and acoustic 
data were recorded for 21  French 

‘ speakers and 20 English speakers uttering 
phrases containing the coronal consonants 
lt,d,n,l,s,zl. It was found that, in both 
languages, individual variation in 
articulation of these consonants makes it 
difficult to make precise language-specific 
generalizations in terms of both place of 
articulation and apicality. The formant 
patterns in the acoustic signal, however, 
are much more homogeneous and suggest 
that the difference in consonant 
production in these two languages lies 
mm: in the general shape of the tongue 
body behind the constn'ction than in the 
placement of the constriction itself. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The coronal consonants of French and 
English have been claimed to be 
articulated difi'ercmly in terms of place of 
articulation and apicality. For example, 
French coronal stops are regularly 
described as dental, either with the tip of 
the tongucon the upper incisors (apical), 
or with the tip down behind the lower 
incisors and the blade making contact 
(laminal). English comnals, on the other 
hand are usually said to have an apical 
alveolar constriction. Such information 
forms the basis not only of foreign 
language pronunciation instruction, but 
also of acoustic phonetic analysis, when: 
data from acoustic recordings of speakers 
of the same language are assumed to 
originate from a homogeneous set of 
miculations. The present study seeks to 
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discover to what extent the articulation of 
an individual can be predicted by language 
community affiliation. Is the precise point 
of articulation as given on a traditional 
consonant chart really crucial to the 
pronunciation of a given language or are 
there other factors which are more 
important? 

The articulatory data presented here 
i s  in the form of palatograms and 
linguagrams taken by the direct method to 
ascertain the point of contact on the upper 
surface of the vocal tract, as well as the 
part of the tongue used to make the 
constriction. Audio recordings were also 
made synchronous with the palatograms 
and linguagrams, in order to be certain 
that each given acoustic signal 
corresponded to an articulation with 
known articulatory characteristics. Data 
from 21 French speakers (northern 
standard pronunciation) and 20 English 
speakers (west coast American) were 
recorded of the consonants lt,d,n,l,s,d in 
both word-initial and word-final position. 
in the environment of a low vowel ([a] 
in English. [a] in French). 

2. ARTICULATORY DATA 
Place of articulation was dctemfinod from 
the palatogmms in the manner dcscfibefl 
in detail in Dart [2], briefly as follows: If 
the vertical surface of the back of the 
upper central incisors was contacted. 
either completely or partially. the 
articulation was called dental; alveolar 
articulations were those where the m051 
forward part of the contact was in an area 
extending from the base of the teeth to 
approximately 5 mm back; and 

articulations made behind this area were 
called postaiveolar. The linguagraphic 
categories into which the data were sorted 
are apical, where only the tip and rim of 
the tongue were contacted; lanu'nal, where 
only the blade made contact; and 
apicokminal, where both the tip and blade 
were contacted. The fricativcs were 
classified as either apical or Iaminal. 
depending upon whether the tip or only 
the blade was contacted. Table 1 below 
gives the results of the articulatory study. 

tokens which are not dental. Clearly, a 
number of French speakers articulate 
farther back than was previously 
supposed. 

The point of view of the sources 
consulted on fricative articulation was 
more open to variation, with both dental 
and alveolar articulations mentioned 
(although only one source allowed for 
both possibilities). Most sources, 
however, stated quite firmly that French 
[5/ and M were lamina}. It is clear from 

Table 1. Percent of the total number of tokens for each place of articulation and apicality 
classification. A= apical, L= lamina], AL: apicolaminal. 

French 
mm [5.2! 11/ 

dental 5,312.7 39.7 15.8% \2.4l---  2.4 

alveolar 13.5 15.7 11.1 7.9 M has [2.4 
,_ ..- m I -- alveolar 19 f 23.3l 

A L AL A L A L AL 

English 
/t.d.n/ 

dental [5.7 5.7 4.2 34.2 2.5112 

alveolar |59.5 5 12.5 31.5 15.3 
post- | 5  ... ... 2.6 ... 
alveolar 

A L AL A L AL 
It is clear from the table that the 

greatest number of French speakers 
produced an apicolaminal dental 
articulation for lt,d,n/. This accozrds with 
the claims in the literature that these 
segments are apical dental, i t  being 
difficult for a speaker with normal 
dentition to produce a purely apical dental, 
without the blade of the tongue also 
contacting the alveolar ridge. Some 
authors have also claimed tip-down 
laminal dental articulation for these 

_segments and 12.7% of the data support 
this. There remain, however, 41% of the 
data left unaccounted for, that is all _those 

the table that, although the majority of 
tokens were indeed laminal, still nearly a 
third were apical, and thus not accounted 
for by the descriptions. 

In English, 59.6% of the data for 
lt,d,nl are, indeed, apical alveolar as 
predicted. 11.7% of the tokens are also 
apical, but either dental or postalvcolar, 
and 17.6% are also alveolar, but use a 
different part of the tongue. A total of 
17.6% of the tokens are dental and 28.5% 
are either lamina] or apicolaminaL 

The fricativcs Isl and [2/ . usually 
said to be either apical or laminal alveolar 
in English, were indeed divided between 
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these two ways of articulating, the laminal 
predominating with over half (57.5%) of 
the tokens. Again, most of the tokens 
were alveolar or postalvcolar (77.5%). 

As it turns out, the English laterals 
are far more likely to be dental than their 
French counterparts, going against the 
neat organization of the consonant charts, 
which usually put lt,d,n,1,s,z./ in the same 
column. Exactly half of the N tokens 
were dental in the English data (as 
compared to 4.8% of French tokens), in 
spite of the'gencral acceptance in the 
literature that such English segments 
should be alveolar, just as the French are 
assumed to be dental. Even the apical 
articulation of the lateral, which was 
nearly universal for thq French speakers 
(95%) was less strong in English (68%), 
the quintessential "apical" language. It 
seems, then, that Ill need not necessarily 
share the articulatory characmistics of the 
other coronal consonants in any given 
language. 

The articulatory data thus shows that, 
although the articulation of these 
consonants may be predicted in a general 
way for the majority of speakers, the 
variation is such that one cannot assume 
an articulation to be of a certain type only 
on the basis of the native language of the 
speaker. 

3. ACOUSTIC DATA 
Formant transition frequencies were 
measured from wide band spectrogram 
for all tokens: for the word-mitial tokens 
immediately after the closure, and for 
word-final tokens immediately before the 
closure. To normalize for absolute 
frequency differences between speakcxs, 
the difference was calculated between the 
transition fonnant values and the average 
steady-state formant values of the adjacent 
vowel. The resulting number was used 
for comparison rather than the raw 
formant frequencies. The formant values 
of the steady-state vowel were comparable 
between the two languages except for the 
value of the second formant, which was 
higher in English. 

Two general differences between 
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French and English articulation were 
noted: the value of the F1 transition in 
French was always lower in relation to the 
steady-state vowel than the corresponding 
English value for all the coronal 
consonants, no matter what method of 
articulation was used. Similarly, the 
transition value of F4 was always higher 
in French than in English. These 
differences suggest different tongue 
shapes behind the constn'ction in the two 
languages. A lower F1 could indicate a 
wider pharyngeal cavity and a higher F4 a 
smaller sublingual cavity in front for 
French. In addition to these general 
characteristics, a specific tongue shape 
difference between apical alveolar 
articulations in the two languages was 
inferred from the formant data, 
particularly in fricativcs. French apical 
alveolar fricatives have lower transitional 
F1 values and higher transitional F2 
values than do apical dental fricativcs, 
whereas the reverse is true for English. 
Similarly, French apical consonants have 
higher F2 values than laminals, whereas 
in English F2 is higher in laminals. 

One interpretation of these facts 
would be to posit a differently shaped 
tongue behind the constriction in the 
apical and alveolar articulations in the two 
languages. The F1 and F2 evidence 
suggests that the body of the tongue in 
French is high and forward during these 
consonants, thereby diminishing the area 
of the cavity directly behind the 
constriction and enlarging the pharyngeal 
cavity. The English apicals, on the other 
band, would come up to the constn'ction 
from a lower and more posterior position 
in the mouth, thus creating a larger cavity 
behind the constriction and a more 
constricted pharynx. Both kinds of apical 
alveolar articulations can be seen in the x- 
ray literature, as exemplified by the two 
tracings in Figure l .  The tracing on th: 
top is of French /s/ (after Bothorcl ct a]. 
[1]) and resembles an apical alveolar 
tongue position like that posited for the 
French speakers, and the tracing on the 
bottom is of English /5/ (after Subtclny 6! 
a1. [3]), and has a descending tongue 

shape as posited for the English speakers 
in the present study. 

French 

H I “ .  

English 

Figure 1. X-ray tracings of French (after 
Bothorel ct a1 [1]) and English (after 
Subtclny ct a1 [3]) showing two different 
tongue shapes in apical alveolar Isl. 

In order to explore the possibility of 
such an articulatory difference as that 
suggested by the acoustic data, additional 
articulatory measurements were taken 
from the palatogmphic data in conjunction 
with palate casts from each speaker. It 
was presumed that a higher tongue 
position would show up on the 
palatograms as a wider contact area 
behind the constriction and. indeed, such 
a difference seemed to be evident from the 
palatograms. Accordingly, the contact 
area fi'om each articulation was measured 
inwards from the base of the first molar 
and this measurement given as the ratio of 
the contact area on one side to half of the 
total distance following the curve of the 
palate from first molar to first molar. 
These measurements. were shown to be 

significantly larger in French by one 
factor, repeated measures analyses of 
variance for all apical and alveolar stops, 
nasals and fiicatives. 

4. CONCLUSION 
With the abovcmentioncd facts taken 
together, there appear to be language- 
specific characteristics afcting the 
formant values, which are associated with 
vocal tract shapes that are not fully 
specified by simply characterizing the 
segments in terms of the articulatory 
contact involved. The diffmmcc between 
French and English coronal consonant 
production, rather than being one of place 
of articulation and apicality, would seem 
tobebcttcrdcscfibedasadiffmnocinme 
overall shape given to the tongue body in 
the two languages. . 
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ABSTRACT 
Compensatory tongue positioning in 
vowel production was examined in two 
congitlons of lower-than-normal jaw 
posnions (bite-block speech and loud 
speech), and compared to a "normal” 
speech condition. Ton ue-palate dis- 
tances in multiple pro uctlons of the 
German vowels /i, I, u, U, y, Y/ were 
measured using §lossometry. The 
tongqe compensate for the lower jaw 
p_osmons 1n both perturbation condi- pons. Jaw lowering in bite-block and 1n loud Speech did not much affect the 
degyege . of precision in tongue posmonmg. 

1. INTRODUCI'ION 
Comparisons of normal and perturbed Speech may help understand impor- tant aspects of speech motor control. Over ghe past twenty years, a research pagadlgm has become established which addresses issues such as invari- ance Ip the cqntrol of speech gestures, adaptive abillties of the speech motor Sfitem, and the role of feedback I ough_ experiments in which normal prodqc’glon patterns are disru ted. By exarmmng. the behavior 0? unper- turbed anlculators, the acoustic out- put, and/or the intelligibility of per- turbeq speech, stpdies employing this paradigm have mmed at determining ,1f, how,. and {10w successfully talkers lreorgamze arnculatory gestures. lgProlgably thqma'ority of perturbation lsjtudles examme the acoustic proper- itles of vowels groduced with and with- fqut the mandi le bein fixed in posi- tlpns that required talEers to reorga- mze tpngue gestures in order to ro- ducq mtended vowel ualities. ese studles have general y shown that 
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adults [7, Bland children [2] com n- sate remar ably well for a fixe jaw even before audito feedback can oc- cur. :I'he small nurn er of articulatory studlqs that examined ton e shapes for blte-block vowels [4, , 11] indi- cate that intended acoustic output in b1te-b]ock speech is achieved through 
selecnvp compensation, i.e., b prgservmg "cgvity configuration(s) at pomts of mammurn constriction" [6]. Although previous research on Me- block vowels has contributed impor- tantly to the construction and refine- ment ofi models of speech motor con- 
trol, thls line of research has not macje 1t glear whether talkers aim to 
achleve Invariance in the acoustic, 
gfirceptual, or articulatory domain. 

e recentl renewed Interest in 
speech pro need with loud vocal 
effort 9, 10] is to some extent moti- 
vated y a desire to determine the 
nature of talkers’ "goals" or "tar ets". 
Loud speech is similar to bite— lock 
8 eech m that the jaw assumes lower- 
1 all-normal positions which, how- 
Ever, are not artificially induced but 
:- nqtural". In the only detailed stud of 
Emculatory conse uences of and 
. peech, Sphulman [ ] found that the 
fupper 11p. compensates for the 
flowereq law 111 bilabial stop 
harmjuctlon, demonstrating that motor 
equlvalgnce for bilabial closure 
bccugs'm both the "natural bite block 
condltlon" [9] and its anificial 
counterpart [1]. 
However, the acoustic properties of 
vowels roduced with loud V 
effort, w 'ch have been examined in a 
number of studies (summarized in 10]). suggest that the analo 

tween loud and bite-block speec 

does not extend to vowel production, 
for the frequencies of F1 and F0 (but 
not usually the upper formants) are 
much hi her in loud than in normal 
speech. he increase in F1 for shouted 
vowels led Traunmfiller [10] to hypo- 
thesize that the tongue does not 
compensate for lower jaw positions in 
loud speech. 
The present study, which compared 
tongue-palate distances for normal, 
bite-block, and loud vowels, was pri- 
maril motivated by the fact that only 
very ew studies have resented direct 
evidence (as oppose to inferences 
from the acoustlc output) concerning 
compensatory tongue positioning in 
bite-block vowels [4, 6, 11], and by the 
complete lack of ublished data on 
tongue shapes in and vowels. Bite— 
block and loud vowels were compared 
to normal vowels to determine if and 
how the tongue would compensate for 
an artificially and a naturally lowered 
jaw. This study also examined vari— 
ability in tongue positioning for 
normal, bite-block, and loud vowels. 
Because most earlier studies [6, 11] 
used x—ray techniques, which preclude 
detailed analyses of token-to-token 
variability, very little evidence exists 
concerning this aspect of motor 
control precision for the tongue in 
perturbed speech (but see [4]). 

2. METHODS 
2.] Subject, Material, Procedure 
A male native speaker of German 
(age: 35 years) produced 12 tokens 
each of the German vowels / i, I, u, U, 
y, Y/ in the carrier phrase 912 9: 
£12p ham (blocked on vowel). The 
vowels were produced in three condi- 
tions. In the normal (NO) condition 
Jaw movement was unperturbed and 
vocal effort was conversational (64 dB 
SPL). In the bite-block (BB) 
condition the talker’s jaw was fixed in 
a lower-than-normal position for non- 
low vowels. An acrylic bite block, held 
betwpen the right premolars, 
prowded an interincisal distance of 21 
mm. In the loud (LO) condition the 
talker produced the vowels with loud 
vocal effort (84 dB SPL). 
Tongue-palate distances were mea- 
sured u§ing glossometry. This opto- 
el_ectr01.nc device for measuring and 
displaylng tongue positions below the 

hard palate has been described previ- 
ously (see [5] and references therein). 
Briefly, the glossometer makes use of 
four sensor assemblies mounted on a 
thin acrylic pseudopalate. Each 
assembly contams an LED and a 
phototransistor. The assemblies are 
positioned equidistantly along the 
palatal vault and are oriented perpen— 
dicularly to the occlusal plane. Sensor 
1 is located just osten'or of the 
alveolar rid e, an sensor 4 just 
anterior of t e juncture of the hard 
and soft palates. Infrared light 
emitted from the LED is reflected 
from the tongue’s surface, detected by 
the phototransistor and transduced to 
a voltage level. The detected voltage 
is approximately proportional to the 
inverse square of the distance of the 
ton ue from the sensor assembly. 
2.2%)ata Analysis 
Tongue—palate distances for tokens 2- 
11 for each vowel in the three condi- 
tions were measured at that point 
within the acoustic vowel interval that 
best represented the end oint of 
tongue movement for eac token. 
Endpoints were selected by visual 
inspection of the time-varying 
distance traces, which were displayed 
together with RMS intensity on a 
high-resolution graphics terminal. 
Articulatory compensation with re- 
spect to tongue positioning below the 
hard palate was considered (by way of 
defimtion) 
-complete if the average unsigned 
tongue- alate distance at the four 
sensor ocations differed b less than 
1.0 mm for NO vs. BB (Ir 0 produc- 
tions of a given vowel; 
-selective 1f the mean tongue-palate 
distances in BB or L0 productions at 
sensor locations that are near the 
acoustically critical maximum con- 
striction for a given vowel were within 
the range of the standard deviation 
(SD) associated with the mean for the 
NO tokens at those sensor locations; 
-partial if the tongue com ensated 
for the lowered jaw, but di not com- 
pensate completely or selectively. 
Overshoot and undershoot refer to 
partial compensation with higher- 
1 Reasons for selecting this criterion 
to deyermine tongue shape overlap 
are glven m [5]. 



than-normal apcj lower-than-normal 
tqngue . posmons, 
Fmally, 1n zero compensation the 

respectively. 

tongue does not com ensatc for the‘ 
lowered jaw in BB an L0 speech. 
Variability in tongue positioning was 
assessed In terms of the SDs associ- 
ated with the multiple productions of 
NO, BB, and LO vowels. 

3. RESULTS 
3.1 Tongue Positions 
The most important result was that in 
the production of all six vowels, the 
tongue compensated for the lower- 
than-normal jaw osition in both BB 
and L0 speech. owever, the tongue 
was lower in L0 than BB 5 eech at all 
four sensor locations for five vowels, 
suggesting that the tongue did not 
90mpensate as much for Jaw lowering 
1n tht; _"natural" as in the artificial BB 
cqndmon. The exception was /Y/ 
vylth overlzgging tongue configura- 
tlons in the and LO conditions. 
Complete compensation by the 
tongue .for jaw perturbation was ob- 
§erved 1n only two instances: For /i/ 
1:! yhe L0 and for /U/ in the BB con- 
dmOI}. .Compensation was selective 
for /1/ 1n the BB condition, for /I/ in 
ghe BB and L0 conditions, and for /y/ 
1n the BB condition. 
Partlal com nsation (undershoot) 
was observe for / , Y, n, U/ in the 
L0 and /Y/ in the B condition. Un- 
dprshoot relative to NO tongue posi- 
tlons, which increased monotonically 
from. anterior to osterior sensor 
locatlons, was small or /Y/, medium 
for /y/. and /U/, and large for /u/. 
Surylzlsm 1y, undershoot for /u/ and 
/ U m t e LO condition was largest 
at sensor 4, which is located close to 
the a_co_ustically critical maximum 
constnctlon for these back vowels at 
the velqm. Results for rturbed /u/- 
productlpns differed rom all other 
results In that undershoot in L0 
sgeech coptrasted with overshoot (at 
t e stcnor sensors) in BB speech. 
3.2 . ariability of Tongue 
Posntioning 
Thq mgst important result concerning 
vanablllty of tongue positioning in 
the three conditions was that per- 
tur.bed vowels were not produced with 
uplformly more or uniformly less pre- 
mse tongue gestures than N0 vowels. 

The SDs associated with the multiple 
reductions of the six vowels averaged 
.84 mm in the NO, 0.93 mm in the 

BB, and 0.77 mm in the LO condition Tpngue positioning for / i, I, y, W was. 
sllghtly more variable in the BB than 
the N0 condition (805 were 0.1 - 0.2 
mm larger), but variability did not dif- 
fer for u, U/ across these conditions. 
Token-to-token variability was slight- 
ly lar er ii} the LO than the NO condi- 
non or /1, I, U/ (805 were 0.1 - 0.2 
mm larger), dld not differ for /Y/, 
and decreased for /u/ and /Y/ (by 03 
mm and 0.6 mm, respectively). 
The most conspicuous result was that 
for all vowels and all conditions, SDs 
lnaegsed monotonically from 
antpnor to posterior sensor locations. 
Thl§ . front-to—back increase in 
vanabllity was obserVed irrespective 
of whether the acoustically critical 
maxxmum constriction was in the 
prepalatal (/i, I/), palatal (/  y, Y/), or 
velar (fu, U/) region. It may be of 
some. lgterest to note that tongue 
posmomng for each of the nominally 
tense vowels /i, y, u/ was more 
variable than for its nominally lax 
counyqrpart (/I, Y, U/) in all three 
condmons. 

4. DISCUSSION 
The single-subject experiment re- 
ported here showed that the tongue 
compensated for a lowered jaw in 
both _BB and LO speech, and that both 
gondltions of jaw perturbation did not 
1mportantly affect the precision of 
motor control for the tongue. 
Results of previous BB studies led to 
the expectation that articulatory com- 
pensatlon by the tongue in BB speech 
would be selective or complete. The 
present results for four (i, I, , U/) 0f 
thg six vowels examined co ormcd to 
this expectation. However, tongue po- 
suions for / Y, u/ in BB speech did not 
ovqap with NO tongue positions or 
mamtain N0 tongue-palate distancqs 
near the acoustlcally critical mam- 
mum constriction. Preliminary acoug- 
t1c analyses of the vowels examined In 
the present study indicated that p2}; 

. ual compensation for 

72 

(undershoot) and /u/ (overshoot) did 
not result in chan es in acoustic out- 
ppt that one mi t expect given the 
dlfferences between NO and BB 

tongue positions below the hard 
palate. This suggests . that 
com ensation for the lowered Jaw in 
the B production of / Y, 11/ may have 
occurred in an area of the vocal tract 
not registered by the; glossomcter. 
The hypothesis bemg tested for L0 
vowels was that the tongue would not 
com ensate for the "natural bite 
bloc ". This hypothesis, which 
Traunmfiller [10] based on the acous- 
tic properties (increase in F1) of L0 
vowels, was not supported. The pre- 
sent experiment showed that com 9n- 
sation by the tongue for a lowere Qaw 
in L0 speech may be partial (y, , u, 
U/), selective (/I/), or even complete 
(/i/). This suggests that motor pro- 
ramming in both L0 and BB speech 

1nvolves reorganization of tongue 
positioning to - achieve precisely 
defined articulatory oals that are not 
necessarily (as for 1/ in L0 speech) 
the same as in N0 speech. The lower 
tongue positions in L0 than in NO 
speech for four of the six vowels 
examined may have been effected to- 
increase F1, so that the percelgtually 
important distance between 1 and 
the increased F0 in L0 speech would 
be maintained for a given vowel 
irrespective of vocal effort (see [10])._ 
Degree of precision in tongue p051- 
tioning did not differ much across the 
three conditions. The SDs associated 
with multiple reductions of N O (0.84 
mm), BB SO. 3 mm), and LO (0.77 
mm) vowe s were of approximately 
the same ma%nitude as the mean SD 
for the corn ete set of NO German 
vowels (0.7 mm [3]). the complete 
set of N0 English vowels (0.81 mm 
[5]), and five Spanish and English 
vowels spoken normallhwflé mm) 
and with a BB (0.80) [4]. ese earlier 
studies suggested that neither vowel 
inventory size [4] nor mechanisms 
used to differentiate large vowel in- 
ventories [3] affect variability of 
tongue posmoning. The present re- 
sults corroborate and extend Flege’s 
Fl] BB study by showing that both arti- 
1cial and natural jaw perturbation 
need not importantly affect degree of 
Erecision in tongue positioning. 
Research supported by grant 

N820963-04 from the US. National 
Institutes of Health to the second 
author) 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents a model of auditory 
processing that can account for the very 
small frequency difference limens ob- 
served psychophysically for pure tones. 
In a first step, an autocoincidcncc his- 
togram is calculated from nerve-fiber 
channels synchronized to the pure tone, 
according to a model similar to that of 
Licklidcr [3, 4, 5]. In a second step, this 
histogram is "folded", resulting in a 
"narrowed autocoincidence histogram". 
The peak of this narrowed histogram is 
sharper than that of the autocoincidcnce 
histogram, and its width depends on 
stimulus duration in a way similar to 
frequency difference limcns. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Listeners can discriminate differences in 
the frequency of pure tones as small as 
0.2% [l]. Thresholds get larger as 
stimuli get shorter, but discrimination 
remains good even when we stimuli con- 
tain only a few cycles. Moore [I] argued 
that the thresholds are too low to be com» 
patiblc with a place mechanism of fre- 
quency discrimination based on the differ- 
ences in intensity that might arise when 
the excitation pattern for a tone is shifted 
along the basilar membrane. They would 
be compatible, on the other hand, with a 
time domain mechanism. Based on this 
assumption, Goldstein and Srulovicz [2] 
proposed a theory that predicts thresholds 
under the hypothesis of optimum process- 
in g of interspikc intervals. Goldstcin and 
Srulovicz noted that information from as 
few as nine fibers is sufficient to account 
for discrimination thresholds. Since 
many more fibers are available for 

processing, performance must have other 
limits, perhaps due to the actual neural 
processing mechanism. The question 
arises as to whether such processing has 
the same behavior as Optimum 
processing. It is therefore of interest to 
examine candidate processing models 
with respect to pure tone frequency 
discrimination. One such model is that of 
Licklidcr [3, 4, 5], based on the 
autocoincidcnce of nerve fiber discharges 
(see also [6, '7, 8, 9, 10]). If we assume 
this particular model, can we still predict 
discrimination thresholds? 
In this study it is found that a) the basic 
~autocoincidence mechanism of Licklider‘s 
model does not adequately predict per- 
formance, but b) it can be followed bya 
second stage of processing. described by 
a "narrowed autocoincidcncc histogram" 
(NAC), to form a model that predicts 
thresholds similar to those observed 
psychophysically. 

2. DISCRIMINATION 
THRESHOLDS FOR PURE TONE 
PITCH 
Moore [1] measured frequency difference 
limcns for pure tones as a function of fre- 
quency and stimulus duration. His Qata 
are plotted in Fig. 1. At all frequencws. 
thresholds tend to be smaller, for longer 
Stimuli. Discrimination gets better as 
frequency increases, up to 2 kHz. For the 
lowest three frequencies there is a zonqof 
durations for which threshold vanes 
approximately as the inverse of stimulus 
duration. These frequencies are In the 
region for which a time-domain frequeflcy 
analysis mechanism such as Licklidcrs Is 
in principle applicable. 
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E124, Frequency difference limcns (AF/F) for pure tones as a function of stimulus duration and 
frequency (rcploued from Moore [1]). Frequencies up to 2 kHz are plotted with continupus lines. higher 
frequencies with dotted lines. Straight line: difference limen predicted by basic autocomcxdeme model. 

3. AUTOCOINCIDENCE MODEL 
In Licldidcr's model [3. 4, 5], patterns of 
discharge within auditory-nerve fibers are 
processed in the auditory nervous system 
by a neural network that calculates the 
equivalent of an autocoincidcnce (or auto- 
correlation) histogram [11, 12]. The 
result is a pattern of activity over the two 
dimensions of frequency (inherited from 
peripheral filtering) and lag (provided by 
nerve conduction or synaptic delays). In 
response to a periodic stimulus, this 
pattern shows a ridge at a lag equal to the 
period, thus providing a cue to the pitch. 
Licklider's model was designed to explain 
the pitch of complex stimuli, however it 
works as well for pure tones. In rcSponsc 
to a pure tone of frequency f, nerve fibers 
with characteristic frequencies within a 
band surrounding f will respond with a 
periodicity of 1/f. The result is an 
autocoincidcnce pattern with a ridge at M. 
Actually, the pattern also shows ridges at 
period multiples; the model supposes that 
the position of the first ridge is the cue to 
pltch. Because synchronization deterio- 
rates above 2-5 kHz, the model can only 

apply to frequencies below that limit (this 
excludes the upper 2 or 3 octaves of the 
10 that span the audible range). 

r\/\/.\ 
intervai (ms) 

Fifi-.2- Autocoincidencc histogram in response to 
a pure tone of 100 Hz. The dotted line marks the 
period lag. The histogram was calculated using 
”spike" data produced by a model [13]. 
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Let us define the pitch cue more precisely 
as the position of the maximum of a com- 
posite pattern obtained by taking the sum 
of histograms across frequency channels 
(alternative assumptions are possible but 
won't be discussed here). In response to 
a pure tone the histograms are all identi- 
cal, so the effect of summing them is 
simply to reduce variability, as if a single 
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histogram were calculated with more 
Spikes. How precise is this cue? 
As evident in Fig. 2, the histogram is 
"noisy", which causes the position of the 
maximum to bc uncertain. The standard 
deviation of this position can be estimated 
[14] as a function of discharge rate R, 
stimulus duration D, histogram bin width 
6, and numbex N of histograms summcd 
together: 

01. a 0.12 R'm(DeN)'”4 (1) 
It is evident from (1) that the standard 
deviation varies as the inverse of the 
fourth root of stimulus duration. This 
dependency can be understood as follows: 
due to the parabolic shape of the AC 
histogram near its peak, the incertitudc of 
the position of the maximum varies with 
the square root of the standard deviation 
of the bin ”noise", itself proportional to 
the square root of the counts in the 
histogram bins. If Spikes are allowed to 
accumulate during the entire stimulus 
presentation. the count within each bin is 
proportional to duration, hence the D'm 
dependency. 
To get a more quantitative estimate, let us 
make the assumption that 1250 fibers 
respond each at 1CD 8/5, that the spike 
trains are pooled before histogram 
calculation into 10 histograms that are 
then summed, and that histogram resolu- 
tion is ms (R =12500, N=10, e = 10“). 
Given these assumptions, the difference 
limen AF/F (supposed equal to 01.) varies 
as ploned in Figure 1. We can draw the 
following conclusions: 
a) The dependency of AF/F on duration, 
predicted by the model as D'l’" does not 
match that observed in Moore's data at 
low frequencies. 
b) '11:: AF/F predicted by the model is 
almost an cider of magnitude larger than 
the best difi'cmncc limcns observed. 

4 . NARROWED 
AUTOCOINCIDENCE MODEL 
InthcACmocthccfl'ectofmakingthe 
stingulus longer is to make more spikes 
amiable, thus reducing statistical unca- 
tamty. Clearly this is insufficient Iao ac- 
count for the difference limcns observed 
find their dependency on duration. There 
15 however a source of information that 

the AC model neglects: that carried by the 
peaks of higher rank of the autocoinci. 
dcncc histogram. 
Recently, a method has been proposed for 
sharpening the peaks of the autocorrela. 
tion function (for purposes of musical 
pitch estimation) [15]. This method in. 
corporates information from higher-order 
peaks into a compact representation called 
"Narrowed autocorrclation function". A 
similar Operation can be applied to the 
autoooincidence histogram (AC), resulting 
in a "Narrowed autocoincidcncc his- 
togram"(NAC)3 

N—l mm) = 2 (N-kmcan) (2) 
k = 1  

‘5 
D 
8 

. 1'0 
Interval (ms) 

fig}. Narrowed autocoincidcnce histogram in 
responsetoapuretoncoflOOHz.0rderof 
narrowing is 10. 

It can be seen from Figure 3 that the pe- 
riod peak of the NAC is narrower than 
that of the AC histogram. Peak width is 
inversely proportional to the narrowing 
order N. The practical value of N is 
limited by the duration of the stimulus, 
since it is impossible to calculate an AC 
histogram for intervals greater than the 
stimulus duration. If this is the factor that 
limits frequency discrimination, then 
difference limcns should vary as D'l. 
(Whereas probabilisdc factors determined 
the thresholds of the AC model, these 
facrors are considered negligcablc in the 
analysis of the NAC). 
Fig. 4 displays AF/F, under the further 
assumptions max the width of an AC peak 
before narrowing is about 10 %, and that 
the only effect of frequency is to vary the 
number of cycles within a stimulus. The 
effect of frequency is difficult to analyze 
in this model, because it affects th_c 
population offibu’s flmrespond andthcn' 
degree of synchronization, as well as the 
number of AC histograms peaks that can 
fit within a given duration. 

7 6  

16— 500Hz 250 Hz EmaxD 

33 8_1kHz 

i 4._2kHz : 

% 2 . . . . . . . 
maxN - 

. . . i . 
12.5 50 200 
stimulus duration in ms 

ERA, Difference limens predicted by the NAC 
model. 

The dotted lines labeled "max D" and 
"max N" in Fig. 4 represent additional 
hypothetical limits on discrimination due 
to two factors. The first factor limits 
length of AC histograms (it could be for 
example a limit on the allowable length of 
the neural delay lines assumed by 
Licklider's model). Making stimuli longer 
than this limit can bring no improvement. 
The second factor would limit the order of 
narrowing, due to the complexity of 
neural circuitry available for the 
calculation of the NAC. 
The trend of the thresholds visible in Fig. 
4 is similar to that of Moore's data for 
frequencies below 2 kHz (Fig. l). The 
major differences are that the curves in 
Fig. 1 are somewhat shallower, and the 
spacing smaller than predicted by the 
model. There is also no evidence in 
Moore's data for the first of the 
hypothetical limits mentioned above 
("max D") . Apart from these differences 
the agreement is quite good. 

CONCLUSION 
The basic autocorrelation model due to 
Licklider is not sufficient to account for 
frequency difference limcns observed 
psychophysically. However, a modified 
model (the NAC model) can successfully 
account for these limcns, and for the form 
of their dependency on duration. This 
result is of interest given the recent 
renewed concern for time-domain models 
of auditory processing. 
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ABSTRACT 
. Research was added to the pre- 

VIOUS studies which made clear that 
the perception of sound sequence 
consists of two~fold processings-- 
holistic and analytic. and that the 
forler is appl ied to the fast telpo 
sequences whose intersound inter- 
vals  are within 30013. and the lat- 
ter to the slow ones whose intervals 
are over 40013. They are neuropsy- 
chologically d i f ferent  fro: each - 
other. (See another paper of the au- 
thor 1n this conference named ”Two 
Processing Mechanisms in  Rhythm Per- - 
-ception.") EXperiuents I and II 
proYed that i n  the process of l i s -  
stet'ung comprehension. leaning units 
I‘NhICh are made up of 1 to 7 :2  syl-  
Elgbles closely combined each other 
luth the intervals of less than 
30013 'are perceived holistically 
lgs defmgte units. If holisticality 
1s geprlved semantically and/or 
plzly§1ca}ly by pausing, the listena- 
b111ty_ ls extraordinarily decreased. 
There 13 some evidence that this 
.perceptual sense unit' was ilbedded 
i: hunan-beings’ deep cognitive sys- .. . 

The prcsent paper is gain I. . I g t o  try foo ideptlfy perceptual sense mint (P-umt. henceforth). perceived 
olistigally and stored in  echoic 

memory m an unprocessed form in  the 
rocess of listening couprehension. 

1. PREVIOUS STUDIES 
Kohno and Kashiwagi [3] lade 

clear the processing mechanism in  
rhythm perception using as subjects 
a norm! right-handed woman. seven 
chi l.dr_en_!it11_ase variety...-_f£9!__.qas 

year and four months to nine years 
91d and a patient with infarction 
lgvolv ing  the forebrain conissural 
f 1bers. The summary of the results 
got by the study is as follows. 
1) The lef t  hand of the patient and 
chi ldren under four years of age can 
not synchronize their  tapping with 
{he slow rhythms of 500 and 1000“: 
.mter-beat intervals (181), but they 
ban follow the rapid stimuli of 2% 
lg 181. The r ight  hand of the pa- 
.tlent and children older than four 
iyear's old.  however, can f i t  their 
tapping both to the rapid ,and slow 
rhythns as well as the normal adult. _ 
3)  Negative autocorrelations were 
detected along adjacent 131s in 
slowF response beats by the aorta] 
adult .  the children older than four 
and the right hand of ,the patient. 
but never found in the responsa 
to the s low s t i l u l i  by the children 
younger than four and the lef t  hand 
of thg patient. 4) Negative autocor- 
relgtlons were never detected in the 
rapzd response movements (250:5) Of 
a!!! the subjects. 5) The above-len- 
t1oned facts suggest that the slow 
repetitive sound sequences are nor- 
l a l p  perceived by ongoing and ana- 
lytlc way of processng, 'but rapid 
01195 by at-a-tile and holistic vai- 
Endence was found that the children 
younger than four years old and the 
l e f t  hand of the patient always use 

- only the holist ic approach not only 
for the rapid rhythm but also for 
the slow rhythl and that i t  is the 

' .very reason why they cannot synChrO' 
nize the slow tempos. These “'0 
kinds of processing. therefore. 3“ 
neuropsychologically different fro: 
each other. 6)  Other experiments US? 

Jill. . 

ing nonsense words on tiling condi- 
tion of s y l l a b l e  sequences and echo- 
i c  memory were held with  the f o l l o w -  

ing results. a )  The sequences of 
closely connected nonsense s y l l a -  

bles. each of whose inter-voice-on- 

set—piont intervals<lVl, henceforth) 
are less than 30033. bring forth 
longer retention than the s y l l a b l e  
sequences whose I V I s  are longer than 
40013. when they are recal led after  
some lapse of tile.for.doing two d i -  
git. number lult lpllcatmn. As sug- 

gested in  5) .  the durational condi- 
tion less than 300:5 may be proces- 

sed hol i s t i ca l ly .  and that more than 
400:3. analyt ica l ly .  As holist ic  

processing i s  qua l i t a t ive ly  d i f f e r -  

ent from analyt ic  one, the former is 

never disturbed by the latter. and 

this may be the reason why the 
words whose sy l l ab les  are closely 

connected have longer retention than 
the ones which consist of losely 

connected syllables after doing some 

cognitive work. b) There i s  some e- 
vidence that durational condition 
between 300 and 400:3 IVIs is border 
area nixed with both holist ic and 
analytic processings. different by 

, individuals. 

'2.  IDENTIFICATION OF PERCEPTUAL 
SENSE UNIT 

2.1. Experiment I 
[Subjects] Students of a high 

school i n  Japan. 108 i n  number. were 
divided into four homogeneous groups 
i n  their English a b i l i t y  based on 
their academic records . 

[Materials] Two original sto- 
ries. one in  English (95 words). the 
other. i n  Japanese (133 words). were 
recorded by an American instructor 
and a Japanese one respectively. 
Then auses were mechanically placed 
by t e use of Pause Controller.  
SONY LLC 5000. at every end of word 
(the set pause length = 1 second). 
a t  every end of phrase.of clause and 
of sentence(the set pause length = 2 
seconds).Phrase here means a meaning 
un i t  which consists of one content 
and no or some function words. A no- 
pause version was a l so  prepared. An 
important thing here is  that the 
number of syl lables  which made up  a 
phrase was 1 to 7 i n  English ver- 
sion and 2 to 8 i n  Japanese.The uni t  

of clause. however. consisted of 2 
to 13 syllables i n  Engl ish.  and 7 to 
25 (8 to 26 Iorae) i n  Japanese. and 
the sentence unit. 12 to 22 in  EnS‘ 
l i sh  and 12 to 48 (15 to 53 lorae) 
i n  Japanese.According to Miller [4].  
naxiuun number of elements which can 
be perceived in  a f l a sh  is 7:2 .  
Only  the un i t  of phrase out of the 
above units meets Miller’s condition 
- - i n  the case of English clause. 
for  example. h a l f  of the: consisted 
of more than 7 syllables.  'Hords. of 
course. consist of less than 7 syl-  
lables. but the separation by this 
un i t  destroys the uni t  of meaning. 
because no function word has any 
independent leaning. ' 

[Method] Each subject group was 
requested to listen to one version 
i n  Japanese and another i n  English, 
and were asked to write the content 
of the stories as precisely as pos- 
s ib le  i n  Japanese, inediately after 
they had finished hearing then. 
Table 1 - A  I Japanese 1 f u l l  Barks I 29 

pause ll- ? 5.0. 

no Pause“! 2? {.2 1.78 

very claqsetB-I 26 9.7 5.21 

every phraseICJ 2Q 15.5 5.65 

emery wordtD! 31 11.3 5.32 

Baa-D “ - 1 . 3 9 .  N.S. ) ;  C > D  ( £ 4 . 3 9 .  P < o . o s )  

C > B  ( l - J J ‘L  P<0.0|J : C)!‘ “ - 9 . 7 5 .  P<0.00|) 

B>A “-2.35. 9<o.u2); D>A u-s.u. P<o.oon 
(Table 1 - 8 t English ) canted.) 

[Results] Pauses which were 
placed at every end of clauses. and 
of phrases increased the scores i n  
this  order i n  both English and Japa- 
nese laterials-—the no—pause ver s ion '  
produced the worst ones. As found in  
[2] .  the pause-at;every-phrase ver- 
sion brought about the highest 
scores. This 'the more pauses. the 
higher score’ principle, however. 
d id  not go on i n  the pause~at~every- 
word versions. which remarkably re- 
duced the scores(p<0.05*0.001). This 
fact also coincides with the result 

of [3] .  I f  pauses would play a cru- 
c i a l  role for  l is tening comprehen- 
sion by g iv ing  chances to analyze 

and synthesize the s t i m u l i  and by 

g iv ing  clues to separatethe sound 
strean into proper units as pointed 

out in  Pinsleur(1971). we may right- 
l y  say that these results suggest 
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the unit  of phrase. more precisely. 
grammatical leaning un i t  which con- 
sists of 7:t2 syl lables ,  night ren- 
der a most suitable chunk for l i s~  
ignen§{mcognitiv§ processing of con* 
nected_sp§§ph. 

We should now notice that the 
P-unit. the un i t  of phrase. for  ex- 
ample. generally consists of several 
sy l l ab les  which are combined one to 
another with I V I s  about 100 to 200ns 
i n  the case of Japanese or 100 to 
25013 i n  Eng l i sh .  a l l  of which are 
so rapid as to be processed hol i s t i -  
c a l l y .  The last I V I s  of each P-unit  
i n  English, however. are somewhat 
longer than the preceding ones. Here 
i s  an example of reali t ies of I V I s  
together with  s y l l a b l e  lengths. that 
is. computational observations (ILS. 
Micro PDP 11/73) on the syllable du- 
rations and l V I s  between s y l l a b l e s  
i n  the stories read by nat ive  speak- 
ers. 
a )  Duration of sy l lab les  ( sy l .  dur.) 

and IVIs i n  spoken Japanese sen- 
tences. 

Tsu k i  ga / no b0 r i /  
syl.dur. 118 104 96 108 111 115 
IV] fié 146 143 121 116 

ha J i  ne . ma sh i  t a . /  
syl.dur.139 139 163 165 192 158 
IVI 169 111 143 (117) (185) 

b) Duration of syllables (syl. dur.) 
and IVIs  i n  spoken English sen- 

_tences _ 
Scott/ came out. of the 

sy l .dur .  331 225 242 115 196 
. I V I  , 386 

house/ and locked ‘/ the sYl .dur .  311 122 345 (183) 168 m ,___232__ '290 _ door / behind- hiu.  syl.dur. 329 162 308 345 IV! _ 170 287_ 198 323 
= boundary of p—unit)  

In Japanse, a l l  IVIS. as well gs sy l lab le  durations. are a l l  with- 1n 300 IS. This means that the syl-  l ab le  sequences so closely connected have to be processed holistically. 
I n  English, however, the states of IVIs and sy l lab le  durations vary 
very much, and general ly they are 
longercan fiapanses sy l lab les .  We 
can no Ice, owever ' - glish.  a long IVI—TE gait ;% Egach 

8 0  

225 221 165 148. 

P-unit.  especially a t  the end of 
i t .  that is, at each semantic umfl 
which usually consists of 7 orleg 
syllables. The fore parts of thetr 
n i t  are composed by a s y l l a b l e  suc~ 
cession with short IVIs which may be 
processed ho l i s t i ca l ly .  To put the 
long syllables at the ends oftmfu 
i s  very effect ive to show the terti- 
nations of the units.  This devkm 
seems to help listeners out of dfi— 
f i cu l ty  o f .  holist ic  processnm 
caused by the variety of syUabh 
durations. 

We can now more precisely say 
that a perceptual sense u n i t . i s  a 
semantic un i t  which i s  composed of 
one to several syllables which are 
so closely combined one to another 
i n  less than 300ms IVIs so that the 
u n i t  can be processed holist icany.  

If  the uni ty  and, therefore, 
holisticness are lost by the 10m 
lVIs of more than 500113, listena- 
b i l i t y  of the utterance w i l l  be 
remarkably decreased. The analytic 
processing, on the other hand. may 
concern the processing of two and 
more perceptual sense units cmeby 
one to get the who le  meaning of 
utterances. I t  m igh t .  as a matter 
”of course. take a longer time. 

2.3 .  Exnerilent H . 
. I n  order to v e r i f y  the amwe 

hypothesis. the f o l l o w i n g  experiment 
was carried out. 

[Subjects and Method] An essay 
' i n  Japanese (Material  A) was read . 
by a Japanese female instructor (age 
: twenties). I t  was then lechanical- 
1y separated at every end of pace? 
tual  sense units by pauses whose 
durations were 3, 4 and 5 seconds. 
'Another Japanese essay(MaterialB) 
was also read by the sale instruc- 
'ter, but IVIs  along syllables 
were spread to each of 200. 250. and 
.50013. Subjects were Japaneselfidl 
school students, 122 in number. Oflr 
er procedures were the sale a s i n  
Experiment I .  

[Results and Discussion] The 
results are shown in Tables Z-A and 
~B. When the IV! anogg syllables '85; 
200 or 250:3 which v11! be Pr 
holiStically. the scores relahmd' 
allost the sane, but when the? We“ 

lengthened to 500ns. which may be 
processed analyt ical ly.  the scores 
significantly decreased(Table 2-A). 
Table 6 - A- 

i n t e r v a l s  among s y l l a b l e s  

200 ms 250 ms 500 ms 

n, 27 34. 26' 

E? 14.52 13.03 11.27 

S.D. 2.w9 3.91 ', 4.52 

200mg -=. 250 ms N. 5.; zooms >500ms P (0.01- 

Tatfle 6 - B 
ln terva lg  among phrases 

natural 30001115 4000ms 5000ms 

. n. 25 ° 26 34 27 

3? 1 5 . 8 8  1 6 . 0 7  1 6 . 3 8  16.11 

SUD. 2.09 2.00 1.67 1.95 

W5 anioné factors 

In connection with this, [4] 
pointed out that extremely s low En— 
g l i s h  pronunciation i n  which each 
s y l l a b l e  is drawled more than 500ms 
(i=514 actual ly)  also decreases lis— 
tenabi l i ty  very much (p<0.05—0.01). 
even though pronunciation of seg- 
ments was clear and precise.‘ Table 
B. on the other hand, shows that 
long intervals among the perceptual 
sense units never bring about ne- 
gative effects. perhaps because the 
work to be done here would be an anf 
a l y t i c  task to look for  grammatical 
and semantic relat ions among several 
units. which by nature requires lots 
of time. 
3. DISCUSSION 

We can now exactly expla in  the 
results of Experiment I_: the no" 
pause version brought about the 
worst scores.because a l l  the chances 
to pgriprm the work of analyjic pro- ce331ng were deprlved. The pause-at 
-every—word version also produced 
very bad scores, because the unity 
of meaning is lost. The low listena- 
b l l i t y  of drawled pronunciation [3] 
can be explained i n  the same way. 
Perceptual sense unit  i s  a un i t /{ in  
which ' a  un i t  of meaning’ is élosely 
attached to a c losely connected sy l -  lable succession. Listeners, theref; 
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tore, when they hear the uni t .  can 
re f l ec t ive ly  recal l  the meaning to 
their  mind. I n  the pause-at-every- 
word versions, however, function 
words which are put separately by 
pauses whose durations are beyond 
h o l i s t i c a l l y  perceived t ime inter” 
va l s .  prevent listeners from ref lex- 
ive,  at-a-time reca l l ing  of a uni t  
o f  meaning. The re la t ive ly  low 
scores produced by the pauseflatwev- 
ery-sentence version and by the 
pause-at*every-clause version can be 
expla ined by the fac t  that the num- 
ber of syl lables composing those 
unlts go beyond the sui table  number 
that human beings can ho l i s t i ca l ly  
process a ta t ime,  that is. 71:2 . 

4 .  CONCLUSION 
_fl§rmggrggnglude.b saying that 

the process1ng of [ I S  en1ng comp- 
rehension i s  a mix of  both ho l i s t i c  
and ana ly t i c  works. The existence of 
_the uni t  which should be holistical- 
1 y  dealt  wi th  a t  a t ime has long 
been overlooked, but i t  is crucial  
element to make clear the processing 
of listening comprehension which _ 
' l is teners can do very eff1c1entIy 
'and r ap id1y_wezsh0u ld  notice that 
perceptual units  whose s y l l a b l e s  are 
closely connected may be preserved 
i n  an unprocessed form longer than 
the separately l ined sy l l ab l e s  after 
the execution of some cognitive 
works[3]. On account of this nature, 
listeners can do the works of seman- 
t i c  and sometimes grammatical  a n a l y -  
s i s  over several u n i t s , i f  necessary. 
referr ing back to some precedent 

- un i t  which is s t i l l  retained even 
after having processed some units. 
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ABSTRACI‘ 
The contextual invariance of cate- 

gorical and magnitude estimates of 
speech quality could be improved by 
introducing a reference system (natu- 
ral speech) and by appropriately nor- 
malizing the results with re5pcct to it. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
A potential problem with subjective 

scaling of speech quality occurs when 
the rating of a certain system needs to 
be generalized outside the set of sys- 
tems used in the experiment. Namely, 
the rating of a system may change 
depending on the selection of other 
systems evaluated at the same time 
("context effect"). We evaluate here 
whether the context effects could be 
reduced by introducing a reference 
system (natural undistorted speech) 
common to all experiments, and by 
normalizing the rating of any given 
synthesizer in reference to the rating 
of the natural speech. Two subjective 
psychophysical techniques are evalu- 
ated: magnitude estimations (M135) 
and categorical estimations (CBS). 

The ratings of four systems labeled 
”A” and four systems labeled "B" were 
evaluated in two different types of 
context: "A and B" context and "A or 
B" context. Systems A were of superi- 
or quality to systems B. Both systems 
A and systems B were evaluated sep- 
arately within their groups (A or B 
context), and together (A and B con- 
text). The research question is wheth- 
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er the ratings of the stimuli are invari- 
ant to these changes in context, both 
in the absolute and in the relative 
sense. These context effects were ev- 
aluated both with and without the 
reference condition. This particular 
design was selected because past re- 
search indicates that all scaling tech- 
niques may Be particulérly sensitive to' 
it. It is hypothesized that subjects al- 
ways use one rcstrictcd range of num- 
bers regardless of the stimuli being 
evaluated. If this were indeed the ca-' 
56, there would be a strong tendency 
to use the same range of numbers for 
systems A only, systems B only, and 
systems A and B together. Given that 
systems A are superior in quality to 
systems B, the ratings of B will, thew 
fore, be better when these systems 
are presented alone than together 
with A. The opposite would be true 
of systems A. 

2. METHOD 
The subjects were equally divided 

into 12 experimental groups. Six ex- 
perimental groups gave ME and the 
other six CE judgments. The groups 
are identified by letters that corres- 
pond to the listening conditions they 
were exposed to. These six labels are 
ABR, AR, BR, AB, A, and B. SymbOl 
A signifies that the group judged con- 
ditions A, symbol B that the group 

. judged conditions B, and symbol R 
that the group judged the reference 
condition. The non-normalized group 

results for each condition were calcu- 
lated as the means across subjects 
and condition repetitions. The arith- 
metic means were used for CBS, while 
the geometric means were used for 
MES. Neither for the MES nor for the 
CEs was the reference condition ex- 
plicitly defined to the subject as such. 
Rather, it was treated as just another 
experimental condition. The subjects 
were required to judge how satisfied 
they were with the particular commu- 
nication situation. For CEs the scale 
from 1 to 20 was used. Direct ME 
procedure and the sentence test ma- 
terial described in more detail in [1] 
were used. 

3. RESULTS 
In the tasks which did not incorpo- 

rate the reference stimulus, relatively 
largc AB context effects were seen 
(Fig. 1 for CEs; Fig. 2 for MES). They 
seemed to be particularly severe in 
the case of CEs, where the mean rat- 
ing of systems A and B were almost 
equal to each other in the "A or B" 
context, but quite different in the "A 
and B" context. When the reference 
condition was present, a large dec- 
rease in the AB context effect was 
seen in the CE (Fig. 3), while no im- 
provement was demonstrated in the 
ME (Fig. 4). The introduction of the 
reference condition did not seem to 
have affected the relativg ratings of. 
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Efig. 4 ME ratings four groups ABR 
(squares), AR (pluses), and BR 
(diamonds). 
the other systems neither for the MES 
(Fig. 5), nor for the CEs. This indi- 
cates that some form of normalization 
may prove beneficial with regards to 
context effects. 

4. NORMALIZATION 
Two measures of the merits of nor- 

malization were used. These are the 
standard deviation (g), and the corre- 



lation (1) between the ratings of the 
eight experimental systems (A and B) 
observed, on one hand, in the "A and 
B" context, and on the other hand, in 
the "A or B" context. Measure § ex- 
presses the absolute proximity of the 
measurements made in the two con- 
texts. Measure 1: is sensitive to how 
well relative ratings of the systems 
agree in various contexts. The smaller 
the g and the larger the I the more 
context-free the procedure is. 

The application of measure § pre- 
sumes that all results are on the same 
scale. This is indeed the case for all 
normalized values. This is also the 
case for the non-normalized CEs that 
are divided by the maximum scale 
value. However, in the case of the 
non-nonnalized MES the scales are 
arbitrary and cannot be transformed 
to a 0 to 1 range. In the latter case, 
instead of g the measure labeled g’ 
was used. It is defined as g divided by 
the mean rating of the stimuli in the 
"A and B" context. 
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Efig. 5 ME ratings four groups AB 
(squares) and ABR (pluses). 

. The CE procedure typically results 
111 an interval-type scale. Therefore, it 
is invariant to multiplication by a con- 
stant, or to addition of a constant. 
Thus, the results could be normalized 
by either of these Operations. In addi- 
tion, normalization could be per- 
formed on the group results, or on 
the results of individual subjects. In 
the case of normalization by multipli- 
cation, the rating of a stimulus is mul- 
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tiplied by the reciprocal of the rating 
of the reference stimulus. This Opera- 
tion applied to the mean group re- 
sults is labeled "CE_MG," where M 
stands for "multiplication," and G for 
"group." Normalization by multiplica. 
tion applied to the results of individu- 
al subjects is labeled "CE_MI,” Where 
I stands for "individual." In normaliz- 
ing results by adding a constant, first 
the complement to 20 (maximum sca- 
le value) of the reference stimulus 
rating is added to the non-normalized 
value of the stimulus. Subsequently, 
these numbers are divided by 20. This 
procedure leads to the same results 
regardless of whether it is applied to 
the group or to the individual results. 
It will be labeled "CE_C," where C 
stands for "complement." 

The measures of context effect g 
and g for CBS are given in Table I. 
All normalization procedures substan- 
tially reduced context effects with re- 
spect to the non-normalized results of 
the groups that did not judge the ref- 
erence system. For example, in the 
case of method CE_MG correlation- 
type measure 1: increased from 0.48 
(for the non-normalized results) to 
0.98 (for the normalized results), whi- 
le g decreased from 0.13 (for the non- 
normalizcd results) to 0.05 (for the 
normalized results). However, with 
respect to the non-normalized results 
obtained by the groups that judged 
the reference condition, the context 
effect was made somewhat worse with 
normalization. 

The ME procedure results in a ra- 
tio-type scale, and is invariant to mul- 
tiplication by a constant. Consequent- 
ly the normalized results are obtained 
if the ratings of stimuli are multiplied 
by the reciprocal of the rating of the 
reference system. As was the case 
with CBS, this operation could be 1361' 
formed either on the group results 0‘ 
on the individual subjects’ results. In 
addition, the ME results could be 631‘ 

culated as "absolute" or "relative" [1]. , 
The normalization procedures on the 
absolute group results is labeled 
"ME_AG" (symbols A and G repre- 
sent "absolutc" and "group," respec- 
tively), while the normalization proce- 
dure on the absolute individual results 
is labeled "ME_AI" (symbol I stands 
for "individua "). The normalization 
procedures either on the group or 
individual relative ratings yield the 
same values which are labeled 
"ME_R" (R stands for relative). 

The measures of context effect 1, 5 
(if meaningful), and §’ are given in 
Table II for these three normalization 
procedures, as well as for non-norma- 
lized results. Fig. 6 gives normalized 
MES for the best of these procedures, 
i.e. ME_AI. All normalizatit Brocc- 
dures substantially reduce the context 
effects with respect to the non-norma- 
lized results of the groups that judged 
the reference system. However, the 
real benefit of normalization should 
be assessed against the non-normal- 
ized results obtained without the ref- 
erence system. There, only the proce- 
dure ME_AI appears to reduce the 
context effects. 
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In the § value the best ME proce- 
dure (ME_AI) is practically equal (5 
= 0.6) to the best normalized CE pr- 
ocedures (CE_MG, CE_MI), but infe- 
rior to the non-normalized CE proce- 
dure when the reference stimulus is 
used (g = 0.2). In the 1: values the 
procedure is worse (1 = 0.89) than 
both, better normalized CE pro- 
cedures (1 = 0.95 to 0.98), or the 
non-normalized CE procedure when 
the reference stimulus was presented 
(I = 0.99). 
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ABSTRACT 
The order effect causes in a 

”same-different" task the one 
presentation order to be better 
discriminated than the reverse 
order. The effect was. invest lgated 
In the domain of pitch perception. 
Phonetic/psychoacoustic explanati- 
ons are given. and parallels 
between the order effect and the 
perception of accents are 
discussed. 

1.  INTRODUCTION 
The order effect (OE) has 

been known for more than 100 
years in the field of psychoacou- 
stics [5]: it causes In a “same- 
different“ discrimination task (AX- 
paradigm) the one presentation 
order AD to be better discriminated 
than the reverse order BA. We will 
call the order that is discriminated 
better the “prominent” order. and 
the stimulus that comes second In 
this order the 'promlnent'. stimu- 
lus. In phonetics. the OE has not 
been dealt with very often. This 
might be due to the experimental 
design mostly used in phonetics -‘ 
the ABX—task. Originally. we came 
across the OE in pitch perception 
while Investigating the categorical 
perception of intonation contours 
with the Ax-paradigm [4.6]. The 
'potbelly'-phenomenon described In 
part 2 was point of departure for 
several experiments. where we 
addressed the following questions: 

(1) Can the 08 be Influenced 
by the experimental design? 

(11) What causes a specific 
order to be a prominent one? 
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(il l)  Can the OE be traced 
back to general psychophyslcal 
factors? 

( iv)  Is the OE an experimental 
artifact. or can i t  be found in real 
life as well? { 

In this paper. only a sketchy 
discussion of our research can be 
given. A thorough presentation of 
experlments and phonetic conside- 
rations (dlscussion of the state of 
the art)  can be found In [4]. 

2. THE POTBELLY PHENOMENON 
One of the authors (A3.) 

produced the stimulus Ja monoto- 
nously. The digitized stimulus 
(sample rate 20 kHz. cut off fre- 
quency 8 kHz) was segmented Into 
single pitch periods. The intensity 
of the whole stimulus was left 
unchanged. The second part of the 
stimulus was subjected to different 
manipulations of the Po contour 
(cf. {13.1). 

m. 1: Segmtal and National swam 

i ia a a 
l l | 85 Hz 

160 ' 160 as 

The continuum consisted of 
nine stimuli with a constant over- 
all duration. three falls. one level 
and five rises. The duration of the 
manipulated part was kept con- 
stant. F0 offset and Po slope dlf' 
feted. A logarithmic scale was used 
for the manipulation of the rundr 
mental frequency (Fo): semltone -'-' 
17.31'In(Hz). The step from 0!“ 
offset height to the'other was one 
semitone (cf. 113.2). 

Fig.2: Continuum 
no  H: a 

$06 H2 8 

102 H: 1 

95 Hz 8 

91 Hz 5 

as H: 4 

31 Hz 3 

77 Hz 2 

73 H2 1 

-4--1so 320 ms 

Five repetitions of each pair 

(Le. AB. BA. and the ”same” order 
AA and BB. resp.) were presented 
in randomized order with an 

lnterstimulus intervall of 500 ms 

between the members of a pair.  

The pairs were separated by a 

pause of 3500 ms; after 1 0  pairs. a 

pause of 1 0  sec followed. The 1 2  
subjects (students) were instructed 
to decide whether the two members 

of a pair were Identical (“same“) 
or different. The results are giver; 
in Fig.3. With this l‘potzbtglly shape“ 

Fig.3: Discrimination 

100 - wk 
30-- 
7o-- “'3‘ 

4-.” 

S o l .  

3 so» 

Stimuli 

function. a clear OE could bé 
found; the order AB can be discri- 
minated better than the order BA. 
The overall OE ls consistent and 
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significant In an analysis of 
variance. P 8 60.67". The promi- 
nent order shows a higher Po off- 
set In the second member of the 
pair. 

In several other experiments. 
the factors duration of F0 contour. 
height of F0 offset. and slope were 
varied systematically. as well as 
the experimental design. The 
results of these experiments [4) 
lead to the following conclusions: 

(1) The OE is no random 
effect, as it could be replicated in 
all experiments. 

(11) The GE is not an experi- 
mental artifact that can be traced 
back to a special design. 

(111) A stimulus ls more pro- 
minent if it has a higher F0 offset 
and/or a longer F0 contour. 

(IV) A stimulus pair is better 
discriminated 1f the prominent sti- 
mulus. comes second. 

3. A PHONETIC/PSYCHOACOUSTIC 
EXPLANATION 

The prominence of a stimulus 
can be explained articulatorily and 

auditorily: We can assume that in 
production. greater pitch intervals 

are always connected with greater 
durations. and vice,  versa, greater 

durations of pitch elevations or 
pitch drops are related to a grea- 
ter amount. of pitch change.- The 

perceptual effect of a higher F0 

offset might be equal to that of a 

longer duration of 3 F0 contour. as 
both factors are normally interre- 
lated. In our experiments. however. 
a. longer lasting elevation of F0 
(longer duration) does not l e ad . to  
a higher Po offset. as both factors 
were handled independently. At 

any rate. subjects seem to perceive 

a higher Fo offset, if the F0 con- 
tour is longer and, vice versa. a 

lower Fo offset. 11' the F0 contour 

is shorter. The prominence of a 

stimulus might be caused by a 

greater effort in the production. 

Le. a higher muscular tension 

needed to achieve a steeper rising 

or falling Fo contour and a higher 

or lower F0 offset as ‘well. The 
prominence of a stimulus can thus 

be explained by articulatory and/or 

physiological mechanlsms. But why 



does the prominent stimulus come 
second in the prominent order? A; 
evaluation time. the F0 information 
of stimulus A is still kept in 
memory. but it is influenced by 
the F0 Information of stimulus B. 
If we substitute ”weakened" for 
“influenced". then the prominent 
order can be explained: the audi- 
tory trace of stimulus A ls 
weakened by stimulus B. 

4. ORDER EFFECT AND PROMINENCE 
OF ACCENTS 

There is a t  least one task for  
the  "normal” native speaker/heater 
that is comparable to the task of 
our  subjects and that he/she has 
to accomplish in everyday conver- 
sation: to decide which of thg  

Fig.4: O v e r l a y  plot 
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1:: Falls, non-promineni order 
1 
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phrases In an utterance carries the 
focal accent (FA) and thereby the 
"new” Information, In [2.3], we 
investigated the  acoustic structure 
of the FA in German. The material 
consisted of 360 utterances. spoken 
by six untrained speakers (3 .male .  
3 female). In these sentences. the 
last two phrases could be stressed 
depending on the  surrounding con- 
text. The sentences formed mlnlmal 
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pairs that could only be dlrreren. 
tiated by their intonational tom; 
FA in final (3rd) vs. FA 1n pram. 
nal (2nd) position. on the on. 
hand. and questions (03) vs. non. 
questions (NQs). on the other hand 
[3:210]. In perception experiment. 
the position of the FA was decided 
upon [3:211]. The task of tho 
listeners is comparable to that In 
a 'same-different"-task: No con- 
textual lnformatlon whatsoever ls 
given: If ‘we equate the m 
phrases that can carry the PA 
(2nd and 3rd phrase) with the two 
stimuli In the AX-task. then In 
both cases. the order can be "non- 
prominent followed by prominent 
stimulus“. or the other way round. 

20., Questions. FA on 3. phrau 
' 

1a Rises, prominent order 
I 

1 12 A8 
a t  1 

a 'I . 
8 o 

I 

2 6 0 C 0 

' “mo 

2 Non-Questions. FA on 3. phrosc 
1 
1 Falls. prominent ordcr 
‘ AB 12 . 

sI‘I 
o _ I 9 ° 

0' 

2 ' I 
a t  

firm 

In 113.4. a sort of overllf 
plot is shown; the mean values of 
the F0 maxima and minim (Ml 
square) and their position on th‘ _ 
time axis in the FA' material 0‘ 
axis: semitones above speakflj 
specific lowest Fo value. I'm" 
centlseconds) 13 compared with! 
schematic description of the order 
AB vs. the order BA (open ““1“" 
In some aspects. the on materl 

and the FA material cannot be 
compared in the strict sense. (The 
"turning point" In the OE 'materlal  
e.g. was fixed on 84 Hz. whereas 
in the FA material. i t  could be 
varied by the  speakers.) A 
thorough discussion of differences 
and points of comparison is beyond 
the limits of this paper; we will 
therefore confine ourselves to one  
of the  possible explanations (Le. 
not the  whole truth. b u t  a sub- 
stantial part  of 11:). As fo r  the  
Q/FA constellation and the  OE 
rises in f1g.4, the  point of com— 
parison is the more pronounced 
rise on  the  prominent s t imu-  
lus/phrase. The prominent order 
AB, where the prominent stimulus 
comes second. corresponds t o  a FA 
on the third (last) phrase. 

As for the falls. 9. d i s c r e - -  
pancy between the OE material and  
the FA material (NQ) can ' b e  
observed. In the  FA material ,  t he  
more pronounced fall Is o n  the  
phrase t ha t  carries t he  FA, b u t  in 
the prominent order AB. the  pro- 
minent s t imulus  B has a less pro- 
nounced fall  t han  the  non-promi- 
nent stimulus A.  We believe t ha t  a 
solution can be found if we take 
the two stimuli that follow each 
other Ua-Ja) not only as two 
acoustic or ”purely'I phonetic (Le. 
auditory/articulatory) events but  
as some linguistic "gestalt" analo- 
gous to an  utterance produced by 
a "normal'I native speaker. 11' we 
imagine a (speech specific) decli- 
nation line (for the sake of the 
argument. an all point regression 
line) then. in the case of the PA 
on the 2nd phrase and the order 
BA. the declination line is steeper 
than in the case of the  FA on t h e '  
3rd phrase and the order AB. 
Ceterls parlbus. a rather flat 
declination line _lnd1cates openess 
and/or prominence on the final 

‘ part of the utterance. (Note that 
we do not necessarily plead 1n 
favor of a declination line as the 
decisive "underlying entlty"; i t  
merely seems to be the  most con- 
venient way to sum up  the traits 
in common.) 
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-. ”The prediction 

. [4] BATLINER. 

5. FINAL DISCUSSION 
We have found that one order 

can be better discriminated than 
- the other one; this was called the 

”prominent order". Phonetlcl 
psychoacoustic reasoning lead us 
to the  conclusion that  in the pro- 
minent order. the  second stimulus 
is more prominent t han  the  first 
one. The concept  of "prominence" 
is the  llnk to the  marking of the  
FA 1n natural speech. The F0 
contour of the prominent stimulus 
in the  O E  material can be com- 
pared with the  F0 contour  of the 
FA of the third phrase in the 
natural material. As for the rises, 
the  interpretation is stralghtfor- 
ward. Phonetic, linguistic, and 
psychoacoustlc factors cannot  be 

:tqld apart.  For the falls.- some 
additional assumptions have to be 
made that  can  be summarized 
under t he  heading "perception of 
linguistic gestalt". 
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ABSTRACT 
How do we make phonetic decisions? 

Categorical, prototypical, and gradient 
theories were tested using the times to 
identify a Isa/48ml continuum created by 
inserting varying amounts of silence into 
a [53/ syllable or deleting silence from :1 
[Sta]. The gradient model requires 6-8 
times as many parameters as the others, 
and so is difficult to compare. Two 
variants of a prototypical model and a 
simple categorical one accounted for 
some of the variance in the reaction 
times. but a modified categorical model 
with the same number of parameters 
accounts for more. In identification, it 
seems that all unambiguous syllables 
elicit identical reaction times, but 
§yllablcs farther from that range elicit 
mmasingly longer times. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
When we listen to Speech, we are 

exposed to a great deal of variation in 
the acoustic waveform, much of which 
we accept with case. How is it that we 
can hear these unique acoustic events 
and yet extract a few categories from 
them? flatly studies of categorical 
pcrccppon (¢::g.2 [1]) proposed that 
acousnc vananon was not even 
pgrcefvcd. Reaction time data from 
nom and Tush [3] seemed to confirm 
flu: notjon for plain identification. For 
Ehosqsmnuli within a phonetic category, 
ldcnnfication times were the same. 
However. for sank/different judgments, 
physically identical tokens were judged 
th_e gum: faster than oncs that differed 
wyhm ll}: catcgory. They interpreted 
um findmg as evidence that diffcmnt 
lgvcls of processing are available to 
daffucm tasks. 
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Another thcoxy assumes that phonetic 
continua are evaluated in relation to 
phonetic prototypes [4]. In Samuel’s 
account, phonetic decisions should be 
easiest when the prototypical value is 
used, and increasingly less easy as the 
acoustic distance between the stimulus 
and the prototype increases. 

Other explanations of phonetic per- 
ception depend on the combination of 
gradient acoustic parameters. Massaro 
and Cohen [2], for example, compute 
phonetic decisions from interactions of 
two acoustic parameters. They have lit-. 
fly. to say about experiments with only 
one factor, however, so their theory will 
not be elaborated on here. 

The present study will test the 
prototypical model against an extended 
categorical model in explaining 
identification times. The extension to 
the categorical model is that of an 
ambiguous region, rather than just a 
single boundary between categories. 
Such an extension is necessary to 
account for the fact that there are 
ambiguous stimuli that subjects can 
report as being ambiguous, rather than 
hearing the stimuli first as one catcgozy 
and then as another. Such a modification 
reduces but does not eliminate thc 
differences between the models. ' 

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 
2.1 Stimuli. . 

A male native speaker of Amcncan 
English recorded several tokens of the 
nonsense syllables Isa! and Istal. These 
were low-pass filtered at 10 kHz and 
digitized at 20 kHz on the Haskins PCM 
system [5]. One token of each syllable 
was selected, with each having [he’samc 
duration in the fiicative noise and In I110 
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Fiauie 1: Identification times averaged across 10 subjects. 

vocalic segment. (160 and 240 ms 
respectively). A continuum of gap 
closures was made by inserting silence 
between the noise and the vocalic 
segment for In]. The original silence 
and the burst were removed from [ml 
and replaced as in Isa]. The values 
ranged from 0 to 78 in 3 ms steps, 
yielding 27 values; with two sources. 
there were 54 unique tokens. 

2.2 Subjects . 
The subjects were 10 Yale 

undergraduates who were paid for their 
participation. 
2.3 Apparatus 

The stimuli were recorded onto audio 
tape and played to the subjects over 
headphones. Their judgments as to 
whether the syllable was "SA" or "STA" 
were made by pressing a button. which 
generated a signal that stopped a clock 
on an Atari computer, giving the 
reaction time. Times were assessed from 
.the onset of the vocalic segment, not 
from the onset of the syllable so that the 
fines would not directly vary with 
stimulus duration. ‘ 
2.4 Procedure. 
5 A tape containing twenty exemplars of 
the §timuli was Elayed to familiarize the 
subjects with e kinds of judgments 
they would have to make. Then four 
blocks, each containing five repetitions 
of each of the 54 stimuli, were pre- 
sented. Each block, which had a differ- 
eqt randomization of the stimuli, began 
wuh four "warm-up" stimuli which were 
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not included in the analysis. A brief rest 
period was given between blocks. 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

An analysis of the reaction times 
showed that the subject variances 
increased as the mean time increased, 
suggesting a log transform. All further 
times. though reported in ms, are means 
of the log values. An analysis that 
included block and source (original Isa] 
or original Istal) as factors revealed no 
effect of block, and an effect of source 
that was the same for both "s" and "st" 
judgments (the lsta/ source gave slightly 
faster times). Therefore, further analyses 
collapsed across these two factors. 

It was desirable to eliminate mistaken 
responses, but the subjects had no way 
of indicating whether a response was the 
one intended or not. Instead, "isolates" 
were excluded. These were responses 
that were separated from a region of 
judgments by one or more gaps with no 
responsss of that category. Thus one 
subject might have "s" responses at the 
48 ms gap that would be included in the 
analysis (since gaps 45 and lower also 
had "s" responses), while another might 
have such a response excluded (since at 
least the 45 ms gap received no "s" 
responses). Isolates accounted for 1.1% 
of the data. Figure 1 shows the reaction 
times averaged across the 10 subjects. 

The models were tested by examining 
how much of the possible variance they 
could account for. The variance of the 
individual times in relation to the overall 
mean established the minimal level for a 
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Figure 2: Models generated for the first sulgcct’s data (also Jrcsented). 

model to attain, while using the mgan 
for each judgmcnt for each gap duranon 
established the maximal level. (Sipce 
only one acoustic parameter was vapod, 
this maximal description is cssennglly 
what would be proposed by a gradacgt 
theory. such as Massaro's fuzzy loglc 
model.) The minimal model thus had 
two parameters (the overall mean for 
each response), while the maximal 
model would have between 27 and 54 
(since thc ambiguous regions could 
overlap), though the average was 39.9. 

Figure 2 shows the four models that 
were generated for the first subject. (All 
the modelling was done for each subject 
individually.) The categorical model 
was generated with the five parameters: 
s-boundary (that is. the upper limit of 
gap values at which 95% of the 
responses were "3”), the st-boundary 
(the lower limit of gap values at which 
95% of the responses were "st"), the 
mean timcs for the "s" region and for the 
"st“ mgion, and the mean time for the 
ambiguous region (which included non- 
isolatc "3" responses in the "st" region 
and "st" msponscs in the "s" region). In 
the modified categorical model, the time 
for the ambiguous responses was 
calculated from two parameters, a linear 
interpolation from the edge of the 
unambiguous region through the mean 
time for the ambiguous stimuli, 
temporally located in the center of the 
ambiguous region. 

The prototypical model was generated 
by taking the fastest time for stimuli of 
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any gap duration as the interpolation 
value for the continuum endpoints, with 
the other value being the mean of there- 
sponscs to ambiguous stimuli (tem- 
porally located in the middle of the 
ambiguous region as in the modified 
categorical model). The modified proto- 
typical model (which more closely re- 
scmblcs Samuel’s) uscd the location of 
the fastest time as the definition of the 
subjects protOtypc. Values were then 
interpolated through the ambiguous re- 
gion as before. and values toward 1pc 
endpoints were interpolatcd with a mu- 
ror image of the pancrn. 

Figure 3 shows the percentage of 
possible variance accounted for by the 
four models. Since the range of 
"possible variance” was defined by two 
more models, it was possible to do 
worse than the minimum. For two 
subjects. this was in fact the case fog all 
four models. Subject 5 had v_cry lmle 
variation across the gap duranons. 
had very long times in general (about 
two standard deviations above the grail}: 
mean). Subject 7 had a very small 5 
range (i.e., only the 0 ms gap). and 
actually had faster times for ambgguous 
"st" judgments than for unmb1gu0us 
ones. Still, for 9 of the 10 811m ml? 
modified categorical model performed 
better than the modified prototyplcal 
one. An analysis of variapcc was run 
on the percentages shown 1:: the figpm 
with the factors of type (cagcgonpll 
or prototypical) and modlflcauon 
(modified or not). While type was 110‘ 

" CategorIcaI 
us 100 . O Modmed Categorical 

; J + Prototype 
3 75 g . 0 Modified Prototype o 
a . 5 0 J  Q 9 8 ‘ 

3 J ° 0 9 I» 0 
a 25 3 -l- I ‘ a 

3 at .g 0 + 
. " 0 ' > '25 . 6 “a 50. 

Si) J .3 -75 6 
S 100 
a: l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Mean 

Subjects ' 
Figure 3: Performance of the four models for the ten subjects. Some of the symbols 

for the unmodified models are hidden lgy symbols for the modified mes. 

significant as a main effect (F(l,9) 1.49, 
ms), modification was (F(l,9) 9.38, p 
<.05). as was the interaction (F(l,9) 
8.86, p <.05). As is apparent, only the 
modified categorical stands out from the 
others (by a Newman-Kenls post-hoc 
test). 

Since the simple categorical model 
had on: more parameter than the simple 
prototypical one, comparisons between 
those two models are somewhat 
problematic. Both modified models, 
however, required six para-meters. 
putting them on an equal footing. 

This does not exhaust the possibilities 
for modelling the data, of course. One 
further modification of the prototypical 
{nodcls would be to allow the 
lpterpolation to be parabolic rather than 
lmear. Though initially appealing. such 
a. modification would make it very 
dlfficult to tell the prototypical model 
from ghc categorical-~pcrhaps giving us a bemgn ambiguity. It may also be that 
there 13 a floor effect on the reaction tunesn Perhaps the times in the 
unambxguous regions were subject to, say, a mechanical limitation, so we nht have found a more prototypical pattern if  the limitation were circumvented. It is possible that a fast repetition (shadowin aradi mi ht be useful here. g) p gm 3 For the present results, however, it appears that the best model is the one 
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that assumes that all unambiguous 
judgments an: equally easy, while men: 
difficult (due to ambiguity) cum become 
increasingly so the greater the distance 
from the category region. 
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INFLUENCE OF NEGATIVE INTENSITY GLIDES ON THE 
DISCRIMINATION OF SPEECH SEGMENT DURATION 
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ABSTRACT 
The discrimination of duration was 
investigated using synthetic vowels 
containing negative intensity glides 
(0 dB, —6 dB, —12 dB, and -18 dB). 
Test stimulus durations ranged from 
100 to 300 ms in steps of 20 ms. The 
standard stimulus was 200 ms in du- 
ration and had a stable intensity. 
Stimulus pairs were presented to 20 
subjects (constant method) and their 
task was to state which vowel in the 
pair sounded longer (forced choice). 
Results indicate that a drop in in— 
tensity of more than 12 dB has a , __significant effect on the perception of 

duration, and thus on its discrimina- 
tion. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The prosodic analysis of speech, 
which consists of interpreting acous— 
tic parameters such as duration, 
fundamental frequency, and inten— 
srty. is not an easy task. Two rea— 
sons for this are that (1) these factors 
are not independent in human per- 
ception and (2) they vary as the 
speech signal evolves in time (within 
_a syllable, a word, a clause, etc.). It 
Is known that the perception of pitch 
variations depends upon their dura— 
tion [11]. Furthermore, the melodic 
contour of segments with negative 
and positive intensity glides are per— 
ceived differently [13]. 

However, we know little about the 
interaction between duration and i 
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ntensity in speech. In particular, the 
influence of intensity variations on 
the ability to discriminate the dura- 
tion of speech sounds has not been 
experimentally documented. This 
problem came up in our previous 
study. which investigated the differ- 
_ential threshold of syllable duration 
un a sentence context [8]. Duration 
discrimination was found to be sig- 
nificantly less accurate on the final 
syllable than on preceding syllables. 
The same tendency was observed in 
Klatt and Cooper's data [7], which . 
show a higher threshold for fricatives 
at the end of sentences than in other 
locations. This led us to raise the 
question of whether a drap in in- 
tensrty (-16 dB in our case) on the fi- 
nal syllable of a sentence would 
make it difficult to correctly perceive 
that syllable's duration. An experi- 
ment carried out to verify this hy— 
pothesis is reported below. 

2. EXPERIMENT 
Klatt's formant synthesizer was used 
to generate stimuli for the perception 
test [6]. The goal was to obtain 
speech-like stimuli which varied in 
both _ duration and intensity. 
Negative intensity glides were used 
to approximate the final syllable of 
declarative sentences. 

The material was designed to be 
used in a psycho—acoustic test 
based on the constant method. The 
standard stimulus was the vowel la! 
With a duration of 200 ms (an aver- 
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age syllable length) and a stable 
Intensity of 80 dB. The test stimuli 
were synthesized with durations 
ranging from 100 ms to 300 ms in 
20 ms steps (for a total of 11 differ- 
ent durations). Four linear intensity 
glides were utilized: 0dB. —6 dB. - 
12 dB. and -18 dB. The fundamen- 
tal frequency contour was the same 
for all stimuli. A slight Iowering of 
pitch from 140 Hz to 130 Hz made 
the stimuli sound natural. The 
standard stimulus was paired with 
each of the test stimuli. The two 
vowels in each pair were separated 
by a silent pause lasting 600 ms. 
The interval separating one pair 
from the next was three seconds. 
Both within—pair orders were used 
(standard—test. test-standard). Each 
pair occurred four times. Thus, the 
total number of pairs was 352 (11 
durations x 4 intensity glides x 2 
stimulus orders x 4 repeats). Stimuli 
were generated in random order by 
a computer and recorded on a digi- 
tal audio—tape. A trial series of 22 
pairs was added to the beginning of 
the test sequence. A short beep 
followed by a five second silence 
was inserted every 22 pairs. 

The perception tests were carried 
out in a soundproof room. Twenty 
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subjects were tested individually. 
each in a single trial lasting 20 min— 
utes. The listening level of the stan- 
dard stimulus leaving the head- 
phones was set at approximately 
70 dB SPL. The written instructions 
to the subjects were as follows: “You 
are going to listen to many pairs of 
vowels la. al. For each pair you 
have to ask yourself the following 
question: Which of the two vowels is 
longer. the first or the second? Even 
if the intensity changes, please 
judge only the duration." The sub- 
jects responded by checking the ap— 
propriate answers on a forced— 
choice answer sheet. 

3.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
An analysis of variance on the data 

- yielded a significant difference be- 

0 dB -6 dB 

tween subjects (F(19.351)= 36.84, 
p < 0.001). This means that each 
subject had his or her own strategy 
to carry out the task. In addition, as 
expected in this kind of psycho- 
acoustic test, the order in which the 
stimuli were presented affected the 
subjects' behavior (F(1,ss1) = 55.6. p 
< 0.001). Variations in the intensity 
factor also produced significantly 
different scores (Fraasn = 168.97, p 
< 0.001). Note however that neither 
the repeat factor nor the response 

fi ' —  

-12dB —18dB 
Intensity grides 

Figure 1. Duration threshold as a function of Intensity gllde 
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category (which member of the 
paircategory (which member of the 
pair was perceived as longer) had a 
statistically significant effect. 

In order to compute the mean 
threshold (for the 20 subjects 
pooled) we interpolated the value for 
the duration at the 75% correct 
answer level by summing the four 
repeats per subject. This mean was 
calculated for the two stimulus 
presentation orders, two response 
categories. and four intensity glides. 
The averages of these values are 
shown in Flgure 1 and Table 1. 

The threshold turned out to be 
proportional to the magnitude of the 
intensity glide. In other words. as 
the intensity glide became steeper, 
the detection of duration became 
less and less accurate. This effect 
on the discrimination of duration is 
clearly shown by the progressive 
increase in the means and standard 
deviations shown in Table 1. The 
difference between the stimulus with 
the steepest drop (-18 dB glide) and 
the stable intensity stimulus (no 
glide) exceeds 7%. Interestingly. the 
:r-test on the data for the first two 
Iqtensity glides (0 dB and -6 dB) 
dgd not yield any significant 
dsffergnces. Apparently. a 6dB 
dfop In intensity does not lead to 
dlfflCUlty in detecting the correct 
duration. In contrast. the stable vs. - 
12 dB difference (tag) as 4.14,‘ p < 
0:001) and the stable vs. -18 dB 
difference (tug) = 5.36, p < 0.001) 
were both highly significant. It is 
noteworthy that our resutts indirectly 
support those obtained by Rossi 
[13], who estimated the intensity 

glide threshold to be oxl 
11 dB for a vowel lasatfigr 20m: 
The observed change In the way intensity information Is processed seems to depend on whether or nu the intensity decreases beyond the 
critical value. although we do not 
know precisely where In our auditory 
system that change amurs. 

This tendency is even more appar- 
ent if we consider stimulus presen- tation order. For the standard-tbs! 
order. It can be hypothesized that 
subjects pay attention to the duration 
of the final syllable. which has: ' 
negative intensity glide In this exper- 
iment. The computed threshold val- 
ues were 220 ms. 230 ms, 233 ms. 
and 235 ms, for 0 dB. -6 dB. -12 dB. 
and -18 dB, respectively. This 
indicates that when the penultimate 
syllable measures 200 ms and has: 
stable intensity. final syllables with 
intensity glides of 18 dB may have . 
to be longer than 235 ms. 

However, this hard and fast Interpre- 
tation may need some qualification 
due to one peculiarity of this exped- 
ment. In comparison to the results 
published in psycho-acoustic stué 
:95 using speech sounds, our 
threshold value at 200 ms Is to- 
markably (even excessively) precise 
(1%, or 2 ms; cf. Flguro1 and 
Table 1). For a standard stimulfls 
duration of about 200 ms, the re- 
ported threshold values tall between 
8% and 30%. These experiments 
used several standard stimulus dw 
rations ranging from some ten mll- 
Iiseconds to several hundred mil- 
liseconds [1. 2, 3. 5. 7. 9. a. 121. In 
our experiment. all 352 stimulus 

Table 1. Duration threshold as a functlon of Intensity glldo 
Intensity glides 

MB 202 
-6 dB 206 

-12 dB 215 
~18 dB 217 
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Mean threshold Standard devia ran 
10 80 
14 80 
16 80 
22 80 

pairs had a 200 ms vowel (the only 
standard duration used), with a level 
intensity in first or second position. 
This may have overexpo§ed 
subjects to that particular duration, 
causing better periormance. There- 
fore. the duration threshold defined 
here, (Le. as a function of in'fensfity 
glide) should be used in conjuctlon 
with those obtained under normal, 
stable intensity conditions. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
This study has provided some 
experimental evidence of how well 
we hear at the end of declarative 
sentences. The results of our 
perception tests demonstrated that 
the discrimination of duration may 
be significantly deteriorated by a 
progressive decrease in intensity of 
more than ten decibels. Our results 

, may have some implications for the 
interpretation of prosodic data at the 
sentence level. 
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AMPLITUDE AS A CUE T0 WORD-INITIAI: 
CONSONANT LENGTH: PATTANI MALAY ' 

Arthur S. Abramson 

The University of Connecticut and 
Hasklns Laboratories 

ABSTRACT 
Word-initial Pattani Malay consonants are“ 

short or long. The closures of the “long” 
consonants are longer than those of the 
“short” ones; this is a sufficient cue for 
perception. but in voiceless plosives the du- 
ration of the silent closure is audible only 
after a vowel. yet listeners label such 
isolated words well and so must use other 
cues. The peak amplitudes for the first 
syllablw of disyllabic words are greater for 
initial long plosives. In this study. incre- 
ments of closure duration and amplitude 
were pitted against each other for original 
short plosives and decrements for original 
long p10 sives. In tests, duration was by far 
the more powerful cue. although amplitude 
did affect the category'boundary. By itself. 
however. amplitude is a weak cue. Further 
work is planned on the possible role of the 
shaping of the amplitude contour. 

1. INTRODUCTION ' 
Many languages are described as 

havmg a phonological distinction of 
length in vowels or consonants, or even 
both. If the term is taken literally, we 
would cgtpcct to find that the underlying 
rpcghamsm is control of the relative 
qmmg of the articulators. Even so, a 
smglc mochanism might have a number 
of acoustic consequences, each of 
which could help in perception. 

Pqttani Malay, spoken by about a 
[11111109 ethnic Malays in southern Thai- 
land. 13 unusual not only in having a 
length glistinction for consonants in 
word-mm?! position but also in having 
one that 18 relevant for all phonetic 
classes of consonants in that position' 
[3]. Here are some minimal pairs of 
words showing the contrast: 
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llabo/ 
[make] 
lbulc/ 
/kato?/ 

‘to profit’ [tabs] 
‘to cat’ /m:akc/ 
‘moon’ /b:ule/ 
‘to strike’ l1cato?/ 

‘spider’ 
‘eaten’ 
‘months’ 
‘frogfi 

If, indeed, the crucial aspect of the ar- 
ticulatory gesture is the duration of the 
closure or constriction, for pairs like the 
first two it would not surprise us to find 
that the length distinction is quite dis- 
cernible whether in utterance-initial or 
intervocalic position. But what about 
the stop consonants, cspccially.the' 
voiceless unaspirated steps of the lan- 
guage? The voiced stops do have voic-' 
ing lead, so if you are close enough, you 
can hear short or longer stretches of 
glottal pulsing during the occlusion. 
The occlusions of the voiceless stops, 
however, are silent. 

In earlier work [2], I presented 
acoustic measurements of closure dura- 
tions for the language, showing that the 
putative length categories are well sepa- 
rated by duration. Of course, the voice- 
less stops could not be measured in ut- 
terance-initial position. In another study 
[1], I demonstrated, by systematically 
increasing the durations of short 
closures and decreasing the durations of 
long closures, that this feature is a suffi- 
cient and powerful acoustic cue for the 
perception of the distinction. 

As for the voiceless stops, it vgas 
conceivable that the two categongs 
were auditorily distinguishable 1n 
medial position only. This turned 0}“ 
not to be so in my control tests wuh 
unaltered words. Doing only slightly 
worse than with the other classes of 
consonants, native speakers rather 
accurately identified short and long 
voicglcss stops in isolated wordS- 

Among the various plagsible acoustic 
effects of the mechan.1sm, tpe most 
likely for the largely dlsyllgib1c words 
involved, was the peak amphtude of the 
first syllable relative to the second. 
Indeed. measuzements [2] revealed. that 
this ratio is greater for long ploswcs, 
that is, both stops and affncatcs. Pre- 

bl , tcr air pressure accumu- 
$3533 gag-:3 the occlusion before 
release accounts for the diffcgenccs. 
Although both voiced 9nd vompless 
plosives showed a sigmficant dlffCI- 
cncc, the level of significancg. yvas 
higher for the latter. No doubt! thls 15 to 
be explained by differences 1n glottal 
Eimputadanw- of the airflow. The 
ldiffercncc is not significant for the con- - 
'tinuants. 

2. PROCEDURE 
This paper is a progress rcport of my 

test of the. hypothesis that the peak 
amplitude of the first syllable rclauve to 
the second in disyllabic words is a suffi- - 
cient cue for the perception of the d15- 
tinction between short and long voice- 
less stops in Panani Malay. q my mg- 
jor experiments, as part of an mtemst m 
combinations of phonetic features 
_undcr1ying the same 'phonemic 
idistinction, I have pitted variants in 
lduration and amplitude against each 
other to determine their relative power. ' 

2.1. Control tests ‘ 
Although the identifiability of initial 

short and long consonants had been 
demonstrated [1]. it seemed desirable 
also to do control tests for the 
recordings of my ncw speaker for this 
study. For each of seven minimal pairs 
pf words I prepared a test containing 20 
tokens of each of the two words, 
‘yielding 40 randomized stimuli. There 
were two such randomizations for each 
Word pair. The nasal, lateral, fricativc, 
and plosivc categories were represented. 
The plosives included voiced and 
vomcless stops and voiceless affricates. 
(Unfortunately, my only pair of voiced 
nffricatcs included a word, as I learned 
later, that would have embarrassed the 
women among the subjects, so I could- 
:not use that test.) The subjects were 30 
undergraduate. students, all native} 
weaken of Pattani Malay, at the Prince 
of .Songkhla University, Pattani,‘ 
Thmland. ‘ 

I 2.2. Amplitude vs. duration 
To test for the relative power of 

amplitude and duration, three pairs of 
words with velar, dental, and labial 
short and long stops respectively were 
used. All of them were recorded at the 
end of the carrier sentence ldio kato/ ‘hc 
said.’ By  means of the Haskins 
Laboratories Waveform Editing and 
Display System (WENDY), the stop 
closure of the short member of each pair 
was lengthened in 20-ms steps until it 
reached or exceeded the duration of its 
long counterpart. The closure of the 
long member was shortened in the same 
way. The first syllable of each variant 
of the original short stop was increased 
in amplitude in five 2-dB steps. 
Likewise, the first syllable of each 
variant of the original long stop was 
decreased in amplitude in five 2—Db 
steps. Two test orders were recorded 
from randomizations of two tokens each 
of all the resulting stimuli and played to 
30 native speakers for identification of 
the key words. 

2.3. Amplitude in isolated words 
The perceptual efficacy of amplitude 

without help from closure duration was . 
tested by taking all the amplitude vari- 
ants from the original short and long 
forms of one of the word pairs in 
section 2.2. Two test orders were 
recorded from randomizations of four 
tokens of each stimulus and played to 
30 native speakers. 

3. RESULTS 

3.1. Control tests 
The previously demonstrated identi- 

fiability of the utterance-initial conso- 
nants [l] was reaffirmed. The major dif- 
ference is that the voiceless long af- 
fricatcs in this sample were labeled cor- 
rcctly 96% of the time, whereas in the 
last study it was just above chance at 
55%. 

3.2. Amplitude vs. duration 
Because of the limitation on space, 

the results of only two of the 
experiments are given here. Figure 1 
‘gives the responses of 30 native 
,speakers to nine durations in 20-mscc 

‘ steps of the [k]-closurc in lkamen/ 

9 9  

{‘goat’ combined with six amplituc}: 
'levels in 2-dB steps. The vertical ax1s 



shows the percentage idcntification as 
short N. The earlier crossover of the 
higher-amplitude curves at the 50% 
point to the long-[Kl category, giving 
Judgments of lkxamen/ ‘goatlike,’ is 
highly significant [F (40, 1160)=9.0, p 
< .001]; nevertheless, the values of 
duration at the short end are very little 
affected. The opposite proccdurc, 
shortening original long lkz/ and 
lowering the amplitude, yielded similar 
results, as shown in Figure 2. The 

1”- 

Fig.1. Remain. ‘ oat’ and 
duntion and first-syllable amplifiude. 

banq>hnq 

results are essentially the same for a 5 other two places of articulation. , 
3.3. Amplitude in isolated words 

InFigurc3both the shortandlm‘f 
responses are plotted for increments of k amplitude on original lpagi/ ‘moming' ‘ 
While the two curves converge, 
never cross each other. Figure 4 show. 
rathcl: similar effects for decrement” 
amphtudc combined with isolated ; tokens of Ipxagi/ ‘early morning.’ '4 
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Fig. 3. Responses to isolated [pad] 
‘morning’ and its variants with 
increased first-syllable amplitude. 
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Fig. 4. Responses to isolated [mail 
‘early morning’ and its variants with 
decreased first-syllable amplitude. 

4. CONCLUSION 
It is clear that when both features are 

present, dm'ation is dominant; neverthe- 
less, the boundary between thc two per- 
ceptual categories is significantly af- 
fectcd by relative amplitude. In utter- 

ances and a more complicated making 
of stimuli will show, for example, that 
the rise-time of the anaplitude carries 
meweightthanthepeakvalmmrmn 
the two work together. Indeed, a very 
preliminary look at this time suggests 
that the rise time is shorter in the 
production of the long stops. Also, it is 
possible that the major amplitude 
difference is confincd to the region of 
the release burst. Other features that 
have not seemed ' in; so far, such 
as fundamental frequency and rate of 
formant transitions, may have to be 
examined more closely too. 
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TESTING SUBPHONEMIC PERCEPTION PROCESSES IN CHILDREN 
SUSPECT FOR AN AUDITORY DISORDER 

P. Grocnen, B. Maasscn and Th. Crul 

Child Neurology Centre / ENT-dcpartmcnt 
Institute of Medical Psychology, Nijmegcn, Netherlands 

ABSTRACT 
Currently available speech perception 
tests provide insufficient insight into 
type and cause of an auditory proces- 
sing disorder. The paradigm of catego- 
n'cal perception which discriminates 
an auditory- and a phonetic stage, 
combined with the idea of reducing 
redundancy of speech stimuli in order 
to have access to speech processing, 
enables us to develop a new tool for 
finc~graincd assessment of central 
auditory pathology. By now, the first 
steps have been taken in the develop- 
ment of the test consisting of a series 
of expen'ments on verbal dyspraxic 
children, reading and spelling disorde- 
red children and children with a seve- 
re history of otitis media. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Several categorical perception studies 
on auditory perceptual behaviour in 
groups of children with a specific 
speech- or language disorder have 
shown a deviant response pattern as 
compared to a normal control group. 
Auditory processing disorders, without 
there being a healing-loss according to 
tone- and spccch-audiogram, have 
manifested themselves in a delayed 
speech— and language dcvelopment. 
Currently available speech perception 
tests, generally containing tasks based 
on monotic measums (e.g. filtered 
speech. competing signals), dichotic 
measmu (as. syllables, words, senten- 

ces) or tests of binaural functionality 
(e.g. binaural fusion, rapidly alterna- 
ting speech) give insufficicnt insight 
into type and cause of such a disorder. 
This article concerns the first steps in 
developing a new tool for fine-grained 
assessment of speech perception pro- 
cessmg. 

The paradigm of catcgon’cal percepti- 
on providcs for the base of a more 
sensitive and analytical test. According 
to this paradigm, a continufim of 
speech stimuli covering a phonological 
contrast is constructed by digitally 
manipulating a single acoustic cm 
The central idea is that perceptual 
boundan'cs arise along the physical 
continufim, with qualitjve resemblan- 
ces within each category and qualitive 
differences between them or in a 
more modern psychophysic sense [2], 
there is a quantitative discontinuity in 
discrimination at the category bounda° 
ry, asmeasured byapeakindiscfi- 
minative acuity at the transition region 
of adjacent categories. 

Two stating-points for research are of 
interest. Firstly, the speech perception 
model of Pisoni and Sawusch [3L - 
which differentiates between a pre- 
categorica] or auditory stage andl 
categorical or phonetic stage, plays an 
important role. During the first. 30' 
ditory stage, listeners take in $110“ 
stretcha of the raw acoustic signal 
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and make a preliminary auditmy ana- 
lysis. No speech segments have yet 
been identified. In the second, phone- 
tic stage listeners cxamine their audi- 
tory memory and combine the acous- 
tic cues to form a phonemic repre- 
sentation. This stage preserves the 
nature of the identification but does 
not preserve the acoustic cues upon 
which it was based. 

By comparing identification and dis- 
crimination performance (labeling 
words and telling them apart) we can 
derive the level of the auditory disor- 
der. Discrimination scores can be pre- 
dicted on the base of identification 
scores [4]. Assuming that the listener 
bases discrimination judgements only. 
on phonetic information, the observed 
discrimination scores should corres- 
pond to the predicted ones. If the sub- 
ject has access to auditory precate- 
gorical information, the discrimination 
scores should be higher than the pre- 
dicted scores. 

Secondly, we assume that a speech 
perception problem may be caused by 
a neurological reduction of the redun- 
dancy of the auditory processing sy- 
stem [1] which we call the internal 
redundancy of the perceptual system. 
During speech perception there has to 
be a considerable reduction of the 
internal redundancy before stimuli 
with their normally high external rc- 
dundancy (which is implicit in the 
normal structure of the acoustic 
speech signal) cannot be identified 
anymore. The conclusion is that the 
external redundancy must be reduced 
such that the speech perCcption test 
becomes more sensitive to small re- 
ductions of the internal redundancy. 
Exactly this occurs in constructing a 
specch-continuiim, a word (one end of 
a phonological contrast) is transfor- 
med to another (other end) bij syste- 

matically decreasing and increasing 
the salience of the acoustic cue. 

A speech continufim will contain sti- 
muli which do not discriminate be- 
tween normal and pathological groups. 
In order. to maximize the efficiency of 
the testproccdurc and to minimize 
effects of response bias these stimuli 
can be eliminated out of the test. Only 
the critical stimuli, the stimuli which 
are as sensitive to account for diffe- 
rences between normal and deviant 
children will be included in the final 
test. Sensitizcd speech stimuli can be 
singled out of stimuli near the phone- 
meboundary. 

2. PROCEDURE 
By now the first steps in developing 
such a sensitized perception test are 
being carried out. We examine scores 
on tests where two acoustic cues are 
systematically varied: VOT (/bak-pakl, 
i.c. BOX-PACKAGE) and place of 
articulation, second and third formant 
transition (/bak-dakl, i.e. BOX- 
ROOF). 

Three experimental groups are tested: 
- verbal dyspraxic children aged 
between 6 and 11 years. These chil- 
dren show dysfunctions in the pro- 
gramming of their articulomoton'c 
organs. We suppose that (a part of) 
this group is marked by a central 
auditory dysfunction. 
- children with reading- and spel- 
ling problems, 2 groups; one in the 
age of 6-7 years, the other in the age 
of 8-10 years. Disordered auditive 
functions could be one of the main 
causes of the problems. 
- children with a severe history 
of otitis media with effusion (0MB) in 
the early childhood (aged round 2 
years). At the time of testing they are 
6-8 years of age. Due to temporary 
conductive hearing-loss these children 
show disorders in their auditory deve- 
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lopment. We _take interest in the ex- 
tent in which the central auditory 
functions are affected. Our experimen- 
tal design is based on a division into 4 
groups: a) Children with an OME- 
history and with a delayed speech- 
and language development, b) Chil- 
dren with an OMB-history and wit- 
hout a delayed speech- and language 
development, c) Children without an 
OMB-history and with a delayed 
speech- and .language development 
and d) a control group children wit- 
hout an CME-history and without a 
delayed speech- and language deve- 
Iopment. 

3. RESULTS. 
At the time of writing this paper only 
the data of the verbal dyspraxic group 
have been fully analyzed. For, at this 
time, lack of data of a control group 
we shall present in this paper some 
examples of identificationcurves of the 

Percent D 
0 

90 A “**“ Verbal dyepraxlo 

_— Normal adult 
80 

70 ——~- 
60 
50 
40 

30 / __, 
..-" 

2° . ; 

1o [ . .  
o 

1 2 ' 3 

place-of-articulation continuüm Ib-d/ 
of a male adult without hearing pro- 
blems or a delayed speech- or langua— 
ge development with a normal respon- 
se pattern and a verbal dyspraxic child 
with a abnormal response pattern 
(figure 1). —_ _ 

Remarkable is the less steepness of 
the slope of the curve of the verbal 
dyspraxic child compared to the adult. 
We interpret this as a les consistent 
labeling ability, pointing towards a 
processing dysfunction at the phonetic 
level. In figure 2 the corresponding 
discrirninationcurves are presented. 
Again there is a difference between 
the verbal dyspraxic child and the 
adult; the ability to discriminate is less 
in the verbal dyspraxic child. Further- 
more the overall form of the discrimi— 
nationcurve doesn’t agree with the fo- 
neemboundary found in the identifica- 
tioncurve. 

/ f !; 

// ”J 
/ f 1" 

/ " / 

l l 1— l 

4 5 6 7 
Resyntheeized stimulus 

Figure 1. Identificationcurves of a normal hearing adult and : 
verbal dyspraxic child (dotted line). 
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Figure 2. Discriminationcurves of a normal hearing adult and a 

verbal dyspraxic child (dotted— line). 

Taken together, this verbal dyspraxic 
child shows a disordered auditory 
stage (less discriminative power), 
followed by an inadequate functionrng 
of the phonetic stage (less steep slope, 
shifted phoneemboundary), partially 
an effect of the malfunction in the 

auditory stage. 

If we take. the group verbal dyspraxic 
children as a whole, there’s a great 
variability in scores suggesting . the 
possibility of dividing the group rn a 
number of verbal dyspraxic children 
having speech processing problems 
and a number of verbal dyspraxrc 
children showing no central auditory 
dysfunction. 

_ More elaborated analysis of the expe— 
rimental groups, yet unavailable, will 
be given at the presentation. 
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. THE INFLUENCE OF SPEAKERS’ 
OWN SPEECH TEMPO ON THEIR 

TEMPO PERCEPTION 

M. Gôsy 

Research Institute for Linguistics, Budapest, Hungary. 

ABSTRACT 
The point of departure for the present 
paper is the assumption that the speak- 
er’s own speech tempo determines his 
judgements concerning that of other 
people. Experimental results supported 
a significant concurrence in tempo per- 
ception of ‘extreme’ speakers as op- 
posed to ‘moderate’ speakers. A signifi— 
cant correlation was found between the 
speakers’ comprehension and their own 
speech tempo. It can also be claimed 
that speakers/listeners judge speech 
tempo on the basis of the active levels 
of their speech perception mechanism. : 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Authors of a number of studies agree 
that tempo perception is basically de- 
termined by three factors: articulation 
rate, the number of pauses, and the 
duration of pauses [4, 5]. Tempo per- 
ception studies are also made difficult 
by problems concerning the recogni- 
tion, demonstration, and order of im- 
portance of a number of other fac- 
tors including changes in fundamen— 
tal frequency (pitch), average intensity, 
word frequency (of occurrence), sylla- 
ble structure, rhythmic structure, syn— 
tactic properties, etc. [3]. However, very 
few attempts have been found in the 
literature to deal with the connection 
of production and perception in rela- 
tion to speech tempo. It is usually pos— 
tulated that there should be a very 
close connection between the speaker’s 
own rate of speaking and his percep- 
tion and comprehension with respect 
to speech tempo [l, 2]. Can we then 
claim that there is a linear connection 
between tempo production and percep- 

tion, namely: the faster the speaker’s 
usual speech tempo the faster his/her 
comprehension as well? Does this apply 
to tempo perception, too? What are the 
criteria of applicability of this rule? 

In order to answer these questions, 
au experiment containing 4 subtests 
has been performed with Hungarian- 
speaking native speakers / listeners. The 
aim of the experiment was to describe 
the effect of the subjects’ own speech 
tempo on (i) their tempo perception 
and (ii) their speech comprehension. 

2. PROCEDURE 
Various methods were used for the sub- 
tests. (i) For the first experiment nine 
speech samples were recorded in ran- 
dom order from Hungarian-speaking 
native subjects (ages ranged from 25 
up to 80). Subjects were selected so 
that all categories be represented from 
very slow (articulation rate / AR/ : 8.85 
sounds/s, overall speech rate /OSR/: 
7.25 sounds/s) up to very fast (AR: 
18.2 sounds/s, OSR: 14.3 sounds/s). 
Each speech sample was taken out of 
a longer monologue and took 1.5 min— 
utes on average. The listeners’ task 
was to judge the speech tempo of each 
speaker’s sample by means of a ques- 
tionnaire. The categories of the ques- 
tionnaire were ‘very slow’, ‘slow’, ‘nor- 
mal’, ‘accelerated’, ‘fast’, and ‘very 
fast’. 

(ii) The material of the second test 
consisted of 12 artificial, synthesized 
sentences (the synthesis was made by a 
PCF Speech synthesizer controlled by 
an IBM PC). The same sentence had 
been altered in relation to its overall 
speech tempo in two ways: by changing 
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the “articulation rate” of the sentence 
and by adding one or two pauses at the 
appropriate grammatical boundari(es) 
of the sentence. The subjects’ task was 
the same as in the first subtœt. 

(iii) 8 sentences announced by 
a trained male speaker were chosen 
for the third test, and a verification 
method was used. The sentences were 
speeded up, and their articulation rate 
ranged from 20.2 sounds/s up to 24.4 
sounds/s. The subjects’ task was to de— 
cide whether the sentences they heard 
were true or false. The reaction times 
(RT) of each subject were measured by 
means of a fundamental frequency and 
intensity meter with the accuracy of 10 
ms. 

_ (iv) The subjects’ spontaneous 
speech was tape recorded in the final 
experiment. From their recorded 8-10— 
minute speech 2—minute samples were 

icked out for further analysis concern— 
ing AR & OSR. The duration and types 
of pauses were also examined. Counting 
the speech sounds of the speech sam- 
ple, the rate was expressed in terms of 
sound /s. 

After finishing the experiments, 
each subject was asked to judge his / her 
own average speech tempo according 
to the formerly used tempo categories. 
The subjeets’ sex and age were also 
recorded on the same answer sheet. 

37 subjects were selected from all 
candidates for further examinations. 
Three tempo groups were defined: a 
group of ‘slow’ speakers, a group of 
‘moderate’ speakers and a group of 
‘fastî. speakers. Examining the data, 
significant correlation was found be— 
tween the AR and OSR values of 
our subjects (p<0.05). 6 subjects were 
found to be ‘ ast’ speakers in terms of 
KR and ‘moderate’ speakers in terms 
of OSR}; "80, a fourth tempo category 
had to be established consisting of sub- 
jects having ‘fast’ AR. and"moderate’ 
OSRandthis was labelled the group of 
‘rapid’ speakers. 

3. RESULTS 
Figure 1 shows the responses of vari— 
êus—flgñüpsof subjects for all synthe— 
Çsiaed sentences according to the possi- 
Natsmpo categories. The listeners do 

perceive the physical changes of sen- 
tences. 'Inthe case of sentences contain- 
ing 1 or 2 pauses, however, the judge- 
ments spread along the various tempo 
categories. The question is whether 
the distribution of tempo perception 
is based on the subject’s own- tempo 
production. Analyzing the average val- 
ues for each sentence of each group, 
it can be stated that there are no im- 
portant difi'erences among the subjects’ 
judgements. However, the data of the 
three groups are significantly different 
at the level of 0.05. This means that 
there is a slight but definitive difference 
of tempo perception among subjects 
with "diverse speech tempo production. 
The mean values of the judgements 
show very constant changes across the 
tempo categories. These changes re- 
veal more similarity for the ‘slow’ and 
‘fast’ speakers than for the ‘moderate’ 
and ‘rapid’ speakers. There is a signifi- 
cant difference in the judgements of the 
‘slow’ speakers concerning the category 
of ‘accelerated’ tempo as opposed to 
the judgements of the other two groups. 
‘Rapid’ speakers’ performance shows a 
relatively different distribution in rela- 
tion to that of the other two groups. On 
the basis of these data, a hypothesis has 
been developed on the interrelatedness 
of the speakers’-own tempo production 
and their tempo perception: ‘slow’ and 
‘fast’ speakers tend to perceive tempo 
similarly to one another while ‘moder— 
ate’ speakers do not. ‘Rapid’ speakers 
seem to behave perceptually in a way 
different from the other three groups. 
We also found that the extreme speak- 
ers tend to perceive tempo more on the 
basis of AR than on the basis of OSR, 
so the pauses might not influence their 
tempo perception. 

Figure 2 shows the responses of 
various groups of speakers for the 
speech samples used across the possi- 
ble tempo categories. Subjects appear 
to judge the tempo of the speech sam- 
ples according to AR rather than on 
the basis‘of OSR. The data show: (i) 
There are‘larger differences among the 
tempo Categories. in each test group 
than in the case of isolated sentences, 
and (ii) the distribution _of the judge- 
ments does not show a constant trend. 
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The number of responses referring to 
the ‘moderate’ tempo category is sig- 
nificantly different in the case of the 
perception of the synthesized sentences 
and the speech samples (p<0.05). This 
means that people’s perception mech- 
anism has grown accustomed to the 
tempo changes of human speech and 
they are more flexible when judging 
it than in the case of one sentence 
where the upper levels of the decoding 
mechanism should not work, so they 
can judge the tempo of each sentence 
more accurate to the actual physical 
values. The data show again a. very sim- 
ilar concurrence of judgement}; made 
by the ‘slow’ and- ‘fast’ speakers. Sim- 
ilar judgements of the ‘slow’ and ‘fast’ 
speakers were found in all tempo cate- 
gories with the exceptions of the ‘fast’ 
and ‘very fast’ categories. In the case of 
these two tempo categories the ‘slow’, 
the ‘moderate’ and the ‘rapid’ speakers 
judged similarly while the ‘fast’ speak- 
ers differed from all the others._ The 
‘rapid’ speakers show a significant dif- 
ference in their judgements from the 
other groups of speakers. However, in 
some cases their judgements fall close 
to the judgements of one of the goups of 
speakers. This co-occurrence does not. show any systematic character.- 
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Figure 1. Tempo perception of sentences by ‘slow’ (ah—t), ‘xpoderate' (o—— —o), ‘faat’ (..._ ——o), rapzd’ speakers (o—o—o—o). . 
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Figure 2. 
Tempo perception of texts 

see Fig.1. for the key 

The question concerning the anal- 
ysis of the reaction times was whether 
the subjects’ own speech tempo influ- 
ences their comprehension rate. The 
following RT values were obtained: in 
the case of ‘slow’ speakers 0.46-1.83 s, 
in the case of ‘moderate’ speakers 0.62- 
1.13 s, in the case of ‘fast’ speakers 
0.3-1.15 s, and in the case of ‘rapid’ 
speakers 0.55—0.7 s. A significant differ- 
ence has been found in reaction times 
between the various goups of speakers 
(p<0.001). There is a strong correlation 
between the subjects’ articulation rate 
and their reaction times which shows 
that if the tempo of speech production 
Encreases the reaction time of the sub- 
Ject decreases. However, there are im- 
portant differences among the subjects’ 
reaction times within one group. The 
‘extreme’ speakers’ reaction times are 
extreme while the ‘moderate’ speakers’ 
{caction times are not. There are sub- 
Jects with fast AR and both with short 
and long reaction times; and - simi- 
larly - there are other subjects with 
slow :AR and with both short and long 
regctlon times. This part of our anal- 
y81s supports again the similar percep- 
tuaI behaviour of the ‘slow’ and ‘fast’ 
speakers. The largest RT values were 
found with the ‘slow’ speakers and the 
:fast.’ speakers. The ‘moderate’ and the 
rap1d’ speakers’ RT values were similar 
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to one another. 
There is a significant difference be- 

tween the RT values of affirmative and 
negative sentences with true contents; 
however, there was no significant differ- 
ence between the same structures with 
false contents. 

Finally, the subjects’ age, sex, and 
their opinion about their own speech 
tempo were taken into consideration. 
There was a. very strong correlation 
between the subjects’ objectively mea- 
sured speech tempo and their subjec- 
tive judgements (p<0.001). We found 
that most of our extreme speakers were 
male while the ‘moderate’ speakers 
were mainly female subjects (p<0.05). 
There was no significant correlation 
between the subjects’ age and their 
speech tempo categories. 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
- It had been assumed that the faster 
the speaker’s own speech the less fast 
he perceives that of others. Rom this 
hypothesis only the basic point of de- 
parture was supported by the ranks 
that the speakers’ own speech tempo 
really influences their tempo percep— 
tion. However, the direction of this 
influence shows an interesting pat- 
tern involving significantly different be- 
haviour for the various groups of speak- 
ers. The ‘slow’ and ‘fast’ speakers tend 
to behave perceptually similarly while 
‘moderate’ and ‘rapid’ speakers tend 
to differ from the previous two groups. 
The standard deviation of the reaction 
time values show the same concurrence 
for the ‘slow’ and ‘fast’ speakers and for 
the ‘moderate’ and ‘rapid’ speakers. 
- It has been supported that tempo 
perception depends primarily on ar- 
ticulation tempo. However, according 
to our findings, speakers/listeners per- 
ceive tempo significantly depending on 
the activated levels of their whole per- 

ception mechanism. If the uppét F" 
els ofthe speech Perception" ; - . .  .,.. 

do not play any with W W W  per 

caption process, the tempo judsm 

parameters of the speech 
(b) do not show his difi'ermces a! 
the Speakers hzving various 033311;: 
tempi. H the higher levels also partici 
pate in the decisions then other 
(contents of the speech cataples, attic 
ulation 'of the speaker, texicon of thé 
speech sample, timbre, types of bed 
tiom etc.) :boplay m important role 
- On the basis of the‘figxfifiéahf _ 
ferences in perception and oompnhen 

systems should exist for the intense 
flow between the highei'aud‘bwer (e 
do of the speech pcrceptiog .mechcm'a 
determined by the temporal or ' 
tion of the speakers’ speech 
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ACCOUNTING FOR THE REFLEXES OF LABIAL-VELAR STOPS 

Bruce Connell 

Phonetics Laboratory, University of Oxford 

ABSTRACT 
This paper presents a phonetic 

description, summarizing evidence drawn 
from different instrumental techniques, of 
the voiceless labial-velar stop as it occurs 
in Ibibio, one of the Lower Cross 
languages of SE Nigeria‘. The description 
isthcndrawnontooffcranaccountofmc 
variety of reflexes attested for labial- 
vclars, both within Lower Cross and 
elsewhere. Imponant characteristics are 
that a) that the timing of the two 
articulatory gestures involved is 
asynchronous, and b) that the degree of 
asynchrony, as well as other aspects of 
their articulation, is variable, both across 
and within speakers. Recognition of this 
variation is the key to understanding the 
associated diachronic developments. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Descriptions of Labial-veins 
. Labial-velar steps are relatively rare 
m languages of the world (cf. Maddieson 
[9]) and have received scant attention in 
the phonetic literature. Instrumental 
phonetic analyses have been presented by 
Ladefoged [8], Games [7] for Ibibio, and 
by D091 [5] for Baulc. Painter [1 I] also 
glvcs.s<lmace;11h:cussion of labitzllll-velars in 
an arnc c g pnmanl' wi cal mechanisms, Ward [14] fir Efiklgryresengnts kymograph tracings of [lip]. but no 
systemauc analysis, and finally, Ohala agd Lqrentz [10] present a general 
dlsgusslon of phonetic characteristics of lablal-yelar articulations, though without focussmg on stops. In this paper, I 

lmnmemeaomemaomm' 
NOR-Coulomwhichmmmy’ 
ilIAkyalbomandCrouRivetSumofSE 
m w m m n m d m  

summarize the results of a set of 
instrumental investigations that have been 
conducted on Ibibio [kp], and then use 
these results to attempt to account for the 
variation in reflexes found for labial-velar 
stops where diachronic change has 
occurred. 

Apart from instrumental work, 
impressionistic descriptions of articulatory 
and auditory characteristics labial-velar 
stops can often be found in the Africanist 
linguistic literature. Generally, the labial 
and velar articulations are said to be 
simultaneous (c.g., Westcrmann and 
Ward [15]. Other than this, Ladcfoged's 
[8] remarks (p. 12) in comparing labial- 
velar stops to velarized labials [p‘V, UV], 
and that they have a tendency to impart a 
labialized quality to following vowels, 
emphasize the possibility of perceptual 
confusion with labials, and Ohala and 
Lorentz [10] have provided acoustically 
based explanations for these tendencies. 
Comparisons have also been made to 
lalpal implosivcs by Ladefoged [8], 
Pgmter [ l  l], and by Elugbc [6], who sees 
thls as a general characteristic of labial- 
velars in the Edoid languages. Beanh 
and Zemp [1] describe the labial-velar 
gtops of Dan as having "strong bilabial 
Implosgon", and Pucsch [12] reports a 
vowed unplosivc labial-velar for Bekwil. » 
1.2. Diachronic Developments 

The earliest account of diachronic 
correspondences of labial-velar stops in 
thelimnn'cisfoundiastcrmannand 
Ward [15], who cite evidence for sound 
change that, "where kp or ab are 
weakened, it is the labial element which 

. and the velar element remains, 
somctmles reduced to x or v" (p. 58). Elsewh re in the text (p. 108). 
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mspondcnces as practiced {mm the 
Nupoid languages Gbari and N , and 
alsofromBariandKnkk‘H , g " ~  
9b in both cases) which to some extent 
confirm their conclusions. However, it is 
no difficult task no find instances of sound 
change involving labial-velars when: it is 
the labial element which survives. It is 

blc that the velarized voiced labial 
losivc of some dialects of Igbo is 1! 

flex of Proto-Igboid *gb. In the Lower 
Cross languages, PLC ‘kp has evolved 
into a variety of reflexes, most cpmmonly 
[p], but also [b], [k'], and pqsmbly [ab] 
(and [kp] is retained in many Instances). 

2. INSTRUMENTAL ANALYSES 
OF IBIBIO [hp] 
2.1. Methodology 

A variety of instrumental techniques 
were used to investigate the characteristics 
of the Ibibio labial-velar, including spec- 
trography. lawnsogmphy. mourn. and 
electropalatography. These were done 
during a period of approxi-mately three 
years, and used different speakers for the 
different investigations. Material for the 

trographic study was recorded by 
clght native speakers of Ibibio in Calabar, 
Nigeria, and analysed in the Phonetics 
Laboratories at the Universities of Ottawa 
and Edinburgh; further investigations 
were done in Edinburgh using primarily 
one spcaka of Ibibio who was resident 
there (the acromctry was done with two 
speakers). Methodology and results are 
reported in greater detail in Conncll [2, 4] 

Spectrogmphic measurements were 
done to examine total duration of closure 
(TD), voice termination time (V'I'I‘) and 
voice onset time (VOT), as well as 
formant transitions and burst spectra, 
and compared to similar measurements for 
labials and velars. Laryngography (Lx) 
was done with both aeromctry and 
electropalatography (EPG) to determine 
V'I'I‘s and VOTs and other information 
about phonation. The acrometry and 
FPO provided further details concerning 
the articulatory nature of these stops. 

2.2. Spectrographic Analysis 
In broad terms, the results of the 
trographic investigation confirmed 

as: of Games [7]. This was true with 
regard to formant transitions, especially 
for CV transitions, where there was 

similnity to than of silly]: hbifls except 
for being mannhaving a lower locus. 
and npparen y being more intense or 
manger. This latter obscrvatipn also 
ecu-responds with findings of D0311 [5]_ for 
Baulc. On the other hand, VC msiuons 
were variable, most often tending to 
resemble those of simple velars, but 
occasionally resembling labial transitions. 
Regarding the timing ofthc two gestures 
involved, evidence from transitions 
suggests a oonsisnently later labial release, 
but variability as to which closure occurs 
first. Fig. l prescntsaspecu'ogmmofthc 
word [ékpe] 'leopm'd' demonstrating the 
asymmcuy of formant transitions. 

4kHz _ _ _ 
’1 

3kI-Iz- ._ ‘- 
‘ ! 

ML ”L ‘ 
l 

lkHz _ __ _ 

‘ 1 

V'I'I' VOT 

Fig. l: Spectrogram of [ékpé] illustrating 
trical formant transitions of Ibibio 

[kp]. TD=156ms, =38ms, VOTa- 
36ms. (Speaker E.E. Akpan.) 

Noise in the signal (also evident to 
some extent in Fig. 1) made it difiicult to 
determine burst spectra in my own data. 
However, indications are that the present 
work does not confirm Garnes' findings, 
which suggested that [kp] has a high 
frequency component (6 - 7 kHz) and 
weak energy spread throughout the higher 
frequencies (i.c., above 3.6 kHz), and, 
that cnagy in the lower frequency range 
was absent. The energy present in the 
spectra at release appears primarily in two 
areas - in the lower frequency range, i.c., 
below 1.2 kHz, and in the mid range, 
from 2 - 4 kHz. The lower concentration 
could indeed be a reflection of a labial 
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release, as would be expected, given the 
evidence from F2 transitions discussed 
above. The energy found in the mid- 
rangc could possibly be associated with a 
velar aspect of the release, but it is in this 
range that the noise band mentioned 
normally occurs. Finally, on occasion 
there is energy present throughout the 
spectrum, extending quite high in the 
frequency range. In this connection it is 
worth noting that Trail! [13] reports burst 
spectra for labial clicks extending 
throughout the frequency range and being 
particularly strong in the 4 - 14 kHz 
range. 

Table 1 summarizes voicing and 
duration characteristics of Ibibio [kp] 
relative to simple labials and velars. 
Results are based on productions of eight 
speakers (Fig. l exemplifies V'I'l‘ and 
VOT measurements.) 

'ID V'IT VOI‘ 
l4u29.0) 65135.7) 6 (7.1) 

k 113 (28.5) 45429.4) 21 (13.0) 
162 (28.6) 50 (35.9) -26 (16.0 

Tablp 1: Duration and voicing of [kp] 
relauvc to [p] and [1:]. Values to nearest 
ms. SDs are given in parentheses. 

Two aspects are important here; first 
that Ibibio [kp] is prevoiccd, and second, 
£1121n there is a relatively high amount of 
vanation (as indicated by the standard 
deviations) in the voicing characteristics. 

2.3. Aerometry/Lx 
The acromctric work revealed a 

subsgantial pressure drop during closure 
and mgressive airflow, indicating use of 
_cithcr 9r boyh of velaric and glottalic‘ 
mgrcsswc mrstrcam mechanisms. A .  
relatively consistent variation in the 
pressurp drop was taken as indicative of 
an carllcr velar release (Connell [2, 4]). 
The associated Lx analysis confirmed and 
clarified voicing characteristics revealed 
by the spectrographic investigation. 

2.4. EPG/L1: 
Voicing characteristics described 

above were confirmed, and made more 
prgcisc when considered against the EPG 
cwdcnce of closure and release (Connell 
[4]). Also interesting was evidence from the EPG investigation confirming the 

specuographic evidence of an earlier velar 
release. This was rcvcalcd through 
comparison of the EPG record with the 
accompanying audio signal. Since the 
audio signal in the set-u used was only a 
gross representation 0 intensity of the 
signal, its onset could represent either the 
onset of the following vowel or the onset 
of voicing, recalling that the release is 
prcvoiccd. Either way, given that the 
consonant is prcvoiced, release of the 
velar closure prior to the onset of the 
audio signal would be a clear indication of ‘ 
the velar release preceding the labial one. 
This happened in all tokens. and on 
average 38ms, but ranging from lOms to 
80ms, prior to the onset of the audio 
signal. (SD = 15; calculations are based ' 
on 4 repetitions of 18 words containing 
[kp] in controlled environments.) Further 
research is planned. to monitor lip 
closqrg in conjunction with EPG, 
pcrrmttmg a more accurate assessment of 
relative timing of both clown and micasc. 

2.5. Summary 
The jvarious instrumental techniques 

revealed, among other characteristics, 
that: a) the two articulatory gestures are ' 
not totally simultaneous, nor complem 
gynchronized: the velar release almost 
gnvanably precedes the labial one. There 
1s more variability as to which closure 
occurs first, though this is most often the 
velar one; b) there is a considerable 
ampunt of voicing in this nominally 
v0}cplcss _stop, manifested in both a 
vommg ml, and a pre-release voicebar, 
find c) there is a high degree of variability 
1n the timing of the various components of 
the articulation, both individually and 
relative to each other. This variation was ' 
manifested both within and across 
speakers. Finally, although evidence has pot_becn§prcscnted here, there was some 
mdlcatio‘n that the cross speaker variation 
observed correlated with dialect. 

3. EVOLUTION OF PLC *kp 
.Ifroto-Lowcr Cross l’lq) has. in addmon to [kp]. the following reflexes 

across the group (Council [3, 4]): (pit; 
9b, 15"]. The phonetic characterisdes of 
Ibibio [kp] allow us some insight into 
why.such a range of reflexes should be 
mamfcsted and, by extension. 1711.11 at Others, such as [x, v. 6"] are 1ft?)— 
understandable. ' 
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The fact of the later labial release 
gives clear cause to expect a labial, or 
predominantly labial, reflex should the 
sound undergo change, as it would be the 
most salient. However, since the degree 
of asynchrony between the two releases 
demonstrated considerable variation, it is 
plausible to assume that a dialect, of a 
language might exist where the two were 
much more closely simultaneous, or even 
with a later velar release; in these cases 
reflexes more predominantly velar might 
anse. 

The variability in the duration of 
prevoicing in Ibibio also gives a clue as to 
why we find both voiceless and voiced 
reflexes; presumably those LC languages 
exhibiting PLC *kp > [p], originated in 
dialectal variation favouring a shorter 
voicebar, whereas those demonstrating 
PLC *kp > [b] would have emanated 
from ones with a longer voicebar. It is 
also possible that the existence of a 
relatively long voicing tail might have 
played a role in the development of voiced 
reflexes, particularly where PLC *kp > 
[gb] has been found. 

An account of this nature fits the 
diachronic developments for Lower Cross 
based on the phonetic data for Ibibio. 
This implies that PLC *kp, at some stage 
in the history of the language was similar 
in its phonetic characteristics to that of 
Ibibio today. We might also expect that 
reflexes of labial-velars which are more 
predominantly velar (c.g., in the N upoid 
languages cited above), or that are 
implosive (e.g., Igbo) came from parent 
languages whose labial-velars 
demonstrated characteristics conducive to 
those particular dcvclop-mcnts. This is 
an empirical question which can, and 
hopefully will, be tested through a 
detailed phonetic analysis of language 
groups having the appropriate sets of 
reflexes. 
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LASER-BEAM TECHNOLOGY IN DIACHRONIC PHONETIC 
RESEARCH AND ETHNOLINGUISTIC FIELD WORK 

Tjeerd do Graat 

Department of Linguistics 
Groningen University, The Netherlands 

ABSTRACT 
In recent years, laser beam tech- 
nology has been used to reproduce 
the sound from wax phonograph 
cylinders and other old recordings. 
These methods have been used for 
the reconstruction of speech of the 
aboriginal population on Sakhalin 
which has been recorded in the be- 
ginning of this century. In this way, 
very useful data on earlier stages 
of languages and dialects have 
become available for linguists and 
anthropologists. 

1. USE OF THE PHONOGRAPH 
The principle of the original pho- 
nograph is simple: a metal horn fo- 
cuses the energy of the sound 
waves onto a thin diaphragm, 
which supports a small needle in 
its centre. When the diaphragm vi- 
brates in response to the energy of 
the focused sound waves, the 
needle, too, vibrates as it is drawn 
across the revolving surface of a 
wax cylinder. The needle cuts a 
groove consisting of microscopic 
gauges in the soft cylinder surface. 
In this way, a recording of the pat- 
tern of sound waves is made. To 
play back the recording, the needle 
is replaced over the gouges made 
during the registration. The at- 
tached diaphragm vibrates and cre- 
ates sound waves duplicating those 
which had originally been re- 
corded. 

From the early use of the phono- 
graph until the coming of portable 
disc-recording equipment, the 
phonograph was the only means of 
recording phonetic data. In the 
late 18805, ethnographcrs were in- 
trigued by the possibilities of ap- 
plying the new cylinder phono- 
graph for field work. It was used 
for the first time around 1890 for 
the study of American Indian 
speech and in the beginning of this 
century Ainu data were recorded 

‘ on the island of Sakhalin, north of 
Japan. 

2. WAX CYLINDERS AND THE 
PROJECTS FOR THEIR 
RESTORATION 

Old recordings on wax cylinders 
are still being kept in many places. 
It would be of great interest to re- 
gain the sound material they con- 
tain, and to improve its quality by 
using modern digital techniques 
of registration and signal enhance- 
ment. 
The events which have led to the 
project on the retrieval of sounds 
from wax cylinders started in P0- 
land with the discovery of a num- 
ber of phonographic wax cylinders. 
They contain linguistic, musical 
and ethnographic material, pri- 
marily on the Ainu people of Sakh- 
alin. The recordings were made at 
the beginning of this century by the 
Polish anthropologist Pii’sudski [1]. 
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The Institute of Linguistics of Poz- 
nafi University (Poland), Hokkaido 
University (Japan) and the In- 
stitute of Linguistics of Groningen 
University started a common pro- 
ject to analyse material obtained 
from the phonograms and other 
old recordings and to set up eth- 
nolinguistic field work. The goals 
of this collaboration are the fol- 
lowing: 

3. Application of acoustic, elec- 
tronic and optical engineering 
techniques to the retrieval of 
information on phonographic 
wax cylinders and other old re- 
cordings; 

b. The interpretation of the pho- 
. nctic and linguistic contents of 

the recordings, and the study of 
the languages of Sakhalin at 
the beginning of this century; 

c. Phonetics and ethno-musicolo- 
gical analysis of the recorded 
speech and songs; comparison 

' with present day material. 
d. The organisation of field work 

expeditions to the Minority 
Peeples of the North in the 
USSR. 

3. THE REPRODUCTION 
SYSTEM 

Using the original Edison-type 
phonograph for the reconstruction 
of the sound material involves a 
risk of damaging the wax cylinders. 
This method cannot be applied to 
broken cylinders which have been 
repaired. Thus a non-destructive, 
yon-contacting method has been' 
developed on the basis of laser-op- 
tics technology. 
A Gaussian beam emerging from 
the single-mode He-Ne laser with 

wavelength: of 0,633 pm is fo- 
cused by an objective lense. The 
yucylinder, which is translated 
during rotation, is illuminated by a 
gjycrging Gaussian beam of which 

the spot diameter on the cylinder 
can be adjusted to the width of the 
grooves. The detecting plane for 
the reflected beam is set perpen- 
dicular to the optical axis. The wax 
cylinder is rotated, whereas the in- 
tersection position of the reflected 
ray on the detecting plane moves in 
time on this plane. The time vari- 
ation of the position is detected by 
a position-sensitive device and it  
corresponds to the acoustic signal. 
The signal stored can be deduced 
from the detected variation of the 
reflected beam. 
The properties of the sounds re- 
produced in this way depend on the 
width of the illuminating laser 
beam, since its finite size breaks 
down the principles of geometric 
optics on which the method is 
based. Further, there is the ob- 
structive noise in the sound, caused 
by using a coherent laser beam for 
illumination, and there is the 
tracking error resulting from im- 
proper contact with the grooves. 
These problems have been investi- 
gated experimentally by Asakura 
et al.[2], who found that the most 
suitable beam width for the laser- 
beam should have a spot diameter 
between 80 and 100 pm. In this 
way, the sounds reproduced can be 
heard naturally and without ob- 
stacles. Since the laser-beam re- 
flection method is non-contacting 
and non-destructive, it is a power- 
ful tool for retrieving sounds from 
old wax cylinders without damag- 
ing them. 

4. SIGNAL ENHANCEMENT 
The data are stored on new opti- 
cal/digital sound carriers and in 
order to improve the quality of the 
sound obtained, speCial techniques 
have been developed. The sound 
reproduced from old recordings is 
usually of poor quality. This may 
be caused by the original recording 
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techniques (e.g. resonances in t_he 
horn), by the damage of the cylm- 
ders which has occurred over the 
years (clicks at burst positions) 
and by the techniques of recon— 
struction. In order to improve the 
sound quality, several methods 
have been developed which can 
also be applied to speech enhance- 
ment in general. In Japan, various 
programs have been developed 
and applied for this purpose [3]. 
In the case of the Ainu tapes, the 
result of the processed sounds was 
not always satisfactory: in several 
cases, the listeners preferred the 
original unprocessed sounds, even 
if there was noise on the tape. This 
was due to the fact that after pro- 
cessing the noise level is reduced, 
but certain bad—quality-features 
are still there and become more 
prominent. The recorded and pro- 
cessed Ainu data are stored at the 
Research Institute of Applied 
Electricity, Hokkaido University 
(Japan). 

5. RESULTS OF THE WAX 
CYLINDER RESTORATION 
PROJECTS 

The Japanese project has provided 
the possibility to study the Ainu 
language from Sakhalin as it was 
spoken at the beginning of this 
century. Originally, the Ainu 
people lived in the Northern part 
of Japan, on Sakhalin and the 
Kurile Islands; at present their lan- 
guage is only spoken on Hokkaido. 
Old Ainu people were consulted 
when the material from the Pilsud- 
ski wax roles was played to them. 
In some cases, they recognized 
their Ainu dialect and the voices 
from the past. 
In this way, the last stages of a 
dying language have been safely re- 
corded. The material can be stu- 
died by linguists and ethnologists 
in order to obtain information on 

the Ainu people. The wax cylinders 
and their contents can thus be con- 
sidered to be part of a very import- 
ant cultural heritage, because they 
contain valuable sound data of 
speech and songs of the Ainu 
people that were lost long ago. 

6. THE ETHNOLINGUISTIC 
FIELD WORK ON SAKHALIN. 

In July and August 1990, the 
University of Hokkaido has or- 
ganized an international field- 
work expedition to Sakhalin in 
order to study the language situ- 
ation of the original population on 
that island and the way this has 
been influenced by Japanese and 
Russian. 
The idea was to look for the Ainu 
population 'and to investigate the 
status of the other small minority 
groups, in particular Nivkh (Gilyak), 
Uilta (Orok) and related 'Ihngusic 
peeples, who were the first inhabi- 
tants of Sakhalin. Unfortunately, 
during our expedition no more 
Ainu people could be found, and 
the only person who represented 
the Ainu language and culture 
from Sakhalin was probably the old 
informant we met on Hokkaido. 
The original population of Sak- 
halin consisted of some Paleo- 
Siberian and Tungusic peoples, in 
particular the Nivkh and Orok in 
the North and Centre, and the 
Ainu in the South. Their numbers 
were rather small, and during the 
colonisation process by the Rus- 
sians from the North and by the 
Japanese from the South, they 
were soon numerically dominated 
by these stronger nationalities. 
Due to their isolated life as hun- 
ters and fishermen, they were able 
to keep their native language and 
culture for a long time, but since 
the beginning of this century the 
assimilation process has gradually 
become stronger. 
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The dramatic events of 1945, cul- 
minating in the Soviet occupation 
of the whole island, had enormous 
consequences for the ethnographic 
and linguistic situation on the 
island: practically all Japanese in- 
habitants and together with them 
many of the aboriginals, left  Sakh- 
alin for Japan. New imigrants came 
from all parts of the Soviet Union 
and at present, more than 100 na- 
tionalities are living on the island. 
Several of them still cultivate their 
own language. 
During the expedition to Sakhalin, 
a great deal of material on the 
Minority Peoples of the North was 
collected: about 80 hours of audio, 
30 hours of video and numerous 
photographs and written documents. 
Part of the recordings consists of 
interviews with representatives of 
the minorities of Sakhalin. These 
interviews can be considered as 
‘case studies’ of the language situ- 
ation for particular minorities. 
Most of the material is related to 
the Nivkh population. 
The life of the Nivkh and other 
Minority Peoples of the North has 
changed considerably under the in- 
fluence of Russification. They have 
become a small minority on Sakh- 
alin, scattered over the island and 
surrounded by Russians and other 
immigrants who take part in Rus- 
sian culture. 
During our field work expedition 
on Sakhalin, most of the subjects 
for our project were elderly people 
with a strong motivation to use 
their language. Practically all 
young people we met no longer had 
an active knowledge of the lan- 
guage, and they only communi- 
cated in Russian. 
It can be concluded that on Sakh- 
alin a process of assimilation is 
taking place, which may result in 
the complete disappearance of 
these small languages and cultures. 

This process of “language death” 
may, however, slow down, if these 
minority cultures are receiving 
more attention. Further field work 
should be conducted in order to 
facilitate the conservation of data 
on the languages and cultures of 
these Peoples of the North and 
other minority groups. 
The data collected about these 
aboriginals (Nivkh, Orok and 
others) are now analysed and a de- 
scription is given. The availibility 
of these data will enable a com- 
parison with the historical recor- 
dings. 
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INTER-SPEAKER VARIABILITY IN SIBILANT PRODUCTION 
AND SOUND CHANGE INVOLVING SIBILANTS“ 

Alice Faber 

Has-kins Laboratories, New Haven, CT 06511 USA 

ABSTRACT 
The role of contextual and inherent lip 
rounding in mediating synchronic and 
diachronic interchanges between [s] and 
U] is described in the context of a model 
of sound change involving inter-speaker 
variability in speech production and per- 
ception strategies. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In a variety of the world’s languages, 

interchanges of [s] and [J'] in labial cnvi- 
ronments, that is, near sounds like [r m n 
Y 6)], are attested. Such changes are seen 
in some ancient Semitic languages [3], 
Tigriz‘ia (a modern nophcm Ethi0pian 
Semitic language) [12], early Indo—Euro- 
pcan [7], and southern American English 
[9]. Based on published studies showing 
that U] is rounded in a variety of langua- 
ges [1,2,5], that [s] is lower frequency 
adjacent to [u] than to other vowels [4], 
and that the fre uency boundary be- 
tween [51 and [J' is higher before [11] 
than before [a] [6], I attributed the chan— ‘ 
ges in both directions to the phonolo- 
gically ambiguous status of a phonetical- 
ly rounded sibilant in a rounded context: 
if the lowered frequency is attn'butcd to 
the rounded context, the sibilant is inter- 
preted as [s]; but, if, instead, the lowered 
frequency is interpreted as inherent to 
the sibilant, the sibilant is interpreted as 
U] [3]. Sound change, in this model, is a 
result of individual differences in speech 
production and perception: Speakers will 
Idiffcr in how much rounding, inherent or i 
gcontextual, they produce in a given in- 
stance, and listeners will differ in their 
interpretation of rounding in a specific 
‘instancc as inherent or contextual.1 
, This_paper is a tentative report of a 
prehmmary series of experiments aimed 
at testing the hypothesis mgarding [SJ-[I] 

interchanges as well as the general mo- 
del of sound change in which that hypo- 
thesis is embedded. The present hypo— 
thesis is that [s] and U] will be less dis— 
tinct acoustically in some labial contexts 
than in non-labial contexts for at least 
some Speakers of some languages. Fur- 
thermore, this decreased distinctiveness 
should result in part from increased 
rounding of [s] in these labial contexts. 
2. METHODS 
' There were 7 subjects for these experi- 
ments, including one Polish-English bi- 

lingual. All speakers produced utteran- 
ces of the form VSV, with the flanking 
-vowel [ a i  u}, and S one of {SI} (vowel 
tokens), and the bilingual speaker in her 
Polish mode produced utterances with [$ 
G]; the utterances with [s] will not be dis- - 
cussed here, and M will be treated as e- 
quivalent to [1']. Two speakers also pro- 
duced aC(a)Sa and aS(a)Ca, utterances 
with 8 again one of [ s  I], and C one of 
{k 1 m r ]  (consonant tokens). All tokens 
had penultimate stress. Subjects, their 
language backgrounds, and their data are 
Isummarizcd in Table 1. 

Lip position was monitored with a mo- 
dified ScISpot opto-elcctronic tracking 
system. For some subjects, linguo-pala- 
:ta! constriction location was monitored 
wuh a RION artificial clectroPalatc. 
Movement signals were digitized at 200 
Table 1: Summary 01' subjects and data. Under 
Data Set. vowel means VSV utterances. and 
cons aCfa)Sa and aS(a)Ca utterances. 
Subject Language Data Set 4! of tokens 

EF Ildian vowel 50 
IM Gcnmn vowel 50 
DR Caitlin/Spanish vowel so 

: ED Polish vowel 10 
I English vowel 10 ‘ EVB English vowel 4o 
\ KSH English vowel 1» com 10 

FEB English vowel 4- com 10 
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sainplcs/scc., and the EPG signal at 64.1 
frames/sec. The speech signal, recorded 
on a Telex unidirectional head-set mic-' 
rophonc, was digitized at 20,000 sam- 
ples/sec. (12 bits), without preemphasis.‘ 
Automatic peak picking algorithms were 
used to identify upper lip protrusion 
(ULP) maxima and minima; for seg- 
ments without clear extremes, an arbitra- 
ry point was measured. For present pur- 
poses, the measure of sibilant frequency 
used was the Ccntroid. Ccntroids were 
computed for all sibilants over the range 
c. LOGO—10,000 Hz.2 In vowel tokens, 
one centroid was computed, at thc ap- 
proximate midpoint of S. For consonant 
tokens, three centroids were calculated, 
one in the middle, and one at each edge. 
- For each speaker, the extent of varia- 
tion in sibilant frequency and in ULP 
was assessed via Analyses of Variance. 
For vowel conditions, the analysis was 
Vowel X Sibilant, and for consonant 
conditions, Consonant X Sibilant X Or-l 
dcr X Adjacency, with Measurement 
Point as a repeated factor for the acou- 
stic ANOVA. Order refers to whether C 
preceded or followed S, and Adjaccncy . 
to whether S and C were abutting or sc- 
parated by a stressed [a]. 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.1 Acoustic Factors 

All vowel condition speakers had sig— 
nificant main effects of Sibilant and 
Vowel, as well as significant interact- 
ions. Centroids were lower for [1'] than 
for [s], and were lower when the flank- 
ing vowel was [u] than in the other con— 
texts. Fig. 1 shows the extent to which 
[5] and [I] were distinct in the three 
vowel contexts.3 The higher the per- 
centage, Ihc larger the frequency differ- 
ence between [s] and [I]. There are clear 
differences among subjects in the extent 
to which they distinguish the two sibi- 
lants, as well as in the nature of the vo- 
calic effects on the distinction. The pri- 
mary commonality is that the two sibi- 
lants are less distinct in the [u] context 
than in the other vocalic contexts. Exa— 
mination of the raw centroid values rc— 
veals, further, that the decrease in sibi- 
lant distinctiveness in the [u] context re- 
sults primarily from a decrease in fre- 
quency for [s]. Decreases in distinctive- 
ness in the [i] context result, in contrast, 
from an increase in frequency for U]. 

Analyses for the consonant subjects 
are, not surprisingly, more complicated. 

1 1 9  
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Figure 1: The percent difference between [3] and 
U] in mean centroid trequency for eight subjects. 
Dark bars are values for the [i] context, light bars 
for the [a] context. and speckled bars for the [u] 
context. 
Both had significant main effects for 
Sibilant, Consonant, Order, Adjaccncy, 
and Measurement Point, as well as many 
interactions. The latter result is not 
surprising, since: differential effects of 
context consonants on sibilants should 
be strongest at the sibilant edge adjacent 
to the context. In any case, [s] was high- 
er frequency than H]. For KSH. sibilants 
were lower cooccun‘ing with [r 111] than 
with [k 1], while for FBB, sibilants in 
tokens with [r l] were lower than those 
with [k m]. For KSH. Consonant effects 
on sibilants were stronger for [s] than for 
[I], while for FBB the reverse was true. 
For both subjects, the sibilant was lower 
frequency at the third measurement loca- 
tion than at the earlier two. 

The frequency differences between [s] 
and [I] in the different consonantal con- 
texts arc illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3 In 
brief, these figures show that [s] and U] 
are slightly less distinct in the bisyllabic 
forms (in which S and C abut) than they 
are in the trisyllabic forms. For both 
subjects, one of the largest distinctions 
between the sibilants occurs, surprising- 
ly, after [r]. For FBB, but not for KSH, 
there is a marked decrease in sibilant 
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Figure 2: The percent difference in mean centroid 
frequency between [s] and [I] for subject KSH. 
The x-axis legend shows the relative order of con- 
text consonant and sibilant. Dark bars represent 
sibilants adjacent to the consonant, and light bars 
sibilants separated from it by a stressed vowel. 
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Figure 3: The percent difference in mean centroid 
frequency between [s] and U] for subject F88. 
See F iguro 2 caption for further details. 
distinctiveness before It]. As Fig. I 
shows, she also has a clear decrease in 
sibilant distinctiveness in the [u] context. 
3.2 Articulatory Factors 

While it is customary to attribute dif- 
ferences in sibilant acoustics to differen- 
ces in linguo-palatal constriction (a more 
anterior constriction producing a higher 
frequency sibilant [10, 11]), we will first 
consider the effects of differential ULP 
on the acoustic differences observed so 
far. For all subjects, there were signifi- 
cant main effects of Sibilant and Vowel. 
There was consistently morc ULP for U] 
than for [s], and more for sibilants next 
to [u] than for those next to [i] or [a]. As 
.is clear from Fig. 4, which shows the 
percentage difference between normal- 
ized4 ULP for [s] and [J], subjects differ 
markedly in the extent to which they 
have a ULP difference between [s] and 
U] and in the extent to which the differ- 
ence is sensitive to vocalic context. Sub- 
jects who, like JM, have a ULP contrast 
between [s] and U] in a rounded context. 
have more protrusion for U] in such a 
context than in an unroundcd context.~ 
Other subjects, like EF, neutralize the' 
protrusion contrast between [s] and U] in 
a rounded context. 

The two consonant subjects had some- 
what different patterns of ULP. Subject 
KSH. as shown in Fig. 5, has less con- 
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figure 4: The percent difference in mean upper 
lip prqtrusnon between [3] and U) for 8 subjects. See Figure 1 caption fol further details. __ . ' 
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Figure 5: The percent difference in peak Hp pm-' 
trusion between [3] and U] for subject KSH. Con- 
ventions are as in Figure 2. 
trast in ULP in the bisyllabic tokens than 
in the trisyllabic ones. She further has 
less contrast in syllable initial sibilantsa 
than in syllable final ones, especially be- 
fore [m] and [r], the consonants most 
likely to induce ULP in a preceding [s]. 
In contrast, FBB has mom ULP contrast 
in trisyllables than in bisyllablcs, as 
shown in Fig. 6. This pattern makes it all 
the more striking that she, too, has much. 
less contrast between the sibilant: imme- 
diately preceding [m] or [r] than in the 
other contexts. 

In some instances, there is a clear rcla-' 
tionship between the acoustic and labial 
patterns of variation. These are, for the 
most part, instances in which the context 
segment is labial. For 6 of the 8 vowel 
condition subjects, the decrease in mag- 
nitude of the acoustic difference bet-1 
ween [s] and U] is commensurate with? 
the decreased distinction in ULP. How-i 
ever, two subjects, EF and KSH. have;' 
nearly as much acoustic difference bet-; 

- wcgn the two sibilants in the [u] context 
as m the other contexts. but virtually no: 
difference in ULP. Since these are two 
subjects for whom EPG data are availa- 
ble, the linguo—palatal basis for the dis- 
tinction can be identified. For KSH. both 
[s] and U] are retracted in the In] con- 
text, and both are. therefore. lower fiv- 
quency; the distinction is thus preserved. 
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Figqro 6: Tho percont d'flonmo h pod: 
trump" between [a] and [1’] tot o m  F88. 
vormono m a In Figun 2. 

EF, in contrast, has a more anterior [s] 
in the [u] context than elsewhere, thus 
counteracting the frequency-lowerin g cf- 
fccts of the increased ULP. 

The two consonant subjects have con- 
gruent acoustic and labial variation pat- 
terns in utterances containing [m 1'], but. 
less congruent ones in utterances with [k‘ 
1]. This is sensible, given that the former 
contribute active ULP gestures while the 
latter do not. Unfortunately, no EPG da- 
ta are available for FBB. However, inter- 
pretation of KSH’s EPG data is straight— 
forward here too. First, [s] is retracted 
following [r], while U] is not affected by 
which side of [r] it is-on; this decreased 
distinctiveness reinforces the effects of 
the decrease in ULP. Fig. 5 shows an ad- 
ditional pattern of differential effects of 
preceding and following [k] and [l] on 
ULP distinctiveness, a pattern not reflec- 
ted in acoustic differences: [s] and U] 
are less distinct in ULP following [k] or 
[1] than preceding them. However, the 
EPG data show the reverse: [5] and U] 
are more distinct in linguo-palatal con- 
striction location following [k] or [1] 
than preceding them. The effects of this 
linguo-palatal difference apparently can- 
cel out those of the ULP difference. 
4. CONCLUSION 

The experimental results described a- 
bove show that the decreased acoustic 
distinctiveness of sibilants in rounded 
contexts is the result of a complex inter- 
play of labial and linguo-palatal factors. 
Speakers vary in the relative contribu- 
tions of the two sorts of factors to their 
acoustic patterning. In order to preserve 
the acoustic invariance of [3] across a 
range of contexts, speakers must vary 
their linguo—palatal targets for~[s], in an 
attempt to compensate for context-based 
variation in lip position. In contrast, pre— 
servation (to the extent possible) of arti- 
culatory invariance, at least as regards 
linguo-palatal constriction, leads tq an 
increase in acoustic variability. Concen- 
tration on articulatory invariance can 
lead to instances of [s] that might be per- 
ceived as U]. But, concentration on a- 
coustic invariance can lead to a prolifer- 
ation of articulatory targets, the number 
of which may subsequently be reduced 
in novel ways, especially the reinterpre- 
tation of some instances of U] as [s]. Ei-z 
ther way, sound change occurs. 
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1This view of sound change is like that of O- 
hala [c.g., 8]. The primary difference is that Oha- 
la sees listeners’ varying interpretations as er- 
rors, while I attribute them to inherent indeter- 
minacics in the process of speech perception. 

2This range was selected to minimize the in- 
fluence of partial voicing of some tokens. In ad- 
dition, there was a small amount of relatively 
low frequency interference as a result of the re- 
cording set-up. and it was necessary to reduce 
the impact of this interference on the centroids. 

3Numbers for this and following figures were 
. 11" 2 . 

denved by the formula II = 100 " wuh x, 
the larger of the two inputs. 

4Normalization took place in two steps. Dur- 
ing the analysis for each subject, raw ULP values 
were normalized with reference to a fixed rest 
position. Later. the lowest mean value for each 
subject was set to 5 mm, so that the variability 
apparent in Figure 4 reflects differences in sub- 
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‘jocts’ articulatory patterns rather than scaling. 



VOICE QUALITY AND MOULD ING 0F PHONOLOGIES : 
A SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE 

B h a r a t i  Modi  
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Baroda, 

ABSTRACT 

The issue of voice quality/ 
phonation types are not mat- 
ters 501e1y of individuaI pec- 
uliarity or emotional expre- 
ssion and thus safe1y to be 
ignored (Henderson)[2]. This 
paper while studying this iss- 
ues with the heIp of tomogr- 
ams proposes their re1ation- 
ship with phonology' as mani- 
fested particu1ar1y in Guja- 
rat i  and in some of the Nes- 
tern lndo Aryan Ianguages such . 
as Sindhi, Kutchi and Marathi. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

.Though i t  is accepted that the 
study of phonological systems 
have to presuppose the study of 
phonetic substance we st111 have 
to know which phonetic aspects 
should be considered re1evant to 
phoaOgy. This paper shows how 
voice quality and phonation typ- 
es are essentia] phonic materiaI 
to understand the phonoIogy of 
Ianguage and extends some subs- 
tantial support to Henderson's 
[2 ]  views. The observation regar- 
ding the relationship between 
vo1ce quality/phonetion types 
makes i t  imperative for us to 
rev1se our descriptive apparatus. 
I t  is suggested that voice qua- 
]1ty/phonation types can contro1 
and mould the phono1ogy of lan- 
guage. This is once aga1n l ike 

I nd ia  

the age 01d relationship between 
nature and culture and descrip- 
tion which deprives the prob1em 
of one of the re1ata is  doomed 
(M01 and Uh1enbeck)[10]. 

2. PHONATION TYPES IN GUJARATI 
Gujarati very 1nterest1ng1y empl- 
oys two distinct phonations: Mur- 
mur and Tight. Murmur has been 
taken for granted as feature ass- 
ociated with Gujarati since Pan- 
dit [11] and J¢rgensen [4 ] .  But 
the fact is that 40% of Gujarati 
speakers speak with tight phona— 
tion. These phonation based dist- 
inction of dialects coincides 
with the geographical divisions 
of Gujarat (See Map 1).  

MAP 1 
Dialects of Gujarati based on 
phonation types and tight phona- 
tion be1t 
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These phonat ion  types  a re  
11ke phys1olog1ca1 hab1 ts  
of the Speakers who w1th the ver- 
t1ca1 movements of Iarynx and 
muscular tension modulate the 
a1rf10w. Murmur (breathy voice) 
occurs due to [E] wh1ch can be 
1ndependent phoneme or can be 
voiced aspiration of’[bR. d5, 8, 
dgfi, gFJ.Murmur has constant a r -  
flow due to cart11aginous gaps 
(Fujimura)[1] and strong acti- 
vity of posterior cricoarytenoid 
a10ng with maintained vibration 
of voca1 fo1ds (Sawash1ma and 
H1rose)[2], (Hirose and Gay)[3]. 
Tomograms taken of Gujarati spe- 
akers show the 1owered position 
of larynx for murmur and raised 
posit1on for tight. Raised lary- 
nx 1ncreasesthe tension of vocal 
f01d surface (Stevens)[14]. T1g- 
ht phonation 1s a physioIogica'l 
adjustment maintained through 
out the Speech and has 6 h1gh 
p1tched qua11ty. Hav1ng the rev- 
erse physioIogy from murmur this 
phonation automat1cal1y inhibits 
murmur. Recently conducted pre- 
11m1nary acoust1c study of these 
phonat‘lons (Schiefer et a1)[13] 
has been ab1e to d1st1nguish th- 
ese two phonations w1th the help 
of two efficient parameters; amp- 
11tude of f1rst and second har- 
ggn1cs and band w1dths of F1 and 

By genera1 phono1og1ca1 criteria 
these laryngeal dimensions can 
be discarded as irrelevant to 
'phono1ogy. However their beha- 
viour 1n Gujarat1 language opens 
up a new direction 1n studies of 
Gujarati hono]ogy. Modi's stu- 
dies [8], 9] were done with the 

'1ntent10n of showing the non- 
segmental character of murmur. 
Murmur was considered a prosodic 
.phenomenon interacting with the 
surrounding sonorant sounds such 
as : 

31) fir:‘v 2) if:‘h 3) f(:}fj?v 
.Here '5 '  gets part1y deoralized 
,(See Fig.1) 

3 ozcso 
Baum 

((0231 $1 9335‘! 

F19. 1 
Behav1our of ' h '  

Tight phonation d1a1ects (TD) 
due to muscu1ature tension show 
the tendency towards fort1t1on 
process as opposed to murmur dia- 
lects (MD), where there i s  cons- 
picuous 1ax1ng having lenition 
effects. I t  i s  suggested that 
constant pu111ng of these opp- 
site tendencies flw the 1anguage 
act Iike contro111ng factor on 
the 'norma11zat1on' of phono1ogn 
MD and T0 are further subdivided 
depending upon their having six 
vowels [1, e,  3 ,  a,  o, u ]  or eig- 
ht vowe1$ [1 ,e ,£  , 3 ,  a . )  , o. 
u]. But Modi [8] has considered 
on1y, s ix vowel-norms for Guja- 
rat1. 

Perceptua11y different 

/e/ /o/ 

Articu1atory optimization 
e Q jaw 1ower1ng 

E a 

a. a 

After Lindblom [ 7 ]  

In TD the m1d-vowe1s are higher 
than in MD. The fortit‘ion ten- 
dency is considered responsib1e 
for this (Mod1)[8]. ( I t  is worth- 
wh11e noting here that the Spea- 
kers of TD w1th six vowels face 
great difficu1ty 1n pronouncing 
English [5.32] and [ 3 ] .  They 
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are a 1augh1ng stock of a1] Ind- 
ians for having [e] vowel for 
'rape' and 'wrap'). It  is sugg- 
ested that a process might have 
begun when the distance between 
[e -s ]  and [0-)] could have bec- 
ome phonemic but tight phonat1on 
might have counter ba1anced such 
a shift. 
The next issue is  that of nasa1- 
ization, which has resulted from 
diachronic N-loss, nasalization 
(except for some onomatopoet1c 
forms). In MD denasa1izat10n is 
under progress. But TD_ho1d the 
fort of fort i t ion. The tense mus- 
cu1ature of t1ght phonation once 
again is favourable to nasaIiza- 
tion and hence denasalizat1on 
remains only  as a subd1a1ecta1 
phenomenon. 
One more of such phenomena is 
of voiced stops spirantizing in 
MD intervoccaHy or when in 
cluster with liquids: e.g. [afiwh§ 
'prestige',[a¥[o] '1atch',[sa§a1 
'simplicity'. TD w1th inherent 
fort1t10n does not a110w such 
weaken1ng of stops. 
In short, denasalization and sp1- 
rantization are prohibited from 
pervad1ng the complete language. 
The tenseness and fortition of 
TD act as a preserving factor 
whi1e as 1axness and 1en1t1on 
of MD act as a weakening factor. 
Both phonat‘ion types work hand 
in hand : retaining-substitut1ng 
preserving-effacing; thus bala- 
ncing the phonemic 1nventory of 
language. They are relevant lin- 
gulfit1c features as if purpose- 
u . 

3. TIGHT PHONATION IN SINDHI 
AND KUTCHI 

A l i t t l e  more support is exten- 
ded to the hypothesis from two 
other Indo-Aryan 1anguages: 51n- 
dh1 and Kutchi. I t  is proposed 
that there is a t1ght phonation 
be1t starting from Sindh (now 1n Pakistan) and spreading upto 
Northwest Gujarat (See the Map). 
Both these 1anguages have imp- losives for which Ladefoged [5] 
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notes a 511ght downward movement 
of larynx after ‘the closure 15 
formed. Lodefoged [6] has seen 
the possib111ty of different ph- 
onations 1n Ianguages having imp- 
1051ves. The conf11ct1ng gestures 
of raising and lowering of larynx 
can be possible due to the mus- 
culature tension of tight phona- 
tion. I t  is interesting to note 
that this phonation has added 
to ta l ly  non Indo-Aryan sounds- 
the imp1os1ves-to . the phonemic 
inventory of these 1anguages (See 
tomograms of Sindh1 and Kutchi 
speakers). The suggestion is that 
due to these sounds a distance 
has been created between the pho- 
nemic systems of these 1anguages 
and other Indo-Aryan languages. 
4 .  VOICE QUALITY AND DIACHRO- 

NICALLY ACQUIRED PRECISION 
0F SOUNDS ‘ 

F1na11y it is shown how the ma1n- 
tenance of the prec1sion of sou- 
nds is attained by the tension 
of tongue muscu1ature in one of 
the standard d1a1ects of Marathi 
spoken by Poona Brahmins with 
exceptional sch01arsh1p 1n Sans- 
krit .  They atta1ned perfection 
in uttering Sanskrit sounds by 
fo1lowing the ancient phonetic 
treatises. They formed a speech 
habit where fronting and raising 
of tongue with tongue muscu1ature 
tension was sustained throughout 
the speech. The ora] cavity gets 
reduced and sounds are marked by 
'fort1sness'. The habit was so 
much entrenched into the system 
of the community that it got tra- 
nsferred into their Marathi. I t  
is proposed that this voice qua- 
11ty has p1ayed a very 1mportant 
ro1e 1n mou1d1ng of Marath1 pho- 
nology; compared to any other 
Indo-Aryan languages Marath1 has 
retained maximum sanskr1t1c sound 
sequences. The norma] diachronic 
tendencies of weakening such as, 
de1et1ons of f1na1 vowe15, clus- 
ter simplification, media vowel 
reduction found in a1] other Indo- 
Aryan 1anguages are tota11y abs- 
ent in Marathi. ‘ 
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Tomograms:Gujarati:1=MD, 2=TD; 
3=Sindh1, 4=Kutch1. 
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ABSTRACT 
We demonstrate the p l a u s i b i l i t y  
of a posited historical  process 
whereby an epenthetic  nasal 
consonant appeared between a 
sequence of nasal  vowel + voiced 
_322 (but not i f  the s top  was 
voiceless) by showing that the 
same process occurs phonetically 
i n  present-day Hindi and French 
pronunciation. 

1 .  INTRODUCTION 
Modern Hindi (MH) words such as 
[ddt ] "tooth vs [tffind ] "noon“ 
present an interesting asymmetry 
i n  their phonological history:  
in their development fqon Middle 
Indo-Aryan (MIA) to Old Hindi 
(0H) and then to  New IA both 
were subject to c luster s i m p l i f i -  
cation with compensatory 1ength~ 
ening and nasal lza t ion  of the 
preceding vowel [ 1 .  4 ] .  Thus: 
Skt danta > MIA danta  > OH data 
> NH [dat ] ;  Skt bandra > MIA 
fianda > OH é § d a >  >MH [tIfind]. [6 ]  
(Historical_ forms are given i n  
conventional transliteration; 
modern turns i n  IPA where [a] i s  
inherently long . )  In  the lat ter  
example the nasal consonant,  
present in  MIA but then subse— 
quently los t ,  re-appears i n  MH. 
I s  i t  plausible that a nasal be 
re—lntroduced only before a 
voiced stop or should we re— 
think the historical  derivation 
of such words? The primary 
evidence that the nasal was 
indeed lost by the time of OH i s  
the fact of compensatory length- 
ening of the vowel which i n  
numerous other instances correlates 

with  s impl i f icat ion  of medial 
consonant clusters  or gemlnates. 
e . g . .  Skt Egggi "elephant" > 
Prakrit  aggggl > MH [haihi  ] .  
We present phonetic evidence i n  
support o f  the scenar io  that a 
nasal consonant (N) could have 
been re- introduced pre fe r en t i a l -  
l y  between a nasal lzed vowel (V)  
and a fo l lowing voiced stop (D)  
but not a f o l l o w i n g  voiceless  
stop (T). 

In  an ear l ier  exploratory study 
of Hindi we found that i n  the 
transit ion between a word f i n a l  
d i s t inct ive ly  nasal  vowel and a 
fo l lowing  word i n i t i a l  voiced 
stop. the i n i t i a l  part of the 
voiced stop became a nasal con- 
sonant. For example. the Hindi 
utterance / e k  m€ d0 / ( l i t e r a l l y )  
"one ' I '  give" was phonetically 
[ e k  mg n d o ] .  Here I t  seemed 
clear that the nasal consonant 
formed out of the f i r s t  part of 
the voiced stop was not lexical  
and was purely a product of low- 
level phonetic in te rac t ion  between 
cross-word boundary segments. 
I f  vegif ied.  shown not to  occur 
with  V + T sequences. and found 
i n  other languages too, then 
this epenthetic nasal would 
constitute a p laus ib le  paraliel 
to  the posited diachronic scenario 
which requires the creation o f  a 
N out of a sequence of V + D. 

2 .  AN INSTRUMENTAL STUDY 
2 . 1 .  Methods 
To obtain an indication of ve l ic  
movement i n  speech I n  a non- 
invasive way we used a nasal 
o l ive  [10] which gives a rough 
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measure o f  nasal a i r  f l o w ,  i tself  
an approxinate measure of vel ic  
opening. The nasal o l i v e  records 
air pressure behind one blocked 
nos t r i l .  the other nostri l  
remaining open. This technique 
a l so  permits a high—quality 
audio recording of the speech to 
be made simultaneously.  Our sub- 
Jects were two native speakers 
each. of Hindi and French; for 
both languages there was one male 
and one fenale speaker. The 
f i r s t  author was the female 
Hindi speaker. The subjects read 
a l i s t  of sentences i n  their re— 
spective languages which included 
sequences of word- f i n a l  V followed 
immediately by word- i n i t i a l  D or 
T .  as well  as  control utterances. 

2 . 2 .  Results  
The nasal o l i ve  was quite  sensi— 
t ive  and picked up nasal micro— 
phonics i n  addi t ion  to the Dc 
pressure var ia t ions  that would 
be more d irect ly  indicat ive  of  
ve l i c  opening. Some nasal micro- 
phonics may be present even when 
the vel lc  valve i s  closed; the 
acoustic transparency o f  the 
velun to  low frequencies i s  we l l -  
known [ 2 .  3 ] .  This happens par— 
t icularly  with high vowels (which 
have low F 1 )  and voiced obstru- 
ents .  Such microphonics are less  
evident i n  sounds w i t h  the higher 
F1 characteristic of low vowels. 
Thus the evidence o f  v e l l c  Open- 
ing i s  to  be seen i n  a DC pressure 
change or a disproport ionate in— 
crease i n  nasal mic rophonlcs .  
vis-a-vis  other comparable oral 
u t t e r a n c e s .  

Fig .  1 .  presents records of 
s imul taneous  audio (bottom) and 
the output of the nasal ol ive  
( top)  f o r  portions o f  two utter-  
ances spoken by the female French 
speaker. F i g .  1a gives a portion 
of the utterance d i t  ' s a i n t '  
your moi ("say  ' s a i n t '  f o r  me ” )  
/ d i  80. pug, mwo, / and F 1 g . 1 b , a  
portion of the ut terance d i t  
' s a l n t '  bel  e n f a n t  ( “ s a y  ' s a l n t '  
beautiful  baby") /d l ‘ s&  Del 515/. 
Here the i n i t i a l  parts  of  the 
word-init ial  stops ( f o l l o w i n g  
the nasalized vowel [ 3 ] )  are 

nasallzed through perseveratory 
assimilation. 1 . 9 . .  they a r e .  
prenasallzed stops.  However. i n  
the case of the lord init ial  
voiceless stop [p]  the nasallzation 
i s  very b r i e f ,  on the order of 
30 usec. whereas i n  the case of 
the voiced stop i t  i s  such longer. 
about 70 nsec.  

P ig .  2 .  presents two similar 
records spoken by the male Hindi 
speaker: F ig .  2a .  a portion of 
the utterance / up Jahfi‘ tako/ 
"you glance here” and F ig .  2b. a 
portion o f  the utterance 
/o.p jahfi. dekho / "you see 
here“ .  I n  F i g .  2a the signal 
from the nasal o l ive  shows the 
word-init ial  / t /  to have about 
30 uses of pre—nasallzation. In  
comparison. F i g .  2b shows about 
60 I880 of pre—nasalization.  

Comparable results  were obtained 
for  the other speakers and other 
places of ar t icu lat ion .  

3 .  DISCUSSION 
I t  i s  essential for  our argument 
that  none of the words which 
provided the gross—word boundary 
sequences of  V + D would actual ly  
exhibit a N when these words are 
spoken i n  i s o l a t i o n .  This  i s  
certainly true of the Hindi 
exanples .  I n  the case of  French 
one night recall  that the l iaison 
form of words w i t h  f i n a l  nasal 
vowels would have a supposedly 
"underlying" nasal consonant 
appear. e . g . .  223 ."good". [ b 5  ] 
but bon a m i .  "good fr iend” ,  
[ban a m l ] .  Could the nasal  element 
found i n  the French examples be 
th i s  under ly ing  nasal? We think 
not:  such l ia i son  consonants 
appear when the next word starts 
wi th  a vowel.  not a consonant. 
Second, the fac t  that the ap- 
pearance of  the intrusive nasal 
i s  inf luenced by the voicing o f  
the step suggests that i t  i s  a 
purely transit ional phonetic 
event created by the nasa l i za t ion  
of the vowel invading the i n i t i a l  
portions of  the fo l lowing stops. 

The nasal epenthesis par- 
a l l e l s  and thus supports the 
h is torical  scenario posited above 
for words l i k e  MH [tffind ] .  The 
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"phonetic" nasal can become 
phonologized ( to  use Jakobaon'a 
tern) 1! listeners reinterpret 
this as an intended part of the 
pronunciation and not a predict- 
able and thus discountable feature 
[5]- 

The phonetic and phonological 
literature on other languages 
reveals that voiced stops (but 
not voiceless ones) may tolerate 
nasal onsets when i n  contact 
with a preceding nasal segment 
(or occasionally even when there 
i s  no preceding nasal environ¢ 
lent)[7, 8 ,  9 .  1 1 .  1 2 ] .  we 
speculate that a possible pho- 
netlc basis for this  phenomenon 
cones fro- perceptual evidence 
that sone of the essential per- 
ceptual cues for voiced stop 
Include an amplitude and spectral 
discontinuity with respect to 
adjacent sonorants. presence of 
voicing during the closure. and 
the stop burst a t  the release. 
I t  seals, then. that a percep- 
tually adequate f u l l y  voiced 
stop may be nude by allowing the 
initial portion to be nasal as 
long as the f ina l  portion has 
vel lc  closure and concouitant 
oral pressure lupulse i n  order 
to create the requisite stop 
burst on release. There i s  no 
activation to the speaker to 
tile vellc closure precisely 
with the onset of the stop clo— 
sure. 0n the other hand. in  the 
case of voiceless stops there i s  
Iotlvation to achieve vel ic  
closure near the onset of the 
stop closure: to maintain voice- 
lessness for a substantial portion 
of the stop closure to avoid the 
frication at the nostrils. 1 . e . .  
a voiceless nasal. that would 
occur i f  velic  closure were 
delayed. 

I t  should be nentioned that 
the reason for selecting Hindi 
and French for this study i s  
slnply the fact that both their 
phonologies per-1t V + D sequences 
spanning a word boundary. I t  i s  
Just a coincidence that i t  is 
also the history of Hindi which 
exenpllflea the puzzle re were 
trying solve. I f  one accepts 

1:213 

[12]  YANAGIHARA. N.  a C.  HYDE. 
(1966) .  "An aerodynalic study 
of  the articulatory lechanisl i n  
the production of bilabial stop 

New York: Charles Scribner's 
Sons. 
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(1974) .  "The silent interval of 

that there are universal and i 
tileleas phonetic factors which ' 
cause variation and change i n  
pronunciation (which lay lead to 
sound change throuzh phonolozi- I stop consonants". Langgage & consonants". Studia Phonologica 
zatlon),  then the parallels to - Sggech 11.123-134, 5.70-80: 
phonetically-based sound changes 
should be evident. potentially. 
i n  any spoken language which 
exhibits the appropriate condi- 
tlons.  
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TIME-VARYING PROPERTIES OF CONTEXTUALLY NASALIZED 
VOWEIS: ACOUSTICS AND PERCEPTION 

Marie K. Huffman 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts, U.S.A. 

ABSTRACT 

Studies of English have shown that con- 
textual nasalization is perceptible [8], 
and is used in spwch processing [10]. 
However, when measured at single 
points in time, the spectral effects of 
contextual nasalization can appear quite 
subtle [7]. This suggests that time- 
varying properties of contextually 

' vowels may be important to 
the perception of nasalization. This 
paper reports on acoustic and perceptual 
studies of changes in F1 prominence 
over time in contextually nasalized 
vowels of English. The results indicate 
that degree of F1 prominence, and 
change in F1 prominence over time, ‘ 
affect perception of nasality on vowels. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Much research has gone into trying to 
characterize the acoustic effects of nasal ' 
coupling, and to determine which of 
these acoustic properties is important 
for the perception of nasalization. The 
effort is complicated by the fact that the 
spectral effects of nasalization can be 
relatively subtle [6,7], and that the 
perception of nasalization is closely 
boynd up with the perception of vowel 
helght [1,2]. We believe that the 
phonetic characterization of nasalization 
must take into consideration the possible 
role that time-varying properties of 
these vowels may play in their 
perception. Several researchers have 
§uggested that change over time may be 
Important to perception of nasalization 
9n vowels [9,4], but little systematic 
Ingestigation has been done in this area. 
This paper reports on acoustic and 

rceptual studies of change over time 
m contextually nasafiwd vowels in 
English. These studies focus on the 
degree of F1 prominence, a spectral 
property which is consistently affected 
by nasal coupling. Although changes in 
F1 amplitude are frequently observed 
with vowel nasalization [5,6], their 
contribution to the perception of 
nasalization has been given relatively 
little attention. 
2. Fl PROMINENCE IN NATURAL 
STIMULI 

- Before running perceptual experiments, 
we conducted an acoustic study to 
determine how Fl prominence was af- 
fected by contextual nasalization in 
natural speech. For the acoustic study, 
two male speakers of American English 
were recorded producing words of the 
form bVC, where C was either ld/ or 
/n/, and V was one of seven vowel 
qualities: [i, I, ei, E, ae, o, u]. The 
data were digitized at 10,000 samples 
per second, and then DFI‘ spectra were 
computed for the vowels at 10 msec 
intervals. 
In the DFI‘ spectra, we quantified F1 
pgominence by calculating Al-Hl, the 
dlfference in relative amplitude of Al 
(the .harmonic in F1 with the highest 
amphtude) and the fundamental. Figure 
1 illustrates how Al-Hl was measured, 
and §hows how Al-Hl decreases as 
nasalgzation increases on a contextually 
nasahzed vowel. 
To examine changes in F1 prominence over nme on contextually nasalized 
vowels, we plotted Al-Hl for each 
spectral frame during the vowel. To 
better judge which effects on F1 were 
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attributable to nasalization as opposed to 
other factors, we plotted the data for the 

‘nasalized vowels along with simi!ar data 
‘for comparable oral vowels. Flgure 2 
shows some examples of these 
combined plots, for one speaker._ The 
second speaker showed a Slmflar 
paueni 

early in vowel 

10 4o \X / /  v ‘-——dB4- I 

2 ° ]  . V . . 

w H 
o 
0 1| k m 5 . 2  

ZQmslaler 

4o \ 
/ 

1—63 " ’ 1  
L 4 n l 20 W 1 .  v“ T' 

., I ! 
Figfiré l. I DFI' spectra for tw_o points. in 311a 
vowel of “bin“. An increase 111 nasahzatn 
over 20 msec malts in a 3 dB decrease m 
Al-Hl. 

The data in Figure 2 show that, as_ we 
would expect, the contextually 
vowels had a smaller Al-Hl (less 
prominent F1), overall than 'the oral 
vowels. It should also be pomted out 
that Al-Hl values change over the 
course of the oral vowels as well as the 
nasalized vowels, suggestin that the 
prominence of ' F1 18 cted by 
articulatory factors other than Just nasal 
lcoupling. This undersgores the 
'importance of making relauve, rather 

than absolute, measures of the. spectral 
effects of nasalization [3]. Fmally, 1t 
should be noted that Al-Hl tends t9 dc;- 
crease over the vowel, though .thls 18 
true only for the latter half of [1]. On 
average, Al-Hl decreases by at least 4 
or 5 db over the course. of a 
contextually nasalized vowel. Gwen the 
patterns in the natural stimuli, we used 
synthetic speech to invcsngate the role 
of average Fl prominence". and qhange 
in F1 - prominence over ume, 1n the 
perception of nasalization on vowels. 

[i] 
15 

dB . 
51 

0 ‘  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  r . . . . .  

Time 

1 [I] 

15" 
i 

10-: 
dB 1 

51 

0 ‘  . . . . . . , . . . Z  . . . . . . .  rw 
Tune 

Figure 2. Al-Hl over time (10 msec 
intervals) for oral (open circles) and con- 
textually nasalized vowels (filléd circles), 
for one speaker of English. 

3. PERCEPTION EXPERIMENT I: 
STATIC n mom CE 
The first experiment with synthetic 
speech focussed on how changes_ 111 
average F1 prominence affect percelved 
nasalization. Stimuli were produced by 
starting with a synthesized orgl vowel, 
and then decreasmg F1 prommencg by 
increasing Fl bandwidth. lfor _a glvcn 
vowel quality, several stunuh were 
produced, with different degrees of F1 
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prominence. For eagh item, Fl 
prominence was essentxally constant 
over the duration of the vowel. The 
synthetic stimuli were chogen to have 
Fl prominence values whlch covered 
the range observed in natural spegch 
items with the same vowel quahty. 
Stimuli were constructed using 2 vowel 
qualities: [1], and [I]. Listeners heard a 
synthesized l/ syllable, followed by a 
vowel, and were instructed to choose 
which of two full words they felt the 
syllable could be an excerpt from. So, 
for example, on hearing [b1], the 
listener would circle either ”bead” 91' 
”bean“. 17 listeners participated in thls 
experiment. The results of the tests are 
given in Figure 3, which shows the 
percentage of nasal responses for syn- 
thetic syllables having differing degrees 
of F1 prominence (as measured by A1- 
H1). 

(a) 75 - 

so  a 

% 
nasal 

0 
12.7 11.6 10.1 7.1 

Average Al-Hl, in dB 

0)) 7ST 

50- 
% 
nasal T 

” ' 1  

o.lfl 
19.1 17.6 16.2 13.3 11.4 

Average A1~Hl, in dB 

Figure 3. Percent nasal mponsa for 
' synthetic lbil syllables (a) and MI syllables 

' (b), with static F1 prominence, at various 
values of Al-Hl. 

The majority of the time, the stimuli 
were heard as oral. However, the 
results suggest that decreased F1 

prominence can contribute to profiuction 
of a nasal percept. For stimuh made 
with the vowel [i], the percentage of 
times stimuli were heard as nasal in- 
creased with decreasing Al-Hl values, 
from about 25% nasal responses for a 
vowel with an Al-Hl typical of an oral 
vowel (12.7 dB), to about 40% nasal re- 
Sponses, for a vowel with an F1 that is 
about 5.5 dB lower. There is a similar 
pattern for [I], though the data appear to 
be a bit noisier. 
4. PERCEPTION EXPERIMENT II: 

' VARYING Fl PROMINENCE 
We tested the effect of change in F1 
prominence over time on percepgon of 
nasalization by comparing hstener 
judgements of the nasality of stimulus - 
pairs which were matched for vowel- 
quality and overall average Al-Hl, but 
which differed in having either an un- 
changing FI prominence, as in the 
previous experiment, or a time-varying, 
decreasing, Fl prominence. 

(a) 75 1 

50‘ 
9'0 
nasal 

25 «4 

0 H 

' Static Varying 

(b) 75' 

50‘ 

nasal 

0“— — " 
Static Varying 

Figure 4. Percent nasal responses for 
stimuli with time-varying Fl  prominence 
versus stimuli with static Fl prominence, 
llrllftgw for average Al-Hl, for [if (a) and 
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The time-varying vowel stimuli were 
synthesized with F1 prominence 
decreasing throughout the vowel. (The 
drop from vowel beginning to end was 
about 4 dB). Listeners heard synthetic 

_ l/ syllables containing these vowels 
within the same paradigm used in the 
previous experiment. 
Figure 4 presents compafisons of the 
percentage of nasal responses for the 
stimuli with time-varying Al-Hl on the 
vowel, and their counterparts with static 
Al-Hl on the vowel. The time-varying 
stimuli show a higher percentage of 
nasal rcSponscs than the static stimuli, 
indicating that a decrease in F1 
prominence over the course of the 
vowel results in more nasal responses 
than a simple, static reduction of F1 
prominence. 
5. SUMMARY ‘. 
To conclude, we have seen that change 
in F1 prominence over time influences 
the perception of nasalization. B 
comparing perception of stimuli wi 
static and time-varying F1 prominence, 
we determined that change over time is 
important, and that it is not just average 
F1 prominence which determines 
perceived nasalization. This is evidence 
for the importance of dynamic 
information in the perception of vowels. 
It also may have implications for 
predicting the likelihood of sound 
changes in which a contextually 
nasalized vowel becomes a contrastively 
nasalized vowel. Since apsfisiological 
adjustments other than :1 coupling 
can affect F1 prominence, it is possible 
that changes in F1 prominence over 
time which come with diphthongization 
or laryngeal adjustments for voicing 
could contn‘bute to a percept of 
nasalization. In combination with 
contextual nasalization, such effects 
could result in a stronger percept of 
nasalization, such that the language 
learner will be more inclined to posit a 
nasal vowel in that position, providing 
that other grammatical considerations do 
not prevent such an analysis. These 
questions await future research. 
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PHONEIIC STRUCTURE OF WORD AND PEGU'LIARI‘I‘IES 
or 11's DEVELOPMEt 

(based on Germanic gnd Slavonlc languages) 

V. Taranets 

Odessa State University, Odessa, USSR 

ABSTRACT 
Ancient rise—fall altera- 
tion or the articulation 
tension with a displaced 
apex (positive asymmetry) 
is reconstructed in CV syl- 
lable and in words with 
initial stress. In the cour 
-se of the develOpment of 
language intensification of 
tension is observed at the 
beginning of a word and re- 
laxation in the end of it, 
i.e._a redistribution of 
energy takes place. Presu- 
mably, the overall utteran- 
ce energy remains, in prin— 
ciple, constant. 

4. INTRODUCTION 
In the process of the deve- 
lopment of language its 
sound aspect undergoes the 
greatest alteration. Chan- 
ges occur in sounds, syl- 
lables and whole words. The 
object of study is root- 
stressed words. The study 
of the peculiarities of 
such words implies in the 
first place a synchronic 
and diachronic investiga- 
tion of its CV correlative. 

kn electro&acOustic- study- 
of the CV word (syllable) . 
in the 'German and'Ukrainian 
languages waa'made (the ex- 
periment was carried out in 
the Berlin University under' 

the supervision of Prof. 
G.Lindner) as well as that 
of CV articulation tension 
by usin pletysmographic 
method %0dessa University, 
Prof.V.Taranenko). The ple- 
tysmographic method made it 
possible to determinethe 
platisma and suprahyoidei 
muscular tension while ut- 
tering a stressed CV-syl- 
lable. M 
In Germanic languages Runic 
(Old Futhark), Gothic, Old 
High German, modern German 
and English texts, in Sla- 
vonic languages 01d Slavic, 
01d Russian, modern Russian 
and Ukrainian texts have 
been studied. The dynamics 
of the alteration of the 
initial stressed syllable 
as well as of the final un- 
stressed one made it possi- 
ble to determine the pecu— 
liarities or the alteration 
of the word as a whole in 
the course of language de- 
velopment. 

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION‘ 

5.1. Phonetic characteris- 

tics of the CV-syllable 

An analysis of the CV-syl- 
lable used in isolation and 
in words of thé CVCV(C) 
pgttern revealed the follo- 
w1ng. 
In Ukrainian the length or 
a consonant and or a vowel 
had an average value orgre— 
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apectively, 0.380 and 0.620, 
in German 0.355 and 0.645 
(the length or the CV-syl— 
lable is taken for 1.00). 
In German a phonologically 
long vowel is present. In 
a general way, it may be 
assumed that the ratio or 
the length of the consonant 
and that of the vowel in 
Ukrainian and German in CV 
is 1:2. 
The articulation apex Emax 
in the CV often occupies 
the vowel area in the fol- 
lowing way: in the Ukraini- 
an syllable 80.4%, in Ger- 
man - 95.5%. The rising 
part forms the working pha- 
se, the falling one - the 
articulation relaxation 
which, generally, reminds 
one of a single muscle—ten- 
sion [’1] . Typical of both 
languages is the rise-fall 
alteration in the articula- 
t i on_ tens ion ,  with some 
shift of the apex towards 
the beginning of the utte- 
rance (positive asymmetry) 
(Fig.1). 

E 
Emax 

G V 
Fig.1. Articulation tension 

of CV;syllable 

5 . 2 .  Phonetic characteris- 

tics of a CVCV(C), word 

Such words in Ukrainian and 
German are characterised by 
two-apex alteration of the 
articulation tension. 1n 
Ukrainian Emax falls on the 
first syllable in 97.7% of 
cases, in German in 87.5%. 
However the apex occupies 
the initial consonant in 
the Ukrainian syllable in 

72.9% or cases, in German 
it is 14.8%. It is typical 
of Ukrainian speech to have 
a greater tension for a con 
-sonant, as related to a 
vowel within the CV, where- 
as in German it is vice 
versa - the vowel is more 
tense than the consonant. 
Presumably, in Ukrainian 
apech realized is a “strong 
-consonant" phonetic tape ,  
while in German - a "strong 
-vowe1" type. 
The tonic apex falls on the 
first syllable in CVCVCC) 
units in all cases .  The in- 
tensity in the Ukrainian 
word falls on the first 
syllable in 85.0% of cases, 
in German in 88.2%. 
in general, the alteration 
of the phonetic characte— 
ristics has a rise-fall 
pattern with the apex dis- 
placed towards the begin- 
ning of the utterance (si- 
milar to the CV structure) 
(Fig. 2). 

E 

' c  v C V ( C )  
Fig.2. Phonitic structure 

of CVCV(C) 

5.3.  Articulation tension 

of consonants (Ea) 

Analysis of CV and CV- syl- 
lables made it possible to 
find the tension of the 
consonant relative to the 
vowel, whose value is taken 
to be 1.00. 
The analysis also revealed 
the difference of the E0 
consonants in terms of 
their formation (Table 1). 
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Table 1. Articulation tension of censonanta (E0) _ 
(Ukrainian and German languages) 

Types of consonants Eo Ukr. Eo Ggrm. 
(examples) 

Rw - semi-consonants ( w , J )  1.20 3 
RI. - liquids (r ,1 )  1.04 0.84 
Rn - nasal ( m , n )  0.84 0.79 

D - voiced occlusives (b,d.s)  0.74 0.57 
T - voiceless occlusives (p , t ,k )  0.68 0.69 
Z - voiced fricatives ( v . 2 )  0.55 0.28 

s - voiceless fricatives (s , f ,h)  0.55 0.2b h‘ 

1n German, the consonants 
T ( p , t , k )  are opposed to 
D (b,d,5) as fortes/lenis 

3 , in Ukrainian as voi- 
celess/voiced. 

3;4. Development of initial 

consonants in words 

Analysis of ancient and mo- 
dern memorials in Germanic 
languages has shown that at 
the beginning of a word the 

. following generalized com— 
binations occur: §5_’ ffi" 
§§;, 5§;, §E§- (where R is 
a sonorant) with a rising 
tension. Fbr example: ggin, 
tree, gaaketggeam, Eggeam; 
TEbeign words having a non- 
rising tension being excep- 
tions. For example: Egginx, 
(Germ.) Egalm, Egola. 
The same consonant combina- 
tions are found in old Sla- 
vic texts, for example: 
skot,'££ije, glowo, zmii ,  
‘EFatr, gigana. After EEG 
‘TEll of reduced vowels com— 
binations with non-rising 
tension were formed, sach 

R u n - v  "P 
as 83-, TZ-, RR—, RBT— and 
others. For example:(Russ.) 
ggpra, rwat' ,  Egak, Xd, 
mstit' 12] . 

Genegally, the woyd's be— 
glnnlng 1n Germanlo and. 
Slavonic languages presents 
a gradual articulation inp 
tensitication as contrasted 
with a reduction in them 
word's end which resulted 
in the relative growth“ o£~ 
closed syllables and conso- 
nant clusters. In ancient 
times, Open syllables with 
CY among them, prevailed in 
these languagqa. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
Extrapolation or fendefigigg 
-of the word's beginning and 
end develoPnent in the pro— 
historic period nukes it' 
possible to arrive at 'tho 
following conclusienouwu~mu 
a) in Garmanic'and Slavonic 
languages there has existed 
a tendency of the open I 1- lable, the closed syllub 6V 
being a result or 1:nguugu* ..,¢.w 'dev310pment; ' ‘uu 
b) in ancient time the 
combinations of initial 
consonants in ygggg goggg 
tgrged on tho'prindfuio Eff r131ng tension, combfnte H tiona with nofiprilins ,tonh. eion being secondary; 
a) in the mad. 4 ; t  
there occur girroront tyjil 
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Of consonant combinations 
which are results of the 
articulation reduction of 
this part of the word; 
d) in general, in the cour- 
se of language deveIOpment 
an intensification of ten- 
sion has been taking place 
at the beginning of words 
and a reduction at thei? 
end, which implies an 1n- 
teraction of both tenden- 
cies. It is supposed that 
in the course of language 
development the oveyall gt— 
terance energy remains,  }n 
principle, constant and 13 
redistributed within the 
word. 
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VOWEL HARMONY AS A COARTICULATORY 
PHENOMENON IN NANAY 

Galina Radchenko 

Lund University, Sweden 

ABSTRACT 
The present paper reports on 

interaction of the cOntext (vowel 
harmony),  target gesture and 
suprasegmental factor (stress). It is argued 
here that the notion of stable gestures and 
anticipatory gestures can account much of 
the variability of the context, given certain 
assumptions about the effect of stress. 

An experiment was designed to 
evaluate the role of coarticulation and 
tempo . on the dynamics ”of vowel 
articulation. It is shown here that motor 
plan for a particular segment remains the 
same regardless of the varying phonetic 
context and timing conditions. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Coarticulation is defined as the 

influence of segmental context on the 
articulatory/acoustic realization of a target 
segment. It is assumed that because of 
perceptual or articulatory constraints on 
target and surrounding Segments, there are 
limits on the temporal extent of 
coarticulation. 

There are two particular speech 
production frameworks: the "look-ahead" 
models [6] and the "coproduction" models 
[5], [ l ] ,  [4]. According to the 
coproduction model the underlying motor 
control structure for a particular segment 
remains essentially the same regardless of 

_ the phonetic identity of surrounding 
phones. In contrast to the look-ahead 
models changes in the observed patterns 
of movement in different contexts stem 
from local interactions between context 
and target gestures rather than from any 
change in the motor plan for the target 
segment. According to the look—ahead” 
model the motor plan for the target 
segment and consequently the time at 
which coarticulation begins are revised 

and adapted to the context since every 
different context poses a different set of 
conditions. . 

The present paper supports the point 
of view that was put forward by Bladon & 
Al-Bamerni [2], who proposed that 
observed coarticulatory patterns might be 
a combination of anticipatory feature 
spread plus stable gestures. 

In the present paper we examine 
coarticulation presented by vowel 
harmony phenomenon as an interaction 
between target gesture with the context. 
According to preliminary auditory analysis 
the adjustment of Nanay consonants to a 
certain harmonic class of vowels 
manifests itself in the use of dental 
allophones of affn'cates [ts], [dz] with the 
vowels of the first harmonic series la!. loi, 
pronounced with low jaw position and 
palatal allophones [dz], [d’ ] with vowels of 
the second . harmonic series [il, [9/ 
pronounced with high jaw position : 
otsoqa ’small fish’, od‘oko ’uncle’. 

The velar a110phones [k], [9], [x] are 
used with the vowels of the second 
harmonic series [9], [u] and uvular  
allophones [q], [0], [x] with the vowels 
of the first harmonic series [a], [o] : xaLa 
’tribe’, xolo ’stutterer ’. - 

Most investigators of this problem 
mention that the influence of context upon 
vowels is  regularly manifested as a 
displacement of , vowel-formant 
frequencies away from their target 
frequencies [9]. An experiment was 
therefore designed to study vowels 
pronounced under varying timing 
conditions and in systematically varied 
consonantal environments. 

2. PROCEDURE 
To investigate the displacement of 

consonant articulations from their bull's— 
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eye patterns X—ray pictures of consonants 
in varied vowel environments were 
made.To study the displacement of vowel 
formant frequencies away from their target 
frequencies, measurements were made of 
the first, second and third formant 
frequencies of vowel [a] in three 
consonant environments: fp-pl, lt-tl, lx-x/ 
under varying timing conditions. F1, F2 
and F3 of the investigated vowel were 
plotted against vowel segment duration, 
then the first and the second formant 
target frequencies were determined by 
plotting F1 and F2 against vowel duration 
for the three contexts of the vowel 
simultaneously [7]. - 

The influence of stress and tempo on 
vowel properties was studied by the 
manipulating of the word order and 
rhythm of the carrier sentence 
frames:'CVC ------ ; ----- CVC ------ '. 
Each sentence pattern was pronounced 
four times. 

The speech material was read by a 
native male Speaker of Nanay. and was 
analyzed by MacSpeech Lab 2. 

3. RESULTS 
X—ray pictures show the adjustment of 

consonants to the near vowels. 
Dental affricates are characterised as 

flat and have a decrease of frequency 
components of release (the concentration 
of noise is at 2500 - 3000 Hz). It 
promotes reducing of the timber of the 
near vowel. 

Palatal affricates may be called sharp 
and are characterised by high intensity of 
the upper frequency components (about 
4000 - 6000 Hz). Articulatory palatal 
sounds are produced with wide 
pharyngeal cavity. X-ray pictures show 
that the constriction location of palatal 
affricate [111 is at the zone of alveolar and 
hand palate,whereas constriction location 
of [dz] is limited by dental zone (fig. 1-2). 

Figure '1. X—ray picture of dental affricate 
[dz] pronounced in the syllable [adza] by 
Nanay male speaker N 3. 

« 
\;;t 

Figure 2. X-ray picture of the affricate [d' ] 
in the syllable [otro] pronounced by 
Nanay male speaker N 3. 

X—ray pictures of allophones [q] and 
[1:] show that their constriction location 
depends on the articulation of the near 
vowel. Vowels pronounced with low jaw 
position promote the shift of constriction 
location from velum to uvula (fig.3). 
Vowels pronounced with high jaw 
position la!, lu/ initiate a constriction 
location of the near consonant Ik! at velum 
(fig.4). 
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Figure 3. X—ray picture of [q] in the 
word d'aqa ’thin g’ pronounced by Nanay 
male speaker N 2. 

Figure 4. X-ray picture of [k] in the 
word d'ukon ’hardly’ pronounced by 
Nanay male speaker N 2. 

In all these cases of assimilation there 
are no changes at higher levels: Supra, 
Vocal Tract, Oral remain the same, 
changes undergo only at a low level: the 
place of location .This slight transition of 
the place of articulation seems not to 
change motor plan for target gesture, non- 
significant changes in gesture movements 
are the results of local interactions 
between context and target gesture. 

The adjustment of vowels to the varied 
ghonetic context is displayed in figures 5 — 

y=3294,5-13,468x re:ma 

1 2 m .  I I l l I I l 

70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 
msec 

Figure 5. F2 data plotted against 
vowel segment duration in the context [tat] 
pronounced by Nanay male speaker. 

y = 2824,0 - 10,128): RAZ : 0,918 

2000 l . 
1800- ' I 

a! 1600“ 

1400“ 

1 2 œ  ' ‘l I ‘ 

80 100 120 140 160 
msec 

Figure 6. F2 data plotted against 
vowel segment duration in the context 
[pap] pronounced by Nanay male speaker. 

Figures 5 - 6 show the values that 
vowel la! assumes for the three contexts 
under variable time conditions. The vowel 
seems to preserve its target frequency 
values in a variable context.Thc grouping 
of the points approximates a straight line 
which show-s a correlation of vowel 
duration and formant frequency values of 
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the vowel. The shorter duration of vowel 
segment is the higher values of F2 the 
segment assumes. This tendency is 
preserved irrespective of consonantal 
context. The values show that a target has 
been found to be independent of 
consonantal context and duration and can 
thus be considered to be invariant. 

4. DISCUSSION 
The discussed cases of coarticulation 

in Tungus may be viewed as realization of 
anticipatory Speech model. Coarticulation 
is the result of local interaction of 
overlaping gestures: jaw lowering or jaw 
rising during the production of a vowel 
effects the articulation of the consonant. It 
is proved by a number of experimental 
research works that onset of jaw lowering 
for a vowel will start during a preceding 
consonant [8]. Vowel harmony may be 
viewed as constraints imposed by the 
context on the realization of a target 
gesture. 

The changes in the segmental context 
are predictable and usually set up as 
phonotactic mlesJ‘hey reflect the range of 
possible variability of the target gestures 
in a different context. The motor plan for 
target gestures seems to be done 
beforehand and changes in gesture 
movements in different contexts stem 
from local interactions between context 
and target gestures. 

. 5 .  CONCLUSION 
The present paper reports on a pilot 

study of vowel harmony in Tungus 
languages. Preliminary results have 
shown that restrictions imposed by a 
context do not change essentially a motor 
plan for a target gesture. A number of 
questions are raised that future research is 
supposed to answer. These questions are: 
what restrictions are there imposed by a 
context (vowel harmony) on the 
realization of a target gesture7; what 
relations are there between vowel 
harmony, target gesture and stress?; to 
what extent can context change a target 
gesture? 
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_ ABSTRACT 
This paper deals with a study of the 
structure of vowel systems in two 
respects: © Our observations of certain 
aspects of vowel systems using the entire 
database of 317 language descriptions [4] 
lead us_ to confirm or refine certains 
tendencres and regularities in vowel 
systems; @ We have used a redictive model [7] of the 3 dimension FIIF /F3 
space to test our hypothesis that if a 
system IS more uent in the inventory, 
itisan acousticaHy stable” s stem. 

s research extends Lind lom’s work about_ the predictive models of the organisation of the vowel space and the 
explanations of language universals. 

INTRQDUCTION . 
dispose au'ourd’hui d’inventaires 

phonologiques es langues du monde 
relativement i_m nains. Ces matériaux 
offrent la possrb ité_d_e tester de nouvelles apologies et pmâiosrtions de tendances de 

veloppement _ es systèmes vocaliques, nourrssant ainsi la discussion sur les modeles de prédiction dans un espace de représentation. Ces modèles tentent dex liquer l‘organisation des unités à lint rieur des systèmes, et par la même, la présence, d’universaux dans les langues. C est pour les systèmes vocaliques que ces modèles ont été le plus développés. 
Dans up premier temps, nous présentons les pornts essentiels qui ressortent de notre logic des systèmes vocaliques [8], 6 e à partir de la base de données _UPSID (UCLA Phonological Segment Inventory Database) qui réunit la description phonologique de 317 langues du monde [4]. Nous avons pris la totalité de la_ _ en excluant toute classification a priori pour repostuler ou confirmer certaines tendances universelles dans la fréquence d occurrences des systèmes et des voyelles arnsr que dans l’organisation 

des 220 types de systèmes vocaliques 
relevés dans l'ensemble de la base. . 
La deuxième étape a consisté à tester, à 
partir _de cette typologie, la “stabilité 
acoustique” — dans un sens qui sera 
grééârsé -— des systèmes vocaliques les plus 

uents, avec un modèle de édiction 
dans l espace 3_-D FI/F 11:3 [7]. ce modèle 
imc—file princrpe de dispersion maximale 
de Jencrants & Lin blom (1972) [2] 
(L&L) et le_ com lète par un critère de 
focalisation in mt par le biais de plans 
attracteurs (F =F2, F =F3, F3=F4), ainsi 
qu une pondération an second formant 
effectifF'z. 

i. STRUCTURE DES SYSTÈMES 
VOCALIQUES DE LANGUES 
NATURELLES 
1.1. Taille et occupation de 
l’espace 
Les systèmes décrits dans UPSID 
possèdent de 3 à 24 voyelles. Le 
classement de la base nous a permis d’en 
extraire 220 types. Nous avons relevé dans ] inventaire une très nette dominance des systèmes à s voyelles (23% des langues). Les s stèmes qui possèdent de 
3’ 10. voye es résentent 80% dc léehantrllon et sont onc très largement 
majoritaires. Les systèmes les plus fi'équents possèdent une large dispersion 

s_ lespace articulatoire traditionnel décrit par_les axes d’aperture et de lieu 
düartifimlationi Ils sont com sés de v ye es que ’on retrouve ue c ne soit taille du système. q q Nous avons pu mettre en évidence une différence très nette de tendance entre les types : 9 re _résente le maximum de timbres vac ques distincts que peut présenter un système. En effet, ceux qui ont un nombre élevé de voyelles ne développent pas de nouveaux timbres. mais ajoutent une complexité articulatoire ces segments de base, en leur additionnant d autres dimensions telles 
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qäe la longueur} la natalité, la 
En galité—ainSizläl./ü:l.lar/._ 

‘ 'tant lein' nomlzl'edire digs lumbies 
v ' ues, on ut que angues 
rims fonctigennent sur un principe de 
contraste pour un nombre d’unités 
déterminées. Cependant, il s'agit _d’un 
contraste “suffisant” (et non pas maximal, 
cf [4] p.16) : l’apparition de nouvelles 
dimensrons s’effectue surtout à partir de 
10 voyelles, quand l’espace des timbres 
est donc trop encombré. 

1.2. Or anisation de l’eSpace 
Nous ons décrire par 10 règles 
comment les timbres s’organisent en série 
(sur les traits [antérieur], [central], 
[postérieur] l [arrondi], [non arrondiD. 

1 . 2 . 1 Organisation horizontale ! verticale 
(D les degrés d’a sont plus 
nombreux que les 'stinctions antéro— 

térieures — la tendance générale dans 
;sgrÿrsänâss vocaliques] est de 3 à g 

e s tinction ar ’ …  et e 
distinctions sur l’axeliintéro- térieur, et 
ceci quelle que soit la taille es s stèmes. 
On peut même afi'u'mer en gén que : 
0’  le nombre de degrés d’a mire est 
supérieur ou égal au nombre e séries —- 
avec cependant le contre-exemple notable 
du système [1 a ul. 

1.2.2. Comparaison des séries 
. Dans un système donné : 
@ le nombre de voyelles périphéricaues 
est supérieur au nombre de vo e les 
intérieures — 100% des langues pos ent 
des voyelles périphériques et 44% des 
voyelles intérieures. 
@ le nombre de voyelles antérieures non 
arrondies f1, t, e, 'e', e, a:, est plus 
grand_ou égal au nombre e voyelles 

stérieures arrondies le, p, o, 'o', o, o, ul 
91% des cas). 

' Dans les langues : 
@ les voyelles périphériques : [i, t, e, 'e', 
e, æ, a, o, 'o', o, m, u/ sont plus fr uentes 
que les voyelles intérieures (avec , a, ul 
Ë'oches des 100% d’occurrences). 

les centrales non arrondies li, i,, o, 'o', 
s, e/_ sont plus fréquentes que les 
antérieures arrondies ly, ?, a, 'a', cel. 
@ les postérieures non arrondies lui, U}, 
r, “s', A! sont plus fréquentes que les 
centrales arrondies lu, a, e, 'e'/. 
® les centrales non arrondies ont une 
occurrence plus forte que les centrales 
arrondies. 

1 . 2. 3 . Organisation dans les séries 
@ les voyelles antérieures arrondies 
apparaissent: 

m “flic“ “ionäîî …“… es 2 p apparaissent 
dans les systèmes ayant au moins 7 
voyelles, celles de 3 ou 4 honèmes « 
apparaissent dans les systèmes 16 et 19 
voyelles, 
— toujours avec les voyelles antérieures 
non arrondies de même aperture, 
- presque toujours avec les voyelles 
postérieures arrondies de même a , 
- selon l’ordre de uence 
décrorssante:/yl>/ol>lœ/>_/vl>f9'/. 
@ les voyelles postérieures non 
arrondies figurent: 
— énéralement seules dans loin 
ce gorie -— les séries attestées 
contiennent au plus 3 vo elles, 
-- selon l’ordre de fräuence suivant : 
N>liul>lvl>rfl>l . _ 
— souvent sans la voyelle posténein'ç 

'phérique de même aperture (ce qui 
Justifie l’essentiel des cas de disparition 
de lu/ remplacé par lin/). 
@ les voyelles centrales s’organisent : 
— plus régulièrement sur l’axe haut/bas 
que sur l’opposition arrondi/non arrondi, 
— jamais en Série sans la présence d’une 
voyelle centrale haute 
— et dans ce cas avec une voyelle 
périphérique haute. 

2. ÉTUDE DE LA STABILITÉ 
ACOUSTIQUE DES SYSTÈMES 
VOCALIQUES 
2.1. Utilisation d’un modèle de 

rédiction 
chwartz & al. se proposent 

d’améliorer 2 résultats obtenus par L&L [2] 
contraires aux données de la base UPSID : 
— la prolifération des voyelles hautes 
entre [1 et [u], peu compatible avec les 
règles et®’; _ 
— l’impossibilité de prédire une série 
antérieure arrondie sans une série 
postérieure non arrondie ou centrale 
‘équilibrante” au sens de la théorie de la 

dispersion. 
Dans un espace 3-D Fll/F , le modèle de 
Schwartz & al. repren de L&L la 
minimisation des distances intervoyelles 
comme fonction de l’énergie des 
systèmes: 

°-l 
50:33. ‘2 J— -> rninimisée 

où dij est la distance _forinantique 
pondérée entre 2 voyelles i et _| : 

1. 

2. est le coefficient pondérateur des 
fermiers élevés {ASI ). Uri poids plus 
important de F1 dans le calcul des 
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distances améliore la prédiction des 
voyelles périphériques en dimrnuant le 
nombre de voyelles hautes. _ 
Le calcul de E0 repose donc sur un critère 
s stémique, les voyelles devant être les 
p us éloignées au sens d’une distance 
pondérant FI par rapport à F2. Mars ce 
critère ne permet pas de prédire la 
structure de voyelles hautes Il, y, al 
attestée dès ? voyelles). 
chwartz & al. ont donc introduit un 

deuxième critère —- celui-ci extra- 
systémi ue —— qui favorise pour chaque 
voyelle es rapprochements F1 F2, F F3, 
F F4 et diminue l’énergie du sys me. 
Ôest le critère de focalisation, justifié 
d’un point de vue rceptif : les voyelles 
focales sont préfé perceptivement [6]. 

E=Eo+a(E12+Ez3 +534) 

£123 . ;  ———1— 

r (i- Fig)” 

£23 : - z _ . _ l _  

‘ (F3i ' F202 
_ B y : - 2 4 —  

" ‘ (Eli ‘ FBi)2 
a est appelé coefi'icient des plans 
attracteurs. D'un point de vue analogi ne 
les voyelles s’é oignent les unes es 
autres tout en étant attirées par des plans 
att-facteurs : F1=F2, F2=F3, F3=F4. 

Pour utiliser le modèle il nous a fallu 
disposer: 
- d'un espacemaximal3—D; 
. de valeurs formantiques Fi (i=l à 3), F4 

étant fixé à 3350 Hz. pour les 37 
voyelles dela base UPSID (cf. Fi . 1). 

Ces pomts ont été obtenus grâcegà une séne de travaux précédents fondés sur le modèle articulatorte de Maeda [5] et grâce à la _ confrontation des données formantrques de 15 études, issues de .. travaux sur des modèles ou sur des langues naturelles. 

1252. Egypotlilèîles stg; la stabilité ous erons ’ ypo se u'un s stème fréquent dans les languesqdu morïde est un système _à structure acoustiquement stable (énergie localement minimale) : si on_ le soumet au mbdèle de prédiction il dort _donc conserver sa structure. La Isataagxll'xt‘éhgi’un syèstème est ainsi appréciée à son 11 e ' tèoeîficieràtîs: ergr qui dépend de 2 
coe cient pondérateur des forman t¢;1qu«:0<.2[LSl(si7k.=lona|m!¢:5 distance euclidienne classique) ; ® a coefiicrent des plans attractems tel 

ne 0 $ a s 1. 
otre étude a eu pour but de_trouver un 

couple de valeurs (La) qui mette en 
relation la validité des critères du modèle 
et la stabilité attestée des systèmes les plus 
fréquents. 

2.3. Systèmes sélectionnés pour 
äétude. d l 

partir e notre typoogie [8], un 
ensemble de 25 systèmes de 3 à 9 voyelles 
sélectionnés comme les plus uents ont 
été testés pour 3 valeurs de : [0.25, 
0.5, 1]_et 5 valeurs de cr : [0, 025. 0.5, 0.75. 
1], sort un total de 3.75 tests. Nous avons 
procédéensortequ’rlyartaumoinsdeux 
systèmes concurrents (ou plus) par 
nombre _ de . vo elles. La seule 
comparaison sr ' cative possible des 
énergies est entre les systèmes de même 
tarlle_ et pour des couples (La) 
identiques. 

2.4. Résultats 
Notre modèle prédit la stabilité de 64% des 
systèmes les lus fréquents ( ui 
représentent, _apr s regroupement ges 
systèmes relativement proches, 60% de la 
base UPSID). 
Les cas non prédits stables par le modèle 
sont ceux qui possèdent au moins 4 
voyelles sur un des bords de la périphérie 
et gm ne sont pas équi—réparties ou ceux 
gui possèdent une ou plusieurs voyelles 
intérieures sans posséder ' de vo elle 
centrale haute (sort 36% des syst mes 
testés et a roxrmativement 20% de la 
base UPSID . Une voyelle centrale telle que N est plus facilement prédite qu'une voelle comme/ol : ur de petites v e m s d e L / o / p e  placeversles périphériques antérreures et pour des valeurs de 1. grandes, vers les voyelles centrales hautes. ’ La poursuite des tests avec des valeurs de 2. < 025 et des valeurs de coefieiems dàfi'érents pour )chaque _plânméfittracœm 

, . pourrait ‘crer 
nésl tagzrëchälrés. - les Nous n’avons pas mis en évidence un seul couple (1,q)_comme nous l’avions souhaité pour ”Justement du modèle, mars 2 couples de coefiicients pour lesquels les résultats sont les lus satisfaisants :_ (0.25. 0.5) et (0.5. 0.293.” ÎSÎ 0tsmtla rms en évidence que 
pénphérrque est rmpossible jusqu'à 9 voyellles et ue le fwd: a est m m  

ur a ' l : pour a nul 
ctèle ML). _ly/ seläéplace vers la pomme famantrque de [il ou [ml. 
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CONCLUSION 
Le modèle de prédiction a permis de 
simuler la p upart des s stèmes 
sélectionnés, améliorant les rés tats de 
L&L [2] et Lindblom [3] à propos des 
VIC-281168 centrales _hautes et de la 
p °ction de /y/, stabilisé par notre critère 
de focalisation F F3 [1] (cf. Fig. 2). 
A part le prob71ème des voyelles trop 
nombreuses et celui de le! (qui est aussr, 
on le sait bien, un problème de 
description phonolo 'que), le modèle 
prédit des systèmes c plus souvent en 
accord avec les grandes tendances de 
développement des systèmes vocaliques. 
Même s il ressort de notre étude que tous 
nos systèmes testés ne sont pas stables, la 
notion d’éner 'e basse pour traduire un 
des critères ’organisatron des voyelles 
dans les systèmes reste un bon critère. 
Avec ces résultats, notre recherche 
améliore les prédictions et étend les 
travaux de Lindblom & Liljencrants [2], 
«to derive linguistic form as a 
consequence of various substance-based 

rinciples pertaining to the use of spoken 
an uage and its biological, socrologt'cal, 

a conununicative aspects.» 
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Figure 1. Répartition dans l’espace 
maximal 2-D F lF des 
37 voyelles d’UP ID. 
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Figure 2. Exemple de simulation 
permettant de tester la stabilité d’un 

système possédant lyl. 
Ici 7t=0.5 et ct=0.25. 

Ce de s stème pourait fournir sur 
ap lrcation d un “prrncipe de série” (cf. 

reg e @ )  la base d’un système à voyelles 
antérieures non arrondies, antérieures 

arrondies et postérieures arrondies, attesté 
dans UPSID. 
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MARQUES SEGMENTALES SOCIOSITUATIONNELLES 
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G. Jetchev 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper discusses a pos— 
sible classification of phonolo— 
gical variability phenomena in 
Modern French. Further the phone- 
tic realizations of schwa in two 
variants of dialogue are treated 
in relationship with prosodic 
and syntactic boundaries. 

1. TROIS TYPES 'DE VARIATION 
PHONOLOGIQUE ; 
Si. comme l'affirme P.Encrevé<2>, 
la variation potentielle est à 
localiser dans les représenta— 
tions phonologiques et si "les 
autosegments flottants sur la 
ligne segmentale sont des lieux 
privilégiés pour les variations 
socialement distinctives" (<2>,  
p.25à, note 53),  nous proposons 
le modèle hiérarchique suivant 
pour le français contemporain: 
1.1. Variation des mots à 
éléments flottants 
On peut admettre que dans les 
formes sous—Jacentes de nombreux 
mots (par ex. hôtesse, 
prononcé [otes] ou [etes] ; 
cf.(9>) il y a des segments, 
pour le reste ancrés dans le 
squelette. qui comportent un 
élément (au sens attribué à ce 
terme dans (4)) flottant, c— 
à—d. non associé. Une telle 
représentation phonologique de 
ces segments rendrait compte des 
alternances entre voyelles [+ATR] 
et [—ATR] dans les rimes non 
branchantes des syllabes non 
finales d'un grand nombre de 

mots français. Pour hôtesse on 
aura la forme sous—Jacente 
suivante: 

A R A R 

!!!I\.. 
_ _ A À  

| | 
v I 

____4y_____+__l____ 

! 

t s 
La réalisation de ce mot en 
surface sera [etes] au cas où 
l'élément ! se serait ancré dans 
.le squelette et Cotes] si 1 est 
resté non associé. Par' contre, 
le segment [e] dans hôtesse ne 
contient aucun élément 
flottant, car il occupe le noyau 
d'une rime branchante, ce qui 
fait que ce segment 'n'est pas 
sujet à variation. 
1.2. Variation des mots & 
segments flottants . 
La variation de ce deuxième type 
s'explique par la présence, dans 
la représentation lexicale du 
mot en question, d'un ‘segment ‘ 
entiènment flottant. ce qui veut 
dire que l'ensemble de ses 
élments constitutifs se trouvent 
affecté par la fluctuation. Dans 
le cas du français, ce segment 
flottant peut être un schwa. 
une liquide devant schwa en 
contexte post—consonantique. une 
consonne de liaison. Cependant 
tous les schwas en français ne 
sont pas flottants (cf.<2>,p.230). 
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1.1. Deux formes sous—Jacentes 
pour le même mot: à segment fixe/ 
& segment flottant 
Le troisième type de variation ca— 
ractérise certains mots apparte- 
nant à des classes fermées (cf. 
les concepts de mots syntag— 
matiques, mots phrastiques par 
opposition à mots prédicatifs 
<7>)et Jouissant d'une grande 
fréquence dans le discours. pour 
lesquels on doit admettre au 
moins deux représentations 
phonologiques différentes: l'une 
Contenant un segment donné en 
tant que fixe et l'autre. ce même 
segment en tant que flottant. 
Voici les deux formes sous- 
Jacentes proposées dans <2),p.214 
pour le pronom clitique tu : 
— avec voyelle fixe (par ex.. 
dans tu arrives prononcé 
[tyariv]) 

A R 
i | N 

I I 
. £ 

— avec voyelle flottante (dans 
tu arrives prononcé [tariv]) 

Y 
Ces deux formes sont différemment 
distribuées en fonction de la 
variante socio-situationnelle 
(cf.<6>). mais aussi suivant des 
facteurs prosodiques et sémantico— 
pragmatiques (accent énonciatif, 
rhématisation, topicalisation, 
etc.: cf.<8>). Pour un 
inventaire. non exhaustif. des 
mots syntagmatiques et phrastiques 
du français contemporain qui 
auraient deux et parfois plusieurs 
représentations lexicales 
socialement distribuées. nous 
renvoyons à (3), p.66—92. 

2.  SCHHAS ET FRONTIERES 
Dans la suite nous voulons 
démontrer que le Jeu d'associa- 
tion/désassociation du schwa, 
segment flottant ou épenthétique, 
dans les réalisations de surface 
est souvent régi par le contexte 

prosodique et morphosyntaxique et 
peut assumer. surtout dans 
certaines variantes sociositua— 
tionnelles, un certain rôle dans 
l'organisation hiérarchique de 
l'énoncé, en signalant le 
caractère Jonctif/disjonctif 
d'une frontière. 
— Deux corpus d'enregistrements 
authentiques. représentatifs de 
deux variantes du dialogue en 
français contemporain - l'inter— 
view (corpus A) et la conversation 
(corpus B) ont été analysés. Les 
locuteurs du corpus A se caracté— 
risent par un degré d'intégration 
au nmrché linguistique supérieur 
à celui des locuteurs B.  Les 
premiers possèdent un niveau 
d'instruction élevé et manient 
aisément plusieurs types situa— 
tionnels de messages. Les 
productions orales des seconds se 
situent le plus souvent à 
l'intérieur d'une seule variante 
situationnelle: la conversation. 
— Au total, 1481 occurrences de 
schwa ont été dénombrées dans le 
corpus A (dont 39.6% réalisées) 
et 1254 dans le corpus 8 (dont 
33.S% réalisées). Si le taux 
global de réalisation des schwas 
dans les deux variantes de 
dialogue est assez proche . des 
divergences plus importantes ont 
été constatées au niveau distri— 
butions en fonction du contexte 
prosodique et morphosyntaxique. 
2.1. Schwa en syllabe initiale de 
groupe prosodique 
Pour faire apparaître l'incidence 
de la rupture prosodique entre la 
syllabe contenant schwa et le 
groupe précédent, les occurrences 
de schwa dans les trois contextes 
suivants ont été dépouillées: 
- après une frontière de groupe 
accentuel: Fa; 
- aprèsune frontière de groupe 
intonatif n'intégrant pas de 
pause silence: Fi(—p): 
- après une frontière de groupe 
intonatif intégrant une pause 
réelle: Fi(+p). 
Pour l'identification des Fa et 
Fi, les indices acoustiques et 
perceptifs établis par A. Di Cri— 
sto <1) ont été utilisés. 
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Conscientdu fait que la réalisa- 
tion phonétique du schwa en fran— 
çais est une fonction à multiples 
variables, nous avons: 
— neutralisé l'incidence du 
contexte segmental, ne retenant 
que les occurrences où -schwa 
était précédé d'une seule 
consonne, c—à—d. les contextes: 

...V/Fa/CaC... 
...V/Fi(—p)/CaC... 

.../Fi(+p)/CaC 
(Dans la grande majorité des cas 
les schwas retenus étaient des 
schuas de monosyllabes clitiques.) 
- négligé toutes les occurrences 
où le maintien du schwa pourrait 
être dû à un accent énonciatif 
sur la syllabe dont il constitue 
le noyau ou sur la syllabe 
suivante (cf.(5>,p.111;<3>,p.51), 
ce— maintien étant régi par une 
contrainte rythmique et servant à 
éviter un antagonisme accentuel. 
Voici les taux de réalisation de 
schwa obtenus: 

Contexte Corpus A Corpus 8 
Fa 44,8% 28,8% 
Fi(—p) 58.6% 52.6% 
Fi(+p) 85.7% 72.8% 

Ces résultats nous permettent de 
faire les conclusions suivantes: 
— L'incidence d'une frontière de 
groupe prosodique immédiatement 
précédant une syllabe à schwa, 
sur le maintien de ce schwa dans 
la réalisation phonétique, est 
d'autant plus grande qu'il s'agit 
d'une frontière disjunctive. 
- Cette incidence est plus nette 
dans le corpus A que dans le 
corpus B. Il apparaît donc que 
les locuteurs "deux intégrés au 
marché linguistique utilisent 
plus le caractère supposé de 
marque disjunctive du schwa 
réalisé dans le contexte en 
question. 
2.2. Schua à l'intérieur d'un 
groupe accentuel 
A l'intérieur de groupe accentuel, 
trois contextes ont été distin— 
gués: 
— à l'intérieur de mot: 1: 
— en fin de monosyllabe: Fm; 
— en fin de polysyllabe: Fp. 
Les taux de réalisation de schwa 
dans ces trois contextes étaient 
les suivants: 
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Contexte Corpus A Corpus B 

I 40.9% 30.9% 
Fm 42.59.: 28,6% 
Fp 9.0% 10.79: 

En fin de polysyllabe, même 
précédé de deux consonnes, c- 
à—d. dans un contexte où on a 
l'habitude de l'entendre se 
réaliser, le schwa n'est 
prononcé que rarement. Cette 
même tendance a été signalée par 
V.Lucci <6) et par P.Léon <5). 
On peut donc supposer que dans 
le contexte Fp, après deux 
consonnes, la non réalisation du 
schwa contribue à marquer la 
frontière finale d'un mot 
polysyllabique. 
2.3. Schua en finale de groupe 
prosodique 
Les schwas que l'on trouve en 
fin de groupe prosodique sont 
aussi finals de polysyllabes. 
Cependant, nous avons constaté 
qu'une grande partie d'entre eux 
se réalisent dans le contexte 

...CCa/Fa/C... 
et contribuent ainsi à signaler 
le caractère jonctif de la 
frontière avec le groupe 
prosodique suivant. 
Nous en concluons que les 
réalisations de schwa Jouent 
probablement un certain rôle 
pour l'identification du 
caractère de jonction (en 
contexte ...CCa/Fa/C...) ou de 
disjunction (en contexte 
.../F/CSC...) d'une frontière 
entre groupes prosodiques. Le 
plus souvent, ce rôle n'est que 
redondant, la distinction étant 
assurée par un intonème (cf.<8>L 
mais nous supposons qu'au cas où 
la réalisation de cet intonème 
serait interdite par des 
contraintes phonotactiques ou 
syntaxiques, le jeu des schwas 
pourrait assumer à part entière 
cette fonction de marque 
Jonctive/disjonctive. 
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ONOMATOPOEIA IN KAYABÎ 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents some aspects of the 
prosodic and paralinguistic features of 
onomatOpoeia of informal oral commu- 
nication in Kayabi (Tupian language of 
Brazil). 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Kayabi belongs to the Tupi-Guarani 
language family of Brazil as classified 
by Rodrigues [7]. The language is 
spoken by about 600 Indians living in 
the rain forest of Mato Grosso and Para 
of Central Brazil, where these data were 
gathered. 

2. FUNCTION OF 
ONOMATOPOEIA 
Onomatopoeia is used extensively in 
conversation and narration of texts, but 
less in formal and written style. Verboid 
onomatopoeic forms specify and add 
detailed information to the finite verb 
they accompany or substitute. This 
information can be aspect of the action 
(progressive, iterative, etc.), rhythmic 
pattern of the action (tempo, effort 
exerted, regularity of movement, etc.), 
or description of the actor or instrument 
(weight, size, number, etc.). 
Verboid onomatopoeia form part of the 
lexiœl inventory of the language. They 
are not inflected like finite verbs, but 
can lexicalize into verbs by adding a 
causative prefix to the onomatOpoeia. 
Onomatopoeia referring to bird and 
mammal sounds are mostly echoic of 
their calls or noises. Many of the.bird 

names are formed according to their 
- echoic form. 
Onomatopoeia involve the production of 
sounds, sound sequences, prosodic and 
paralinguistic features, all of which 
require unique physical movements and 
adjustments of the vocal tract, as well as. 
rhythmic and phonotactic patterns that 
do not follow the phonological rules of 
the language. Imitations of bird and 
mammal calls show a greater variety of 
these phonetic phenomena. 
The onomatopoeic words and phrases 
are generall followed by the inflected 
verb form Æau/ ‘say’ or limonou/ ‘do’, 
but can also occur (without these, or 
even function on their own as a 
complete sentence. Thus onomatopoeic 
utterances show similarities to direct ' 
quotes. 
One of the functions of onomatopoeia is 
imperative use, especially when talking 
to children with a limited vocabulary of 
the language (to make them sit, get up, 
sleep, etc.). 

3. ARTICULATIONS AND 
PHONOTACTICS 
The following are the phonemes of 
Kayabf: 

p t k k w ‘ ?  
m n n  
f s  

!' 
“ ' J Y  

i ï  s i “  u ü  
e ê  a ä  0 6  
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The permitted syllable ttem is CV in 
runmng spœch and C)VC utterance 
final. 
Onomatopoeia show devianoe in _manner 
and place of articulation, adding the 
following segments and sequences: 

[ml [X] [f] [r] [B] [Ul [ï] [0] [°] {911} [9] 
[A] [Pet] [PI] [PI] [kwr] [kr] [6“] [E ]- 
Phonotactic differences are that the 
segments [9] and [h] (voiceless vowel 
equivalent) can occur also word final, 
syllabic consonants [m] [s] [it] [Il [r] 
and [g] as nucleus, and preglottahsed 
fricative [‘Ps] initially. _ _ 
CVC can also occur utterance medial m 
sequences of onomatopoeic words and 
reduplication, accompanied by specrfic 
tempo, pitch and stress patterns. 
Examples are: 

! …  
(reduplication) ‘chop lots’ 

"'eêë “PE"! 
(sequential) ‘chop and fall’ 

4. PROSODIC AND 
PARALINGUISTIC FEATURES 
4.1. Rhythm . 
Timing, stress, pitch, duration and 
iteration often co—occur to achieve the 
desired rhythmicality and aspect of the 
action. . 
Rapid speech (....) expresses an ac_t10n 
with fast movements, smallness, light 
weight, or repeated actions; whereas 
slow Spœch (….) indicates slow 
movements, largeness, heavy weight, or 
fewer actions. _ 
Staccato with pause breaks, often linked 
with lengthening, can indicate a heavy 
actor with slow movements; whereas 
legato indicates a continuous or 
prolonged motion. Speed-up rn tempo 
signals increase in force of action, hke 
‘coming—to—a—boil’. Duration can be of 
vowels and of syllables. 

l'Hiz'îz'î: “tôm 'tôm 't6m/ 

‘small fish bounce on water and fall’ 

l‘pîzzz G,}: ‘tôm/ 

‘large fish jump on water surface and 
fall’ 

lpf 153/ 
"large fish jumps high and falls’ 

IW ‘bird walks fast.’ 
IË'Ë/ ‘jaguar walks slowly’ 

P M  ‘several pigs walk’ 

‘one pig walks on leaves’ 

lsô'rok so'rék sé‘rdk/ 

‘rat runs around’ 

‘water starts to boil’ 

” …  
‘water boils hard’ 
Iii-L ‘small stone falls down’ 

[€331 ‘large stone falls down’ 
M 

f) [pi—fin)! ‘animal jumps once’ 

1'1)“;t ' 
‘animal jumps around’ 

[pi-m 'soro—k/ 

‘monkey jumps and lands lightly’ 

a I \... \ l t î l t î l  :. [pin, so...rok Z. __ ti 

‘jaguar jumps, lands forcefully, and runs 
with heavy steps’ 
/wâ:m/ ‘jaguar slanders along’ 

FM.—"" 

[Wm ‘aeroplane rises up’ 
"?" _ 

l'wäm 'wâm/ 
M J  

‘howler monkey swings from branch to 
branch’ 

_… 



4.2. Pitch 
Verboid onomatopoeic words and. 
phrases spoken with high pitch signal a 
fast action (often accompanied by 
allegro tempo), light weight, small, lots; 
whereas low pitch indicates a slow 
action (often accompanied by legato 
tempo), heavy weight (accompanied by 
lengthening), few, or large. 

lwâ wäfwâlwâ/m/ 
‘mosquitos passing by fast’ 
"XE wÊwÂnI ‘aeroplane flying’ 
4.3. Phonation 
Voice qualities used , for echoic 
onomatopoeia are: creak (a), ingressive 
creak, falsetto creak, breathy voice (9) 
and whisper (9)— 

I”1i1\: “rpm 'rri 'u}! ‘currasow call’ 

Imam ‘paca noise’ 

[kg] ‘macaw call’ 

À::J 
(laryngealised and ingressive) ‘howler 
monkey noise’ 

fpîu—i phi Ein—i x3/ 
'paca flaps ears' 
mm}; '19:}; Ham x3] ‘toucan call’ 
4.4. Articulatory Control 
Some animal imitations are articulated 
with different articulatory gestures such 
as constricted larynx (small monkey), 
lowered larynx (large monkey), ‘a more 
precise and forceful articulauon accom— 
panied by speed up of reduplications 
(chopping). unrounding of rounded 
vowels (noise of howler monkey). and 
other modifications of the vocal channel 
which are combinations of several of the 
above gestures. 

/ / / / / /  ’meeeew 
(low larynx) ‘piranha fish jumps up to 
get leaves’ 

IÎ::::/ 

(ingressive creak) ‘howler monkey’ 

4.5. Initiation of Airstream 
Some echoic forms are pronounced with 
an ingressive airstream, such as noises 
made by certain fish, monkeys, and 
other ammals. 

\ \ \ \ 
le!! ell. e}! 99] 

(ingressive breathy) ‘capibara in water’ 

lai. aë 9:5. çâ/ 
(ingressive, whispered-breathy) ‘spider 
monkey’ 
4.6. Reduplication 
Onomatopoeic words can be repeated up .. 
to eight times to signal increased length 
of time or space, the number of repeated 
actions, actors, or participants. Redu- 
plication describes iterative actions, or 
sequential happenings. 
Many of the examples given in 4.2 fall 
into this category. Other examples are: 

ltôk/ ‘give to one person’ 

lt5k t6]: to'k/ ‘give to several persons” 

5. ACOUSTIC ICONICITY 
Acoustic representations of iconic 
sounds show the following tendencies: 
Initial 'fi'icatives give the idea of 
entering, piercing: 

Isiüd ‘fall into, pierce’ 
A final stop seems to be telic and 
imitative of the forceful endpoint of the 
action (such as hit or fall): _ 

lpôkl 

‘something hard or heavy falling or 
being cut' 
A final nasal represents a continuous 
sound: 

REM ‘ring, rattle’ 

A voiceless trill indicates a series of 
quick movements: 

lpf/ 
‘humming bird flyinag on the spot, or a 
small fish jumping ong the water 
surface’ 

.3; 

1 5 2  

A final vowel indicates a continuous 
movement similar to an atelic aspect: 

It; ti {il ‘walk along’ 

A high front vowel seems to convey the 
idea of smallness or fear: 

.} 
[k‘il ‘noise of tapir pup‘ 

(weak voice) ‘noise of spirits’ 

A high back vowel gives the idea of 
largeness: 

lkô/ ‘noise of a howler monkey‘ 

6. CONCLUSION _ 
In Kayabi an action that ls expressed by 
a generic term can be further qualified 
by a vast choice of onomatOpoeic words 
and phrases, transmitting detail about 
the performer and performance _to 
reinforce the oral message thus makmg 
it understood and vivi . 
Tape recordings of several hundred 
verboid and echoic onomatOpoeia made 
by several men show thatpnomatopoeic 
forms are not coined alkbgzlmrilyiggntlgi 
s er, butareparto  e e x _ _  
tlliâall‘anguage and reflect a Specmlised 
knowledge relevant to the community s 
environment and everyday life. 
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THE “OLDE ” VOICE 
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ABSTRACT 
-A number of speech and voice changes 
are associated with advancing age -- 
even in individuals who are normal. 
Apparently, they are due to tissue loss 
and reduction in mobility ( the phys— 
iological model). However, a second 
theory is needed to account for other 
alterations: it is the Male—Female Coa— 
lescence Model of Vocal Aging. 
Specifically, it has been established 
that, at puberty, the sexes become bio- 
logically less like each other; these pro- 
cesses appear toreverse during female 
menopause (and its counterpart in 
males) with the sexes becoming more 
alike. Thus, the cited model supple— 
ments the older theory and permits 
more accurate predictions of those 
speech changes which correlate with 
advancing age. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
—Certain voice and speech alterations 
appear to accompany the aging process. 
However, the nature and extent of these 
changes is not well understood. For 
one thing, it has been argued [11] that 
they are due to pathologies that are as— 
sociated with old age. However, this 
position has been sharply countered by 
a large number of authors [6,8,17]. It 
is conceded, of course, that the elderly 
can exhibit pathologies of many types 
(and that some of them can lead to 
changes in speech and voice). Yet, it 
also can be expected that, while cohorts 
of normally aging people do not suffer 
from these deficit related changes, they 
nonetheless will exhibit shifts of some 

-- and there is evidence to support 
this postulate. For one thing, it has 
been found that auditors are fairly good 
at accurately estimatin g the age of talk- 

ers from their speech [9,13,16]. If 
some sort of change had not occurred, 
re: the older talkers, these judgements 
simply could not have been made. But, 
what are these changes? Do they result 
from growing old (chronological age), 
from physiological changes, or from 
some other set of factors? Of course, 
chronological age plays a major role in 
the process as the shifts must be related 
to the passage of time. However, are 
they well documented physiologically 
or do other factors also operate? Two 
theories appear useful in this regard; 
they are the physiological model of vo- 
cal aging and the male-female coales- 

. cence model. 
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2. THE PHYSIOLOGICAL MODEL 
—In the past, most investigators have 
subscribed to a theory that can be re- 
ferred to as the “physiological mode ” 
of vocal aging. Although not always 
articulated as such, this theory ex- 
plained the normal aging process as one 
that results from a reduction in the effi— 
ciency of the human biosystems as a- 
function of time. Specifically, the 
changes which are observed in the 
elderly are said to be due to tissue 
atrophy/reduction and an associated 
loss of mobility. (See Figure 1.) 
—In a sense, the physiological model 
was developed (at least informally) in 
response to the question “What is old?” 
[4,17]. In this regard, it was observed 
[1-4,8] that the chronological age of a 
person does not always appear to best 
represent their “actual" age. Indeed, if 
these (and other) authors are to be be- 
lieved, the aging process is neither lin— 
ear nor invariable. That is, it would ap- 
pear necessary to directly assess the 

mental, sensory, motor and commu- 
nicative capabilities of older individuals 
in order to determine their true age. It 
is not argued, of course, that no degra- 
dation occurs; rather it would appear 
that the process is one that varies —- and 
sometimes dramatically —- from person- 
to—person. Hence, the physiological 
model of aging served to replace the 
traditional chronological metric. Un- 
fortunately, even today, this model is 
far from complete. A brief review of 
the relevant factors may be found in 
Hollien [8], and, of course, these re- 
lationships are being continually up- 
dated. On the other hand, even though 
this physiological model accounts for 
many of the changes which occur as a 
person ages, there still are di'screpan- 
cies. 

BIOSYSTEMB 
… 
VŒNI 
€ …  
… 
… 

ENVIRONMENTAL 
SYS‘I'EIIS 

_ _ _ _ _  COMMUNICATIVŒ } svsreas 
' Rom—cry 

… 
Meu… 

‘ MOTOR SPEECH : 

Figure 1 

-It is without question that most of the 
research carried out on the communi— 
cation characteristics of older persons 
has been focused on the deficits result- 
ing from one form of pathology or an- 
other. Moreover, even when normal 
subjects are the focus of interest, it is 
the human voice that tends to be studied 
- and the discussion to follow will re— 
flect these biases. Specifically, the 
vocal/speech correlates of aging include 
speaking fundamental frequency (espe- 
cially), vocal intensity, speech spectra, 
timing and, in some instances, percep- 
tually based information. 

-Spealcing fundamental frequency (SFF 
or FD) has been studied extensrvely rn 

' populations of all ages (see Figure 2). 
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As can be observed, SFF levels shift 
markedly during adolescence with tlus 
lowering much greater for males than 
females. The data for mature males 
suggest that FB is further lowered 
during adult life but then begins to rise 
as middle age is concluded -- and 
perhaps rises sharply as male cohorts 
reach an age where they can be classed 
as elderly. This pattern is one that 
could be predicted on the basis of the 
physiological model. The configu- 
rations for females follow a slightly 
different course. The downward shift 
in SFF is seen at puberty -- even 
though it is less extensive than that for 
males -- and then SFF levels appear not 
to change much during life, excepting 
perhaps for a very slight rise in the 
elderly. On the other hand, there now 
are data which support the notion of a 
s i …  shift in female SFF as a 
function of old age [5,12,18]. This 
change is one which is contrary to that 
predicted by the physiological model. 
In that instance, the atrophy associated 
with aging would be expected to force a 
rise in female SFF -- just as it does in 
males. Apparently, this does not 
happen. 
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-Other ‘old age’ related speaking char— 
acteristics also havc been reported. For 
example, the vocal loudness levels of 
older individuals are thought to be 
greater than those for younger people 
[13,15] and others [10] argue this po- 
sition even for older populations who 
show no evidence of significant hearing 
loss. Physiological findings, however, 
are difficult to reconcile with the above 
statements. For example, certain in- 
vestigators [14,15] have reported a de- 
cline in intraoral breath pressure and 
vital capacity with increasing age. On 
this basis, it does not seem logical that 
increases in vocal loudness would be 
observed in the elderly. However, if 
they were, they might be gender re- 
lated. 
-Vocal fry is the lowest voice register to 
be found on the frequency continuum 
produced by the human voice [7]; it 
may contribute to voice tremor [15] -— 
and voice tremor would be predicted by 
the physiological model. Finally, other 
voice and vocal tract changes have been 
observed; breathiness is an example 
[15]. This factor, coupled with a slow- 
ing of articulation and a reduction in 
phonational frequency range, could 
serve to explain why individuals of ad— 
vanced age can be recognized as older 
simply from listening to their speech. 
Additionally, many of the relationships 
noted are consistent with the physi- 
ological theory. On the Other hand, 
there are enough data in variance with 
this theory that it would appear nec- 
essary to modify or supplement it. 

3. THE MALE-FEMALE COALE- 
SCENCE THEORY 
-The male—female coalescence model of 
aging is not at all unique to human com- 
munication. Indeed, it is employed to 
explain many of the (other) events] 
changes associated with aging. Briefly, 
this model suggests that menOpause 
(and its physiological counterpart in 
males) is a functional reversal of the sex 
oriented changes that occur at puberty. 
As stated, it would appear that hormon- 
al effects at pubescence operate differ- 
entially on males and females with the 
greatest changes occurring in the male. 
Thus, the sexes become biologically 
less like each Other at puberty whereas, 
at menopause (and during subsequent 
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life-changes associated with advancing 
years) these processes appear to shift in 
the opposite direction -- i.e., males and 
females become more like each other. 
Of course, it is conceded that this model 
will explain only a portion of the ob— 
served processes and that aging affects 
behavior, physiology and communi- 
cation in other ways. For example, tis- 
sue atr0phy, reduction in strength due 
to muscle deterioration, changes in neu— 
ral function and reaction to environ— 
mental changes, also will degrade com- 
municative skills. This model simply 
accounts for a limited set of rela— 
tionships in the process « a set that 
previously has been a little difficult to 
explain. 
-Application of the coalescence model 
would result in predictions reflecting 
reversals in some of the shifts which 
took place at puberty. For example, it 
could be employed to predict that SFF 
for the male would rise as a function of 
advancing age but that it would not do. 
so for females. That is, the interaction 
between elements related to both theo- 
ries would permit the suggestion that 
SFF in females either would not shift 
dramatically or be lowered -- and this 
effect is now documented [12,18]. 

: Finally, other gender related changes 
could be expected, in part based on the 
differential increase in strength at pu— 
berty. Unfortunately, even though 
there are suggestions that these dif- 
ferences occur, definitive information 

- currently is lacking « primarily (1) due 
to the fact that little research (re: com— 
munication) has been carried out on 
these issues and (2) due to the con- 

_ founding effects of those pathologies 
which exist in many of the elderly. 

- 4. CONCLUSIONS — 
A -The male-female coalescence model of 

vocal aging has proved to be an excel- 
lent supplement to the basic physio- 
logical model. While, this coalescence 
theory is in-and-of-itself physiolog— 
ically based, it nevertheless serves to 
modify the larger theory in ways which 
permit more robust predictions to be 
made on the nature of vocal aging. 
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ON ING RESSIVE GLOTTALIC AND VELARIC 
ARTICULATIONS IN XHOSA 

LC. Roux 

Dept. of African Languages, University of Stellenbosch, 
Stellenbosch, South Africa 

ABSTRACT 
The aim of this paper is to present 
some data on the bilabial implosive 
and on click articulations in Xhosa, a 
language belonging to the Bantu 
group of languages. Variations in 
implosive production will be 
enunciated paying specific attention 
to the inadequacy of phonological 

_ features to account for phonetic 
differences among languages. 
Distributional characteristics of 
certain click types in Xhosa wil then 
be considered. An articulatory 
phonetic motivation for the 
occurrence of these specific forms 
will be proposed. 

1. IMPLOSIVE BILABIAL 
Xhosa exhibits one bilabial 
implosive [B], orthographically 
presented as b, when not present in a 
nasal combination, eg. abantu 
[abant’u]. Impressionistic phonetic 
descriptions futhermore refer to two 
other bilabial plosives occurring in 
this language, viz. a bilabial plosive 
wifi: full breathy voice in nasal 
compounds, eg. imbuzi [imbuzi], and 
a bilabial plosive with delayed 
breathy voice occurring in non-nasal 
environments, eg -bhala [bala] [1]. 
A computer assisted phonotactic 
analysis [3] of the sound system of 
Xhosa based on grapheme to 
phoneme conversions following the 
above mentioned conventions 
indeed indicated a high occurrence 
of the implosive vis-a-vis the other 

{two plosives types. An analysis of 

294 965 / CV l-syllables yielded 8,2 % 
implosives in the /C l—position, with 
12% breathy voiced plosives and 
0,42% delayed breathy voiced 
plosives in the same position. In real 
life, however, the phonetic qualities 
of the implosive in Xhosa seem to 
change quite extensively, inter alia, 
as a function of tempo. Figure ] 
represents the articulation of an 
intervocalic bilabial implosive, 
produced ' at a relatively slow 
(deliberate) speaking rate. This 
articulation may be regarded as a 
”classical" implosive sound. Total 
closure of the vocal folds followed 
by some amount of pre-voicing prior 
to the bilabial release may clearly be 
noted. This observation renders 
some support for the traditional view 
[1] that the vocal cords may start to 
vibrate due to a downward 
movement of the larynx through the 
column of subglottal air. However, 
it is also clear that distinctive timing 
sequences prevail: the voicing 
follows a glottal closure which in 
itself may be necessary to induce 
rarefaction. Figure 2 presents the 
same intervocalic sequence, this time 
embedded in the word abafana 
"boys”, produced at a relatively 
faster speaking rate. Although the 
articulation is also clearly implosive 
in nature, both auditorily and 
articulatorily, there is a marked 
difference in the acoustic spectrum 
during the closure phase of the 
implosive. Voicing continues 
throughout the closure phase 
suggesting no specific timing with 
respect to glottal closure. The extent 
of this phonetic variation is difficult 
to determine. Free variation may 
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take place within individuals irrespective an increase in tempo, ‘ whilst in other cases the variation 
seems to be tempo related 
Instances were also recorded [3] _where _implosives totally lost their ingressive qualities in fast speech to be ‘articulated as voiced bilabial plosrves as are usually found in nasal combinations. This phenomenon, 
however, may possibly be explained in terms of unattained articulatory 
targets. 
The_ _variation in the phonetic qu_aht1es of implosives in Xhosa brings to mind similar types of differences described by Ladefoged 
[2] for _irnplosives in Hausa and Kalaban, two languages spoken in Nigeria. In Hausa, implosives display laryngealized voicing throughout the closure, whilst 1mplos1ves are fully voiced during the closure with no tendency toward creaky voice or laryngealization in Kalabari Apart from sharing the vorced version with Kalabari, Xhosa 
augments the possible implosive articulatory repertoire with a distinct closure of the glottis followed by an 
amount of prevoicing prior to the release. These observations clearly have, as Ladefoged [2] has pointed out, serious implications for a theory 
of (umversal) distinctive features as it becomes virtually impossible to account for linguistically significant differences between languages. It therefore remains an open question on what the exact phonetic content 1 
of a distinctive feature such as, for 
example, [implosive] should be. This, in principle lends support to 
Ladefoged’s well known view that "..phonological features are certainly not sufficient for specifying the 
actual sounds of a language; nor are the}; in a_ one—to—one relationship Wi the minimal sets of parameters that are necessary and sufficient for 
this purpose.“ [2]. 

2. CLICKS 
Xhosa exhibits three basic click : 
types, all of which are produced with 
mgressrve air mechanisms. These basic click types (dental … 
orthographic c, alveo—lateral [ 
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orthographic x, and alveo—palatal [!] orthographic q) may furthermore be accompanied by various secondary features such as aspiration, voicing, 
. 
u 
I 

nasalization, and breathy voicing It 5 is_ important for the following discussion to be aware that clicks are 3 produced with two occlusions, ie. at a point in the front region of the oral cav1ty, as well as a closure at the velum. Subsequent backward 
movement of the tongue across the velar area is necessary to induce rarefaction [4]. The computer— assrsted phonotactic analysis mentioned above [3] revealed interesting phonotactic patterns, some _of_ which suggest phonetic conditioning. It should, however, be pornted _out that ICVI—syllable combinations containing any one of fifteen possible clicks (phonetic varieties included) as initial segments are relatively rare, representing only 2,78% of the total corpus of _294 965 combinations. Hence, typification of the Nguni languages (Xhosa _and Zulu) as unique in this reSpect, is obviously not based on quantitative values. Of these chcks, the plain version (1,45 %) and the nasalized versions (0,62 %) constitute the bulk of these occurrences. With Xhosa entertainmg a five vowel system, the followmg most frequent combinations occur in decreasing (vertical) order for each e (e and 0 represent mid—low vowe ): 

DENTAL ALV—LAT ALV—PAL 
PLAIN 

. la | le la 
le  | la !0 
|i | lo !u 
NASALIZED 

Ti fia Ta 
Te ne Tu 
Ta ÎÏi Ti 

(The “missing” two vowels in each 
case have been omitted, due to their 
extreme] low occurrence rate, ie. a 
rate of ess than 0,003 %. In some 
instances these vowels do not even 
occur whatsoever [3].) 
In all cases above [all seems to have 
default status occurring irrespective 
of any other vowel category. 
Dentals, both plain and nasalized, 
show a clear preference for front 
vowels, which implies that 
styloglossus (and possibly 
palatoglossus) activity which is 
responsible for tongue-velar closure 
(to induce rarefaction), is overrided 
by activity of the genioglossus 
muscle maintaining the position of 
the tongue in the anterior region of 
the oral cavity. 
Plain alveo—lateral articulations 
seem to favour mid-low vowels. If it 
is taken into account that the 
alveolar closure is maintained during 
lateral release where the side of the 
tongue is lowered to a position 
towards the middle of the oral 
cavity, then it may be expected that 
mid vowels will tend to follow. 
ln plain alveo—palatal articulations 
the preference seems to be for back 
vowels to follow these clicks. In 
these articulations the tip of the 
tongue is very active performing a 
partly retroflex movement in which 
the inferior longitudinal muscle as 
well as the genioglossus are most 
probably involved. Considering the 
back and downward movement of 
the dorsal part of the tongue (to 
induce rarefaction) as well as the 
retroflex movement of the tip of the 
tongue, it seems quite plausible that 
the following articulation could also 
be in the posterior area of the oral 
cavity, hence the preference for back 
vowels. 
In nasalized alveo-lateral 
articulations the preference for mid 
vowels seems to give way to front 
vowels. This preference is also 
shared by nasalized dentals._ It is 
probably save to assume that in both 
cases the pull of the tongue towards 
the dental and alveolar regions for 
the primary occlusions overrides any 
pull or lift towards the posterior 
area.. Activity of the palatoglossus 
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muscle which lowers the soft palate 
as well as a lack of levator palatini 
activity may comcommitantly 
contribute to a lack of activity in the 
back of the oral cavity, giving rise to 
a preference for front vowels. 
Finally, nasalized alveo-palatal clicks 
frequently combine with high front 
and back vowels. It should be borne 
in mind that the articulation of the 
alveo-palatal click requires a high 
raising, and even bunching of the 
body of the tongue in the palatal and 
velar regions. These two occlusions 
are relatively close to one another, 
compared to dental clicks where the 
points of occlusion are relatively far 
apart Add to this the active 
lowering of the velum, hence a 
narrowing of the area between the 
roof of the oral cavity and the body 
of the tongue, then it cornes as no 
surprise that high vowels are 
preferred in a position following a 
nasalized click. 
The patterns described above 
generally seem to hold true for 
voiced as well as for nasalized 
breathy click articulations, albeit the 
incidence of occurrence is extremely 
limited. The only counterexamples 
are found with aspirated clicks 
where dentals and alveo—palatals 
seem to interchange. Aspirated ' 
dentals seem to prefer a following 
back vowel, whilst aspirated alveo— 
palatals tend to have a preference 
for front vowels in the following 
position. No obvious phonetic 
explanation seems to be at hand for 
this phenomenon. 
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PHYSIOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF "BREATHY" PHONATION 
IN A CHINESE DIALECT 

—A FIBEROPTIC AND ELECTROMYOGRAPHIC STUDY ON SUZHOU DIALECT— 

Ray IwataO,  Hajime Hi rose s s .  S e i J i  N i i m i s i .  Satoshi Horiguchi 
'Il“! 

Faculty of Humanit ies ,  Shizuoka Univers i ty ,  Japan! 
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ABSTRACT 
Physiological fea tures  of the 

difference i n  phonation types 
were investigated on Suzhou 
Chinese by use of f iberopt ic  
endoscopy and electromyography. 
The f indings  suggest that "normal” 
vs .  "breathy" opposi t ion in  phona— 
t ion  type in  Suzhou should be 
brought about by ' antagonistic 
s e t t i n g  in  the  larynx. 

1.1NTRODUCTION 
I t  i s  known tha t  there i s  an 

i n t e r e s t i ng  in teract ion between 
in i t i a l  consonants ,  vowels and 
tones i n  Wu dialects  i n  China .  
Recent phonologists o f t e n  ment ion 
the  term "phonation type“ i n  
treating th i s  phenomenon, but  the  
physiological reality o f ;  i t  is  
s t i l l  unclear. In  Wu d ia lec ts ,  a 
breathy ( o r  murmured)  syllable i s  
in i t i a t ed  by so called "muddy" 
initial (usually indicated by a . phonetic letter [ ] .  like in [pfi], [ t ñ l . [ kfi ] . [ sfi l  and [B]) ," fol lowed 
by a breathy vowel with.&ow p i t ch  
i n i t i a t i o n ;  whereas & normal (or  
c lea r )  syllable i s  i n i t i a t ed  by a 
"clear" i n i t i a l  ( i . e .  voiceless 
inasp i ra tes  and aspirates} ,  
followed by clear vowel w i t h  high 

- pi tch  i n i t i a t i o n .  
Experiments were conducted on 

Suzhou dia lec t ,  one of the  main 
d ia lec ts  in  Wu area.  t o  reveal the  
physiological aspects of the  
d i f f e r ence  between "breathy" and 
' n o r l a l “  phona t ion .  Seven lexical 
tones a re  d i s c r i m i n a t e d  i n  Suzhou 
as  described below by tone 
l e t t e r s .  Among seven tones Tones 
IVa and  IVb. are  character ized by 
shor te r  d u r a t i o n  in  t h e i r  
syl lables than i n  o the r  syllables 
as ind ica ted  by one numera l (5 )  or  
two nuaerals  w i t h  an 
u n d e r l i n e i 2 3 ) [ 1 ] .  

Yin TBnes Yang Tones 
l a  55 I b  24 
I l a  52 
I l l a  412 I I I b  231 

1 6 2  

IVa 5 IVb 23 
The normal phonation and clear 
i n i t i a l s  are associated wi th  Yin 
tones ( indicated by ” a ” ) ,  and the  
breathy .phonation and muddy 
in i t ia l s  wi th  Yang tones("b") .  

2. PROCEDURE 
Laryngeal views were observed 

by a f lex ib le  f iberscope and were 
recorded on VTR a t  a r a t e  of 30 
f rames ( 6 0  fields) per second. The 
intraoral  pressure ( P 0 )  was 
simultaneously measured by 
introducing a miniature  pressure 
transducer through the  n o s t r i l  t o  
the mesopharnx. Electro— 
myographic(EMG) recording was made 
on the  same day but  separately 
from t he  f iberoptic  experiment.  

. T h e  electrodes were Inser ted i n to  
the cr icothyroid ( C T ) ,  thyro- 
arytenoid (Vocalis,  VOC) and 
sternohyoid ( S H ) .  The EMG signals 
were r ec t i f i ed  and integrated over 

‘ a  period of  5 m s .  and sampled a t  a 
rate of 1 kHz.  

In  the  experiments syllables 
wi th  zero i n i t i a l s  and dental 
steps,  [ i l / [fi l l . [ t i ] / [ tfi i ] ,  were 
u t t e r ed ,  f i r s t  i n  isolat ion and 
second in  ;he carrier sentences: 
A :  [1155 kp41 kñäîl kaî5 2131] 

"He looks a t  t h i s  character_____f 
B: [kña 21 kazs 21 31 in55 ta25 
____11 25 13412] "This character, 
i t s  "pronunciat ion i s  the same as 

3. Results 
3-1 Acoustic evidence 

Spectrographic observations 
show that the  breathy phonat ion i s  
charac ter ized  i n  vowels by 
f r i c a t i o n  components a t  the  higher 
frequency range w i t h  the damping 
of the  upper  fo rmants .  Closure 
durat ion and VOT f o r  [ t l / [ t h ]  were 
measured and the  resul ts  of t h e  
measurements are shown below. VOT 
i s  i den t i f i ed  here  as the  
in terval  f rom the release point  to  
the  onset of the periodical vocal 
wave s ince itw'as o f t en  the case 

—__...___ 

NORMAL [1:155] 

(A) ' (B) 

BREATHY [ t 6 1 24 ] 
5.5.3 . _ pl.-“..:… .L-  £ “ -  " 

, .  w ‘ q i ‘ . ‘  _, . 
‘ “ A  :'. .: 

(A) (Bi 
Fig.1 Selected frames of the laryngeal views for Suzhou [ti55]( normal ) and [tfii241( breathy ) 
uttered in isolation. In both syllables laryngeal views are selected from beginning part of the vowels: 
(A) approximately corresponds to the point of oral release. and (B) to 40—70 ms. after release. 

with the nuddy steps tha t  the 
exact value of VOT was hard to  
detect by oscillographic and 
spectrographic inspection. 
Closure Durat10n(ls.) 

vg. n—Max. Std.  No.  
[ t  165.8 131.0-225.2 20.9 30 
[ t  ] 128.2 99.9-171.9 23.3 21 

. t - tes t :  p<lx 
!g1(ns.) 

ToneI . I I , I I I  ToneIV 
Avg. Std.  No.  Avg. S td .  No.  

[ tg  12 .2  2 . 4  22 8 . 5  1 . 3  7 
t ] 20.6 3 . 9  14 1 0 . 8  0 . 6  6 

t - tes t :  p<lx 
Closure duration i s  

significantly longer in  
unaspirated stops than in  muddy 
s to  s .  VOT in  the muddy stop 
( l t  ] )  is  invariably positive. I t  
was reported that there was no 
s ignificant difference i n  VOT 
between luddy stops and voiceless 
unaspirated s topl2] .  But the 
present analysis has revealed that  
the difference i s  statistically 
significant i f  the VOT i s  defined 
as above. 
3—2 Intraoral air pressure(Po) 

Maxi-un Po i n  i n i t i a l  stops 
18 lower i n  [ tfi ]  than in  [ t ] .  The 
difference i s  s ignif icant  at  the 
level p<58 i n  carrier sentence A :  
p<23 in  carrier sentence B;  and 
totally p<1x. 
Po(lnH 0 

sentenceA sentenceB 
Avg. S td .  No.  Avg. S td .  No.  

[ t ë  106.9 1 8 . 3  16 122.9  14.8 8 
t I 91.4 15 .4  12 107.6 12 .8  6 

3-3 Direct observation of the 
larynx 

Fig.1 shows representative 
frames of the glottal views in  the 
nor-al( l t155])  and breathy 
([t5124l) phonation. I t  can be 
observed in the f igures that the 
anterior-posterior dimension of 
the supraglottal structure i s  

remarkably decreased f o r  breathy 
phonat ion.  The constricted 
gesture. which can be called ”ary- 
epiglot t ic  cons t r i c t ion"[3] .  i s  
observed throughout the  e n t i r e  
syllable wi th  an increasing 
degree, but  i s  weakened a t  t he  end 
of the syllable. Note t ha t  the  
adductive movement of t he  f a l se  
vocal f o l d s .  which i s  a 
character is t ic  f ea tu re  i n  the  
"glottal  s top" [1] ,  does not take 
place i n  t h i s  type of 
constriction.  I t  appears tha t  the  
whole larynx moves downward i n  
breathy phonation.  The s t a t e  of 
the g lo t t i s  as well as o ther  
related features  1s summarized 
below. 
1) Vocal 1n1t1at10n([11/lfiu) 

The g lo t t i s  appears t o  be 
closed both i n  normal and breathy 
phonation at  the  i n i t i a t i o n  of the  
syllables. In  the normal phonat ion 
a syllable i s  o f t en  in i t i a t ed  by 
the glottal stop which i s  
characterized by the  adduction of 
the  fa lse vocal f o l d s .  In  the  
breathy phonation the glot tal  s top  
i s  de f in i te ly  absent .  
2)60nsonanta1 in i t i a t i on ( [ t i ] : [ t ñ i ] )  

No remarkable d i f fe rence  i s  
observed in  the  glottal  f ea tu re  
between the  two consonant types. 
There could be four  s ta tes  of the  
g lo t t i s :  ( i ) b o t h  car t i laginous and 
nenbranous(l igamental)  port ions of 
the  glot t is  are open,  (2 )on ly  
cartilaginous portion i s  open, ( 3 )  
only membranous portion i s  open,  
(4)both  of them are closed; and 
every one of the f o u r  s ta tes  i s  
observed both in  [ t ]  and [ tfi ] .  
causing no glottal vibrat ion.  
3-4 Electrogïoggaphic findings 

Fig .2  shows . t he  averaged 
EMG signals f o r  CT, SH and VOC. 
VOC: la normal phonation VOC i s  
activated at the vocal i n i t i a t i o n ,  
while i n  breathy phonation i t  i s  
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suppressed at  the  in i t iat ion.  This 
evidence i s  i n  good conformity 
with the f iberopt ic  observation. 
In the syllables with“ high or 
r i s ing  F0 contour VOC act ivi ty  
increases at the  syllable f i na l  
portion showing & reciprocal 
pattern wi th  CT. This i s  related 
with the pi tch control of the 
tones as well as the vocal 
termination of the sy l lable l l ] .  
SH, CT: The activity of SH and CT 
i s  basically antagonistic a t  the 
beginning of the syllables: SH i s  
activated fo r  breathy phonation 
and CT f o r  normal phonation. 
though SH act ivi ty  increases to a 
extent as CT i s  activated in  
normal phonation. Both SH and CT 
show the early in i t ia t ion  in  their  
ac t iv i t ies :  1n the syllables wi th  
dental stops. they start the i r  
act ivi t ies  at around the closure 
point or  even ear l ie r .  In other 
words, high and low pitch 
init iations are preceded by e a r l y _  
activation of CT and SH. 

In  pitch r i s i ng  and f a l l ing ,  
however, CT and SH are not 
antagonistic. C T .  evidently 
participates in  p i tch  r a i s in  (see  
EMG f o r  [ tfi iz4]  and [tfi1231] . but 
SH does not show any marked 
activity in  p i tch  fa l l ing(see  EMG 
f o r  [ t 1 5 2 ] ) .  
3-5 Evidence observed in 

bisyllabic words 
The muddy Initials have been 

reported to be realized in  fu l ly  
voiced consonants i n  connected 
speech. In  the  experiment a set  of 
bisyllabic words which have normal 
or muddy Initials in  the second 
syllable were also examined. VOT in  
muddy stops i s  i n  most cases 
negative and the g lo t t i s (both  
cartilaginous and membranous 
por t ions)  i s  closed. The closure 
duration and peak Po in  muddy 
stops are s ignif icant ly shorter 
/lower than in  normal stops.  

4 .  Discussion 
I t  i s  suggested that the 

difference in  phonation types 
should be produced by the 
antagonistic se t t ing  in  the 
larynx. 

The breathy phonation i s  
characterized by ”ary-epiglottic 
constr ict ion",  w i th  the downward 
movement of the larynx. The 
activity of SH, and presunably 
other extr insic muscles as well ,  
undoubtedly contribute to  for-  
the constriction and the downward 

s h i f t  of the larynx. These muscles 
adjust the framework of the larynx 
as a whole, then externally or 
vertically ef fect ing  the  tension 
of the  vocal f o l d s l 4 ] [ 5 ] .  Note 
that  VOC and CT are suppressed at 
the in i t ia t ion  of the breathy 
phonation. Conceivably increased 
activity of the extrinsic muscles 
would shorten and thicken the 
folds by exerting the  forces 
externally on the], i t s  adductive 
tension being decreasedla l .  The 
”breathy” quality of the syllable 
might be brought about by a 
"slack" state of the vocal folds ,  
which would provide a favorable 
condition fo r  low pitch 
i n i t i a t i on .  And t h i s  may also be a 
reason the vocal folds s tar t  
vibrating in  the intervocalic 
posi t ions .  

The normal phonation, on the 
other hands, i s  in i t ia ted by the 
increased act ivi ty of VOC i n  the 
vocal in i t i a t ion  and that  of CT in  
the  consonantal in i t i a t ion .  the 
former of which i s  of ten 
accompanied by the adductive 
gesture of the false vocal fo lds .  
VOC contributes t o  increase the 
adductive tension of the vocal 
folds by su plying the medial 
compressioa . CT i s  primarily a 
p i tch ra i se r ,  but  note that i t s  
ac t iv i ty  i s  init iated quite  early. 
I t  i s  assumed that CT also 
part icipates in  increasing the 
adductive tension of the f o l d s l 6 ] .  
Thus a " s t i f f "  state of the vocal 
folds i n  normal phonation is  
unlikely t o  cause the vibration 
and would provide a favorable 
condit ion f o r  high pitch 
in i t i a t ion .  
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INTRASPEAKER VARIATION ON THE SEGMENTAL LEVEL: 
A TRANSCRIPTION-BASED APPROACH 

A.P.A. Breeders‘ & W.H. Vieregge"“‘I 

*National Forensic Science Laboratory, Rijswijk, Netherlands 
"Dept. of Language & Speech, University of Nijmegen, Netherlands 

ABSTRACT 
This paper discusses a set of procedures 
which may be used to examine intras- 
peaker variation on the segmental level. 
The primary tool employed for this pur— 
pose is the consensus transcription. A 
variation index is proposed which cap- 
tures the amount of intraspeaker varia- 
tion around the modal realization of each 
variable. The procedures described 
should provide a principled approach to 
the investigation of intraspeaker varia- 
tion with special relevance to the subject 
of speaker identification. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
While it is generally recognized that 
intraspeaker variation poses a major 
problem in speaker identification, com- 
paratively little is lmown about the way 
in which this type of variation manifests 
itself in the speech of individual speak- 
ers. It is not clear, for example, whether 
speakers differ consistently in the 
amount and nature of intraspeaker varia— 
tion associated with their speech. In 
recent years, there has been a marked 
increase in the number of studies dealing 
with inter— and intraspeaker variation, 
many of them undertaken with the prime 
object of answering questions in the field 
of speech technology. In spite of the cur- 
rent interest in speaker characteristics, 
there is still a remarkable scarcity of data 
at even the most basic level about the 
actual extent of variability in the speech 
of individual speakers. The present study 
seeks to develop a systematic approach 
to this question. However, unlike many 
other studies in this field, ours is not 
inspired by issues arising from speech 
technology and may therefore be of only 
marginal interest to it. We are aiming to 
devise an approach which is primarily 
relevant to auditory speaker identifica- 
tion. The primary tool employed for this 
purpose is the consensus transcription. 

Presented below are the preliminary 
results of this approach. 

2. PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
Our main objective is to gain a better 
understanding of the magnitude and 
nature of intraspeaker variation through 
the use of a consensus transcription. 
Some of the questions we would like to 
answer are: Do some speakers consis- 
tently exhibit more variation than oth- 
ers?; Is it possible to express speaker 
variation in quantitative terms, and if so, 
how much material is required to arrive 
at a reliable index of intraspeaker varia— 
tion?; Are some variables more consis- 
tent than others?; Is variation constant 
against time? 
In order to investigate these questions 
non-contemporary speech samples were 
collected from 6 speakers of Dutch and 
subsequently transcribed according to 
the principles outlined below. 

3. CONSENSUS TRANSCRIPTION 
The concept of the consensus transcrip- 
tion is not new. Shriberg et al. [2] 
recommend it as a procedure which can 
be used to eliminate errors due to inat- 
tention and other shortcomings of the 
transcriber. They found that, of the cor- 
rections made by transcribers in a con— 
sensus transcription, 90% of those in 
vowel segments and 80% of those in 

' consonant segments were considered by 
the transcribers to be due to inattention 
on their part during the original tran- 
scription process. Also, Ting et al. [3] 
have shown that within a group of tran- 
scribers mutual corrections lead to great- 
er agreement between transcribers. 
In the present instance, all speech sam- 
ples were first transcribed by pairs of 
Language & Speech Pathology students 
of the University of Nijmegen — all of 
them qualified smch therapists - as part 
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> Svara . Voicing Elia ion <ts> 

âgeaker <% ( . 3 9 ) , 3  0 ( . 7 9 ) . 1  + ( . 5 0 ) . 2  0 ( . 6 7 ) , 2  t s - ( î . g g ;  

JK :3(.7s),2 a ( .96) .1 + (.78).2 o (1.00).o t s ' î r ' o m  
MK 1+(.94).1 0 (.62),1 +/v(.39),1 0 ( . 7 9 ) , 2  t s  5 7 )  1 

NO 3(.33),3 o ( . 7 9 ) , 1  - ( . 9 5 ) , 1  0 ( 1 . 0 0 ) , 0  t s  (.97),1 

NR ' [+(.83),2 :» ( . e s ) , 1  — ( .39),2 o (1.00),o ts  ( . 9 0 ) . 2  

WS + [ ( . 3 3 ) , 4  O ( . 5 8 ) , 1  v / - ( . 3 9 ) , 1  0 ( 1 . 0 0 ) , O  s ( .  , 

+ 

statistics were determined for N . _ 

?hleevgä‘äs contexts of the variables 1, 2 Vw = ): Rr . dr 

and 6. They are omitted here for reasons 
of space. _ _ 
The descriptive statistics presented 
above give a first indication of the vari- 
ous degrees of intraspeaker variability 
encountered in the material produced by 
the six speakers. They wrll make it pos- 
sible to examine any changes rn the real- 
ization of the variables with time. More 
specifically, we will be able to determme 
whether the modal realizatron changes or 
remains constant in both qualitative and 
quantitative terms. What is less satisfac- 
tory about the format used so _far rs the 
amount of information it contains about 
the non-modal realizations. It tells u_s 
how many realizations there are in addr- 
tion to the mode and what their com- 
bined relative frequency is but it would 
be more interesting to know whether 
they are very similar to the mode rn 
qualitative terms or very different. In 
other words, we would like to be able to 
develop a variation index which can cap- 
ture the degree of similarrty between the 
modal and non-modal realrzatrons. The 
solution proposed here is one based on 
the use of a distance matrix a_s developed 
by Vieregge & Cucchranm [4]. A 
weighted varia 'on index Vw can be cal- 
culated by means of the followmg for- 
mula: 

; 3 3 I 3 
+ + à 

r l  [ 1 . 0  0 . 5  0 . 5  1 . 5  
r2 3+ 0.5 1.5 0.5 
r 3  + 3  1 1 
:4 I t  1 
r 5  3 
r 6  % 
r 7  % 
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Here, Ri stands for the relative frequen- 
cy of the various non- modal realrratrons 
and di for the articulatory distance 
between a realization Ri and the Mode, 
calculated on the basis of the number of 
articulatory features in terms of which 
the two realizations differ. The value of 
the index is anived at by summmg the 
products of the relative frequency _of 
each non—modal realization and 1ts dis— 
tance measure. It will be clear that the 
weighed variation index Vw represents a 
measure of the articulatory variation 
around the mode which is superior to the 

s variation index obtained by sum- 
ming the relative frequencres of _the non- 
modal realizations because _rt takes 
account of the articulatory difference 
between the mode and the non—modal 
realizations. 

7. CALCULATION OF THE 
VARIATION INDEX _ 
We will illustrate the calculation _of the 
variation index for one of our vanables, 
<3>. Between them, the 6 speakers used 
10 different realizations of tlus vanable. 
The following matrix was used to calcu- 
late the differences: 

z z [ [ 
° ' '3 
2 2 . 5  1 0 - 5  
2 1 . 5  2 0 . 5  
1 . 5  3 1 . 5  0 
2 . 5  3 0 . 5  1 

2 . 5  2 1 . 5  1 

2 2 . 5  1 0 . 5  
0 . 5  3 2 - 5  

3 . 5  2 

1 . 5  
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pf the final project of a lZO—hour course rn phonetrc transcription taught by the second author. They were instructed to produce a consensus transcription in accordance With the IPA conventions [1] which, they were told, would later be assessed by their teacher. The final ver- sron of the consensus transcription, which forms the basis of the present study, was produced by the two authors. After several tuning sessions, during whrch a number of minor notational problems were ironed out and maximum unrfomuty in transcriptional practice was achreved, the authors worked through the student—made transcriptions on an individual basis. However, appar- ent rnconsrstencies in the author versions were carefully re—examined to produce the ultimate consensus transcription used for this study. 

4. COLLECTION OF MATERIALS The speech samples were produced by 6 educated speakers of standard Dutch, all employed by the University of Nijmegen and .hvrng rn the Nijmegen area, though ongmally hailing from various parts of the country. The amount of regional accent m their speech varied from mild to reasonably strong. There were three women and three men, their ages rang- mg from 25 to 50. The six speakers read three texts on each of three days, with a one- week interval. On each day, the three texts were read three times in suc- cessron at three points in time, i.e. at 9am, lpm and 5pm, giving a total of 9 readrngs per speaker per day, and a grand total of 27 readings for each speaker for the three days. Although the texts were different, they were identical rn terms of the variables under investiga- tion, so that in effect 27 tokens of each instance of all variables are available for analysis. However, the pre ‘ ' results presented below are based on a subset of 6 non-contemporary readings from the total of 27 readrngs. 

Speaker <r> <x> 
MJ ‘! ( . 5 7 ) , 6  x ( . 7 3 )  3 JK rr (.36),6 Y ( . 5 7 ) : 4  MK r ( . 5 9 ) , 7  X ( . 9 0 ) , 1  NO R ( . 2 5 ) , 1 0  :( ( . 6 0 ) , 4  NR R ( . 3 9 ) , 6  x ( . 8 7 ) , 2  WS rr (.35),9 x ( . 5 7 ) , 3  

5._VARIABLES INVESTIGATED Nme segmental variables were investi- gated. They were selected on the basis of therr expected variability in Dutch. They gsm = the number of tokens per read- 
l. <x>, in four contexts, viz.: 

rl.  C - n=3 
r2: - (C) # n=6 
r3: # - V n=3 
r4: V - V n=4 

2. <x>, in two contexts, viz.: 
x . - r n=2 
x2: # - V =3 

3. <z> n=5 
4. <v> n=$ 5. <3> n=3 
6. Svarabhakti, in two contexts, viz.: Sl: 1 - n=3 

SZ: . r ' D : ]  
7. Ësrmilation of voice before Ib/ and 

. n= 
8. Elision of ln/ after 9 schwa n=4 
. <ts>, as in Dutch I'ti ' police) n=§o l : (Enghsh 

6. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS In order to arrive at a first overall meas— u_re of the degree of intraspeaker varia— tion, the following statistics were deter— mrned per vanable and per speaker over the srx non—contemporary readings: l.  the Mode, (M), ie. the most common realrzatron of the variable; (21h31? relatrve fi'equency of the mode, 
3. the number of realizations other than tarn. “”' ?“ “… °f 1.e. um ' ' ' fiunted as 1. que realrzatrons) berng 

ey are expressed below in the format M (flVl),p, or Ml/M2 (tM),p, for a bimo- dal distribution. (The conventions used for theo‘rlccmg variable are + for voic- rng, - or voicin and f ' realization.) g v or a medaa 

< z >  <v> 
; ( . 5 0 ) , 3  _ r /v ( . 3 3 ) , 2  z ( . 9 3 ) , 1  v ( . 7 7 ) , a  ' s ( . 9 3 ) , 1  : (.97),1 z (.57),5 : ( . 5 7 ) , 2  e ( . 6 0 ) , 4  : ( . 6 3 ) , 3  
; t . 4 0 ) . 3  v ( .53 ) .3  
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For a full discussion of the principles . 
underlying the distance matrix the reader 
is referred to Vieregge & Cucchiarini 
[4]. Suffice it to say here that measures 
used to calculate the distances are based 
on the articulatory difference between 
the sounds. Note that the value 0 is 
assigned to the distance measure 
between the realizations r3 and rlO, the 
devoiced realization of a voiced fricative 
and the voiced realization of its voiceless 
counterpart. 
Speaker MJ's raw variatidn score for this 
variable is (.39),3. There were 7 instanc- 
es of the modal realization r3, 4 occur- 
rences of rl, 4 of r2 and three hapax 
legomena, r5, r7 and r10. The variation 
index is then calculated as follows: 
Vw : (.222 x .5) + (.222 x .5) + (.058 x 
1.5) + (.058 x 1) + (.058 x 0) = .37 
It is interesting to compare this index 
with the combined relative frequency of 
the variation around the mode, which 
was .61. Below, the variation index Vw 
is given for the remaining 5 speakers, 
followed by the raw variation index V. 

JK 3 (  
MK [ * ( .  - No + 3 ( . 3 3 )  . 3 9  . 6 7  
NR [ * t  
ws + [ (  

+ 

It appears that the weighed variation 
index Vw can deviate quite considerably 
from the raw variation index, especially 
if the mode has a low frequency of 
occurrence, as in the case of speakers 
NO and WS. While the relative frequen— 
cy of the mode is the same for these 
speakers, NO's weighed variation index 
is considerably lower, which reflects the 
greater similarity to the mode of NO's 

non-medal realizations. 

8. CONCLUSION 
As observed in the introduction, the 
results presented above are based on a 
small portion of the available data. The 
emphasis here has been on some of the 
procedures used to describe intraspeaker 
variation in a systematic fashion. The 
consensus transcription is proposed as 
the most suitable format for the initial 
analysis of the speech samples collected. 
The use of a distance matrix based on 
articulatory differences between realiza- 
tions affords a principled approach to a 
further, quantitative analysis of the vari- 
ation encountered in the material. Major 
problems remain to be resolved before a 
meaningful comparison is possible of the 
readings produced at different times. It is 
this comparison which should provide 
answers to the central question of the 
consistency of intraspeaker variation pat- 
terns. 
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PHONÉTISATION AUTOMATIQUE: EVALUATION ET ENRICHISSEMENT 
D’UNE GRAMMAIRE DE RÈGLES POUR LE FRANÇAIS 

R.  Belrhali, L. Libert, L.,]. Boë 

Institut de la Communication Parlée, URA CNRS n° 368 
Grenoble, France 

ABSTRACT 
Our project was the establishment of a 
grammar for the. automatic phoneticization 
of French. By constituting a lexicon of 
60.000 words and systematically 
examining their transcriptions, we 
forrnulated a large body of new rules, 
which were added to a pre—existing base 
set, making a total of 900 rules. The 
resulting system gives a‘ correct 
phoneticization of 99.75% of the base 
lexicon. We here present the analysis 
method used on this large lexicon, as well - 
as a selection of the rules derived. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
La phonétisation du français peut être 
décrite essentiellement par règles de 
correspondance entre graphèmes et 

' phonèmes. Cette correspondance se décrit 
par la contrainte de contexte sur la chaîne 
graphémique et va même jusqu’à la 
correspondance lexicale. Les phénomènes 
de phonétisation tiennent comptent de 
niveaux linguistiques supérieurs au mot 
que sont : la valeur catégorielle (souvent 
[suvd], chantent [ Ida), la fonction 
syntaxique (les portions [ponsjä], nous 
portions [poatj5]), la structure syntaxique 
: les liaisons, (un savant [0] aveugle 
(nom - adjectif), un savant [t] aveugle 
(adjectif —nom)), la valeur sémantique (fils 
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[frs], fils [fil]). 
Ce travail concerne le niveau lexical de la 
phonétisation du français. 
Avec la mise en place de bases de données 
faciles d’accès, de manipulation et de 
reconfiguration, il est maintenant possible 
d’élaborer, tester et améliorer les 
formalisations possibles. Notre effort 
s’est concentré sur les relations entre 
codes orthographiques et de vastes corpus 
de notations phonétiques. ' 

2. PRESENTATION DU LOGICIEL 
TOPH 
L’ o u t i l TOPH (Transcription ' 
Orthographique-Phonétique) est un 
phonétiseur multilangue qui pr0pose une 
syntaxe pour décrire des grammaires de 
phonétisation. Ce transducteur fonctionne 
sur texte libre. Il permet de réécrire 'une 
chaîne d’entrée graphémique en une 
chaîne de sortie phonémique. Les 
avantages de TOPH par rapport à d’autres 
logiciels (cf. [3], [4], [6], [S]) sont 
certains. Nous pouvons mentionner sa 
facilité d’utilisation (traces d’application, 
statistiques) ainsi que la formalisation de 
ses règles transparente à l’utilisateur, 
permettant des modifications aisées. 
L’expert formalise son raisonnement sous 
la forme d’une grammaire déterministe de 
règles de réécriture contextuelles. 

A chaque classe de règles il introduit un 
ordre local défini par l’ordre d’écriture 
des regles. La grammaire comprend : 
1°— des ensembles prédéfinis de caractères 
orthographiques décrivant des 
phénomènes de nature très différente : 
- ensembles linguistiques : “Consonnes 
non males” = (b, c, ç, d, f, g, h, j,k, 
l ,p ,q ,r , s , t ,v ,  w , x , z  
— ensembles d’ exceptions : “Exception: 
fin en g ” _ = (barlong, bastaing, 
basting, bourg, oing, seing, dugong, 
écang, étang, hareng, harfang, joug, 
kaoliang, long, pacfung, parfaing, rang, 
sampang, sanderling, sang, shampoing, 
shamvooins. trépans. tripans 
2°— des comnentaires pouvant être une 
chaîne quelconque bomée par ‘ l '  et 
insérée dans n'importe quelle portion de 
la grammaire. 
3°— des règles partitionnées en classes ; la 
classe d’une règle étant déterminée par le 
premier caractere de la chaîne à transcrire. 

3. MÉTHODOLOGIE 
Afin. d'enrichir la grammaire de 
phonétisation existante, un lexique de 
grande taille est nécessaire. Nous avons 
donc, dans un premier temps, constitué 
une base de données de 60 000 mots 
i m p l a n t é e  s u r  Macintosh. 
L’environnement Hypercard et le langage 
Hypertaik ont rendu possible la mise au 
point de programmes de recherche de 
chaînes orthographiques de longueur 
quelconque. Elles ont été recherchées 
dans trois positions : initiale, interne, 
finale. A partir des listes obtenues nous 
avons systématiquement relevé la 
transcription phonétique de la chaîne 
étudiée en prenant comme référence de 
prononciation le Petit Robert I . Nous 
avons ensuite vérifié l’existence de la (ou 
des) regle(s) correspondante(s) à la (ou 

aux) transcription(s) phonétique(s) de la 
chaîne de caractères étudiée. Dans le cas 
contraire, nous avons écrit de nouvelles 
règles. 
Illustration de la méthode de travail par un 
exemple : la classe du ‘b’. 
Nous avons obtenu 2394 mots 
commencant par ‘b-’, 7210 mots 
contenant au moins un ‘-b-’ en position 
interne et 32 mots se terminant par ‘-b’. 
Après le relevé de la prononciation du 
graphème ‘b’ dans tous les mots et dans 
toutes les positions nous avons établi les 
règles suivantes : 
(les caractères syntaxiques sont notés en 

gras) 
— (radou, lom) +b+(“#”, s) = [ ] 
Cette règle concerne radoub et les mots se 
terminant par ‘lomb’ comme plomb, 
coulomb, surplomb, aplomb, dont la 
réalisation du ‘—b’ en position finale est 
muette (ces mots peuvent être suivis d’un 
‘s’, marque du pluriel). 
- +b+ (s, t) = [p] 
Cette règle concerne tous les mots 
contenant la suite de caractères ‘bs’ ou 
‘bt’ et dont le ‘b’ se réalise [p] ; il s’agit 
ici d’un cas d’assimilation ré gressive. 
— (sub) +b+ (sidence, sidiaire, sist) 

{rang +b+ (swool) : [b] 
Ces deux dernières règles sont des 
exceptions à la précédente. " 
- +b+ (c, k) = [p] 
Cette règle concerne tous les mots 
contenant la suite de caractères ‘bc’ ou 
‘bk’ dont le ‘b’ se réalise [p]. Nous 
avons ici un autre cas d’assimilation 
régressive. La seule exception _à cette 
règle est la suivante : 

. - (su) +b+ (carpatique) = [b] 
- +bb+ : [b] 

. Toutes les géminées de la classe du ‘b’ 
obéissent à une règle unique. 
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_ (“#”) +b+ (“#”) = [be] 

Cette règle est uniquement applicable à la 
lettre de l’alphabet. 
- +b+ : [b] 
Il s‘agit de la règle la plus générale. 

Classement suivant l’ordre d’application 
des règles: 

radou, 10m) +b+ (“#”, s) = [ ] 
Iam +b+ (swool) = [b] 
sub +b+ (sidence, sidiaire, sist) 

= [b] 
+b+ (s, t) = [p] 
(su) +b+ (carpatique) = [b] 
+b+ (c, k) = [p] 
+bb+ = [b] 
(“#”) +b+ (“#”) : [be] 

+b+ : [b] 

« nÉsuunvrs 
La grammaire de base [l] contenait 200 
règles et 12 ensembles d’exceptions. 
Actuellement 900 règles et 16 ensembles 
d’exceptions (décrivant 1 000 mots) 
permettent de phonétiser automatiquement 
les 60 000 mots de notre base de données 
avec un taux de réussite de 99,75 % 
(problème de polyphonic des mots du 
type ‘plus’ pouvant se prononcer [plys] 
ou [ply]). La langue, matériau vivant, est 
en constante évolution d’où la nécessité 
d’une réactualisation systématique de 
notre base de données et de la grammaire. 

5. CONCLUSION 
Au-delà des applications évidentes en 
synthèse et reconnaissance de la parole, le 
passage du niveau orthographique au 
niveau phonétique renvoit à des 
problèmes linguistiques fondamentaux et 
constitue un champ de—"validation 
privilégié des fonnalisationsllinguistiques 
et phonétiques. Le développement des 

Industries de la Langue constitue à la fois 
une stimulation et une possibilité directe 
d’application. 
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ABSTRACT 

Thanks to examples in French 
the aim of this paper is to show 
that from a typological point of 
view the concept of MAVL is more 
operative than VOI‘ in what con— 
cerns stop consonants. 

Depuis plus de 25 ans déjà, la 
mtion de V.0.T. (Voice Onset Time) 
telle qu'elle a été proposée dans 
un prettier tarps par LISKER et 
ABRANBON [9] et ultérieurement par 
KLAT]? [8] est utilisée tant d'un 
point de vue phonétique que phono- 
logique (cf., entre autres, l'em— 
ploi qui en est fait dès 1968 dans 
S.P.E'.). voire même à des fins ty—V 
pologiques ['7 ] . Au—delâ de son titi-" 
lité name [1], ce concept trouve 
cependant ses limites, lorsqu'il 
s'agit de décrire l'ensemble des 
réalisations possibles pour les ar- 
ticulations de type occlusif. La 
distinction entre VOT+ (positif) 
et VOT— (négatif) , mène si elle 
peut être "ajustée" en short voic- 
mg lead et long voicing lead d'me 
part et en short voicing Zag et 
long voicing lag d'autre part, ne 
peut pas, à non sentiment, rendre 

des divers cas de figure 
que l'on peut rencontrer, ne se— 
rait-ce que pour les occlusives 
/p/, /t/. /k/ et /b/, /d/, /g/ en 
français, langue qui servira ici 
d'exerple. Une description complè— 
te de ces consonnes nécessite de 

tenir ccmpte des cas de dévoise- 
ment partiel et/ou total pouvant 
affecter les occlusives phomlogi— 
quement 'somres' , ceci tout aussi 
bien au niveau phonétique que pho— 
nologique [2][7]. A cet effet, mn 
seulement le concept de V.0.T. doit 
être utilisé mais aussi celui de 
M.A.V.L. (Mutant d'Apparition des 
Vibrations laryngiermes) [3 ] . Dans 
une perSPective typologique. le , ! 
concept de M.A.V.L. se révèle être 
plus performant que celui de V.0.T.‘ , 
ce que montrent les exenples pré- 
sentés ici—mène. 

Comment déterminer les moments 
d'apparition des vibrations laryn- 
giennes d'une consonne occlusive ? 
Une illustration est fournie par 
les Planches 1 et 2 qui; comportent 
les tracés du pl'omgranme (ligne 
M) et de l' électroglcttogranme (li- 
gne ESG) de 6 séquences prononcées 
par des enfants francophones. Le 
[b] de [ëbcle-J (Figure 1; Planche 
1) est entièrenent voisée: ceci 
veut dire que sa phase d'occlusion 
et celle de relâchement sont touts . 
les deux accompagnées de vibrations 
des cordes vocales (Dans un tel cas 
la phase de relâchetent, qui est 
constituée d'une explosion très 
brève mn d'un V.0.T. 
positif, est difficilement repéra— 
ble sur ce type de tracés : l'enc— 
plosion se confond alors avec une 
vibration des cordes vocalæ , ce 
tant sur le [tang-amine que sur 1' 
électmglottogramne. Toutefois, le 
passage entre la consonne et la 
voyelle est visible, étant dome 
l'augmentation d'anplitude notée 
au débit de la voyelle). La durée 
de l'ensenble estde 85 met au— 
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cune interruption des vibrations 

laryngiermes n'a lieu lors du pas- 

sage de la consonne [b] a la voyel- 
le [c]. C'est un type 1 de M.A.V. 
L.. Le [gÜÛ] de [sg(h)at(h)9](ri— 
gure 2: Planche 1) et la consonne 

dentale [300] de [ëgüb] (Figu— 

re 3; Planche 1), quant à eux, ne 

emportent pas de voisement pen- 

dant leurs phases de relâchetent : 
l'explosion n'est pas voisée et le» 

bruit de friction suivant cette 
dernière ne l'est pas non plus. Un 
V.0.T. positif de +15ms est obser— 

vé dans les deux cas. Pour [900], 
qui correspond à un type 2 de MA. 
V.L. , l 'occlusion est entièrenent 

sonore. Elle dure 45m. Pour l'au— 
tre consonne (Figure 3) l'occlu— 
sion n' est voisée que partielle- 

nent : seuls 45m (soit 75%) de 
celle—ci, qui dure au total 60ms, 

sont voisés; la fin de cette oc- 

clusion est donc sourde pendant 
15ms. Il s'agit d'un ty e 3 de M. 
A.V.L.. L'occlusion du 800] de 

[8(h)°211 (Figure 4; Planche 2) 

est entièrement sourde. Cette ar— 

‘ ticulation compte par ailleurs un 
V.0.T. positif de +5ms. On est en 
présence ici d‘un‘type 4 de M.A. 
V.L.. 

Pour ce qui est des consonnes 
phomlogiquenent ' scmres' , les 

quatre types de 'M.A.V.L. peuvent 
être récapitulës ccmne suit : 
M.A.V.I... 1 : occlusion voisée + re- 
lâcherent voisë: M.A.V.L. 2 : oc- 
clusion voisée + relâchement non . 

voisé; M.A.V.L. 3 : occlusion mi- 
—sonore + relâchement non voisé; 
M.A.V.L. 4 : occlusion mn voisée 
+ relâcherent mn voisé (pour les 
types 2,3 et 4 le 00 note simple— 
ment l‘absence de tout voisement 
pendant la phase de mlachanent et 
mn un quelconque souffle ou “aspi- 
ration“). 

Pour le [pUÛ ] de [æp(h)anje°] 
(Figure 5; Planche 2) et le [ph] de 
[phare] (Figure 6; Planche 2)_1es 
durées d 'occlusion sont respective- 

ment de 80m: et 115ms. Si le V.0.T. 
positif est inférieur à 40H13, la 
consonne a un type 5 de M.A.V.L.. 
Ceci est le cas du [MM], [Jusque 
son V.0.T. ne dure que +20ms; si le 

V.0.T. positif est superieur a 40 
ms, on est en présence d'un type 6 
(ceci est le cas du [ph] avec son 
V.0.T. de +55ms) . 

Les deux types de M.A.V.L. at— 

tribués aux consonnes phonologique- 

ment ' sourdes' peuvent être récapi— 

tulés conne suit : 
M.A.V.L. 5 : occlusion non voisée 
+ relâchement non voisé (avec v.0. 
T. inférieur ?: 40ms); M.A.V.L. 6 : 

occlusion non voisée + relâchement 
non voisé (avec V.0.T. supérieur à 

40m) . 

Les différents types de M.A.V.L. 

peuvent par ailleurs être schémati- 

sés ainsi qu'il est ixfiiqué à la 
Planche 3. Si l'on veut analyser 

les phémnènes d'assibilation mtés 

dans certaines variétés du français 

(frarloo—caMdiemes plus particu— 

lièrenent; Québec, 0ntaric,No‘uveau—- 

Brunswick, etc.), il convient d'in— 

clure à cette schématisation des 

types supplémentaires [3][6]. 

Dans une perspective typologi- 

que, sur quels points l'approche en 

tentes de M.A.V.L. est—elle plus 

performante que celle basée sur le 

V.0.T. ? Si l'on revient sur les 
types 2 et 3, on peut aisément con

- 

stater que ceux—ci ne peuvent don— 

ner lieu à aucune mesure de V.0.T.. 

Pour le type 2 il faudrait tenir 

à la fois cœpte d'un V.0.T. posi- 

tif de +15ms et d'un autre, quant 

à lui négatif, de -45ms. Or, l'idée 

mène de Voice meet Time ne permet 

pas d'avoir des unités phonétiques 

emportant à la fois un V.0.T. né— 

gatif et un V.0.T. positif. C'est 

l'un ou l'autre. Il est donc impos- 

sible de traiter de telles unités, 

si ce n'est en utilisant le concept 

de M.A.V.L.. n'en est de mène pour 

l'exenple de M.A.V.L. de type 3, 

d'autant plus qu'une phase sans vi- 
brations laryngées de 15ms de durée 

survient entre ce qu' il convierfirait 
d'attribuer à un V.0.T. négatif de 

45ms s'arrêtant à 15ms de la fin de 
l'occlusicn-d'une part et d'autre 

part la fin de l'occlusion elle- 

m‘e‘me , tout ceci étant accŒpagné . 

d'un V.0.T. positif de 15ms. Il est 

donc inpossible d'analyser en fonc— 

tion du Voice Onset Time le [gÜÛ ] 
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et le [_g(h)] (Figures 2 et 3); le 
V.0.T. ne peut être compris que de 
manière binaire .: négatif/positif. 
C'est ceci Irène qui le rend inc—pé- 
ratoire pour l'analyse d'occlusi— 
ves partiellement désonorisêes , 
que ce soit pendant leur phase 
d'occlusion ou pendant leurs pha- 
ses d'occlusion et de relâcharent. 
Sans le concept de M.A.V.L., qui 
permet d 'affiner la description 
phonétique des occlusives en indi— 
vidualisant , pour le français, 4 
types différents, au lieu de 2 ,il 
serait impossible de rendre catpte 
de faits d'acquisition [5] ou de 
différenciations sociolinguisti— 
ques, plus particuliéranent d'or- 
dre sexuel [4 ]. 
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THREE TYPES OF PROSODIC CORRELATIONS 
IN SOUTH GERMAN DIALECTS 
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ABSTRACTS 
The paper deals with 

three types of prosodic cor— 
relationes in 'South German 
dialects: correlation of ge— 
mination in High Alemannic, 
opposition of syllables with 
different place of quantite». 
tive syllable peak in North 
and Central Bavarian, corre— 
lation of syllable cut in 
Low Alemannic and High Fran— 
conian. This prosodic sys- 
tems are considered as dif— 
ferent stages of the evolu— 
tion of Germanic quantity. 

There are three major 
types of prosodic systems in 
South German dialeCts. High 
(South) Alemannic dialects - 
a group which most of Swiss 
German dialects belong to — 
are known to preserve a 
rather archaic quantitative 
order and syllabic structure. 
In the consonant system of 
these dialects two phoneme 
types are opposed to each 
other: the weak consonants - 
lenes - and the strong — 
fortes -, this opposition 
concerning all the conso— 
nants: stops, fricatives, 
resonants. Geminates, double 
consonants typical of Swiss 
German dialects, occuring in 
the intervocalic position or 
sometimes between resonan 
and vowel,are phonologically 
identified with fortes. This 
can be demonstrated by means 
of the rule formulated by 
L.Zinder [9]! sounds stand— 
ing in complimentary distri— 
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bution and alternating in 
the same morpheme constitute 
the same phoneme; e.g. in 
our case sit 'Holzscheit'— 
—Éit-ta ' Holz spalten'. The 
occurence of long vowels 
before fortes (long) conso- 
nants or consonant clusters 
([sâff] 'Schaf', [lÿt] 'Leu— 
te', [dôrff] 'Dorf') seems 
to testify "free quantity”. 
This syllable sshape (over— 
long syllable) is especially 
frequent in some South Swiss 
German dialects with "Aus— 
lautverhärtung", i.e. the 
neutralization of fortes—le— 
nes opposition in favour of 
fortes at the word end. As 
for another "unusal" (in 
terms of modern West Germa— 

-“ nic languages) syllable type 
in monosyllabics — short vo— 
wel before lenis, - they are 
frequent, when stressed, in 
few dialecte (Gadmental, 
Haslital, Obwalden in the 
South and some dialecte in 
the North—East of German 
speaking Switzerland)[2].In 
most Swiss German dialects, 
however, they are possible 
only in some word kinds — 
imperative verb forms, 
expressive words: [ëlag] 
'schlagel', [red] 'rede!’ 
[kxog] swear-word [5] This 
syllable shape is quite sel" 
dom in case of a resonant in 
the word end. Whereas in mc— 
nosyllabics lenis is in 
most cases preceded by a 
long vowel - because of the 
so—called High Alemannic 
lengthening (or Leicht- 
schlussdehnung), i.e. leng— 
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thening of short vowel befo— 
re lenis, short vowels 1n 

the open syllable of di— and 

polys llabic words are quite 

usual [ëaba] (sa—ba) 'scha— 
ben', [redo] _ 
den'. While the syllabic di- 

vision and shape are inde— 

pendent on the vowel length, 

the type of consonant plays 

here a decisive role. In the 

intervocalic position the 

syllabic boundary always 

occurs within fortls which 
is phonetically geminated 

whereas therlenis starts the 

next syllable} sit-ta 'Sei— 
te' -si-da 'Seide'. Thus a 

specific prosodic order in 

these dialects is present 
which could be called corre— 
lation of gemination. . 

A similar prosodic 
system is observed in South 

Bavarian dialects, whereas 
in Central and North 
Bavarian the syllable 

structure obeys the rule, 

long vowe1+lenis (short) 

{consonant-short vowe1+fortis 

(long), Consonant (Pfalz's 

law), these two syllable 

types often alternating in 

morphological paradigme, 

e.g.the opposition of 
singular and plurgl forms of 

substantives: [grrf1—[griff] 
U 

'Grirf','fîs]—ïfisä1'riscn', 
'[ëdôg]-[ dek]'Stock'. This 
correlation has some peouli- 

arities differing it from 
similar prosodic quantitati- 

ve opposition in other Ger- 

manic languages. The alter- 

nation of fortes and lenes 

depending on.the length of 

preceding vowels takes place 

in consonant clusters as 

well: [gësd1-[gesst] 'Gast'- 
—'Gäste'; long as opposed to 
short can be diphthongs and 

affricates tooZthâud3-{hait1 

'Haut' - 'Häute', [khobf]- 

-[khepf] 'Kopf'—'dfe': re- 

(re—de) 're—' 

sonants do not take part in 
this correlation being al- 
ways weak: [hünd1 — [hunt] 
'Hund' - 'Hunde'. We cons1— 

der this correlation as a 
prosodic one, as an opposi— 

' tion of syllable types dif- 

fering in the place of syl— 

labic quantitative peak, al- 

though the character of this 

opposition remains dispu- 

table [3]. _ _ 
In Low Alemannic ane 

High Franconian a third 

prosodic order is represen— 

ted - the syllable cut _cor— 

relation or the oppOSition 

of close and loose contact 

between a stressed vowel and 

the following consonant, ty- 

pical of many West Germanie 

languages and dialects, e.g. 

modern standard English, 

German and Dutch. The proso— 

dic character of this corre— 

lation becomes apparent in 

syllabication depending on 

the vowel length which in 

turn is the phonetic?Sign of 

contact: [lida] (ll-(la)H 

-[lida] 'leiden' — 'lau— 

' ten' (Low Alemannic — Al— 

satian dialect). 
Modern dialects reflect 

different stages of proso— 

dics development. They show 

general trends of syllable 

structure evolution common 

to all Germanie languages, 

but also some specific High 

German features 
An important consequen— 

ce of the Second Sound Shirt 

was the elimination of _the 

opposition voiceless-VOiced 

in the consonant _system of 

South German dialects. The 

reduction of the opposition 

of three consonant raws : 
lenes-fortes-geminates to 

that of only two: lenes-for- 

tes with geminates as pos1— 

tional variants took place —
 

as many scholars believe - 
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. o t .  all the 

already in the Old High Ger- 
man [6]. Thus the consonant 
system here was based on the 
opposition of lenes derived 
from Germanic voiced and 
fortes derived from Germanic 
voiceless stops which were 
shifted according to the 
Second Sound Shift, Germanic 
geminates and long 
consonants resulted from the ‘ 
West Germanic consonant 
lengthening. The shifted 
frieatives were long, strong 
and in the intervoealic 
position geminated. Germanie 
p>ff merged with Germanic 
f f ,  k>xx merged with 
Germanie xx, t> ;. Thus the 
group of ortes was 
enlarged, the opposition of 
fortes-lenes became univer— 
sal for the whole system. 
Only in the dental raw the 
triple opposition d-t-tt and 
also s-ss—za was preserved 
for a longer time. After the 
coincidence of ;, gg (<t) 
with s, 5 and t (<d) with 
tt (<dd, “b) the consonant 
system was Simplified, the 
opposition of fortes—lenes 
intimately connected with 
syllabieation and syllable 
shape became strengthened 
This' consonant system is 
preserved to—day in Swiss 
German dialects. 

Further 'evolution of 
syllabic structure was 
directed toward the inter— 
relation of vowel and conso- 
nant quantity inside the 
word. According to the 
assumption of E.Kranzmayer a 
trend to the equal quantity 

words got 
developed [4]. As the Swiss 
German dialecte indicate, 
the first step of this 
development could be the 
vowel lengthening in 
nonosyllabics before lenes - 
first of all of open vowels 

before resonants. This 
statement eonradicts the 
widespread concept according 
to which the lengthening in 
monosyllabics occured by 
analogy with that in open 
syllable, Many new monosyl- 
labie words ending in fortes 
resulted from the apocope 
which took place in Central 
& d North Bavarian dialects: 
[siff]<[siffe]. They con- 
trast with old monosyllabics 
built according to the pat- 
tern long vowel+lenis. As a 
result of all these proces— 
ses a quantitative- prosodic 
order referred to above as 
the correlation of the syl— 
lable peak place was formed. 
There are reasons to suppose 
that a prosodic correlation 
like this (sometimes called 
isoehrony) always preceded 
the syllable eut correlation 
in the history of West Ger— 
manie languages [ 8 ] .  

The next step was the 
elimination of geminates 
which became phonologically 
redundant. In Central German 
dialect area including also 
some South German dialects — 
High Franconian, Low Aleman— 
nie — these processes were 
connected with the merge of 
fortes and lenes - consonant 
weakening[7].Beeause of very 
few oppositions in the con— 
sonant system of these dia— 
lects the syllable cut (con— 
tact) eorrelation became an 
important means of differen— 
tiation: liutcn > _lit—ten 
(with delabialization iu 
[y] > 1 and vowel shorte— 
ning)> modern Alsatian 

[lide] with- close contact 
'läuten' - lidan> modern 
Alsatian [l1daq with loose 
contact 'leiden' [1]. 
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MORPHOPHONEMICS OF WEAK-STEM FORMS IN MODERN CHALDEAN 

Solomon Sara,SJ. 

Georgetown University, Washington, DC. 

ABSTRACT 
This paper explores the derivation of 
the surface forms of the weak-stem 
verb forms in Modern Chaldean. 
Weak-stem forms are those forms that 
include the glides /y,w/ among their 
tn'consonantal radicals. The inter- 
calation of vowels in the verb para- 
digms include /y,w/,and the labile 
nature of these glides, produce surface 
forms that are at variance with the 
corresponding strong-stem paradigms. 

0.0 INTORDUCI‘ION 
Modem-Chaldean is one of the cur— 
rently spoken, and much changed, 
dialects of Classical Syriac/Aramaic. 
There are many such dialects, but the 
dialect that is the focus of this 
presentation is the dialect of 
/mange§I/, a town in the northern 
part of Iraq. 

1.0 DATA AND PROCEDURES. 
There is no" lexicon for the Modern 
Chaldean dialect of /mangeät/ that 
will provide a list of all the weak-stem 
lexical items. I have depended on lists 
of words found in several grammars or 
lexica of other dialects as my data 
sources. The lexical items that were 
provided in these sources needed to be 
phonemically modified to the 
/mange§1/ sound patterns. These 
sources provided a representative 
sample of lexical items in which /w,y/ 
occur in verbal paradigms. 

2.0 STEMS WITH /Y,W/ 
/w,y/ are contrastive units in this 
dialect as shown in the examples: 
[yarixa/ ‘long’ [wariôa/ ‘root’ 
/sya?a/ ‘fence’ /swa?a/ ‘satisfy’ 
[gnaya/ ‘set’ [gnawa/ ‘steal’ 

3.0 /Y/ IN INITIAL POSITION 
The terms INITIAL, MEDIA]... and FINAL 
positions refer to the first, second and 
third consonantal segments of the root 
respectively. The following stems 
illustrate /y/ in initial positions in 
roots: 
lym/ ‘lqng’. lm/ ‘bake’ 
lyw1/ ‘s}ve’. lywä/ ‘dry’ 
/yld/ ‘gwe birth’ /ylp/ ‘lcam’ 
/yq6/ ‘burn’ ' /yqr/ ‘heavy‘ 
lyrx/ ‘length’ /ytw/ ‘sit’, etc. 

In the conjugation of the verbal 
forms various changes take place that 
affect the initial /y/ of the stem. An 
instructive way of observing this 
process is to compare the strong and 
the weak paradigms of the verb in a 
conjugational framework. Only the 
singular paradigm is given here, since 
the plural suffixes do not affect the 
changes in the stem differently from 
the singular: 

3.1 Strong/Weak 
/d-r-s/ ‘study‘ ly-l-p/ ‘learn’ 
/drasa/ ‘to study’ /?ilapa/ ‘to learn’ 
ls./darsm/‘I study‘ lyalpm/ ‘] learn’ 
2s./dar3tt/ 'you study’ 

/yalptt/ ‘you learn’ 

1 8 2  

3s./darts/ ‘he studies’ 
lyahp/ ‘he learns' 

ls./dnsli/ ‘I studied’ 
/ltpli/, /?ihp1i/ ‘I learned’ 

25.]dnslux/ ‘you studted’ , 
fitpluxj, /?ihplux/ ‘you learned 

3s./dnslt/ ‘he studied’ , 
/hph/, [?iltph/ ‘he learned 

imp.25./dros/ ‘study’ 
[lop/ , /?ilop/ ‘learn’ 

imp.2p./drusu/ ‘study’ 
/lupu/ , /?ilupu/ ‘learn’ 

R1. -Deletion. _ 
y --y> 0 /#__C /yltpli/ -—> /ltp11/ 
R2. y/w—Syllabification . _ 

y--> i/v__C/ /ylop/--> lflOP/ 
R7. ?-Inscrtion. _ 
0 --> ? /#___V /i10p/--> ]?dop/ 
Both options occur and are acceptable: 
The glide /y/ is deleted in the mltlal 
cluster. The second option is that /y/ 
is converted to /i/. This necessrtates 
the addition of a glottal stop /?/ 
before the vowel, since all syllables 
begin with a consonant, and vowels do 
not begin syllables in this dialect. 

3.2 IY/ IN MID-POSITION _ 

The following stems illustrate /y/ un 
mid-position: . , 
[dys/ ‘trample’ /zyd/ ‘mcrease 

/zyp/ ‘jossue' /cyk/ ‘sçuff' 
[cym/ ‘close’ /nys/ ‘blte’ 

ldyn/ ‘iudge’ /xyt/ ‘SCW’ 
[lys/ ‘chew’ 

Strong/Weak . , 
[d-r-s/ ‘study’ Id-y-n/ ‘]udge 
/drasa/ ‘to study’ /dyana/ ‘to judge’ 
ls. [darsm/ ‘I study’ 

[denm/ ‘I judge’ ' 
2s. /darsrt/ “you study’ 

[dentt/ ‘you judge’ 
3s. [darts/ ‘he studies’ 

/daytn/ ‘he judges’ 
ls. [dnsli/ ‘I studied’ 

ldmni/ ‘I judged’ - 

25. ldnslux/ ‘you studied’ 
[dtnnux/ ‘you judged’ 

3s. /drtslt/ ‘he studied’ 
/dtnnt/ ‘he judged’ .- , 

imp.s. /dros/ ‘study’ [don/, Judge , 
imp.p. /drusu/ ‘study’ /dunu/, Judge 

R2. y/w—Syllabification. . 
y——-> i/V__C /dayntn/ --> [daimn/ 
R5. Tense vowel lowering. 
i-—->e/V___ [daimn/ --> /daenm/ 
R6. Vowel deletion. 
V1V2 --> V2 [daentn/ «>  [demn/ 

3.3 /Y/ IN FINAL POSITION _ 
The following stems illustrate /y/ 111 
final position: 
/bny/ ‘build’ /gby//beg: 
lilly! ‘tired’ /dry/’p‘ut’ 
lypy/ ‘bake’ Il…/‘ bf: , 
lxzy/ ‘see’ /tpy/ stick , 

[kly/ ‘stay’ [cmy/ ‘put out 
/kry/ ‘shorten’ 
Strong/Weak 
/d-r-s/ ‘study’ /k—l-y/ ‘stay’ 
[drasa/ ‘to study' /k1aya/ ‘to stay’ 
ls./darStn/ ‘I study’ 

/kalm/ ‘I stay’ 
25./darsrt/ ‘you study’ 

/kaltt/ you stay’ 
3s./darts/ ‘he studies’ 

/ka11/ ‘he stays’ 
1s./drtsli/ ‘I studied’ 

[kleli/ ‘I stayed’ _ 
2s./drtslux/ ‘you studted’ 

/klelox/ ‘you stayed’ 
3s./drtslt/ ‘he studied’ 

[klelt/ ‘he stayed’ 
imp.s./dros/ ‘study’ 

[kle/ f. ‘stay’, [kli/ m. ‘stay‘ 
imp. p. [drusu/ ‘study’ /klo/ stay’ 

m. y—Syllabification before non—low 
vowel. _ 
y -—> i/___V [kalytn/ ->  /kahtn/ 
R5. Tense vowel lowering. . 
i-«-c/V__ /kltili/ - >  [klteh/ 
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R6. Vowel deletion. 
V1V2 --> V2 /klteli/ ->  [kleli 
[kalitn/ - >  /kaltn/ 

4.0 /W/ IN INITAL POSITION 
The following stems illustrate /w/ in 
initial position: 
MW ‘duw’ lq/ ‘Papel’ 
/wrd/ ‘rose’ /wr6/ ‘root’ 
No verbal form beginning with /w/ is 
available for conjugation. 

4.1 [WI IN MEDIAL POSITION 
The following stems illustrate /w/ in 
medial position: 
/hwy/ ‘become’ /zwu/ ‘buy’ 
/xwr/ ‘white’ /twr/ ‘break’ 
/?w6/ ‘do’ /q/ ‘hard’ 
/ëwr/ ‘J'ump’ 
Strong/Weak 
[d-r-s/ ‘study’ /z-w-n/ ‘buy’ 
/drasa/ ‘to study’ /zwana/ ‘to buy’ 
ls./darsm/ ‘I study’ 

/zomn/ ‘I buy’ 
2s./darsrt/ ‘you study’ 

/zomt/ ‘you buy‘ 
35./darts/ ‘he studies’ 

[zawm/ ‘he buys’ 
Is./drtsli/ ‘I studied’ 

/zwmni/ ‘I bought’ 
28./drtslux/ ‘you studied’ 

/zw:nnux/ ‘you bought’ 
38./drtslt/ ‘he studied’ 

/zwmm/ ‘he bought’ 
imp. s./dros/ ‘study‘ /zwon/ ‘buy’ 
imp. p./drusu/ ‘study’ /zwunu/ ‘buy’ 

R2. y/w-Syllabification. 
w—-> u/V___C /zawntn/——> /zauntn/ 
R5. Tense vowel lowering. 
u-->o /V_ /zaumn/ ->  [zaomn/ 
R6. Vowel deletion. 
V1V2 --> V2 /zaontn/ - >  /zontn/ 

4.2 M] IN FINAL POSITION 
The following stems illustrate /w/ in 
final position: 
/ytw/ ‘sit’ /gnw/ ‘steal’ 

/xrw/ ‘spoil’ 
[slw/ ‘cross’ 
Strong/Week 
/d-r-s/ ‘study’ lg-n-w/ ‘steal’ 
[drasa/ ‘to study’ /gnawa/ ‘to steal’ 
ls. /darsm/ ‘] study’ 

/ganwtn/ ‘! steal’ 
2s. [damtt/ ‘you study‘ 

/ganw:t/ ‘you steal, 
3s. ldarts/ ‘he studies’ 

/ganu/ ‘he steals’ 
ls. [drtsli/ ‘I studied’ 

lgnuli/ ‘I stole’ 
25. /drtslux/ you studied’ 

lguulux/ ‘you stole’ 
35. /drtslt/ ‘he studied’ 

lguuh/ ‘he stole’ 
imp.s. /dros/ ‘study’ 

/gnu/ ‘steal’ 
imp.p. /drusu/ ‘study’ 

/guuwu/ ‘steal’ 

/qrw/ ‘near’ 

R2. y/w-Syllabification. 
w--> u/ V__C /gantw/ - >  /gantu/ 
bR6. Vowel deletion. 
V1V2 --> V2 /gantu/ « >  /ganu/ 

5.0 SUMMARAY 
The /w,y/ segments change in the 
sequences of verb paradigms according 
to specific rules that are determined by 
the contexts in which these segments 
occur. There is similarity between the 
rules rules for the glides but no 
identity. There are more changes that 
are operative with the high front glide 
/y/ than the changes of the back high 
glide /w/ . The discussion of the 
changes was limited to the verbal para- 
digm, and may be extended to other 
lexical paradigms with comparable 
expectations. There are other contexts 
in which these changes take place, and 
are under investigation. 

6.0 SUMMARY OF RULES: 
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R1. y—Deletion. 
' you-> 0 /#__C 

l-sylll 
{-cons} l-sylll 
[+high]-—> [0] /#__[+cons] 
[+ tens] 
[-back] 
[-roun] 

R2. y/w—Syllabification. 
y/w --> i / V__C 
[—syl, -cons, +high, +tense] 

ll 
\/ 

[+ sylll 
/ 

[+Sy111 l-Syll 
{-cons} [Non-“>] 

R3. y—Syllabification before non-low 
vowel. . 
y --> i. - /_V 
l-sylll 
{-cons} [+ syn] 
[+high]-> [+sy11 /_[-cons1 
[+tens] . 
HOW] 
[~back] 
[—roun 

R4. y—Deletion between two non—low 
vowels. 
[-syl -cons +hi + tense -bk -rnd] 

V 
0 
/ 

[+Sy11] [+Sylll 
[—cons] [-cons] 
[-low __ How] 

R5. Tense vowel lowering. 
i—->e /V__ 
u——>o /V__ 

+ 11 [ sy ] [+syll] 
{-cons} 
[+hi8h] --> l-highlll-OODSL 
[+ tens] 

R6. Vowel deletion. 
V1V2 --> V2 
[+sy11] [+q 
[-cons] {-cons} 
1 2 --> 2 

R7. ?-Insertion. 
0 --> ?, /#__V 

- 11] 
E-iyons] [+sy11] 

0 ->  [-voic] /#__ {-cons} 
[mnt] 
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STOP ASSIBILATION IN QUEBEC 
FRENCH; AN ANALYSIS BY 

ARTICULATORY SYNTHESIS 

HJ.Cedergren‘, DArchambault’ & G.Bonliannel 

1Université du Québec à Montréal, Canada 
’H‘IRS—Télécommunications, Québec, Canada 

- ABSTRACT 
This paper discusses the use of 
articulatory synthesis as a research tool 
for determining the relationship between 
phonetic data and phonological structure. 
Under the assumption that the mapping 
between phonological and phonetic 
representations is accomplished by rules 
of phonetic implementation we use a 
computational model to examine 
alternative accounts of the derivation of 
surface affricates in Quebec French. The 
model’s behaviour is shown to parallel 
natural speech data. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the defining characteristics of 
Quebec French is the surface reflex of 
coronal steps [rl,/dl in the context of a 
following anterior high vowel fil./y]. 
Underlying coronal stops are realized as 
the assibilatcd affxicates [t',d‘] in these 
contexts. Forms such as dix ”ten" or petit 
"little" are typically realized as [d‘Is] and 
[pt‘i]. These forms are usually accounted 
for by rules of the form 

lt, "'> [I'll—{idf } 
/d/ --> [d']/_[i,y} 

Alternative accounts of the mechanism 
reSponsible for the derivation of these 
surface afi’ricates have been proposed. 

The first is a phonological account which 
assumes that the forms [t‘], [d‘] are 
contour segments with dual feature 
matrices consisting of a stop and fn‘cative 
components [4]. The second is a phonetic 
account which assumes that the fricative 
component of the surface affricate is the 
consequence of the transition gesture 
between the constriction location of the 
apico—alvcolar stop and that of the 
following vowel [3,8]. 

An articulatory synthesis system [1], 
which uses phonological feature matrices 
as input and explicitly models 
feature/production relations, is used to 
examine the explanatory value of both 
hypotheses. In the next sections we give 
a brief description of the system and 
present details of our computational 
simulation of lt/ assibilation. 

2. SYNTHESIS SYSTEM 
The articulatory synthesis system which 
has been implemented consists of three 
major components: first a series of 
modules in which different phonological, 
phonetic and articulatory knowledge 
structures are represented; an articulatory 
model [9]; and finally a central 
representation structure which controls 
modules interfacing and is accessible to 
the user. 
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We assume a multidimensional non-linear 
representation of underlying phonemic 
and phonetic segments, with fundamental 
distinguishing properties: (1) phonological 
features are assumed to be abstract binary 
classificatory features, i. e. segments may 
be [+/- labial]; while phonetic features are 
n—ary [x], i.e. [+labia1] phonological 
segments may correspond to either 
[projected], [neutral] or [retracted] labial 
positions. (2) Phonological representation 
is assumed to be underspecified; that is, 
only contrastive feature values are 
marked underlyingly. Redundancy rules 
add essential feature values. (3) 
Physiological representation is in the 
spatial domain; therefore the 
phonetic/physiology passage defines a 
relation between discrete phonetic 
parameters and acoustically important 
area-function parameters [5]. 

Rules written in Delta account for 
internal properties and module interfacing 
[6]. The phonological rule-set assigns 
initial feature specifications and defines 
feature alignment relations. Phonetic rules 
translate abstract phonological 
representations into n—ary phonetic 
features and assign inherent duration to 
each segment. Rules of the physiological 
module account for phonetic 
feature/production relation by specifying 
corresponding motor-sensory goals and 
intrasegmental dynamics. The calculation 
of articulatory trajectories is  
accomplished by optimization 
techniques. 

3 .  ACCOUNTING FOR l t /  
ASSIBILATION 
The system which we have described 
allows us to explicitly examine the 
phonology—phonetics interface question as 
the implementation of physiological 
gestures derived from a sparsely specified 

abstract feature representation and to test 
linguistic hypotheses about levels of 
representation. We illustrate this issue by 
modelling lt/ assibilation in Quebec 
French. 

The properties of our computational 
model (which simulates the properties of 
actual articulatory systems) permit us to 
address two aspects of the assibilation 
problem: ( 1) do the articulators, during 
the transition gesture form lt! to fil. 
occupy 'for a critical duration a location 
which permits assibilation?; (2) does 
delayed glottal adduction following offset 
of closure result from speaker control or 
aerodynamic conditions of the post N 
constriction? 
3.1 Acoustic Data 
A corpus of natural speech was gathered 
from a single speaker. Three types of 
stimuli were included in the data-set: (1) 
occurrences of N followed by (a) a vowel 
which conditions assibilation, (b) vowels 
which do not; (2) occurrences of N 
followed by /s/ in the same vocalic 
contexts; (3) occurrences of Is] not 
preceded by N. 

From these data we defined the duration 
for the various segments. We also found 
that while durations for vowels and 
fricatives vary under stress, durations of 
plosives remain constant. 
3.2 Radiographic Data 
X-ray tracings of [I] when followed by 
[1,y/ were analyzed in order to gather data 
on articulatory gestures [10]. These data 
suggest that speakers do not aim at a 
particular target during assibilation, rather 
that the transition of the tongue is made 
directly from the /t/ to the lil. This 
information on the motor-sensory goals 
was integrated into the physiological 
module. 
3.3 Experiment 
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The input strings, such as, Iati/ and Iatsi/ 
were submitted to the system. There were 
no specific rules provided to account for 
assibilation. The rule set did not include 
any rule inserting a fricative segment 
between the stop and the following 
vowel. Further, the rate of occlusion 
offset was set to be uniform for all 
vowels, and glottal aperture duration did 
not depend on consonant type. 

The synthetic reSponse produced an 
excrescent fricative segment between the 
stop and the vowel. The spectrograrns of 
synthesized sequences replicate the major 
characteristics of measured sequences 
taken from natural speech. Figure ! 
shows the spectrogram of the synthetic 
sequence derived from the Iati/ input 
string. Frication noise is found between 3 
and 8kHz. 

hub! 

ligue. 1 Iat i /  
The measured duration: for the vowels 
and the frication noise correspond well to 
those that are stipulated in the rules (cf 
Table 1). The durations for N are smaller 
than expected, because they refer only to 

the period of occlusion, and do not 
include the transition of the vowel to the 
onset of closure. Assibilation was 
produced even when the vowels Ie/ and 
M followed the N. However, the 
spectrogram reveals that the initiation of 
vocal cord vibrations was quicker than 
after high front vowels, giving frication 
periods inferior by 6 to 14%. 

TABLE 1. Acoustic durations 

Sequence Duration (ms) 

prec. foll. 
vowel I t /  fric. vowel 

lcd! 48 49 47 37 
lnfi/ acc. 48 48 46 67 
btsi/ 48 47 141 46 
lotsi/ acc. 48 46 162 69 
[city] 48 49 46 37 
Intel 48 46 44 41 
lam/ 48 61 41 39 

4. CONCLUSION 
The explicit modelling of hypotheses on 
the mechanism of assibilation has allowed 
us to evaluate their likelihood. We find 
that it is not necessary to program 
assibilation as a phonological process: it 
results from aerodynamic conditions that 
are satisfied during the course of the 
transition form lt! to fil, as a consequence 
of voice onset delay. 

These results, however, should be 
interpreted in the light of traditional 
wamings on the use of simulation 
techniques. For they depend on the 
validity of the model and the articulatory 
synthesizer that are evidently an 
approximation of reality [2]. 
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Further tests should be carried out with a 
full range of vowels. However it would 
appear that the computational model can 
be of further use to research in linguistics 
to test theories. 
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.ABSŒTUMŒT 
- The present study concerns the 

study of distinctive features by 
means of "Phoneme Environment 
Clustering” (PEC).  The PEC 
algorithm, originally developed 
f o r  automatic speech recognition. 
selects the optimal set of 
allophones and est imates miss ing  
contexts automatically.  We have 
examined approximately 2.000 
segments f rom 216 phonellcally 
balanced words uttered by a male 
informant  of Japanese us ing PEC. 
The results  show that the  fea ture  [sonorant]  i s  separated from 
others  i n  t he  earliest stages of the process of the tree structure and coincide with the feature hierarchies proposed i n  the f ie ld of current  non-linear phonology. 

1 .  INTRODUCTION 
In  this  paper we would l ike to 

describe an a t tempt  to  reconsider the hierarchical s t ructure  of dis t inct ive features by means of a "Phonene Environment Clustering" (PEC). Early generative phonologists adopted _the distinctive features of the 
Ja obsonian framework [ 6 ] .  
Later .  they revised the dist inct ive features  in  many respects.  In the  framework of 
SPE. d is t inc t ive  features are mainly described from an 
articulatory point  of view [1] ,  
and the same inclination has been 
maintained among current approaches. This .  however, does not mean that acoustic and 
auditory aspects have lasser importance, but rather that i t  

was d i f f i cu l t  to  make an exact 
and precise description of the 
acoustic characteristics of 
distinctive features at . t ha t  

l e .  

l i th  respect to  the hierarchy of 
dist inctive features,  several 
kinds of feature hierarchies have 
been proposed. 
We would like to introduce 
another kind of hierarchy based 
on the acoustic distance. PEC. 
which was originally developed for  automatic speech recognition.' 
i s  one such experiment and 
attempts the establishment of the 
feature  hierarchy. 

2 . THE CONCEPT OF pnonsna ENVIRONMENT CLUSTERING (PEG) 
We can consider a number of 

possible factors. which may 
affect the sound patterns me!" a 
given language.- such as a 
preceding phonene. a phoneme 
before a preceding phoneme, a 
center .phoneme (the current phoneme i t se l f ) .  a succéedîng' 
phoneme, a phoneme af ter  & 
succeeding phoneme. speakers. pitch frequency. power. speaking rate. stress position. phonese. position in  the utterance. background noise. emotion and so 
f o r t h .  The combination of these 
factors makes an abstract space 
which i s  called the environment— 
space E .  Each allophone i a  
assumed to  be a point e in the space E.  On the other hand, each 
allophone i s  observed as an 
acoustic pattern which 'Cafi 'îüë“ 
assuaed to be a point v in : vector space (V) .  after.-…some_ 
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normalization of pat tern 
durations as well. 
If we have a set of phonetically 
labeled acoustic segments, each 
i s  a point e i n  the environment 
space E as well as a point v i n  
the  pat tern  space V .  Denoting a 
mapping funct ion from the  space E 
to  V by <p : E ——>V, the  acoustic 
pattern of each allophone v=rp ( e )  
varies from sample to  sample and 
has a certain spread in  the space 
V.  This spread i s  measured by 
some d is tor t ion measure, such as 
an averaged Euclidean distance 
from the cent ro id ,  and.denoted by 
d ( v ) .  The image i n  a subspace Ei 
of the phoneme environment space 

-E through the mapping funct ion  
i s  also a subspace Vi = ¢ ( E 1 )  in 
the vector space V .  I t s  spread in  
V is  denoted by d ( V i ) .  
The aim of the phoneme 
environment c lus ter ing i s  t o  f i n d  
the optimal se t  of n subspaces 
{Ei}Ï;0 to cover all variations 
of acoustic segments. I t  i s  
defined as the  minimization of 
the total distort ion defined by: 

n 

n 32:“? un)) 
=1 

where 
E=E1U E2u E3U . . .u En 
and EiriEj = 0 ( i  # J )  

That i s .  PEC aims to f i n d  an 
optimal division of the phoneme 
environment space to  minimize the 
total sum of the distortions of 
images of environment subSpaces. 
This formulation means a sort  of 
piecewise approxination of a 
mapping funct ion  such tha t ,  if  an 
arbitrary phoneme environment i s  
given, i t s  pattern i s  predicted 
with a minimum error.  Since i t  i s  
not easy to  obtain the real 
minimum. the  solution to  the 
above problem is  approximated by 
successive splitting of the 
environment subspaces, which has 
significant advantages such as .  
the clustering algorithm is  
simple. ali produced subspaces 
are convex, the spl i t t ing process 
derives a binary decision tree,  
and so forth.  ’ 

3. EXPERIMENTS ON PEC AND 
DISTINCTIVE FEATURES 

As has been mentioned above, 
the  process of successively 
sp l i t t ing  subspaces forms a tree 
s t ruc ture  which i s  in terpreted as 
a s imi lar  grouping of phonemes 
and the phoneme environment.  The 
concept of PEC can be applied as 
well t o  the  d i s t inc t ive  fea tures ,  
which are  components of  phonemes. 
For Example, Fant (1973) s ta ted 
that ” the  phonetic value of a 
d i s t inc t ive  fea tu re  can be 
regarded as a vector i n  a 
multidimensional signal space. 
The variabili ty due to  context  
shall be expressible by rules 
which de f ine  how the  f e a t u r e  
vector i s  changed when the 
conditioning elements are varied" 
[ 5 ] .  Therefore, dist inctive 
features lay be extracted t o  some 
extent  us ing the  PEG procedure. 
We .have examined how sets of 
phonemes are divided in to  
allophones i n  the  process of PEC. 
Experiments were carr ied out 
under the  following condit ion.  
1)Infornant and t e x t s :  

' Approximately 2 ,000  segments out  
of 216 phonemically balanced 
words fo r  one male adul t .  
2)Acoustic  parameters: cepstrun,  
del ta—cepstrum, log-power, delta- 
log-power. 3)Dimension: 34. 
4)Regression window: 90 ms 
tr iangular.  5)Window lengthz30 m s .  
6)Window s h i f t :  10 ms .  7)Sampling 
frequency: 12kHz. 8)Environnent 
fac to rs :  5 .  9)Distance measure: 
weighted Euclidean distance. 
The results indicate that 
allophones depending on phonetic 
environment are extracted at 
lower nodes. Phonemes as se ts  of 
allophones appropriately 
correspond t o  upper nodes which 
bind the lower nodes of 
allophones. S t i l l  upper nodes t i e  
several phonemes in to  bundles and 
these bundles correspond to  
natural ' c l a s se s .  Following 
diagrans represent parts  of the 
tree s t ructure  which was formed 
through the process of successive 
splitting using PEC. 
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[-sonorantl 
" ' "  z i d a r e h e s o t s p i k s '  

" ' l  
-—- o ,w,a .e . j . i .u ,m,n ,N.0g,cb 
[osonorant] 

I t  i s  observed that a set of 
segments which hold a feature 
[+sonorantl i n  common and a set 
of segments which hold a feature 
[—sonorant]  in common are 
separated at  the f i r s t  step. A 
segment “h" i s  classified as a 
member of segments having [— 
sonorant] in  th is  analysis. 
In the case of Japanese, the 
phoneme /h/ occurs as allophones 
[c] .  [ i ] .  [x ] .  and [fl] In 
addition to  [ h ] ,  and this  phoneme 
is  not usually classified as a 
glide. Therefore. there i s  no 
problem i n  classifying th is  
segment as l—sonoran t ] .  
W i t h  respect to  / r / .  th is  segment 
i s  an approximant (semi-vowel) i n  
the  case of English, and th i s  
would be c lassif ied as 
[+sonorant ] .  In  the case of 
Japanese, however, t h i s  segment 
has quite a number of allophones 
and f r ee  var ia t ions .  For 
example, / r /  i s  o f t en  represented 
as a kind of plosive et word 
in i t ia l  pos i t ions ,  and as a f l ap  
at  word—medial positions.  I t  i s  
assumed tha t  th i s  segment i s  
accordingly classif ied as [ -  
sonorant]  i n  t h i s  instance. 
Attaching an asterisk ( a )  to  g 
and d implies a special case. 
These segments are originally 
voiced plosives and should be 
classified as l - sonorant] .  At 
the  stage of labeling 
preconditioned the phoneme 
environment c lus ter ing.  
t rans i t ion  port ions of formants 
were not  included in  vowels but 
Included i n  voiced plosives. 
Therefore,  some properties of 
vowels, which should be 
c lass i f ied  as [+sonoran t ] ,  are 
assigned to  these segments i n  
t h i s  analysis .  Furthermore,  /g/ 
and /b/ seldom occur as voiced 
plosives [g ]  and [ b ] .  Rather,  
they occur as voiced fricatives 
[81 and [8] or velar nasal [g] 

called "bidakuon‘. These - are 
also assumed to be factors. 
In the next s tep .  the segments 
that have features [—high, 
-consonantal] i n  common were 
separated from [+sonorant] .  
_ _ _ :  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  J o l n u s . e n | N a . g o . b  

! 
————————— o ,w ,a , e  

l-hlsh ] 
l—consonantal] 

In th is  analysis /w/ i s  
classified as l -h igh] ,  although 
i t  is  classified as [+high] in  
the case of English. In the case 
of English, [ w ]  i s  produced wi th  
a constriction between the upper 
and lower l ips  and the back of 
the tongue and soft  palate as 
well ,  and i s  a so-called voiced 
labial—velar approximant. On the 
other  hand, in the case of 
Japanese. the degree of raising 
the back of the tongue is  lower 
even at  the word i n i t i a l  
posi t ion,  and i t  i s  pointed out 
tha t  i s  s t i l l  lower a t  the word 
medial pos i t ion .  Therefore,  the 
informant  of th is  analysis 
ref lects  such properties of 
Japanese, and /w/ was classified 
as l — h i g h ] .  
The group which holds l—high ,  
—consonantal]  i s  subdivided in to  
a group which has & feature 
[ + r o u n d ] ,  v iz . /o /  and /w/, and a 
group which has a fea ture  
l — r o u n d ] ,  v i z .  la/ and /e/ .  

[+round]  
{-hlgh l ------- o,w 
[-consonanta1] : 

l 
l 

------- a , e  
[-round] 

The segments that have a fea ture  
[—round] i n  common are s t i l l  
subdivided in to  individual 
phonemes of /a/ and /e/ by a 
fea ture  [+/— l o w ] .  The low vowel 
/a/ and the  non-low vowel /e/ are 
separated by th i s  f e a t u r e .  

[+low] 
[—round] 

[- low] 
Other groups of segments are also 

1 9 2  

subdivided i n t o  individual 
phonemes in  a s imilar  way. 

4 .  DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
Recently,there i s  a tendency to  

revise not only par t ia l  problems 
but also the total framework of 
feature systems in  many ways. One 
of the main concerns among them 
is  se t t ing  up a hierarchy 
s t ructure  or  groupings fo r  the 
fea tu re  arrangement. Until now. 
several kinds of f ea ture  
hierarchies or groupings of 
features  have been proposed. For 
example, i n  a Jakobsonian 
framework, Fant (1973) discussed 
a feature  hierarchy depending on 
the economy of descript ion [ 5 ] . -  
From the  automat ic  recognition 
s tudy,  Dantsuj i  (1989)  proposed a 
feature  hierarchy making use of 
auditory distance [ 3 ] .  In a 
generative phonology framework, 
f o r  example, Clements (1985) 
discussed fea ture  hierarchy 
geometrically organized f rom a 
phonological point  of view 
considering art iculatory aspects. 
and Sagey (1986) elaborated this  
feature hierarchy f r o n  phonetic 
and physiological facts  [ 2 . 9 ] .  
These phonetic and physiological 
facts mean that speech sounds 
are produced wi th  the movement 
and action of a physiologically 
limited number of ar t iculators .  
as was pointed out  by Maddieson 
and Ladefoged ( 1 9 8 9 ) ,  e tc .  [ 7 ] .  
Movable art iculators  are l i p s ,  
tongue t i p ,  tongue blade, tongue 
dorsum, tongue roo t ,  sof t  palate ,  
larynx and so f o r t h .  Therefore,  
as terminal  features [h igh ] .  
[back] and [ low]  have, fo r  
example, relevance to  the 
movement of the dorsum of the - 
tongue, they are dominated by a 
non-terminal node dorsal.  As 
labial, coronal and dorsal are 
related to  the place of 
art iculation,  these nodes are 
dominated by a higher node place. 
Furthermore, the place node and 
sof t  palate node are dominated by 
a s t i l l  higher node, the 
supralaryngeal. However, major 

class features such as [sonorant] 
and [consonantal] are directly 
dominated by a root node which is  
the highest position of the 
hierarchy. or s i tuated as special 
features that  consti tute the root 
node. 
On the other  hand. the analysis 
by PEC establishes another type 
of fea ture  hierarchy which 
reflects the acoustic distance. 
Features such as [sonorant] and 
[consonantal] are extracted at 
qui te  early steps in  th is  
experiment.  F o r -  example. 
[sonorant] i s  extracted at the 
f i r s t  s tep  of the clustering. 
These matters indicate that the 
acoustic distance between segment 
groups corresponding to  the 
feature [+sonorant] and [ -  
sonorant] i s  considerably great. 
Therefore, this  conf i rms the view 
that the feature [sonorant] is  
placed at a higher position of 
the fea ture  hierarchy, as 
proposed in  current l i terature of 
non—linear phonology based on 
art iculatory and physical fac ts .  
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LE DEBIT DE PAROLE : UN FILTRE UTILISE POUR LA 
GENERATION DES VARIANTES DE PRONONCIATION EN 

FRANCAIS PARISIEN 

Anne Lacheret-Dujour 

LIMSI—CNRS BP I33 91 403 Orsay-Cedex France 

ABSTRACT 

This paper describes the development 
of_ a grapheme-to-several phoneme 
stnngs module according to speech 
rate 111 French. Some exam les of the 
phonologtcal variations li ed to the 
s eech rate and the basic principles of 
t e system are presented. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Puisqu’il n’existe pas de prononciation 
standard en reconnaissance de la pa— 
role multilocuteur, l’intégration de 
modules de génération automatique 
des variantes de prononciation dans 
des systèmes de reconnaissance pho- 
nétique est nécessaire pour l’accès au 
lexique. De tels systèmes ont été réali— 
sés au LIMSI: GRAPHER [S] et 
VARION.0 [1]. les tests de 
VARION.0 ont révélé la complexité 
du problème lié à la génération auto- 
matique des variantes de prononcia- 
tion: du fait de la production équi- 
probable et maximaliste des variantes, 
l’explosion combinatoire des chemins 
a110phoniques produits est inévitable. 
Il est donc irréaliste de enser pouvoir 
utiliser de façon optimale ces systèmes 
dans des complexes de reconnais— 
sance; l’utilisation d’heuristiques, qui 

ermettent le cas échéant de bloquer 
a génération de certaines variantes, 

est indispensable. 
Nous avons développé pour le français 
parisien un module de transformation 
graphème—phonème avec variantes, 
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YARIONJ [3], dans lequel la généra- 
tion des allophones est conditionnée 

ar le débit de parole (lent ou rapide). 
, 5 règles du module ont été dévelop- 

pees à partir de l’observation de cor- 
us de parole continue en situation de 

ecture, prononcés par quatre locu- 
teurs a différents débits (lent, normal 
et rapide) [2]. L’objet de cet article est 
de présenter deux exemples de va- 
nantes liées au débit prises en compte 
par le système: la prononciation va— 
riable du schwa et la fusion vocalique. 
L’architecture générale du module de 
règles (logiciel utilisé et formalisme 
adopté) est également décrite. 

2. LE SYSTEME DE REGLES 

2_.1 Génération des variantes en fonc- 
tlon d u  débit de parole: présentatidn 
des règles. 

" Elision facultative du schwa 

Indépendamment du débit, l’élision en 
début de mot n’est envisageable que si 
le schwa est précédé d’une seule 
consonne dont le contexte gauche est 
autre que le graphème ’e’ en finale de 
lexème (la; dame demande —> 
/ladarndamad/ et non fladamdmâ'dfl. 

Quand plusieurs ’e’ se suivent les sé- 
quences graphémiques suivantes sont 
à distinguer : 
- ’monosyllabe#ne’ (mais je ne sais 
pas) ou ’ne#monosyllabe’ (ce pantalon 
ne te va pas). Dans ces contextes, seul 
lel’e.’ de la négation peut être élidé en 
debtt lent. En débit rapide, la négation 
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peut être omise totalement. Le schwa 
restant peut ne pas être prononcé 
dans la mesure où le contexte gauche 
le ermet (je ne sais pas -> /Ss£pa/). 
- Bans la séquence ’ce#que’, seul le 

remier ’e’ eut être élidé quel que 
soit le débit 'e sais ce que tu penses). 
- Dans les autres séquences, un ’e ’ sur 
deux peut tomber à partir du premier 
si le contexte gauche le permet, à par— 
tir du second dans les autres cas (mais 
redemande-le). 

Les règles sur la chute du schwa isolé 
en fonction du débit de parole varient 
relativement à sa posmon dans le 
mot :  
- En début de polysyllabe _ou dans _un 
monosyllabe, le ’e’ est toujours _mam- 
tenu en débit lent, il peut étre-élidé en 
débit rapide (demander -> /d:m2£de/ 
en débit lent, /demâ'de/ ou /dmade/ 
en débit rapide. 
— En milieu de polysyllabe, le. schwa 
est élidé obligatoirement en débit ra- 
pide, facultativement en déb1t_ lent 
(seulement -—> soelmâï/ en débit ra— 
pide, /soel9ma/ est également prévu 
en débit lent). _ _ 
- En fin de polysyllabe, l’éltswn facul- 
tative, obligatoire ou interdite des fi— ' 
nales ’-e’, ’—es’, ’-ent’ dont le contexte 
droit est consonantique dépend du 
nombre de consonnes à gauche de la 
finale. Les règles sont les sur— 
vantes pour les contextes consonan- 
tiques gauches ci—dessous : _ 
R1  [ +  Icons]: la finale est élidée quel 
que soit le débit (une robe verte 
->/ynr9bv:rt/). . 
R2 [+cons,—liq][+liq]: la _ftnal est 
toujours maintenue en débit lent, fa- 
cultativement en débit ra ide, entrai— 
nant avec elle la chute e la liquide 

ui la récède (ils peuplent Paris -> 
ÿilpoep apari/ en débit lent, 
/ilpoeppari/ est une variante possiblÈ'“ 
en débit rapide). 
R3 {+liq][+cons,—liq]: la  chute du ’e’ 
est acultative quel que soit le déblt 
(une valse de Vienne). 
R4 [+2cons]: la chute de la finale est 
tolérée en débit rapide uniquement 
(un texte de base). 
Quand la finale ’-ent’ est suivie d’un 
mot à initiale vocalique, le ’e’ est tou- 

]ours élidé en débit ra ide, en débit 
lent il peut être enten u si la liaison 
est effectuée (ils aiment y aller —> 
/ilz fm otijale/ ) . 

Un certain nombre d’exceptions sont à 
noter à ces règles générales, pOur les- 

uelles, quel que soit le contexte et le 
ébit, le ’e’ est toujours maintenu 

(femelle, relier). Il en va de même dans 
le déterminant ’le’ accentué, dans le 
démonstratif ’ce’ suivi d’une voyelle 
(ce en quoi). En revanche, dans les 
formes du futur, le graphème ’e’ cor- 
respond à un phonème 0 si le contexte 
gauche est autre que ’ +obstr][+liq]’ 
(il aidera. -> fil:—ara ). Il en va de 
même our le pronom ’je’ postposé au 
verbe qui suis-je?) ainsi que dans la 
tournure interrogative ’est-ce’ (qui est- 
ce qui vient?) 

"‘ Fusion vocalique 

Si 2 voyelles identiques sont séparées 
par une frontière de mots et éven- 
tuellement un  ’lz’ aspiré, elles peuvent 
être réduites en un seul et même long 
segment. Il s’agit de fusion vocalique. 
Dans le module, la fusion est produite 
pour toutes les voyelles en débit ra- 
pide uniquement puisqu’aucune consi- 
dération de type syntactico-séman— 
tique n’est rise en compte pour affi— 
ner les règ e. Si les graphics corres- 
pondant aux phonèmes ’n’, ’e’, B’, qui _ 
en syllabe inaccentuée non fermée par 
la liquide ’r’ peuvent être facultative- 
ment réalisées ouvertes ou fermées, 
sont à l’initiale de polysyllabes éven— 
tuellement précédées d’un ’h’ muet 
(ofiert, aimable, heureux), si ellesont 
comme contexte gauche respective- 
ment les phonèmes ’o’, ’e’ ou it!; leur 
degré d’aperture doit être identique à 
celui du contexte gauche (le corbeau 
ofiîcie le mardi —> * flokorboofisi 
lemardi/. La fusion vocalique est alors 
"une variante libre produite en _ 
débit rapide : /l(o)ka rbo:flsil(9)mardt/ 
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2.2 Le système de règles VARIONJ. 

Les principaux objectifs lors du déve- 
loppement de VARIONJ étaient les 
smvants: 
(1) Formaliser les variantes par le 
biais de règles et non en faisant usage 
d’un lexi ue. Car, la structure de la 
langue rançaise ne justifie pas 
l’emploi d’un dictionnaire couteux en 
espace mémoire; les irrégularités ren- 
contrées sont dues pour une faible 

art à la structure morphologique de 
a langue; l’acccnt lexical et le ton, qui 
'ouent un rôle distinctif dans certaines 
an es, sont inexistants en français. 
E in, l’utilisation d’un lexique néces- 
site une maintenance rigoureuse afin 
de traiter correctement les néolo— 

ismes. 
2) Effectuer une transcription gra- 
hème-phonème sans passer par 

’intermédiaire de formes de base au 
sens chomskyen du terme; concept qui 
sous—entend une notion d’écart par 
rapport à une norme abstraite dont la 
définition est loin d’être claire. 
(3) Adopter un formalisme permettant 
une écriture sim le, économique et 
compacte des règ es, qui doivent être 
facilement testables et le cas échéant 
modifiables. Pour ce faire, nous avons 
utilisé le compilateur de règles 
LEX [4] qui permet d’effectuer 
n’importe quel traitement linguistique 
sur une chaîne de caractères donnée 
en entrée (Fig.1). 
Les règles, dans lesquelles ont peut in- 
clure des traitements rocéduraux, 
sont écrites sous forme éclarative et 
compilées en langage C. Le pro- 
gramme effectue ainsi un certain 
nombre d’actions spécifiées par 
l’utilisateur. Il génère ensuite un au— 
tomate détermrniste d’états finis. Le 
temps requis our l’exécution des 
règles dépend e la taille du texte à 
phonémiser. Dans un fichier, les règles 
sont ordonnées, non cycliques, elles 
sont déclenchées de gauche à droite 
de la forme à transcrire, elles sont du 
type: 

A 0("13'9; 

En tout point du texte donné en en— 
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trée où l’on trouve le caractère ’A’, 
appliquer la fonction o(s) pour le 
remplacer par le caractère ’B’. On 
substitue ainsi un buffer phonémique 
à un buffer graphémique au fur et à 
mesure de la transcription. ’A’ peut 
être un mot, un graphème ou même 
une sé uence de mots. ’B’ peut cor— 
respon re à 0, 1 ou plusieurs pho- 
nèmes. 
La figure 2 représente la phonémisa- 
tion de la séquence graphémique ”Le 
corbeau o_fiïcie seulement le mardi " en 
débit lent et en débit rapide. 

3. CONCLUSION 

Les tests du système sur de la parole 
lue mettent en lumière l’amélioration 
des résultats (98.8% de variantes pro- 
noncées et prévues par le système en 
débit lent, 984% en débit rapide 
contre 95.5% pour VARION.0 tout 
débit confondu). Néanmoins, l’analyse 
deces résultats amène les conclusions 
suivantes: des connaissances proso- 
diques supplémentaires (la distribu— 
tion des pauses par exemple) sont né— 
cessaires pour améliorer les perfor- 
mances d’un tel système. Il en va de 
même des connaissances syntaxiques. 
Enfin, le débit de parole est une va— 
riable relative. Les variations de débit 
ne sont pas toujours exécutées de fa- 
çon identique d’un sujet à un autre. 
Chez un locuteur donné les variations 
sont également possibles. De ce fait, à 
un débit particulier, les choix allopho- 
niques peuvent varier d’un groupe de 
locuteur à un autre et chez un même 
sujet lorsqu’il répète la même sé- 
quence de parole. Il est donc né- 
cessaire d’étudier, outre les facteurs 
linguistiques, les mécanismes extra- 
lingu1stiques (sociolectes, idiolectes) 
et para—linguistiques (situation de dis— 
cours, émotivité du locuteur, etc) ui 
sous-tendent les stratégies al 0- 
phoniques pour des classes de locu- 
teurs données. Une telle étude er- 
mettrait de déclencher les ensem les 
de règles appropriés à un groupe de 
locuteurs spécifique. 

Légende des symboles utilisés 

R: règle. 
[ + Icons]: une et une seule consonne. 
[ +2cons]: deux consonnes ou plus. 
(e/es/ent/s): finales facultatives. 
[ -son ]: consonne moins sonante. 
[ +0cl]: consonne occlusive. 
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FIGURES 

‘ Règ le s  | 

' Chaîne d ' e n t r é H  CompilateULWine de sortie . 

Fig.1: Le compilateur de règles, LEX. 

2.3 ”(zips Maroc-(23). fistsoelm'è'locoïsbmardi 

o ,. 
2,1, la k9 rboofisisoeI<$>malomard1 

Fig.2: Phonémisation de la séquence Le corbeau ofiicie seulement le mardi, en 
débit rapide (Fig.2.a) et en débit lent (Fig.2.b) 
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LA LIAISON A ORLEANS (FRANCE) ET A MONTREAL (QUEBEC) 

Dean de Jong 

Université Libre d'Amsterdam / Université de 
Montreal 

This paper summarizes 
some of the most 
important findings f rom a 
large scale, ongoing 
research project a f t e r  
sociolinguistic var i a t ion  
in l i a i s o n  usage in 
Orléans French (France) 
and Montréal French 
(Québec). 

0. INTRODUCTION‘ 
'La liaison est la 
réalisation d'une 
consonne latente finale 
devant un mot a initiale 
vocalique (voir 1). 
Devant un mot a initiale 
consonantique ou en f i n  
de phrase, une consonne 
latente n'est jamais 
réalisée (voir 2): 
1)cheg eux [Ingfll 
Petit ami [Ptitami] ache; lui (fel… 
il est Petit (iltptil 

La réalisation d'une 
consonne latente devant 
une voyelle dépend de 
plusieurs facteurs. Nous 
examinerons de quelle 
façon la variation dans 
l'emploi de la liaison 
est influencée par les 
facteurs suivants: la 
structure syntaxique. la 
classe sociale. l'âge et 
le sexe. De plus. nous 
comparerons l'emploi de 
la liaison dans deux 
variétés du français: le 
français d'Orléans en 
France. et le français de 

Montréal au Québec. 
Les données viennent de 

deux corpus de français 
parlé: le corpus d'Orléans 
de Blanc et Biggs [1] (dont 
nous avons dépouillé 45 
entrevues). et le corpus de 
Montréal de Sankoff e.a. 
(10) (dont nous avons 
dépouillé 33 entrevues). 
Les deux corpus consistent 
en des entrevues 
relativement informelles. 
Les informants se divisent 
de façon égale sur 5 
c l a s s e s  sociales et 3 
groupes d'âge. Le nombre de 
-femmes et d'hommes est a 
peu pres égal. Les deux 
corpus ont été enregistrés 
presqu'en même temps ( en 
1969 et en 1971). Ceci rend 
les deux corpus 
comparables. 

1.LE ROLE DE L; SYNTÀXB 
Un premier facteur 
affectant la fréquence 
d'emploi de la liaison est 
la structure syntaxique [8. 
11]. De Jong (1990) 
démontre que la structure 
syntaxique doit d'abord 
être transformée en une 
structure prosodique 
hiérarchique consistant en 
trois couches de 
constituants prosodiques: 
le Groupe Clitique (GC). la 
Petite Phrase Phonologique 
(PPP) et la Phrase 
Phonologique Maximale 
(PPM). Dans le premier 
constituant. la liaison est 

.... ...—_ "...,... 

très fréquente, dans le 
deuxième elle est d'une 
fréquence moyenne, et 
dans le troisieme elle 
est rare. 

La dérivation en 
consituants prosodiques 
présuppose une analyse de 
la phrase en terme de la 
théorie X—bar. Ainsi. la 
f i n  (droite) de chaque 
tête (X) délimite le 
domaine de la liaison 
fréquente (ou 
obligatoire). Nous 
considérons comme tête 
les catégories majeures 
N, A ou V, et aussi les 
catégories mineures P. 
Comp et Aux [6.7]. Ainsi. 
la phrase ils ont été 
aidég_par des enseignants 
admirables est divisée 
comme suit en GCs: (ils 
ont) (été) (aidés) (par) 
(des enseignants) 
(admirables). ils et gg; 
sont dans un même GC. 
Donc, on peut prédire que 
la liaison après ils sera 
très fréquente, sinon 
obligatoire. La même 
chose vaut pour ges et 
enseignants. 

La PPP est dérivée en 
choisissant seulement les 
catégories N. A ou V 
comme f i n  de domaine. La 
phrase citée ci—haut sera 
divisée comme suit en 
PPP: (ils on; été aidés) 
(par des enseignants) 
(admirables). Au niveau 
de la PPP, 9Q; et été. 
sont dans le même 
constituant’prosodique: 
on peut prédire que la 
liaison après gg; se fera 
avec une fréquence 
moyenne. 

Finalement, la PPM est 
dérivée en prenant chaque 
fin d'une projection 
maximale comme la fin 
d'un constituant 
prosodique. ce qui donne 
le résultat suivant: (ils 
ont été aidés) (par des 

enseignants admirables). Le 
; final de enseignants est 
dans le même domaine que 
admirables, alors on peut 
prédire qu'occasion- 
nellement ce g final peut 
être réalisé. 

La liaison doit être plus 
fréquente dans la GC que 
dans la PPP. et dans la PPP 
elle est plus fréquente que 
dans la PPM. Nous avons 
testé cette hypothèse sur 
45 entrevues du corpus 
d'Orléans. La figure 1 
montre clairement que 
l'hypothèse est confirmée. 
En plus, cette figure 
montre, que la hiérarchie 
GC > PPP > PPM vaut pour 
toutes les classes 
sociales. Finalement, nous 
voyons que l'emploi de la 
liaison décroît de façon 
régulière avec la classe 
sociale. 

757 

a M 

_, sPP 
OJ ?? 

B 8 C I) ESE: 
Figure 1. Pourcentage de 
liaison (%L) dans 5 c l a s se s  
socio—économiques (A)la 
plus élevée,(E)la moins 
élevée). 

2. LE FACTEUR LEXICAL 
L'analyse précédente ne 
suffit pas a elle  seule a 
prédire l'emploi de,1a 
liaison. Dans De Jong 
(1988, 1991). nous avons 
présenté une analyse 
statistique des données 
relevées sur le corpus 
d‘Orléans au moyen d'un 
modèle loglinéaire. Cette 
analyse a démontré que 
plusieurs propriétés du mot 
contenant la consonne 
latente. affectent la 
fréquence de la liaison. 
Ainsi. la liaison était 
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significativement plus 
fréquente apres des mots 
monosyllabiques qu'apres 
des mots polysyllabiques. 
La liaison avec /t/ était 
plus fréquente que la 
l i a i s o n  avec /z/. La 
catégorie grammaticale 
avait aussi un effet 
significatif. Finalement. 
la liaison se faisait 
plus souvent après les 
mots très fréquemment 
utilisés qu'après les 
mots peu fréquemment 
utilisés. Des résultats 
comparables ont été 
obtenus pour le Corpus de 
Montréal. 

3. LES FACTEURS 
EXTRALINGUISTIQUES 

La fréquence d'emploi de 
la liaison est aussi 
significativement 
influencée par plusieurs 
facteurs extra— 
linguistiques. Nous avons 
examiné le rôle de la 
classe sociale. de l'âge 
et du sexe, pour Orléans 
et pour Montréal. Les 
principaux résultats sont 
résumés dans les figures 
2A, ZB et ZC. qui 
montrent que l'emploi de 
la liaison décroît avec 
la classe sociale, 
augmente avec l'âge. et 
que les femmes utilisent 
plus de liaison que les 
hommes.Ces données 
montrent aussi. 
contrairement a ce qui 
est dit dans Encrevé 
(1988: 50) que la liaison 
variable n'est pas 
limitée aux classes 
sociales supérieures. 
mais se retrouve dans 
toutes les classes 
sociales. Ces figures 
montrent aussi que la 
liaison se comporte tout 
a fait comme les 
variables socio— 
linguistiques décrites 
dans Labov (1972), et 

absolument pas comme 'une 
variable socio—linguistique 
inversée' (Encrevé 1988: 
4 5 ) .  Finalement. ces 
figures montrent que cela 
vaut aussi bien pour 
Orléans que pour Montréal 
(voir aussi (2.41. 
mo 
$L 

&; vwwumaL 
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Fig.2. Corréla ion avec 
classe sociale ( A ) .  age (B) 
et sexe (C). 

4. DIFFERENCES ENTRE 
ORLEANS ET MONTREAL 

A part des ressemblances. 
il y a aussi des . 
différences importantes 
entre Montréal et Orléans: 
Par exemple. a Montréal. la 
liaison apres suis se fait 
souvent non avec / z / ,  mais 
plutôt avec /t/. La fig.5 
montre que l'emploi du /t/ 
apres suis est fréquente 
dans les trois classes 
inférieures, mais presque 
absente dans la classe 
supérieure. 
wo "» 
1L 

Fig .5 /6  

La fig.6 montre que 

l'emploi de la liaison 
avec /t/ est beaucoup 
plus fréquente parmi les 
jeunes que parmi les plus 
âgés. ce qui suggère que 
la liaison avec /t/ apres 
suis est un nouvel emploi 
qui est en train de se 
répandre (voir aussi 
[ 4 ] ) .  
Une autre particularité 

du français montréalais 
est l'optionalité de la 
liaison apres le pronom 
indéfini gg et après le 
pronom personnel gig, Les 
figures 7 et 8 montrent 
que l‘emploi de la 
liaison apres gg et gig 
augmente avec la classe 
sociale. un 

on c e  & e c o  
ou ILS 

Fig. 7/8 
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VERB STRESS IN SPANISH 
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ABSTRACT 
In this study, extrametricality is put 

forward and the hierarchy of stress 
markedness is precisely identified among 
verbal forms in the Thematic Vowel (TV) 
affix, keeping the stress rules parameters 
in a pancategorical sense, in order to 
avoid some incoherences which we shall 
refer to in the solution of J .W.Harris, the 
most solid and best directed proposal. 

The hypothesis in connection with the 
morphological determination of the verbal 
stress in Spanish is in a state of crisis. 
What is mentioned in [4], page 84, that 
"Segmental phonological representation 
and morphological identification are 
jointly necessary and sufficient to 
.determine placement of word stress for all 
verbforms“ is nowadays considered to be 
a challenge which needs to be and can be 
overcome: [S], [7] and [8] point in this 
direction. 

1. EXTRAMETRICALITY OF THE 
FINAL METRIC ELEMENT. 

. 1.1. Established generalisations. 
The generalisations in connection with 

the stress in Spanish words which I 
consider to be established are the 
following: ' 

First. Spanish words, as far as the 
accent is concerned, are hierarchically 
divided into three classes: on the one 
hand, a wide selection of words with 
regular stress on the penult syllable, or 
type A (sa'banas, ex'tensas, bal'cones, 
a'zules); on the other hand, a collection of 
words with irregular stressing, divided 
into two subsets: one consisting of words 
with the stress on the antepenult syllable, 

or Type B ('sabanas, 'comicas, 'arboles, 
'utt‘les), and the other of words with the 
stress on the last syllable, or Type C 
(fara'laes, ca'fes, hu'ries, marro'qut'es, 
domi 'nos, ban'tues). The roots or affixes 
of type B are marked in the lexicon with a 
responsible diacritic feature that expresses 
the markedness of the stress in Type B 
words. The unmarked lexical entries will 
be of Type A/C. ' 
Second. All morphological words, of 

whatever category, fall in with the so- 
called window of three syllables 
restriCtion (WTS) which makes the 
existence of words *(X'---—) with the 
stress on one syllable further back than 
the third from the end impossible in 
Spanish . ‘ 

Third. The Spanish stress is sensitive to 
quantity (Braching Condition of [4]). An 
stress of Type B is not possible if the 
penult syllable has a branching rhyme: 
*(X‘-VC—), *(X'-VG-), *(X'-GV-). Nor 
is a Type B stress possible in words 
ending in a final rhyme GV, *(X’--GV) 
(*'continua, con'tinua, conti'nua). Unther 
these circumstances the window for stress 
is reduced to the last two syllables. 
Fourth. The domain of stress assignment 

is the morphological word. The rules or 
parameters for the assignation of the 
stress explore the whole word (theme and 
non-cyclic or infiectional affixes) and 
establish the stress in accordance with the 
foregoing conditions. 

The hypothesis of the word as the 
domain of the stress rules presupposes 
that the parameters explore lexical forms 
in a derivative stratum in which the non— 
cyclic affix constituents (word markers 
and paradigmatic costituents: 1169, “N°, 
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11 TMA and 11 PN) are specified. 
Fifth. The representation of the stress is 

placed within the framework of the 
theoretical model deve10ped in [3]. 

1.2. Harris's stress rules. 
The stress rules in [7] to generate the 

stress grids of Spanish words are 
collected in (1) and “illustrated i (2) where, 
for simplicity's sake, only line 0 of the 
stress grid is shown. 
(1)1. Stressable elements are syllable 

nuclei (rhyme heads). 
2. The rightmost srressable element is 

extrametrical {ff word—final or 
followed by an inflectional 
consonant. 

3.Form constituends) on line 0 
and mark head(s) on line I ,' 
Parameter settings: 
a.nnboundedfight-headed' 

(general case). 
b.binary, left-headed, right-to—Ieft 

(special case). 
4. Form constituent(s) on line I and 

mark head(s) on line 2; 
Parameter settings: 
unbounded, right-headed. 

5. Conflate lines 1 and 2 
(=remove asterisks in columns that 

(2) have no line—2 asterisks). 

con.tcs.tas con.tes.ta.mos 
(. *)<*> (. . *) <*> 

con.tes.ta.bas con.tcs.ta.BA.mos 
(. . *)<*> (* .) (* .)<*> 

1.3. Limits and drawbacks to 
Harris's hypothesis. ' 

In the manner in which extrametricality 
is formulated in (1.2), the distinction is 
maintained between words of Type A 
(bal'cones, a'zules) and of Type C 
(domi 'nos, ban'tues) and these last 
remain pending an exceptional explanation 
(cfr. [7]:. 257 and 11. 4). Among the verb 
forms the final resolution of the oxiton 
forms of the "weak preterite" and of the 
"future" also remains outstanding. (cfr. 
[7]: 257). 

Furthermore, it  is obvious that the 
difficulty in generating the infinitive itself 
contes'tar by reason of the incoherence 
deriving from calling the final segment a 
derivative. In addition, if the paradigmatic 

‘morphcmcs -BA-, -RA/SE-, —RE— and 
—STE— are considered as being Type B to 

explain the accent on forms such as 
contes'ta.BA.<mos/is>, how can the 
stress of contes'ta.<BA(s/n)> be 
explained? In the same way as occurs in 
c o n t e s ' t a . S T E . < i s >  as against 
contes 'ta.<ST E >. 

2. EXTRAMETRICALITY OF 
FLEXIBLE METRICAL 
ELEMENTS. 

2.1. Hierarchy of markedness in 
verb forms. 

I suggest that it is the outermost cyclic 
affix of the verb forms, the various forms 
of TV which carry the diacritic of 
markedness. The morpheme TV (a, i, i) 
of the Theme of the Preterite (cfr. [ l ]  and 
[2]) will be of the type A: weak preterite, 
imperfect indicative, imperfect and future 
subjunctive, gerund and participle. The 
morpheme TV (A, E, E) of the Theme of 
the Present will be of type B: present 
indicative, present subjunctive and 
imperative. And the morpheme TV (a, e, 
i) of the Theme of the Future will be of 
Type C: future indicative and conditional. 

I suggest furthermore, that 
extrametricality be understood in terms of 
(3): 
(3). Extrametricality (replaces (1.2)) 

A stressable element is extrametrt‘cal 
{# it matches an irfiectianal constituent. 

The formulation of (3) does not have a 
higher theoretical cost than (1.2): "It is 
perfectly straightforward to distinguish 
between «inflectional» and «non- 
inflectional» morphemes in Spanish... the 
set of «inflectional» morphemes contains 
exactly class markers and the plural 
morphemes in  non-verbs plus 
tense/mood/aspect and person/number 
suffixes in  verbs... the set of 
«inflectional» morphemes correSpons 
exactly to the noncyclic affixes in the 
Halle-Vcrgnaud theory of phonological 
organization". (cfr. [7]: 253). 

If (1.2) is a pancategorial formulation, 
so is (3); but (1.2) has to treat as 
exceptions words of Class C, which is 
not necessary with the formulation of (3): 
words which lack flectional constituents 
will not have extrametrical elements (cfr. 
in [6]: 38, the analysis of ale'man and 
'huesped, lacking word marker or 
inflectional elements and therefore 
extrameuical elements). 

Now, given the formulation of (3), if it 
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is postulated that the domain scanned by 
the stress rules (1.3-5) is the derivative 
theme (according to [8] p. 11, ”The 
domain of Spanish stress is the lexical 
word. Clearly, the TMA and PN verbal 
suffixes are inflectional, and thus not 
included in the domain of the lexical 
word“) and not the word, it would be 
possible to do without (3). But the 
arguments of [7] are strong enough. 
Syllabification must precede the stress for 
this to show its sensitivity to WTS and the 
syllabic quantity (cfr. [7] p. 28). The 
inflectional elements, when they increase 
the number of syllables in the word, affect 
the placing of the stress by virtue of the 
WTS restriction (re  ' g i m e n e s ,  
averi'guamos, averi'güemos) and the 
quantity sensitivity of the Spanish stress 
(averi'guais, averi'güeis) (cfr. [6] p. 29— 
30). The class of inflectional elements is a 
closed class and by extension perfectly 
identifiable as well as by its non-cyclic 
nature, while the derivative themes make 
up an open class of elements which, in 
some cases, is difficult or impossible to 
establish: in the metalinguistic uses of 
prepositions, conjunctions and proclitics; 
1n fragments ('pros, 'contras); in 
acronyms and abbreviations ('talgo, 
'ONU, U ’NESCO); and in apocoristics 
and formations by reduction or 
shortening, ('Emi, 'Santt‘, 'cole, 'repe, 
'porfa), which form words with regular 
systematic stress, Type A, or which tend 
to become regularised with use, ('radar > 
ra'dar). _ 

Therefore, it is necessary to retain the 
morphological word as a sequence 
scanned by the stress rules and a principle 
of extrametricality (3) specific to Spanish, 
albeit of little theoretical value, because it 
is established in generic terms. The 
concept of extrametricality in [8], p. 21, 
"The 'desinence' is extrametrical", 
although apparently similar to (3) is very 
different, according to [8] itself, p. 12 
which explains: "Desinences in 
nonverbals are excluded by 
extrametricality, while in verbals both 
clitics and inflectional endings simply fall 
outside the domain". Roca’s stress rules 
do not scan the extrametrical elements. 
Extrametricality, as defined by Roca, is 
redudant with his domain pr0posal (cfr. 
[8] p. ll). 

l therefore suggest that (3) be 
understood in the sense of [6]. p. 38, "the 

class marker is within the domain of 
scansion of the stress rules, but 
extrametrical“. The difference between the 
stress domain hypothesis and the 
extrametn'cality hypothesis may be subtle 
but it is crucial, as Harris himself 
observes because the arguments 
previously put forward make the first 
hypothesis untenable but do not affect the 
second. The rules scan all the metric 
elements of the word but only the non 
extrametrical elements count. 

Thus, the analysis of the examples in (2) 
would now be that of (5) where the forms 
of the Theme of the Future would be 
exceptional to (3) in which the element 
immediate to the Theme is not declared 
extrametrical. 

(5)a. General stress, Type A. 
con.tes.t+a.#bas con.tcs.t+a#ba.mos 
(. . *) <*> (. *)<*><*> 

b. Marked stress, Type B. 
con.tes.t+A.#—/e+s 

(* .) <*> 

con.tes.t+A. #—.mos 
(* .)<*><*> 

con.tes.t+A.#— . is“ 
(* .)<*><*> 

_..- -------------- 

(* .)<*><*> 

con.tes.t+A.#e1 is 
(* .)<*><*> 

..> *) 

..> - *) 
WTS: 
TVS: 

c. Special stress, Type C: 
exception to (3) 

con.tes.t+a.re.(mos/is) 
(. . . *) <*> 

con.tes.t+a.ra£s/n) 

2.2. Outstanding questions. ' 
In this analysis the oxiton forms'of the 
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weak preterite (contes 'te, contes'to; 
compren'di, compren'dio) remain 
outstanding where there has to be a 
special solution parallel to those 
concerning the strong preterites (an'duve, 
an'duvo; con'duje, con'dujo). 

The case of the infinitive may be more 
complicated, although not for the reasons ' 
put forward in [6] p. 50-51. The problem 
rests in establishing the TV affix Theme 
of the forms of the infinitive. By reason 
of the stress, it could be considered as the 
Theme of the Preterite. On the other hand, 
by virtue of the TV form, it should be 
considered as the Theme of the Future or 
as the Theme of the Present; but then, 
how would the stress be explained? 
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A Study of Vowel Coarticulation 
in British English 
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Abstract 
Coarticulation in continuous speech 

causes vowel formant frequencies to be af- 
fected by nearby phonemes. Generally 
continuous speech causes the vowel for- 
mant targets to be centralizcd relative to 
their isolated word counterparts. The . 
present study concentrates on 660 phoneti- 
cally hand labcllcd sentences from one 
male talker of the RP accent of British En- 
glish. This allows the study of coarticula- 
tion without the confounding effects of ac- 
cents, speech habits and differing individ- 
ual formant ranges. Thc 12 monOphthon— 
gal vowels of RP British English Ii, I, ac, 6, 
a., A, :, 0, U, n.3,?! have been studied 
using formant frequency and amplitude 
tracks and duration, and sentential stress 
(sentence stress as opposed to lexical 
stress). Generally the vowels are most af- 
fected by nearby semi—vowels Il, r, y, wl. 
No simple relationship between adjacent 
phoneme place of articulation and the 
vowel target change has been found when 
all the vowels are treated together. Howev- 
er, the data shows the presence o “robust 
vowels” which are not greatly effected by 
nearby semi—vowels. These vowels are 
not simply stressed vowels, but depend on 
duration and others factors being studied. 
The weak effect of duration is that the pre— 
pausal lengthened vowels are in the “ro- 
bust” category, but shorter vowels can ei— 
ther be robust or ordinary. The categories 
of function word and content word do not 
account for robustness. 

Introduction 
Most coarticulation studies have con- 

sidered isolated words. An early study by 
Shearme and Holmes [ l]  showed that vow- 
els in continuous speech very seldom had 
steady states and often did not overlap the 
Peterson—Barney [2] 95 percentile con- 

tours in any part of their frequency trajec— ' 
tories in time. Generally the vowels are 
much more centralized in continuous 
speech and the vowel formant regions 
overlap considerably due to coarticulation. 

Kuwabara [3] found a renormalization 
technique based on the theory of Lindblom 
and Studdert—Kennedy [4] which disam- 
biguates Japanese vowels in continuous 
speech. . 

Hieronymus and Majurski [5] tried this 
technique on American English vowels 
and found that it did not work well. It has 
been speculated that the stress structure of 
English causes this method to fail. The 
presence of “robust" vowels as found in 
this study would cause this technique to 
fail, because the renormalization is applied 
uniformly to all vowels. 

This is a report of an ongoing study of 
vowel properties and coarticulation in 
Bntish English. The present approach is to 
study the speech of one talker at a time in 
detail to find the underlying mechanisms 
rn coarticulation. Thus coarticulation can 
be studied without the confounding effects 
of regional accent, speaking styles, and- 
fonuant ranges due to different talkers. 
Then speech data from other talkers will be 
studied and the pooling of the data ex- 
plored to achieve speaker independent re- 
sults later in this study. 

_ It is postulated that some sort of hierar- 
chrcal structure of linguistic factors modi— 
fies the effect of nearby phonemes such 
that the same vowel in the same phonetic 
context will have markedly different for— 
mant frequency trajectories in time. Some 
possibilities for factors which have been 
explored are sentential syllable stress, du- 
ration, and word identity. Originally it was 
thought that sentential stress would be the 
determining factor of vowel precision of 
production. Previous studies by us [5], [6] 
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for American English have shown that sen- 
tential stress is not a determining factor, 
based on automatic stress labelling. The 
present study uses hand labelled stress and 
shows that, on the average, sententially 
stressed vowels are more precisely pro- 
duced than their unstressed counterparts. 

Method 
The data was read by one male talker of 

a near RP dialect of British English in a 
sound isolation booth. The micr0phone 
was a Shure SM—lO. The speech was digi- 
tized directly using a 16 bit a—to—d conver- 
ter at 20 kHz sampling frequency with an 
anti-aliasing filter at 8 kHz. The talker 
was told to speak the sentence as if he was 
saying it in conversation and was 
prompted with the sentence on a computer 
screen. The speech was hand labelled by 
graduate phoneticians at a broad phonetic 
level with syllable stress marked using a 
PC based labellin g workstation. The label- 
lers were presented with a Spectrogram and 
could play the segments. Subsequently the 
sentences were parsed by hand to provide 
loose bracketing of phrase boundaries, so 
that syntactic effects could be studied. Of 
the 660 sentences were designed for the 
CSTR/ATR database project to collect and 
label speech for speech technology stu— 
dies. The other 460 sentences were Angli— 
cized versions of the TIMIT compact sen- 
tences designed by the MIT Speech Group. 

Each vowel formant is characterized 
by three values for each hand labelled 
vowel. The values are the first and second 
formant frequencies at points 10 %, 50 % 
and 90 % of the duration of the vowel. 
These values were chosen to minimize the 
effect of formant tracking errors. Formant 
tracks are obtained from a centroid based 
formant tracker developed by Crowe [8]. 
Except for low formant frequency values 
in the nasalized vowels the formant tracker 
seems to have a low error rate. These val— 
ues are then fed into the APS system devel- 
oped at CSTR by Watson [9] providing an 
interface to the S package to allow statisti- 
cal studies of the data. 

Discussion of the Data 
Figure 1 shows a scatter plot of the 

first and second formant values measured 
at the temporal center for the long British 
English vowels extracted from 358 sen— 
tences with ellipses representing 66 per— 
cent of the data (]ae/ is a long vowel dura- 

tionally in this data even though it is pho- 
nologically lax). Figure 2 shows data for 
short vowels. The normal range foramale 
talker is 200—1000 Hz for the first formant 
and 800—2300 Hz for the second formant. 
The minimum perceptible differences 
(DL) in formants were measured by Flana- 
gan [ ] and found to be +/— 50 Hz for F1 and 
+/— 75 Hz for F2. Thus a measure of preci- 
sion of production is how large the stan- 
dard deviation of the data is relative to the 
DL. The cross hatched area in each vowel 
region is the ellipse for the sententially 
stressed vowels. 

The formant regions for most vowels 
are as expected except that this talker has a 
very fronted lui. The vowel !) ] is the 
highest back vowel for this talker with a 
median second formant of approximately 
800 Hz. The long schwa is more precisely 
produced than the reduced vowel schwa 
(not plotted because of its large standard 
deviation) with the long form having a si g- 
nificantly lower second formant. 

While the stressed vowels are more 
compact in the 66 percentile ellipses, there 
are a a considerable number of wide rang- 
ing outliers. Secondly there is a concentra- 
tion of data points towards the outer edge 
of these ellipses. These are the “robust” 
vowels as will be shown. 

The short vowels have more scatter 
and thus seem to be produced with less pre- 
cision. Once again the stressed vowels are 
statistically more compact than the un— 
stressed vowels. A superposition of these 
plots shows a considerable overlap be- 
tween vowels in the tense—lax pairs. Dura- 
tion plots show that the durations of the 
tense vowels pairs are statiscally longer 
than the vowels in their lax counterpart, 
but that there is considerable overlap in the 
distributions, especially for lil and [II and 
[II and fronted [u] for this talker. 

The presence of “robust” vowels is 
shown in Figure 3 which shows the styl- 
ized formant trajectories for [1] in the envi— 
ronment of preceding semi—vowel lwl. 
The smaller font characters are the preced- 
ing context and the large character repre- 
sent the following context. 

The question to be answered is: why 
do some examples of the vowel lil have 
second formant “targets” above 2100 Hz. 
even in this environment? The primary 
stress vowels in this set are shown by a 
round circle and the secondary stressed 
vowels are highlighted by a square. As we 
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see, all of the stressed vowels and one un- 
stressed vowel are the ones with high sec- 
ond formant. Consider the context [w i kl 
in the figure. Two of the tracks are for the 
stressed vowel and appear in the robust re- 
gion. One of these vowels in the same con- 
text (shown by the arrow) is not robust, and 
is unstressed. Thc /w i nl context shows 
two unstressed examples, one of which is 
robust and one not. Thus stress does not 

seem to be a reliable correlate of “robust— 
ness” for vowel production. Similar plots 
of prevocalic It! show an even greater ten- 
dency for unstressed vowels to be robust 
but are more difficult to see at this scale. 

The vowel [0/ was also examined for 
the presence of robust exemplars in the 
presence of /j/ the palatal glide, and they 
were found. There was a weak correlation 
between stress and robustness. 
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Figure 3: Formant Tracks for vowel lil with lw/ Preceeding 

Two possible factors, the type of word 
and duration, were examined to determine 
whether or not they determined robustness 
of the vowel. The longest, pre—pausal 
lengthened vowels are all robust. Howev— 
er for shorter vowels, duration is not a good 
correlate of robustness. Both function and 
content words were found to contain ro- 
bust vowels. The word “between” was 
found to have a robust vowel on one occa— 
sion and a coarticulated vowel in another. 
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THE ‘VOWEL-STICKINESS’ PHENOMENON: 
THREE EXPERIMENTAL SOURCES OF EVIDENCE‘ 

Bruce L. Derwing and Terrance M. Nearey 

University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada 

ABSTRACT 
Data are reported from three independent 

. sources, involving active word-manipula- 
tion tasks, substitution-identification 
tasks and both active and passive syllable 
boundary tasks. All show a consistent 
tendency for glides in English to adhere 
most closely to vowels, followed by [rl, 
then by Ill, then by nasals, and last by 
obstruents. Cross-linguistic studies are 
now underway to test the universality of 
these findings, as well as formal 
modeling planned to account for these 
results. 
1. BACKGROUND 

We use the term ‘vowel—stickiness’ to 
refer to the tendency for some segments 
to adhere more closely to vowels than 
others [1]. Though much of the evidence 
for this phenomenon was conducted 
under the rubric of ‘syllable structure’ or 
‘intra-’ or ‘sub-syllabic units,’ these 
terms imply a sharply delineated or 
‘hierarchical’ view of syllables that is 
less well supported by the facts. Experi- 
mental evidence for the ‘stickiness’ 
notion comes from three distinct sources: 
production experiments and pattern— 
identification studies that were focussed 
on questions of the internal structure of 
syllables, plus a combination of produc- 
tion and judgment tasks that were di- 
rected at the question of syllable bounda- 
nes. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL WORD GAMES 
(PRODUCTION TASKS) 
Treiman [2,3] used a variety of experi— 
mental word games (notably word- 
blendin g) to explore the internal structure 
of English syllables, and Dow strength- 
ened these findings, using primarily a 
unit-substitution (or deletion) task [4,5]. 
What all this work demonstrated was that 
there was more to a syllable than a simple ' 
linear sequence of (phonemic) segments. 
It also purported to show that well- 
defined ‘units’ were also involved (such 
as the onset, the rime, the nucleus/peak 
and the coda) and that the structure of 
syllables was not only hierarchical but 
also (at least for English) right-branching. 

One disquieting fact emerged from this 
early work, however, to complicate the 
picture. Specifically, in one series of 
studies [6], Treiman found that the 
boundary between the nucleus and the 
coda was less than firm and, in fact, 
tended to shift in response to the sound 
class of the post—vocalic consonant in- 
volved. Specifically, subjects tended to 
break VCC syllables mfm the first 
consonant if that consonant was an 
obstruent, but after; it if the consonant 
was a liquid (i.e., Il] or /r/), whereas the 
two tendencies were of about equal 
strength if the first consonant was a nasal. 
Thus liquids (L) tended to stick with their 
original vowel in these tasks and 
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obstruents (0) to split away, with the 
nasals (N) holding an intermediate posi- 
tion. In terms of their general tendency 
towards vowel—stickiness, therefore, the 
orderL>N>0wasobserved. 
3. SUBSTITUTION-PATTERN 
IDENTIFICATION TASKS 

In order to circumvent the slow and 
laborious production data-collection 
methods of these early production stud— 
ies, we experimented with a new forced- 
choice judgment technique called the 
‘substitution-pattem identification task.’ 
In this task, rather than asking subjects to 
actively replace somc part of a syllable 
(such as the vowel, or an all—obstruent 
onset or post-vocalic coda) with a substi- 
tute segment or string, as Dow had done, 
subjects were trained instead merely to 
identify such a replacement. Thus, in a 
training session, subjects were orally 
presented with a dozen or so examples of 
a particular substitution pattern (e.g., 

. replace the vowel by /I/; or delete the 
onset; or replace the coda by [ps/); then, 
in the testing phase, the subjects were 
asked to respond to new word pairs, 
merely by indicating whether the 
subsitutions involved were the same 
(‘YES’) or different (‘NO’) in kind to the 
particular pattern that they were uained 
on. Reinforcement items from the train- 
ing set were also regularly interspersed 
among the tcst items, in order to remind 
subjects of the nature of the pattern that 
they were looking for (see [1,7,8] for 
details). 

What was critical about the test items in 
this last study was that they all contained 
either pre- or post—vocalic sonorant 
consonants, and these were sometimes 
replaced along with the units in question 
and sometimes not. Thus, having been 
trained to replace an all-obstruent coda 
by /ps/ (as in lvlkl-Ivlps/ or mfg- 
If Ans/), a subject might now be asked 
whether the nonsense-pair Ir clay—Ir eps/ 
illustrated the pattern (where all post— 
vocalic consonants were replaced) and, 
somewhere else on the test, also asked 
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whether the pair Ir elsjl-lr elps/ did 
(where only the post—vocalic obstruents 
were replaced, leaving the sonorant - in 
this case /1/ — ‘stuck to the vowel.’) Using 
a slightly modified form of the d’ statistic 
from signal detection theory, the relative 
tendency of the various sonorant conso- 
nants to adhere to vowels was then calcu- 
lated, taking into account not only correct 
HITS (involving the nominally correct 
pattern, where all sonorants were treated 
as part of consonantal clusters) and 
MISSES (where such nominally correct 
substitutions were rejected), but also 
CORRECT REJECI‘IONS (where all but 
the nominally correct substitutions were 
rejected) and FALSE ALARMS (where 
nominally incorrect pairs were accepted, 
i.e., pairs that kept the vowel and associ- 
ated sonorant stuck together). On the 
basis of a large body of experimental data 
for such a task, the following differential 
tendency was observed, adding the 
categories G (for the English glides /w,y/) 
and R (for English /r/) to the ones already 
discussed, and where data for 0 came 
from reinforcement items from the train- 
ing session:’G > R > L > N > O. (Other 
tasks, such as onset deletion and vowel 
substitution, showed a similar tendency 
in this study, though the absolute differ— 
ences were not in all cases statistically 
significant.)3 
4. TESTS FOR SYLLABLE 
BOUNDARIES 

Similar effects can also be extracted 
from the more recent work donc on the 
problem of syllable boundaries by 
Treiman & Danis (T &D). 'Relying prima- 
rily on a production task of syllable 
inversion, T&D [10] investigated the 
problem of where common English 
disyllabic words were broken that con— 
tained only a single intervocalic conso— 
nant. Their results (largely confirmed by 
an associated forced-choice written task) 
showed that the position of the break 
depended on a number of factors, includ- 
ing (1) the quality (tense vs. lax) of the 
vowel in the first syllable, (2) the position 



of stress (on first vowel or second 
vowel), (3) the way the medial consonant 
was spelled (i.e., with one letter, as in 
melon, or two, as in gallon) and (4), most 
interesting from our current standpoint, 
the quality of the consonant itself. Most 
notably, in the case of consonants with 
singlet spellings in words with initial 
stress on lax vowels (such as melon, 
lemon and seven), L showed the strongest 
tendency to be treated as part of the first 
syllable, and 0 the weakest, with N, once 
again, taking the intermediate position.‘ 

Finally, in the attempt to extend this 
work to typologically diverse languages 
(see [ l  1] in these proceedings for some 
initial results for Korean), Derwing 
sought to dccOp a simpler technique for 
syllable division that could be performed 
by subjects who were not necessarily 
literate, as well as administered to large 
groups of subjects simultaneously. The 
result was a so-called ‘pause—break’ task, 
in which subjects were asked to choose 
which of two or three alternative 
‘breakings’ of a word sounded the ‘most 
natural.’ In the case of the English word 
melon, for example, the following three 
alternatives were offered (where indi- 
cates the location of the pause): 
(a) Im e…! en! (where Ill is treated as the 
onset of the second syllable), 
@) Imel... an] (where [I] is the coda of 
the first syllable), or (c) Im el...1 a nl 
(where Ill is ambisyllabic). In the English 
pilot study, 95 speakers were presented 
with a word—set much like T&D’s.’ All 
four of T&D’s main effects re-emerged, 
as well as a new factor of the morpheme 
division. Of chief interest to us here, 
however, is the now—familiar four-way 
distinction among R, L, N and 0, which 
the table below displays for words like 
herald, melon, lemon and seven: 
Sound Class Sl/Co SZ/On Amh6 

R _.76 .07 .18 
L .62 .19‘ .19 
N - .sz’ .37 .12 
o _ .29 - ' ..61 .09 

Once again we see the same familiar 

differential tendency towards ‘vowel— 
stickiness’ as before, in this case realized 
as a tendency for singlet—spelled conso— 
nants to stick together with a lax, stressed 
vowel as part of the first syllable of a 
w o r d : R > L > N > O .  
5. CONCLUSIONS 

In sum, the ‘vowel—stickiness’ phenom— 
enon now seems to be quite firmly estab- 
lished, as it has been shown to be mani— 
fested in a consistent way across three 
different methodologies originally con— 
ceived for quite different purposes: in 
productive word—blends, in substitution- 
pattern judgments, and now in both 
production and judgment tasks for sylla— 
ble divisions. Two major questions now 
remain: (1) to ascertain whether the same 
pattern holds for other, typologically 
diverse languages; and, if so, (2) to find a 
satisfactory explanation for the phenom- 
enon. (It is worthy of note that a tantaliz- 
ingly similar ordering — variously referred 
to as the ‘sonority’ or, inversely, 
‘strength’ hierarchy - has emerged from 
descriptive linguistics, based on the 
investigation of both synchronic and 
diachronic data.) Extensive cross—linguis— 
tic work is now underway in our labora— 
tory in search of an answer to question 
(1), combined with theoretical modeling 
and testing efforts suitable to satisfy the 
needs of (2)." 
NOTES 
1The research reported here was sup- 
ported in part by a research grant from 
the Social Sciences and Humanites 
Research Council of Canada (No. 410- 
88-0266), awarded to the first author. 
2Note that L here now refers to English N 
alone, as the distinct term R has been 
applied to Ir]. 
=’Using this same technique, the L > N 
portion of this hierarchy was rc-con- 
firmed in a later study [7] for post—vocalic 
sonorants, which also demonstrated the 
effect on ‘stickiness’ of both vowel and 
consonant quality, much along the lines 
suggested by Selkirk [9]. - - 
‘In this study, both English/ll and Irl ' 
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were again treated as members of the 
same class (‘liquids’) and analyzed 
together. 
’Except that the list was modified to 
include separate samples for both Il/ and 
/r/, which, as already noted, were col— 
lapsed in T&D and treated together as 
‘liquids.’ A few new words (0i vs. 
daily, sailor vs. molar, foaming vs. 
moment, etc.) were also added to check 
on the effect of morpheme boundaries. 
‘S 1/Co = coda of first syllable, S 1/On = 
onset of second syllable, Amb = both 
(ambisyllabic). Response proportions are 
shown for each, with majority responses 
in boldface. 
"'These include the construction of 
Markovian and neural network models of 
our own design, as well as alternatives 
proposed elsewhere (e. g., [12]). 
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MARGINAL VOWELS IN HUNGARIAN 

P. Siptâr 

Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Budapest, Hungary. 

ABSTRACT 
This paper suggests a variety of ways in 
which the number of categories needed for 
characterizing the surface phonetic vowel 
inventory of Hungarian (Table 1) can be 
reduced until eventuall a minimal under- 
lying system (Table 4 is reached. Four 
‘marginal vowels’ (parenthesized in Table 
1) are discussed in particular. [e], [5:], and 
[9:] are argued not to be necessary in the 
underlyin system; on the other hand, non- 
round [0 turns out to be one of the most 
loaded Hungarian vowels: one that surfaces 
as [a] in the regular case, due to an inde- 
pendently motivated rule of the language. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
A surface phonetic classification of the 
Hungarian vowel system is shown in Table 
1. The system has fourteen ‘full members’ 
plus four additional candidates (paren— 
thesized) whose phonological status will 
be considered in this paper (Section 2). 
The classification appearing m Table 1 
involves five heights, three points of ar— 

ticulation along the s 'ttal axis, lus 
the rounded/unrounded ‘stinction. 0 vi- 
ously, a number of phonetic details can 
be filtered out of this representation on 
grounds of predictability. ‘Height 1’ is con- 
ventionally labelled ‘High’; the rest of the 
heights might be called Upper Mid, Lower 
Mid, Upper Low, and Lower Low, respec- 
tively. The difference between Upper Mid 
and Lower Mid might be taken to be : 
matter of Tense Lax; but even that is pre— 
dictable (redun ant) on the basis of Long 
vs. Short alternatively, VV vs. V in terms 
of timing ots). On the other hand, the two 
Lows may be simply taken to be the same 
height phonologically: the exact height of 
[(a) a:], as well as their centrality, is a mat- 
ter of phonetic implementation since in the 
(morpho)phonological pattern of H ar- 
ian [a:] behaves as a low back vowel e.g. 
with respect to vowel harmony, long/s ort 
alternations, etc.). Hence, the simplified 
pattern in Table 2 emerges; this classifi- 
cation will serve as the general framework" 
within which the phonological status of the 

Table I 
FRONT CENTRAL BACK 

UNROUNDED ROUNDED UNROUNDED ROUNDED 
HEIGHT 1 i i: ii ti: 11 u: 
HEIGHT 2 e: 6: o: 
HEIGHT 3 (i 5 o 
HEIGHT 4 s (s) ' a (a:) 
HEIGHT 5 (3L a: 

Table 2 
[— back] [+ back] 

[- rounfl H- round] Lrourgl [+ round] 
[:high, - lowl i i: ii ii: u u: 
t high; low] (e) e: 6 6: o 0° 
thigh + lowL & A: (aLa: .9 (si) 
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four ‘marginal vowels’ will be discussed in 
Sections 2.1—2.3 below. In Section 3, some 
general conclusions will be drawn and fur— 
ther simplification of the system will be 
proposed. 

2. DATA AND DISCUSSION 
2.1. Unrounded short [a] 
This vowel appears on the surface (apart 
from regional dialects) in the following 
cases: (i) In nonfinal closed syllables it 
is the normal (colloquial) realization of 
/a.:/ as in a'ltalânos [altolaznoä ‘general’, 
vâsârvâms Erafiarvazros] ‘mar et town’; 
in certain p onetic contexts with vacilla- 
tion (where the postlexical shortening rule 
concerned is Optional / rate-dependent): 
atækinthstëzl ~ aztzekinthetézg a'ttekinthetô' 
perspicuous . (ii Also with a] ~ [a:] free 

variation in words like spâjz ‘larder’, Svéjc 
‘Switzerland’, Mozart (here, however, ‘free 
variation’ means inter-speaker variability 
rather than intra-speaker vacillation). (iii 
On the other hand, [a] ~ [9] inter-speaker 
variation is found in wor s like gavott 
‘gavotte’, handver ‘gîomputefl hardware’, 
Csajkovszkij ‘Tchai ovsky’, and in hallô 
[haloz] ‘hullo’ as used in phone calls (where 
classical minimal airs can also be found 
for both o] and a:]: halô [a] ‘dying’ vs. 
hallô [a] ‘ ullo’ vs. ha’lo’ [a:] net’). 

The question, then, is what the phono- 
logical status of all these [a]’s should be. 
(Hom now on, I use the symbol [a to refer 
to the underlying a—type - short ack low 
— vowel with no roundness Specification in- 
tended; the choice of symbol is motivated 
by considerations of clarity, i.e. I wanted 
a symbol that is distinct from both a and 
a.) There are a number of convincing argu- 
ments to the effect that [a] behaves mor— 
phophonologically as a nonround vowel (cf. 
the length alternation [a:] ~ /a:/ and the 
vowel harmony alternation [e/ ~ /a / ;  in 
both cases an intermediate nonround low 
back vowel is derived that surfaces via an 
a—[o] realisation rule). Since the round— 
ing of /a/ is phonologically irrelevant (non— 
distinctive) and phonetically rather moder- 
ate as opposed to mid and especially high 
back vowels (though this does not weigh 
much in phonolo ), it is at least possi- 
ble to claim that a/ is in general (i.e. not 
only in the alternating cases) underlyingly 
nonround. It was pointed out in Section l 
above that the centrality of [a:] and the 
fact that in terms of tongue height it is 
lower than : or [9 are just as redundant 

honologi y as t e surface roundness of 
a} is. the [a] u {a:} alternation 

will fit the rest of the pattern where alter— 
nants only differ in length “(cf: 2.2. ou M 
~ fed}. 

Now if we accept this reasoning, the 
following can he said about the three 

roups of surface [a]’s exemplified above: 
i) In addition to the morphophonologi— 

cal rule /a:/—> a/ nyâr ~ nyamt ‘sum- 
mer’ nom.] acc. , fo owed by rounding ad- 
justment /o/—>[o], there is also a surface 
(postlexical) shortening rule that will of 
course apply (much) later than rounding 
adjustment and whose output will there— 
fore remain unrounded. (ii) For speakers 
who say [ëpajzl etc., underlying nonround 
[a] will be a ( 
ing adjustment in these words; for other 
speakers, the lexical representation will be 
/spa:jz/ to which shortening or round- 
ing adjustment is inapplicable. (iii) The 
word build and other similar items (the 
exact range of which varies from speaker 
to speaker) are exceptional in that they 
will be (Optionally or categorically) exempt 
from rounding adjustment / a I -v[3]. Alter— 
natively, in terms of underspecification the- 
ory, garden-variety [a] will be underly— 
ingly unspecified for rounding whereas the 
vowel in hallô etc., as well as spâjz etc. for 
[a] speakers, will be specified as [—round}; 
rounding adjustment would then be a “fil - 
in rule” in that it cannot change feature 
specifications but only fill in blanks; the 
desired result then follows without recourse 
to any exception feature. 

ln sum: If these conjectures are on the 
right track, nonround [a] is not marginal: 
in fact, it  is one of the most loaded mem- 
bers of the Hungarian vowel system; what 
is marginal is the range of cases where it 
surfaces unaltered. 

2.2. Short mid [e] 
The case of this vowel is in some respects 
similar to that of [3;], in others it is quite 
different. On the sur ace it appears with re- 
gional/cultural restrictions (i.e. in certain 
regional varieties): its use is much wider 
than that of — dialectal! - [a], but does not 
include standard Hungarian in the strict 
sense. (The postlexical shortening of /e:/ as 
in the second syllable of keménység ‘hard— 
ness’ results in a vowel tenser than [e], just 
like that of lo: and /ô:/; that is, as was 

ointed out in tion 1 above, [e] and [e:], 
&] and [0:], [6] and [ôz] differ not only in 

ngth but also in tenseness.) 
' If, in stand Budapest Hungarian, 

[e] does not appear even to the limited ex— 
tent that [a] does, why do we mention it 
here? The reason is that Hungarian mor- 
phophonology works as if there was au [e/ 
in the system. The mound member of 
the alternation o ~ I ~ : (at the level of 
the imflxeäate output of the rule) is mid, 
… the {son member of the alterna- 
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tiondrv émdthelongmmnberofe~l 
(kefe ~ kefc't ‘brush’ nom. /acc.) are low (at 
the same level), hence an clef-adjustment 
(redundancy) rule is needed to convert such 

erived e’s into a low, and derived é’s into 
a mid (and tenue) vowel. (Alternatively, 
Structure Preservation might produce the 
same effects without an explicit adjustment 
rule.) These facts, however, are still not 
suflicient to justify an underlying [e/ , un- 
less the ambiguous behaviour of [e] in vowel 
harmon could be explained by positing 
mid [e along with low le]. In particular, 
Hungarian vowels fall into three harmonic 
classes as follows: back-harmonic la: a o: 
o u: u/, front-harmonic /ô: 6 ii: ii], and 
neutral ji: i e:/ . Surface [e] is ambiguous 
in that it behaves sometimes as front har- 
monic and sometimes as neutral (see [2] 
for details). It might be a good idea to 
recognize le] as a neutral vowel and [c] 
as a front-harmonic one. In fact, all five- 
vowel solutions implicitly involve this idea. 
Abondolo ([1]:29fi'), for instance, has the 
following system: 

I E A 0 U 
mid — + — + —- 

back - - + + + 
rounded -- - — + + 

plus a (morpheme—sized) ‘front prosody’. 
Cf. also van der Hulst’s similar solution 
couched in autosegmental terms ([2 :279fi'). 
Considerations of space prevent us rom ex— 
ploring the full implications of this type of 
solution; we will rest content with observ- 
ing that, although certain seemingly irreg- 
ular classes of words (e.g. back-harmonic 
monosyllabic stems containing a neutral 
vowel) can be accounted for nicely in terms 
of such systems, positing two underlying 
sources for surface }[e] raises more prob- 
lems than it solves. ence, we will assume 
that the system has only one nonhigh front 
unrounded short vowel. For typographical 
convenience, we will henceforth refer to this 
item as /e/ —— whether it is underlyingly mid 
(hence, exactly parallel to its long cognate 
/e:/ ) or low (hence, identical with its sur— 
face representation [s]) will turn out to be 
irrelevant (see Section 3 below). 
2.3. Long low D:] and [a:] 
Along with t e surface shortening rule 
mentioned in the previous sections, there 
are surface len thening rules as well.‘Pause— 
substituting’ i.e. hesitational or phrase- 
final) and emphatic lengthenings do not 
convert the short vowels into their long 
counterparts; rather, they either leave vowel 
quality unaffected or modify it in another 
direction (eg. emphatic ooolyau ‘so much’ 

with au 0 opener than usual whereas long 
le:] is closer/tense: than 0/). Other es 
of surface lengthening w produce [lilygut 
of [i], [0:] out of [0], etc. For instance, 
names of letters and sounds are usually 
quoted in a lengthened version as in Ezt 
rôvid {id-vet kel! {mi ‘This is spelt with 
short ’, A mogyarban nines rôvid [o:]-m 
végzô'dô szô ‘There are no word-final short 
O’s in Hungarian’, etc. However, such (sur— 
face) lengthening of [a] and E] will pro— 
duce [a:] and [E:], rather than a:] and [ez]. 
(This can be explained simply by assum— 
ing that such lengthening takes place at 
a point where the adjustment rules men— 
tioned above have already applied.) For 
instance, the length of the initial vowels 
in cm [ezrs] ‘this way’ and arm [azra] 
‘that way’ can be derived by compensatory 
lengthening although, on a strictly taxo- 
nomical view, these should be independent 
(micro phonemes, cf. the minimal airs 
erre ‘t 's way’jere ‘his vein’: [are ere and 
arm ‘that way’lam ‘bride’: [a:ro ara . 

The names of the letters/sounds a and 
8 exhibit a curiously intricate pattern. The 
basic case can be observed in contexts like 
nagy a: -val s’rjulc ‘it is spelt with capital 
A’, ketfele [u]-vel beszél ‘he distinguishes 
two types of E in his speech’, etc. (Mini- 
mal pairs can be found again: a-féle [ozfeflE] 
‘of the type A’ vs. afie'le [ofezle] ‘sort of’, 
e-be [szbeL‘into E’ vs. ebe ebe] ‘his dog’, 
:::—has [a: oz ‘to A’ vs. ah oz [ahoz ‘to 
that’, e—szer e:ssr] ‘E times’ vs. eszer eser] 
‘Social-Revolutionary’, and so 011.) On the 
other hand, the musical notes A and E 
are called a:] and [a:], and the word a'be'ce' 
[a:be:tîâe:] alphabet’ itself makes it likely 
that the name of the letter A used to be 
pronounced [a:] (latinate influence?) Let- 
ters used for identification exhibit an even 
more chaotic pattern: the bus 7/a is [he:t 
a:] but a school class 7/0 is [he:t a:] (al— 
though 7/e is [a:] rather than e:]) A e'pû'let 
‘building A’ can be either [a: or a:] but E 
épûlet can only be &: ; in geometry, a pont 
‘point A’ is either a: or [9:] but 6 pont is 
always [8], etc. Abbreviations, if they are 
pronounced as a sequence of letters, con- 
tain [a:] and [e:] if A or E is initial (AB 
‘abortion committee’, EKG ‘electrocardio— 
gram’) but [a:] and F:] if final (M TA ‘Hun— 
garian Academy 0 ciences’, BSE ‘Bu- 
dapest Sports Club’). Those abbreviations 
that are read out as words ( USA ‘United 
States’, ELTE ‘Eëtvôs Lorand University} 
behave as normal words do: they en 
in short [u]/[e] which regularly undergoes 
Low Vowel Len thening ( usazbon] ‘in the 
US’, [dtezräl] ‘Ërom ELT ’), hence they 
are uninteresting for our present'purposes. 
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What is much more interesting though 
is that [a: and E:] never undergo LVL: 
[smtezozvol , not emte:a:vol] if the nomi- 
native is [emtezoz]. (See also the examples 
listed earlier in this paragraph.) 

_Now, are [a:] and [ez] to be regarded as 
independent (micro)phonemes or as rule- 
generated realisations of [OJ/[E]? Cases like 
arm can be explained by (exically con- 
ditioned) compensatory lengthening, de— 
spite the (surface) minimal pairs. But if 
the name of the letter E is underlyingly a 
short /e/, how can its surface lengthening 
block the application of a mo hophono— 
logical rule like LVL (cf. e-nek eznek] ‘for 
E’ 96 ének [eznek] ‘song’ ? Such bleed- 
ing interaction undoubte y runs counter 
to all current assumptions concerning the 
way phonological systems are or anized. 
However, the phenomena discusse in this 
section are both peripheral and variable: 
therefore, the alternative approach (posit— 
ing underlying / a: ] , / e: / ) will be discarded 
here and it will be assumed that some ex- 
ception device takes care of the offending 
cases. 

Table 3 

' Back 
[Ègh i ii — u 

e 6 a o 
Round Round 

3. CONCLUSION 
It was argued above that (i) both [a] and 
[a] go back to underlying /o whose round- 
ness need not be specified; (ii) all instances 
of surface [e] should be derived from a sin— 
gle underlying segment, [e/ , whose low— 
ness need not be specified; and iii) most, if 
not all, instances of [a:] and [c: can be ac- 
counted for as due to surface engthening 
of [a:] (from /a/) and [E:] (from le!), re— 
spectively. All these observations ad up to 
an even more simplified underlyin vowel 
system, given in Table 3. Notice t at the 
shortzlong opposition is assumed to be en— 
coded in V:VV on the skeletal tier (a move 
that would not be possible if the qual— 
ity differences between [3] and [a:], respec— 
tively [c:] and [e:], were regarded as under- 
lying] valid distinctions); notice further 
that [low] is made superfluous as a clas— 
sificatory feature (of course, it continues 

to figure as a phonetic feature that the 
rules of phonetic implementation need td 
refer to). Finally, notice that Table 3 uses 
the unary features High, Back, and Round 
rather than the binary features of Table 2; 
hence, le/ is neither mid nor low — it is 
simply nonhigh; [a] is neither rounded nor 
unrounded — it is simply not characterized 
by the feature Round; and finall , neutre-l 
vowels are not necessarily defin as front; 
they simply share the preperty of not be— 
ing characterized by the feature Back with 
the front-harmonic (front rounded) vowels. 
An alternative possibility (and one more 
in keepiug with most current phomlogica-l 
theories) is recognising the three may fee-. 
tures (or particles, or elements A I U for: 
‘aperture’, ‘palatality’, and ‘la iality’, re-g 
spectively; this gives us the vowel system 
shown in Table 4. Although this version 
loses some of the advantges (listed above) 
of that in Table 3, it is nevertheless superior 
in one respect: unlike the system in Table 3,‘ 
it does not leave any existing vowel of Hun-g 
garian completely unspecified (leaving the 
possibility of empty V for epenthetic view-] 
els that acquire all their properties from 
the environment) and conversely, it does 
not define a vowel (cf. the high back tut—f 
rounded slot in Table 3) that is nonexisteni 
in Hungarian. 

Tobie I 
. ' l  

i i u  
n e fi o a j  

U 
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LOCAL PROMINENCE OF ACOUSTIC AND PSYCHOACOUSTIC FUNCTIONS 
AND PERCEIVED STRESS IN FRENCH 

P. Martens 

K.U.Leuven, Linguistics Department, Leuven, Belgium. 

Abstract 
Syllable duration, pitch, loud— 
ness, pause length, pitch change, 
and local difference values for 
the f i rst  3 parameters, were stu- 
died for their abil i ty to predict 
perceived stress as measured 1n a 
listening task. The best cues 
were duration increase relative to 
preceding and following 
syl lable(s) ,  followed by nucleus 
duration. 

1 .  Introduction 
Syllabic stress i s  a linguistic 
attribute realized in various 
ways, with or without prominence. 
It can not be observed directly. A 
measure of perceived prominence 
has to be established in order to 
c lassi fy  the syllables. A brief 
review of  terminology w i l l  c lar i fy  
this point. 
(1)  A syllable is  prominent when 
i t  stands out from i ts  context due 
to a local difference for some 
prosodic parameter. Prominence i s  
continuous (not categorical) and 
contributions of multiple parame- 
ters can interact. 
( 2 )  Stress i s  an abstract linguis- 
t ic  category, which can be real- 
ized by several types of prom- 
inence, in  a way which i s  
language-specific. 
(a )  In French, an intra—syllabic 
pitch glide of a given interval 
suffices to signal stress. Prom— 
inence by duration or loudness 
w i l l  be functionally redundant 
although very common. 
(b) For static syllables prom— 
inence w i l l  results from en inter— 
syllabic change of a parameter. 
(c )  F1na11y, stress can result 
from tone level i t se l f ,  on the 

basis of tone distribution [3 ,6 ] .  
(3 )  Word stress ( lexical stress) 
indicates the syllable in a word 
which can receive stress. 
( 4 )  French has two stress types: 
final (word stress position) and 
init ial  stress (emphatic), with a 
different distribution. 
In a listening task, the stress 
Judgment w i l l  be based on a mix- 
ture of heterogeneous factors: 
acoustic, structural, lexical. 
Subjects may focus on an isolated 
factor, or on many; they find i t  
very di f f icult  to separately rate 
prosodic parameters. The test can 
show how untrained subjects judge 
stress, and whether they agree. 
Given the continuous nature of 
prominence, a stress score, the 
number of listeners that perceived 
a syllable as stressed [1,2], 
al lows for a classification in  
min. 3 categories: stressed, 
unstressed, ambiguous. 
Because of space limitations, pre- 
vious studies on stress perception 
and stress cues can not be 
reviewed here. 

2 .  Method. 
Six extracts (277 syl l . )  were 
selected from a corpus [3 ]  1n such 
a way that the test contained at 
least 2 occurences of each 
stressed tone. A male and a female 
speaker each provided 3 extracts. 
The mean length of 46 syll/test 
was suggested by [2]  where i t  was 
found that the proportion of syll- 
ables Judged stressed decreases as 
the length of the carrier sentence 
increases. For lengths above 40 
sy l l .  the ratings are simuler to 
those for continuous speech. The 
passages were very different in 
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Table 1 .  Agreement between 20 raters, and prosodic complexity, 
(Judged by phonetician) for tests 1 to 6.  

TEST(S) 1 2 3 

P(A)  . 7667  .7705 .8333 
P(E) .6704 .6691 .1086 
Kappa . 2922 . 3064 . 4201 

Complexity medium medium low 

terms of prosodic complexity 
(tab1e 1 ) ,  which can be defined in 
terms of ( 1 )  rate of speech 
(without pauses), ( 2 )  proportion 
of stressed syllables,  (3 )  of 
emphatic stresses, ( 4 )  of pauses, 
( 5 )  of gl ides,  and ( 6 )  rhythmic 
structure. 

2 . 1 .  Perceptual experiment. 
The 20 untrained subjects heard 
each passage once (with 253 
s11ence) and 6 times (with 65 
intervals) during which they had 
to indicate the stressed syllables 
on the test sheet. 
Each syllable was judged either 
stressed or unstressed; so, i t  was 
assigned to 1 out of 2 categories. 
The nominal scale ca l ls  for a non— 
parametric test: the kappa statis- 
t ic  [ 9 ]  was used. P ( A ) ,  the pro- 
portion of times that the raters 
agree, and P(E), the proportion of 
estimated chance agreement, are 
determined. The kappa coefficient 
i s  the ratio of P(A) to the max- 
imum proportion of times that 
raters could agree, both corrected 
for chance agreement. A kappa 1 
indicates complete agreement, a 0 
indicates no agreement other than 
chance. Since only 2 categories 
are used here, chance agreement i s  
high, and kappa rather low (table 
2 ) .  The pooled data (P(A)=.7867, 
kappaa.38) show a moderate agree— 
ment among the l isteners, although 
significantly different from 0.  
The relation with prosodic com— 
plexity i s  obvious. . 

2 . 2 .  Acoustic measurements. 
For each sy l lab le ,  5 primary 
attributes are obtained, using an 
interactive analysis program 
[3 .5 ] :  nucleus DURATION, PITCH 
peak, LOUDNESS peak, intra— 
syllabic GLIDE, PAUSE duration. 

4 5 6 1—6 

.6939 .8590 .7156 .786? 

.6194 .6195 .6009 .6558 

.1950 .5429 . 4 3 7 9  .3804 

high low medium 

The segmentation into syllabic 
nuclei [ 4 ]  provides boundaries 
necessary for the parameter 
extraction and pitch contour styl— 
ization. PITCH i s  the peak and 
GLIDE the interval of the stylized 
contour, positive or negative 
according to slope. Pitch values 
are expressed in  semitones (ST): 
the melodic ( in  mel) and harmonic 
( i n  ST) scales are almost identi- 
cal in  the FO—range of speech 
[ 1 0 ] .  The results were hand- 
corrected where necessary. 
The measurement of LOUDNESS [10 ,8 ]  
( in  soneG) accounts for frequency 
dependence, critical bands, fre- 
quency masking, level ,  but ignores 
the effect of stimulus duration. 
Level values (dB SPL) for each 
crit ical band were obtained from 
the power spectrum (512pt FFT, 
40ms), by summation of the com— 
ponents in  the band range, and 
dB—conversion. 
Prominence estimates were calcu- 
lated for duration, pitch and 
loudness. Prominence i s  defined as 
the difference between the parame- 
ter value for a syllable and the 
parameter mean of the context, 
either left  ( L )  or right ( R ) ,  with 
length 1 and 2 s y l l . ,  giving 4 
relative values: resp. DLi,  DL2, 
DR1 and DR2 for duration, PLi,  
PL2, PRi ,  PR2 for pitch, and L L i ,  
LL2,  LRi and LR2 for loudness. 
This allows for a continuous scal— 
ing of prominence. A similar 
measure combining lef t  and right 
contexts wi th  length 1 was used in 
[T]. 

3 .  Results 
Scatter diagrams were made for the 
17 attributes, with stress SCORE 
as the dependent variable. Some 
results were predictable: PITCH 
varies randomly with stress score 
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Tabla 2 .  correlation between strass SCORE and parameters (above 
line) pro-inane. measure (below line). for the peoled data. 

DURATION PITCH 
.411 .203 

DL1 0L2 om ne: PU PL2 PR1 PR2 
.40 .40 .41 .41 .41 .44 .45 .40 

LOUONESS GLIDE PAUSE 
.200 .010 .200 

_ _ _ - —  _ _ _ — -  

LL1 LL2 LRI L82 
.31 .30 .43 .30 

Tab}. 3.  Mean value: for I variables cross-tabulated with ranges 
for SCORE. I ia the number of ayllablea in a group. 

sans a : un m4 
_ …  | 

0-30 271 E sa 0 
| 

0— a 104 E 12 -20 4-11 30 : 100 43 13—20 as : 133 30 
(because of speaker’s range, 
declination line, etc.) and so 
does LOUDNESS. There are too few 
cases of glides and pauses to find 
a relation with SCORE. 
Although no clear linear relation 
was found, Pearson correlation 

_ coefficient r was used to estimate 
the amount of information that 
could be gained from each variable 
(table 2 ) .  r varies considerably 
from one passage to another: for 
DURATION, from .63 to .18. Test 4 
(with high complexity) gives very 
poor correlation for a l l  attri- 
butes and i s  to a large extent 
responsible for the low r in the 
pooled data. 
DURATION is  the only primary 
parameter with relatively high r : .  
this can ba_explained by minimal 
syllabic duration, small variabil- 
ity for unstressed syllables and 
1arge for the stressed. 
The best prominence estimates are 
DL1 and DL2, indicating that syll— 
ables with high SCORES are gen- 
erally longer than the preceding 
one(s). DL2 and DR2 give results 
close' to DL1 and DRi. LOUDNESS, 
LL1 and especially LRi score quite 
good ( r= .5 )  in some tests, but not 
on the average. 
Depending on the method used and 
the number of variables taken into 
account, multiple regression gives 
a correlation of .60 to .88 with 
the stress SCORES. 
Stress score can be used to clas- 
sify the syllables in 3 groups: 
not prominent, ambiguous, and 
prominent (table 3 ) ,  showing clear 
differences between groups. The 
choice of the ranges depended on 

PL1 Pfl1 LL1 LR1 

0.1 0.1 ”0.2 0.2 

“ 0 2  “ 0 . 9  " . 2  “ 1 . 0  

1.0 1.1 2 . 1  1.0 
3.0 4.0 2.5 0.4 

the number of elements in each 
group. 
Labeling according to the tran— 
scription by a phonetician gives a 
further classification (table 4 ) .  
Group means show that the stressed 
are twice as long as unstressed; 
they are prominent by duration 
(DL1,DR1) and, in  the case of low 
stressed, also by loudness 
(LL1,LR1). PLi,  PRi and GLIDE 
reflect the tones used 
(H,L,HL,LH,L—,H+). The values for 
emphatic stress are very close to 
those for unstressed syllables. 
The parameters do not reflect the 
evident phonatory effort of 
emphatic stress. 
Predictions by the intonation 
model are observed in the date: 
(1)  slables with extra-10w tone 
(L-) can be short and weak because 
their stressed status i s  already 
indicated by tone level, (2)  
glides (HL,LH) lack loudness prom- 
inence because stress i s  already 
signaled by the glide. 

4. Conclusion 
A listening task provided ratings 
of perceptual prominence for 277 
syllables. The relative agreement 
between the raters indicates the 
perceptual reaiity of prominence. 
The importance of acoustic parame— 
ters as well as of four prominence 
measures were studied. The stress 
scores by the listeners are best 
predicted by durational prominence 
relative to the preceding 1 or 2 
syllables, and by syllabic dura— 
tion itself.  Hhen the transcrip- 
tion of intonation by a phoneti— 

. cian is  used for syllable classif- 
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Table 4 .  Parameter means for syllabies classified according to transcription 
by phonetician. The mean score by the untrained listanera i s  shown 
under SCORE. N 1: the number of elements in  a category. 

N DUR DL1 0R1 

EMPHATIC 15 12 -10 -12 

PL1 

Sinesseo 14 131 To os 2.0 
a 20 _135 ea 53 4.3 
HL _ 3 100 120 115 5.0 
L 25 130 14 11 1.3 
LH 4 220 100 133 4.2 
"+ 3 103 sa 53 10.0 
L— 11 100 32 33 3.0 

UNSTRESSED 103 11 —20 —24 -1 .4  
h 1 

1- 

POOLED 211 00 0 0 

ication, the same order of impor— 
tance for the studied parameters 
i s  found. Predictions by the 
intonation model on the relative 
importance of individual prosodic 
parameters depending on the tone 
used, are confirmed by the data. 
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WORD STRESS IN GEORGIAN 

P. McCoy 

University of California, Los Angeles, USA 

ABSTRACT 
Word stress in Modern Georgian, the 

language spoken in the Soviet Republic 
of Georgia in the USSR, is known to be 
weak in nature, in fact is not certain that 
there is stress in Georgian. An 
experiment was conducted to test words 
in isolation, in phrases and in complete 
texts to see if there were any common 
denominators. The parameters examined 
here were pitch and duration. For each 
phonological word, F0 measurements 
found a single peak for the whole word; 
correlations between words in text and in 
isolation were fairly consistent, though 
not uniform. Greater duration fell either 
in the syllable with the F0 peak or in the 
initial syllable. The results indicate that 
although stress in Georgian is weak, it is 
clearly a word level phenomenon. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the more confusing questions 

for the student of Georgian is the 
placement of stress. Although this may 
be elementary for languages with fixed 
stress on some syllable of the 
Phonological word, for example Czech, 
where it is always on the first syllable, or 
for languages with mobile stress where 
for the most par it has to be learned, the 
question of stress in Georgian is one that 
is almost avoided. Part of the reason for 
this lies in the fact that it is not certain 
that there is stress in Georgian. Or if so, 
there is no consensus as to its location. 
In all the varying opinions about 
Georgian there is agreement on one point, 
that stress is weakly dynamic and has 
melodic tone. Because it is weak, it tends 
to defy both description and analysis. 
This paper takes as its point of departure 
two questions of import for stress in 

Georgian: (1)13 there a word level stress 
( or is it phrase et sentence level)? (2) If 
there is, then how is it implemented in 
Georgian? _ __ __ = 

The structure of the paper willbe ai 
follows. I will first review Mature on 
the subject as it is useful to be fully award 
of the variety of views there are available 
in stress in Georgia. Having dons this; 
lwillproceedtolookatsomedataùoma 
study examining minimal pairs of wordt 
representing two environments -- within 
the flow of continuous speech, here 
read text, and the same words read ' 
isolation. 

2. LITERATURE 
Starting with the most 

impressionistic, we have ' twa 
descriptions: 1) "Die Betonung gleicht 
dem geglatteten Meer nach dem Star-m.? 
[1]; 2) "...wic murmclndcs Wasser laufl 
die eorgische Rede hin.“ [2]. 'Thcso 
wou d imply that there is a significant 
lack of perceptual cues with which to 
identify stress. This may well be truc fit 
the most impressionistic level where not 
much attention is focussed on the 
physical aspects of perceptual cues, but at 
a slightly more conscious level, there do 
seem to be enough cues to genera“? 
varying opinions on the nature of stresî 

As regards duration, a common 
indicator for stress in language. 
sources say that vowels are of m 
duration throughout the word 
irrespective of the length of thew " 
These sources seem to focus more on 
melodie nature of Georgian. 
however indicate that in addition to 
melodie structure. duration max 
place in determining the place of metal 
Tschenkeli [3] in his gram indienne 
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manchon of duration and Japandze, a 
Georgian phonetician who has done work 
on perception, comments _on the 
perception of Czech by Georgrans. He 
proposes an element of duration .as 
Georgians hear Czech ( a language whrch 
has constant phonetic stress on the mrtral 
syllable, phonemically long and short 
vowels) as stressed in syllables wrth long 
vowels. 

Table 1 [31—[10] gives a summary of 
Georgian stress as described by various 
views proposed in grammar?» and articles. 
What is interesting is that tn addrtron to 
the differences expressed among the 
works, there also seems to be a lack 
clarity within a given description. 

3. PROCEDURE ' 
The speaker was male Speaker of the 

literary norm as judged by colleagues at 
Tbilisi State University. He pronounced 
the sets of words in isolation, and rn 
paragraphs, presented to him rn a random 
order. A practice session was conducted 

- inorderthathebefamiliarwith thewords 
and his task. The Speaker was cautioned 
toreadatasetpace andtoobserveafixed 
distance form the micrOphone. Each word 
was read thrice in each environment for a 
total of six tokens per word across 
environments. _ 

Recordings were made rn a 
soundbooth using a Marantz superscOpe 
cassette PDM 350 and a superscope 
condenser micrOphone. Broad and narrow 
band spectrograms were made of the 
tokens on a Kay Digital spectrograph. 
Fundamental frequency F0 was _meas 
by .tracing the lOth harmonic rn the 
narrow band spcmomms— Duranpn 

ll l V 
measurements were taken form the broad 
band spectrograms. 

4. RESULTS _ 
Correlations of duration and prtch _for 

words in isolation and in a text were fatrly 
consistent, though not uniform. _The 
greater duration measurements fell either 
in the syllable with the F0 peak or m the 
initial syllable. There was only one peak 
in a word and the peak, taking the 
duration of any word as a whole, seemed 
to be a third of the way into the word 
from the onset of the word. 
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From these results one can infer that 
stress, though weak is a word level 
phonomenon. Further, the acoustic 
tiggers for stress would seem to be a 
combination of duration and rising F0. 
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ABSTRACT 

we tested the phonetic basis of a recent claim. made by metrical phonologists that the stress pat- tern of di—syllabic Dutch words with initial stress is inverted to final stress in order to avoid "stress clash“ when such words are embedded (as the right—hand elem— ent) in a compound noun. In one expîrimenâ speakers produced cru— c1a wor s both as simplex nouns and embedded in compounds; listen— ers were then asked where they perceived the stress in the tar— gets after these had been excised from their spoken context. In a second experiment we presented di- phone—synthesised versions of the crucial word types with systemat— ically varied stress patterns; listeners had to rate the accept— ability of the range of patterns in various rhythmic contexts. Results indicate that listeners perceive no stress shift in nat— urally produced word tokens, and that they always disallow versions of such words with inverted stress patterns. 

1. m m  
Compound adjectives in Dutch and 
English, such as red hot, have 
final stress when used predicat- 1ve1y: the ' ker is red 'hot (a single quote precëding a syllable marks strong stress). In attrib- 
utive position, however, the final 
stress on these words is retract- 
ed: a 'red hot ' ker. If the 
stress 533 not Bëen retracted, the result would have been two strong stresses abutting one another, a 

situation called ”stress clash”:_ red 'hot ' ker. It is generally cïaiñëd EEEt an immediate succes- sion of two strong stresses on the same prosodic level violates. a basic rhythmic principle underly— ing languages such as Dutch and English. These languages have a strong preference for a so called alternating stress pattern, irc.) a regular alternation of strong (stressed) and weak (unstressed) syllables. Native speakers of Dutch and English can easily be convinced that stress retraction occurs in compound adjectives. In the older literature we find nu+ merous claims to the same effect [2,3,ç]. Moreover, laboratory experiments have shown that the inversion of stress pattern in Dutch compound - adjectives 1i clearly audible and has robust acoustic correlates (1).…‘…......_.._..__…__., 
In the past .few* years Dutch phonologists have studied another class of rhythmic stress adjust“ ,mÊnttphenomeÊa, viz. the behaviour o s res: pa terne in lysyiiabiu nouns embedded in coâëounds (cf, j6,7]). When a word like 'harnai (armour), with lexical stress ’ the first syllable, is embedded i a compound noun, semanas—ot stress clash 'may-'ariseÿäîas in 'borst'harnas (breast armour). authors concerned [6,7] claim t::ä stress clash_ is resolved in that“ cases by inverting the iëîîïî"iäæä— tern of the embedded word, yiel ing 'borsthar'nas, which wbul have e same stress pattern 

'schee kom' --(ship! 
of ÜEÏËE EEE embedded noun kal' (compass) has “lexical stress 
final positiofi;?'flbibdfiifi' 
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pattern inversion is claimed to be 
applicable only when the embedded 
noun has initial stress on a 
closed syllable (a so called non— 
branching rhyme). Therefore no 
stress adjustment is said to occur 
when the lexically stressed first 
syllable of the embedded noun is 
open as in, e.g., 'premie (pre— 
mium) — 'jaar'premie (annual pre— 
ndum). 

Curiously enough, the older 
literature contains no allusions 
to this type of stress adjustment 
at all, and ever since the claims 
were made, phoneticians have ex— 
pressed their doubts whether these 
are indeed cases of stress adjust— 
ment. In the present study we 
tried to settle this issue in a 
series of experiments. 

2. EXPERIMENT I: PERCEIVED STRESS 
IN’NRTURAL SPEECH 

2.1. method 
The basic stimulus material con— 
sisted of three types of di—syl— 
labic Dutch nouns, each category 
filled with five exemplars: 

1. initial stress on an open syl- 
lable ('premie—type) 

2. initial stress on a closed 
syllable ('harnas—type) 

3. final stress (kom' s—type) 

These 15 words were used as sim— 
plex words as well as embedded 
word—finally in tri-syllabic come 
pound nouns, e.g., jaarpremie, 
borstharnas, and scheepskompg . 
The resulting set of 30 words were 
recorded four times onto audio 
tape by two male speakers of 
Dutch, who pronounced the target 
words twice in a fixed carrier 
phrase Heb 'i' een [TARGET] ont- 
dekt? (Have you a {TARGET} discov— 
ered?) with accent on the target 
and two more times in Heb JIJ een 
[target] ontdekt? (with a contras— 
tive accent on iii). 

The 120 di-syl abic target word 
tokens were excised from their 
spoken contexts using a digital 
wave form. editor, and presented 
twice (in different random orders) 
to 18 Dutch listeners. These were 
asked for each stimulus word to 

indicate along a scale from -5 to 
+5 what stress pattern they per— 
ceived. In this scale “0" meant 
that the stress levels of the two 
syllables were exactly equal. ”—5" 
was to be chosen if the subject 
felt that the initial syllable was 
much less stressed than the final 
syllable. "+5" had to be responded 
when the subject perceived much 
more stress on the initial syl- 
lable than on the final syllable. 
Intermediate values stood for less 
extreme differences in the dis- 
tribution of stress over the two 
syllables. 

2 . 2 .  Results and conclusions 
Table I contains the results. 

Table I: Mean perceived stress 
distribution (see text) broken 
down by accentedness of target, 
type of word (simplex vs. embedded 
in compound), and lexical stress 
type (each mean is based on 360 
judgments nominally). 

target accented unaccented 
simpl. emb. simpl. emb. 

'premie 3.7 1.6 1.9 0.9 
'harnas 3.7 1.7 1.5 0.5 
kom'pas —2.5 0.8 —0.5 —0.4 

The perceived stress distribution 
clearly differs for words with 
initial stress (' remie—type and 
'harnas—type) and ose with final 
stress (kom' s—type), F(3,4194)- 
957.1 p<<. 1. The difference be— 
tween initial stress and final 
stress is larger for simplex words 
than for the same words incorpor— 
ated in a compound, F(1,4195)- 
55.8, p<.001 (this corresponds to 
the difference between primary 
versus secondary stress on the 
word level). The stress patterns 
are perceived as more extreme in 
accented simplex words than else— 
where. Crucially, however, none 
of the differences between the 
'premi —type and the 'harnas-type 
are ever significant, but these 
two types always differ signific— 
antly from the kom' s—type 
(Scheffé procedure, p<. . 

So far, these results do not 
support the claims made by metric— 
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al phonologists, who predicted 
that the stress pattern of harnas 
would resemble that of ' remîe In 
simplex words but that oË Eom'pas 
in compounds. One may argue some— 
what perversely, however, that our 
spreakers may have behaved a—typ- 
ically, and that an (even) more 
proficient speaker would have dis— 
played the predicted stress shift 
after all. In order to resolve 
this possibility we ran a control 
experiment with an ideal (syn- 
thetic) speaker who produced the 
desired stress shifts exactly the 
way we wanted. 

& …  II:…smsss  
pmmsmmcspm 

'3.1. Method 
The lexical material underlying 
the stimuli were three word pairs: 

( aar)premi : 

(borst)harnas: 

initial stress, 
lst syll. open 
initial stress, 
lst syll. closed 

(scheeps)kompas: final stress 

These words were embedded in final. 
position in compounds; the result- 
ing set of eight words were then 
synthesized from diphones (using 
the PB3O diphone set; for details 
cf.  van Rijnsoever, 1988) in the 
same two carrier phrases ( i . e . ,  
once with and once without accent 
on the target) that were used in 
experiment I .  Each utterance was 
given the same pitch pattern with 
a standard declination and a with 
a 6 semitone rise—fall on the 
accented syllable. The duration of 
final two syllables in the targets 
was systematically varied in five 
steps, so as to create a continuum 
from stress on the penult syl— 
lable, via level stress, to stress 
on the final syllable (note that 
80% of the original recording 
speed i s  the standard synthesis 
output rate): 

penult final 
rising 48% 112% 

64% 96% 
level 80% 80% 

96! 64% 
falling 112: 48: 

The resulting set of 3 (lexical 
words) * 2 (simplex/embedded) * 2 
(yes/no accent on target) * 5 
(temporal stress patterns) - 60 
stimulus types were presented to 
19 native Dutch listeners in two 
different random orders, who had 
to indicate the acceptability of 
each item along a scale from 0 , 
(unnacceptable stress pattern) to 
7 (completely acceptable stress 
pattern). 

3.2. Results * 
From the acceptability scores of 
the five temporally different ver— 
sions of a stimulus type we deri— 
ved its preferred stress pattern 
for each individual listener. To 
this efect we devised an index 
such that negative values indicate 
stronger preference for initial 
stress ( i . e . ,  a relatively long 
f irst  syllable), and positive 
values stronger preference for 
final stress ( i . e . ,  a relatively 
long second syllable); an index of 
0 would indicate that perfectly 
even stress i s  preferred. Table I I  
summarizes the results. 

Table II: «Mean preferred stress 
pattern broken down by accent type 
(yes/ho accent on target), word 
type (simplex vs. embedded in com- 
pound), and lexical stress type. 

target accented unaccented 
simpl . emb. simpl . emb. 

'premie - .22 —.08 —.52 .03  
'harnas —.19 .02 - .24 - .02  
kom'pas .03  .29 .36 .40  

we notice that the effects are 
stronger for unaccented than for 
accented targets. words with init- 
ial lexical stress are always to— 
wards the negative end of the 
scale, while words with final 
stress appear at the positive end 
of the scale. When the simplex 
words are embedded into compounds, 
there i s  a general preference for 
a stronger (more stressed, longer) 
final syllable. This effect i s  
esPecially clear when the targets 
are accented, and somewhat insta— 
ble for unaccented targets. Cru— 
cially, however, there is not the 
slightest preference for stronger 
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final stress when 'harnas i s  em- 
bedded, even though rhythmic in— 
version was predicted there. More— 
over, counter to the linguists' 
prediction, there i s  no systematic 
difference between 'premie and 
'harnas. 

4 .  (INCLUSIŒ AND DISCUSSICN 

Our experiments have failed to 
support the predictions of metric- 
al phonologists to the effect that 
embedding an initially stressed 
word in a compound noun would lead 
to an inversion of stress pattern. 
The stress pattern, and the tema 
poral organisation associated with 
i t ,  of an embedded noun with init— 
ial stress remains completely 
distinct from the stress pattern 
of an embedded word with final 
stress. we therefore take the view 
that these phonological predict— 
ions are wrong, and suggest that 
the principle of stress clash 
avoidance be restricted to the 
class of compound adjectives (the 
"stress retraction"—cases in 5 1 ) .  
Notice that compound adjectives 
receive their stress pattern 
through the phrasal stress rule, 
i . e . ,  by a process that i s  intrin- 
sically above the level of the 
word. Apparently, there is  no 
stress clash when two lexical 
stresses become adjacent in a 
compound noun, i . e . ,  no stress 
clash is  felt at the word level. 

The duration of the f irst syl- 
lable in any di—syllabic word gets 
relatively shorter i f  this word i s  
the final element of a compound 
( c f .  table I I ) .  Three general 
(non—language—SPecific) low—level 
duration rules account for this 
phenomenon: ( i )  A. syllable with 
main stress i s  longer than other 
syllables. When a word i s  embedded 
in  a compound, i t  loses i t s  main 
stress, i . e . ,  the lexically 
stressed syllable loses its pitch 
movement, and gets shortened. ( i i )  
Longer words are spoken faster 
than shorter words, therefore the 
syllables of the di—syllabic words 
will generally be shortened when 
they are embedded in a longer 
compound. ( i i i )  A.word—final syl— 
lable i s  lengthened so as to mark 

of f  the word (final lengthening). 
Since the result, a shortened 

syllable at the onset of the eme 
bedded word, i s  compatible with 
the desired stress pattern of 
kom'pas, the shortening is  not 
picked up for this type of word. 
When a long, open initial syllable 
i s  shortened (as  in 'premie),  the 
decrement in duratibn will be too 
small to reach the listener's 
awareness. But i f  a short, closed 
syllable gets shortened by the 
same amount, the effect may be 
above threshold and the linguist 
will be tempted to interpret this 
as a shift  in stress. 

we take the view, of course, 
that the effects of such lowalevel 
duration rules should not be mis— 
taken for stress effects; or else 
we would have to interprete the 
same effect  as a stress shift in 
one case ('harnas) and as a sub— 
liminal duration shift in others 
('premie,  kom'pas). 

NOTE 
Experiments 1 and 2 were run by 
my students Ellen L .  Bish and 
Ruben van de Vijver, respectively. 
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